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CIRCULAR.

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Org.\ni/.ed 1848.

EIGHTEENTH SESSION.

The Massachusetts Horticultural Society having invited the American Pomological Society to hold its next meeting
at Boston, the undersigned gives notice that the Eighteenth Session of this National Association will he lield in that city,

commencing Wednei<day, Seplenilier Fourteenth, 1881, at 10 o'clock .\. M., and continuing for tliree days.

This Session will take place at the time of the Annual Exhibition of tlie JIas.xachusetts Horticultural Society,

which is expected to be of unusual excellence, and will give additional interest to tlie occasion.

All Horticultural, Pomological, Agricultural, and other kindred Associations in the United Stales and British

Provinces, are invited to send delegations as large as they may deem expedient; and all persons interested in the culti-

vation of fruits are invited to be present, and take seats in the Convention.

It is earnestly hoped that there will be a full attendance of delegates from all riuarters of our country, thereby

stimulating more extensive cultivation by the concentrated information and experience of cultivators, and aiding the

Society in perfecting its Catalogue of Fruits. This Catalogue includes fifty States and Territories, most of which have
their columns filled with a great amount of information as to the fruit adapted for culture in the respective locations.

Many of these are yet incomplete; and it is the object of the Society, from year to year, to fill the blanks, and bring its

Catalogue nearer to perfection. To accomplish this object as fully as possible, the Chairman of the General Fruit

Committee, P. B,\rry, Esq., Rochester, N. Y., will send out the usual circulars of inquiry; and it is desirable that

these inquiries should be answered at an earlj' day. The various State and Local Committees are urged to respond to

the circulars as soon as practicable.

This Session will be held at the home of its President, where, after an interval of years, occasioned by ill health

and a serious accident, he hopes to have the pleasure of meeting, not only his old friends, but others from the various

sections of our country, and again to unite heartiand hand with friends for the promotion of the objects of the Society,

When we consider the importance of fruit culture in North America, its progress during the last thirty years under

the beneficent action of this Society, its moral, social, and sanitary influence, and the increasing demand for its pro-

ducts both in this country and Europe, rendering it a source of national wealth, we feel ju.stified in urging the attend-

ance of all who are interested in the welfare of our country, and the development of its wonderful resources, in this

branch of industry.

Arrangements will be made with hotels, and, as far as possible, with various railroad lines terminating in Boston,

for a reduction of fare. Wherever possible, it would be best that such arrancemenis should be made by the various

delegations with roads in their localities, as rates made by Boston roads will apply only to their lines.

Members, delegates, and societies are requested to contribute specimens of the fruits of their respective districts,

and to communicate in regard to them whatever raaj- aid in promoting the objects of the Society and the science of

American Pomology. The sense of the last meeting of the Society was that the exhibition of large collections of fruit

is not desirable, but that the show of fruits should be confined mainly to new or rare varieties and remarkable speci-

mens, or such as being peculiar to any locality, or for any other reason possess special interest. Intending contiibutors

—whether as States, Societies or individuals,—will oblige by giving notice as far as possible, and at an early date, what

quantity they propose to exhibit. Three specimens of a variety will be sufficient, except in fruits of special interest.

Each contributor is requested to prepare a complete list of his fruits, that a report of all the varieties entered may be

submitted to the meeting as early as practicable. A limited number of Wilder Medals will be awarded to objects of

special merit.

Packages of fruits, with the names of the contributors, may be addressed as follows: "Amkuican Pomological
Society, Boston, care of Mass.\chusetts HoRTictTLTt'ii.\L vSofiETv." Freight and express charges should be pre-

paid.



6 PROGRAMME OF BUSINESS.

All persons desirous of becoming members can remit the fee to E. W. BsrwEi.i., Treasurer, Boston, Mass. Life-

membership, Twenty Dollars; Biennial Four Dollars. Life-members will he supplied with back numbers of the

Proceedings of the Society as far as possible.

MAKSHALL P. WILDER, PreM<lcat, Boston, Mass.

ROBERT MANNING, Serrdary, Salem, Mass,

Newspapers and periodicals that take an interest in Pomology are respectfully requested to publish the above.

PROGRAMME OF BUSINESS.
(Subject to Revision by the Meeting.)

HOURS OF MEETING.

Wednesday, 10 o'clock in the morning, and 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

Thursday, !) o'clock in the morning, and 'i o'clock in the afternoon.

Friday, 9 o'clock in the morning, and 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

Rules for Speaking. Five minutes, and no person to speak more than twice on the same subject, without leave.

Wednesday, 10 a. m. Introductory Exercises; Appointment of Committees,— viz., on Credentials, on Nomination of

Officers, on Record of Fruits exhibited, on Award of the Wilder Medal.

3 p. M. President's Address; Reports of Committee on Credentials, and on Nomination of Officers; Election of

Officers; Reception of Treasurer's Report; Appointment of Place for the next Meeting of the Society.

Thursday, 9 a. m. Reports of Standing Committees; Discussion of the Value of Fruits enumerated in the Catalogue,

as indicated by stars, to be called by the Secretary in alphabetical order, as follows; Grapes, Strawberries, other

Small Fruits, Apples, Pears, Peaches, &c. , &c. At the close of each division, statements relative to new varieties

will be received.

3 P. 51. Continuation of morning session.

Friday', 9 a. m. Reports of Committees on Fruits exhibited; Resolutions; Reception of Essays; Continua.lion of

Discussion on Values of Fruits, as per Catalogue; and Introduction of Names of New Varieties.

;i p. M. Completion of Business; Adjournment,

fi p. M. Banquet in Music Hall.

ESSAYS:
The following named gentlemen will prepare papers, which, it is believed, will add interest to the meeting and

value to the Proceedings:—
Dr. Joio< A. Warder, President of the Ohio Horticultural Society, on Shelter for Orchards.

Hon. P. J. Berckmans, President of the Georgia Horticultural Society, on New Southern

Fruits.

Professor Thomas Meehan, Editor of the Gardener's Monthly, Philadelphia, on the Scientitic

Progress in Fruits.

Professor W. ,1. Beal, Michigan Agricultural College, Lansing, on the Classification of Pears

by their Flowers.

Professor George Husmann, University of Jlissouri, Columbia, on the Culture of the Grape
and its importance as a national industrj'.

Hon. GEORCiE W. Campbell, Delaware Ohio, on the Improvement of Native Grapes, by

crossing or hybridization.

JosiAH Hoopes. Ex-President of Fruit Growers' Society of Pennsylvania, on the Garden Cul-

ture of the Peach.

P. T. Qdinn, Secretary of the New Jersey Horticultural Society, Newark, on the Strawberry.

W. C. Barry, Rochester, N. 5f., on New Fruits.
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

CONSTITUTION.

Article 1. Tlie name of this Association shall

be tiie American Pomological Society.

•i. Its object shall be the advancement of the sci-

ence of Pomology.

3. It shall consist of delegates appointed by

Horticultural, Agricultural, and kindred Societies

in the United States and British America, and of

such other persons as take an interest in the wel-

fare of the Association, and are desirous of pro-

moting its aims.

4. The meetings shall be held biennially, at such

time and place as may be designated by the Society
;

and special meetings may be convened at any time

on the call of the President,

5. The officers shall consist of a President, a First

Vice-President, one Vice-President from every State,

Territory and Province; a Treasurer and a Secre-

tary ; and shall be elected by ballot or otherwise at

every biennial meeting.

BY-LAWS.

1. The President shall have a general superin-

tendence of the affairs of the Society during its

vacation
;
give due public notice of the time and

place of meeting; preside at its deliberations;

deliver an address on some subject rehiting to

Pomology, at every biennial meeting; and appoint

all committees, unless otherwise directed.

2. In case of the death, sickness, or inability of

the President, his official duties shall devolve on

the First Vice-President or such one of the Vice-

Presidents as the Society may elect by ballot or

otherwise.

3. The Treasurer shall receive all monies belong-

ing to the Society, and pay over the same on the

written orders of the President.

4. The Secretary shall, with the assistance of a

reporter appointed by him, keep a record of the

transactions of the Society for publication.

5. Tliere shall be an Executive Committee con-

sisting of five members, together with the President

and Vice-Presidents, ex-ojficio, five of whom shall

constitute a quorum, who shall manage the affairs

of the Society during its vacation.

6. Chairmen of Fruit Committees, for every State,

Territory and Province, and a general Chairman

over all, shall be appointed biennially. It shall be

the duty of each of such Chairmen to appoint four

additional members of his committee, and with

their aid, and with such other information as he can

procure, to forward to the general Chairman one

month before every biennial meeting. State Pomo-
logical Reports, to be condensed by him for publi-

cation.

7. A standing Committee on Native Fruits, con-

sisting of. eleven members, shall be appointed by the

President immediately after his election. It shall

be the duty of this Commiteee- to report annually

on native fruits, and also to examine, and before

the close of session report on, all new seedling vari-

eties that may be exhibited ; and to make an ad
interim report on those that were exhibited in an

unripe condition at the meeting of the Society, but

had subsequently attained a state of maturity; and

on such other seedlings as may have been sub-

mitted to their inspection during the Society's

vacation.

8. A standing Committee on Foreign Fruits, con-

sisting of seven members, shall be appointed, whose

duties shall be similar to those of the committee in

by-law seven.

9. A standing Committee on Synonyms, consist-

ing of seven members, shall be appointed biennially.

10. Vacancies occurring in committees shall be

filled by the chairman of each, and in case of his-

death or inability to serve, his place shall be sup-

plied by the President of the Society.

11. The members of this Society shall pay four

dollars biennially ; and twenty dollars paid at one

time shall constitute one life membership.

12. The order of business for each meeting shall

be arranged by the Executive Committee

13. The Constitution and By-Laws may be al-

tered or amended, at any regular biennial meeting,

by a vote of two-thirds of the members present.



PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY
1881.

FIRST DAY--MORNING SESSION.

Boston, Mass., AVednesday, September 14, 1881.

The Society met in the Hawthorne Eooms, on Park Street, beginning at 10 o'chjck, Hon. Mak-
SHALL P. Wilder, the President, in tlie chair.

As Mr. Wilder entered the hall and took the platform, he was warmly applauded by the gentlemen

present. He spoke as follows :

Good morning, my friends : Most happy am I to meet yon again after so many years of separation,

and since you would not release me from the duties of the Chair, I am here to greet you with a right

hearty welcome. It was not in my jiower to take 3'ou all by the hand this morning, and now, in com-

memoration of our meeting here eight years ago, I propose that we have a general shaking of hands,

that the current of friendship and brotherly love may course through all our veins. I give my hands

to the gentlemen on the right and left, and beg you to do the same. [General shaking of hands and

applause.] Gentlemen, we are here at the invitation of the Massachusetts Horticultiiral Society,

whose president, Hon. Francis B. Hayes, I have now the pleasure to introduce.

Mr. Hayes spoke as follows :

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the American Pomological iSocieti/ :

In behalf of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, I cordially welcome you all who have honored

our Society and city by your presence on this occasion. From the Dominion of Canada to the ever-

glades of Florida, from the Atlantic to the Pacific shore, all receive our warmest greetings. We feel

as if you were children of our own, connected so intimately as your Society has been with ours, the

elder one, from your birth. If not our offspring, you are our very near and dear relations, and as such

we welcome you to our home. It is with pride we receive as our guests so distinguished and useful a

Society as yours is, and we are highly gratified to have the privilege of tendering all the facilities at

our command to make your sojourn with us both profitable and pleasant to you.

You will see in this city and State a community diligently engaged in th'e peaceful arts of life
;

some are well known to you as being deeply interested in agricultural and horticultural pursuits. Here

is the home of those who have been largely occupied in fostering manufacturing industries, illustrated

by the two extensive exhibitions of mechanical art now presented in this city, and in opening new

avenues of commerce for the interchange of commodities betAveen the diiferent sections of our country,

thereby uniting in the bands of mutual interest and sympathy all parts of this continent. If yon are

interested in the cause of education, our public seliools, and schools and galleries of art, as well as our

higher seminaries of learning, will be open for your inspection. Should you desire to see what we have

done in horticulture, you have admission to the gardens of Hunnewell, Wilder, Payson, Sargent. Gray?

(lardner, ,\mps. Hovey and others. Should you be jilcased to see places associated witli the struggles
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of our fathers in iisserting and maintaining their cherished principles of religious, civil and iiolitical

freedom, you will visit Plymouth Eock, Lexington and Concord, and, within the limits of this munici-

pality. Bunker Hill and Dorchester Heights, as well as Faneuil Hall and the Old South Church, from

which the tocsin of liberty was sounded, rousing men throughout the laud to unite with heart and

hand in securing their sacred, inalienable rights.

It is a most pleasant thought, Mr. President, that this nation is at peace with itself and all the

world. We have '' beaten our swords into ploughshares and spears into pruning hooks," and tlie entire

Anglo-Saxon race is now harmoniously working out together the grand prolilems for the extension aiul

perpetuity of freedom and the advancement of humanity.

In these noble objects, sir, your society has a deep interest. About one-third of a century has

elapsed since your organization, and you may look with great satisfaction upon what you have accom-

plished. By your instrumentality, chiefly, the cultivation of choice fruits has been extended through-

out the larger portion of this continent. You have been far in advance of all others in promoting the

production of the largest and best varieties of fruits, and m naming them, so that the world can make

its selection through the information your association has obtained and disseminated with great labor

and liberality. Thus you have largely contributed to the comfort and happiness of mankind, besides

augmenting in a wonderful manner the wealth of this country. And, better than all this, your asso-

ciation has exerted a powerful influence for the common good in bringing together men of large intel-

ligence and ability from the different sections of this country and the great Northern Dominion, and

thereby cultivating sentiments of respect and friendship for each other, and establishing a common
brotherhood of laborers, having for the object of their work, in the development of the resources of

nature, the welfare of mankind.

You must pardon me, gentlemen, for expressing the gratification I and my associates have, that in

this great work of moral and material improvement our venerable fellow-citizen, who for several years

filled the chair which I now occupy, is your leader. For more than thirty years you have with

unanimity selected him to preside over your body, and you fully appreciate and gratefully acknowledge

how much has been accomplished by your Society through his zeal, indefatigable industry and wise

counsels. Long may his life of usefulness be preserved to us all I

You, sir, and your associates have the best wishes of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, that

your convention may be harmonious, agreeable and i)romotive of the important objects of your oi-gani-

zation; and we shall hope you may have no cause for regret that you have honored us by your jiresence.

At the conclusion of Mr. Hayes's remarks President Wilder replied as follows:

Mr. President :

In behalf of the American Pomological Society, I beg to return you our sincere thanks for your

kind words of welcome, and for the elegant and commodious preparations you have made for our

reception.

We are right glad to be here once more, and to accept of the hospitalities which you have so gen-

erously extended to us,—here in the old Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the land of the Puritan and

Pilgrim fathers—here in old Boston, from which emanated some of the first fruits of American

pomology; here where William Blackstone, the first white settler on our peninsula, planted an orchard

on yonder Capitoline Hill, two hundred and fifty years ago; here where John Winthrop soon after

planted a vineyard and orchard ou his island farm in our harbor; here where John Hancock had his

nursery an hundred years ago; here at the home of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, the second

permanent institution of the kind on this continent; and may I not add, here at the home of your

ancient president, where for more than lialf a century he has labored for the advancement of the science

of the soil.

But, Mr. President, as I shall address the Society more formally this afternoon. I will refrain from

further remarks, except to say that we hojie to lie honored with your presence and that of the members

of your society during our discussions.

Mr. Hayes invited all the members of the American Pomological Society, with their ladies, to a

banquet which tiie Massachusetts Horticultural Society would give on Friday evening, in honor of the

association.
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In the una voidable absence of the Secretary, Robert Manning. Professor W. J. Real of Michigan

acted as Secretary. In the absence of the Treasurer. E. \V. Buswell, Benjamin G. Sniitli of Massa-

chusetts acted as Treasurer.

Colonel N. J. Colmau of Missouri, Thomas Hogg of New York, G. F. B. Leighton of Virginia,

Edward D. Pearce of Rhode Island, and E. H. Scott of Michigan, were aiipoiiited a Connnittee on the

Credentials of Delegates.

The following Committee was appointed on Fruits Exhibited and on the award of Wilder Medals:

P. J. Berckmans of Georgia, Rev. Robert Burnet of Nova Scotia, S. B. Parsons of New York, C. M.
Hovey of Massachusetts, P. T. Quiun of New Jersey, "William Watson of Texas, and John Saul of the

District of Columbia.

The following Committee was appointed to nominate a list of officers for the ensuing two years:

From Arkansas. M. F. Markle ; California, Mr. Perkins; Colorado, L. D, B, Stillman; Connecticut,

Edwin Hoyt; Delaware, Edward Tatuall; District of Columbia, John Saul; Georgia, M. Cole; Illinois,

John M. Pearson; Iowa, L. G. Ireland; Kansas, E, A. Coleman; Maine, R. H. Gardner; Massachu-

setts, B. G, Smith; Michigan, J, G, Ramsdell; Missouri, Z, S, Ragan; New Hampshire, Frederick

Smyth; New Jersey, P, T, Quinn; New York, H, E, Hooker; North Carolina, Edward Kidder; Nova

Scotia, ReT. Dr. R. Burnet; Ohio, George W. Trowbridge; Ontario, P. C. Dempsey; Pennsylvania,

Josiah Hoopes; Quebec, Charles Gibbs; Rhode Island, Joseph H. Bourne; Te.xas, William Watson;

Vermont, ex-Governor J, Gregory Smith; Virginia, (t, F. B. Leighton.

The Society then took a recess until 3 p. m.

FIRST DAY--AFTERNOON SESSION.

The meeting was called to order at '6 o'clock by President Wilder.

The Committee on Credentials reported the following delegates:

Arkansas—Sfcife Hortinilfural Soriety—W. F. Mai-kle.

California—Mr. Perkins.

Colorado—Mr. Grimes, L. D. B. Stillman.

Connecticut—Stnfi' Board of Agriculture—P. M. Augur, Middlefield; Edwin Hoyt, New
Canaan; J. H. Hale and G. H. Hale, South Glastonbury; Hon. T, S. Gold, West Cornwall; F. Trow-

bridge, Milford; Charles Dickerman, New Haven.

District of Columbia— J. R. Dodge, John Saul. Depurtment of Agriculture—William Saun-

ders, C, V. Riley.

Georgia—State Horticultural Society—P. J. Berckmans. Augusta; Samuel Hape and M. Cole,

Atlanta; T. L. Kinsey, Savannah.

Illinois—John M, Pearson, Godfrey,

Indiana—Imtinna Horticultural Society—Hon, Joseph C, Ratliff, Richmond.

Iowa—State Horticultural Society—L, G, Ireland. Sibley.

Kansas—E. A. Coleman, Lawrence.

Maine—Robert H. Gardiner, Gardiner; Henry McLaughlin, Bangor; Samuel Rolfe. Portland;

Charles S, Pope. Manchester.

Maryland—Franklin Davis, Baltimore.

Massachusetts—i/«ss«c7«««i;i's Horticultural Society—Francis B. Hayes, Marshall P. Wilder,

Charles M. Hovey, James F. C. Hyde, William C. Strong, William Gray, jr., C. 0. Whitmore, John

B. Moore, John Cummings, Benjamin G. Smith, F. L. Ames, C. H. B. Breck, Robert Manning,

Hervey Davis, E. W, Wood, Charles F. Curtis, J. W. Manning, 0. B. Hadwen, P. Brown Hovey,

Warren Fenno, John C. Hovey, C. H, Hovey, J, H. Woodford, C. N. Brackett, John G, Barker, E.

W, Buswell, S, Hartwell, E. P. Richardson, William H. Hunt, William H. Spooner. Worcester

County Horticultural Societij—'Ex-Goy. Stephen Salisbury, Stejjhen Salisbury, jr., Alex. H. Bullock,

Philip L, Moen, C. B, Hadwen, Dr, J, P. Lyude, of Athol; Francis H. Dewey, J. Henry Hill, George C.
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Francis, James F. Allen, William T. Mansfield, Charles E. Parker, Frank J. Vinney, John C. Newton,
Sylvanus Sears, Henry Phelps, James Draper, Henry L. Parker, William H. Earle, William W. Cook,
Calvin L. Hartshorn, Paul Whiton, Newell Wood, George Cruickshanks, F. M. Marble, Joseph C.
Lovell, Charles E. Brooks, Jonathan D. Wheeler. A. A. Hixon, William H. Wheeler, Frederic A.
Blake, Edward W. Lincoln. Sfafe Board of Agriculfure—Ch-dvles L. Flint, Boston. Soriefy for the

Promotion of A(/rie it If lire—Edward N. Perkins, Secretary. Middlesex Agricultural Society—John
Cummings, John B. Moore. Essex Agricultural Society—Benjamin P. Ware, President. Hingham
Agricultural and Horticultural Society—Thomas T. Bouve, Edmund Hersey. Joshua Tower, James S.

Lewis. Wetoton Horticultural Society—O. C. Gibbs, Arthur W. Felton, W. H. AVardwell, Cyrus Blake.

Michigan— >S?fffe Horticultural Society—Bon. T. T. Lyon, South Haven; Hon. J.
g" Eamsdell,

Traverse City; Prof. W. J. Beal, Lansing; Hon. W. K. Gibson, Jackson; E. H. Scott, Ann Arbor;
George L. Seaver, South Haven; Benjamin Hathaway, Little Prairie Eonde.

Missouri—Stute Horticulfiiral Society—Zachariah S. Ragan. Lidependence; Col. Norman J. Col-

man, St. Louis; Isidor Bush, Bushberg.

New BiiUNSwifK—C. E. Grosvenor, Canterbury.

New Haiipshirk—Ex-Governor Frederick Smyth, Mauehester; W. H. Mills, Plaistow; C. C.

Shaw, Milford; James M. Hayes. Dover.

New Jersey—^?ff/'p Horticultural Society— V. T. Quinn, Newark; E. Williams, Montclair;

David Baird, Manalapin; .luhn S. Collins, Moorestown; William Parry, John R. Parry. J. T. Lovett,

Little Silver.

New York— iV^^'^f York Horticultural Society—M. K. Bliss, Thomas Hogg, Dr. F. M. Hexamer,
Peter Henderson. Samuel B. Parsons, Robert B. Parsons, George Thurber. Western New York Horti-

cultural Society—V. Barry, Rochester; Jacol) S. Woodward, Lockport; H. H. Farley, Union Springs;

L H. Babcock, Lockport; Alfred Bridgeman, Newburgh; H. B. Ellwanger, Rochester; James A Root,

Skaneateles; H. E. Hooker, Rochester; T. C. Maxwell, Geneva; James H. Ricketts, Newburgh; J. G.

Burrow, Fishkill; H. J. Peck, Brighton; Lewis Chase. Rochester; A. J. Caywood, Marlboro; Elisha

Moody and George H. Moody. Lockport; T. S. Hubbard, Fredonia; D. C. Loomis, Oneonta; William
Hoyt Coleman, Geneva.

Nova Scotia—/>«// Omwers' Associntion—YleY. Robert Burnet, D. I).. Pictou.

Ohio—State Horticultural Society—George W. Trowbridge, Glendale; Dr. Johu A. Warder,
North Bend; George W. Campbell, Delaware; L. Grover, Windsor.

Ontario—Fruit Growers' Association—P. (.!. Dempsey, Albury.

Pennsylvania— ,sy^^/^' Horticultural Society—W. L. Sehaffer, President ; J. E. Miteliell, Josiah

Hoopes, Charles P. Hayes, Thomas Meehan, A. W. Harrison, William Parry, Charles H. Miller, W. H.
Moon.

QvYB-EC—Fruit Growers' Association o/J(';Jo/'.';/"o/y/—Charles Gibb and John M. Fisk. Aljbotsford;

Robert Jack, Chateauguay; William Mead Pattison, C'lareueeville.

Rhode Island— ,sy,,/r Horticultural Society—'Edwin A. Briggs, Joseph H. Bourne. W. F. Chan-
ning, George Hunt, Henry S. Olney, Thomas K. Parker; Francis H. Perry. Henry T. Root. Alden B.

Knapp, John M. Kuowles, Cyrus B. Manchester, Silas H. Manchester, Samuel H. Wales, Edward D.

Pearce, Amasa M. Eaton, Rol)ert Cushman, Henry A. Rhodes, Dr. Timothy Newell. Society for the

Encouragement of Domestic Industry—Hon. Edward D. Pearce, Joseph H. Bourne, William II. Dyer.

Robert Cushman, Robert I. Moore.

Texas—State Horticultural Association—William Watson aiul W. E. Watson, Breuham.
Virginia—Norfolk Horticultural and Pouiological Society—G. F. B. Leighton, President ; N. W.

Pierson. Fairfax County; J. B. Whitehead, Norfolk; E. H. Bissell, Richmond.
L'nited States AciRici'LTrRAL Society.—Ex-Gov. Frederick Smyth, of New Hampshire; Dr.

George B. Loring, Commissioner of Agriculture; Major Ben. Perley Poore, of Massachusetts; Judge
William Schley, of Georgia: William D. Brackenridge, of Maryland.

The report of the Committee on Nominations was presented by Dr. Robert Burnet, of Nova Scotia,

Chairman. The ticket presented by the Nominating Committee was then elected.

President Wilder said:—On my part, gentlemen, I thank you from the bottom of my heart for this

continued mark of your respect and confidence. I have several tinu^s tendered my resignation, but you
have thought that I ought to continue still in ortice. I am therefore here at your service, and accept
with great gratitude the houoi- tliat vou have now conferred upon me.
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ADDRESS OF THE HON. MARSHALL PINCKNEY WILDER.
PRESIDENT OF THE SOCIETY.

Members and Friends uf the American Fomologiccd Society:

Once more, througli tlie merciful |iroviclence of Him who healerli our Ijrokeu hones, restoreth our
health and preserveth our lives from de.sti-uctioii, I am enahled to stand before vou and discharge the

duties incumbent on me as the anciejit presiding officer of our Association. Gladly would I have been

with you at the last two sessions of our Society, but God had otherwise ordered. Glad should I have

been had you accepted my resignations of the office which you have conferred on me for more than

thirty years, and transferred the honor to some one of fewer years, whose health, enterprise and
ability would have surpassed my own. But, gentlemen, as you have declined to receive my resigna-

tion, often tendered to you, thus manifesting a desire that I should die with the harness on—no, no, I

will not say die, but rather still live to cooperate with you in efforts for the perpetuation of our

time-iionored institution and the promotion of its objects—and since you have provided a substitute

to perform my duties in my absence, I am disposed to confide in your wisdom rather thau in my own
judgment, and keep working on, fulfilling whatever duty you may assign me while life and strength

shall last.

When I reflect on by-gone days, and bring to mind the many old and zealous co-workers who have

gone to their rest, and know before long I shall join them on the other side of the river, I am inclined

to seek for rest also; but when I look around me and see so many who have labored with me from the

establishment of our Society, and are here to-day, and so many others from all parts of our continent

who have come up to aid in the prosecution of our good work, I am inspired with the zeal and interest

of those halcyon days when life was young and hopes were bright. 0, yes,

I feel the bliss of younger days,

Bright as the beams of morning rays;

With greetings warm and gladsome smile

My care-worn soul tliey cheer awhile,

And fill with hope, as though in truth

I breathed new life, a second 3'outh.

Happy, most happy am I again to join hands with some who aided in the establishment of our

institution; who rocked the cradle of its infancy, and still survive to rejoice in its progress and
usefulness. Thanks to the Giver of all good, Charles Downing, Thomas, Ellwanger, Barry, Hovey,
Manning, Warder, James, Mead and the brothers Parsons still live!

Thanks that we are here once more in old Boston, from which primarily emanated so much of

the interest in Pomology which now pervades our whole country; here again engaged in efforts to

promote the objects of our institution, and to disseminate its blessings throughout our widely extended

territory. I cannot find words to express the gratitude I feel that my life has been prolonged to the

present moment, and that you have come once more during my life to my own home, where, after

many years of absence, I may renew the bonds of affection and regard with my old co-laborers, and
unite with those of fewer years in advancing the science of American Pomology.

Come ye as the representatives of the vai'ious States and districts, as the delegates of kindred

institutions, or as members of our own Society; come ye from the Provinces of the Dominion on our
borders, from the fertile valleys and jirairies of the Great West and Pacific slope, from the genial

clime of the sunny, flowery South, or the vast interior of our land; from whatever section you come,
we of pilgrim and puritan ancestry, in behalf of our good old Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

tender to you a most hearty welcomel welcome!! welcome to all!!!

i
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Progrkss and Influence.

In most of my former addresses I have spoken of the importance of American Pomology, and of

the best means for the jiromotion of it thronghont our hind. But in tlie i)resence of so many eminent

practitioners, renowned alike for their cnterj)rise, skill and devotion to the cause, and whose opinions

are more valuable than my own, I shall refrain from jjresenting any points in detail. Nor shall I

trespass on your time by a repetition of what I have said heretofore, except so far as to keep alive in

our hearts the flame of enterprise and love for our favorite pursuit, and, in view of its wonderful

[irogress and the great future that awaits it in our country, to encourage you in renewed efforts for its

advancement.

When we take a retrospective view and see what our Society lias accomplished already in classify-

ing our fruits, correcting their nomenclature, in rejecting worthless varieties from its catalogue, and,

by a constant revision of its columns, furnishing lists of those uda])ted to every section of our ever

increasing fruit lands, we can easily perceive that great good has already been effected. But we can

scarcely estimate the immense advantages which are to arise from its influence, year by year, in the

future growth of fruit culture on this continent.

I have often spoken of this in reference to our older States, but the progress is equally remarkable

in the new regions which are constantly being o]ieaed up to us. To encourage, promote and regulate

this i^rogress is the province of our Society. True, the various horticultural and pomologieal societies

are acting in concert with us to this end, and to them we must ever look for aid iii the different

sections of our country; but let it be remembered that it is by the information and intelligence here

concentrated that we are, by common consent, to build up and establish a pomologieal autlnn-ity which

shall be acknowledged throtigliout our whole land. Nor can we too highly apjireciate the beneficial

results which are daily being derived from these societies, all of whom pursue these noble works in

their resjiective States, and whose discussions and reports are powerful agents in the prosecution of

the general cause. When ottr Society was formed there were only twelve States represented in tiie

convention; now we have enrolled in our organization more than flity States, territories and districts,

with vice-presidents and fruit committees for eacli, through which are collected the experience of our

best cultivators in their various locations, thus giving to the world a knowledge of the ai)])ropriate

fruits for every section of our rich and varied clime.

Few are aware of the great benefits which have resulted from the free discussions of the merits

of the many new varieties of fruits which are continually being lirought to notice, recommending only

those of pr(nnise. and discarding hundreds of kinds which would otherwise be imposed on the public

as valuable sorts. Formerly it took many years to test tiie merits and adajitation of fruits to our

several locations; now, when a new variety is promulgated, it must receive the commendation of onr

Society for trial before it can have an extensive sale, thus recording its relative value and adaptation,

saving immense expense and delay. Onr catalogue there presents from time to time the results of

accitmulative experience, and furnishes a text-book and guide for every section of our land. The cluty

of the committee is indeed arduous and responsil)le, but this is gratefully acknowledged, especially

that of Mr. Barry, and if he were to have no other reward, our catalogue will l)e a lasting monument
to his memory.

Among tlie most gratifying evidences of progress are the numerous acquisitions of new and

valuable varieties, by which the season of our fruits is greatly jirolonged with the accessions of early

and late varieties. By the better knowledge in the keeping and packing of fruits, and the facilities

of transportation, our markets are now sup]i]ied with fruits through the whole year. Instead of the

strawberry for three or four weeks, as formerly, we now have it fm' four or five months, the peach

from four to six months, the grape from six to eight months, the pear from eiglit to ten months, the

orange and the apple the year round, and the smaller fruits in their season: so he who has the means

may replenish his table daily with such variety as no other nation can produce. The progress of

invention, the developments of science and the spur of enterprise are indeed grand in other depart-

ments of industry, and in all these the fruit culture of our country is to have its share. Like the

light of American civilization, that first dawned on our eastern shores and is now spreading its benign

influences througliout our land, so the genius of American Pomology, which a hundred years ago had
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scarcely emerged Irom her Atlautic birth-jilace, lias now wiDged her way not only I'rom the Noi'th to

the South, but over hill, valley and mountain top, down the golden slope, there to revel in the fruits

of almost every clime on the globe.

In nothing, perhaps, is the happy influences of our Society to be seen more than in its suppression

of the numerous inferior or worthless varieties which have been in cultivation, or are constantly being

brought to notice, and with which the public are too often deceived. The enterprise and sagacity

with which these are promulgated surpass any other former period, and ere the favorite of the day has

started on his tour another jumps upon the track and leaves his rival in the distance behind. The

universal interest now manifested in the production of new varieties is worthy of all lu-aise, but it is

the mission of our Society to keep watcli over this spirit of emulation—or, to use a harder word,

speculation—and not to admit into its catalogue any fruits which are of doulitfiil merit. Some of the

new kinds are of inestimable value, and for excellence will take their place jiermanently in its columns

of approved fruits, while many claiming to be the wonders of the age will pass away, as thousands

have done before, like a shadow flitting over the plain; or,

"Like the snow-flake on the river,

A moment white, tlien gone forever."

Production of Xew and Improvpzd Vahieties i-kom Sked.

To encourage and extend this most beneficent braueli of Pomobigy is part of the design of this

Society, whose purpose and aim is to prescribe the fruits which may be adapted to the various sections

of our ever increasing territory. These are the means which Providence has placed in our hands; and

the only means for accomplishing this object is the production of new and valuable varieties of fruits.

The scientific laws upon which this science is founded are as fixed and certain as those of moral or

natural philosophy, the same yesterday, to-day and forever; and although we may not now be able to

prescribe the exact limits to which improvement may be extended, we do know that upon the subtle

forces of hybridization, either accidental or by the hand of man, we must ever depend for the improve-

ment of our fruits. Natural hybridization, or the cross-impregnation of plants, as we have said before,

is as old as creation, and must have given to man the first idea of the power placed in his hand for

the improvement of the species. God works by means, in nature and in grace, and requires us to join

our efforts with His. "'Seek and ye shall find; knock and it shall be opened to you," were the original

conditions. Nor do we doubt that this art was confided to man by the Creator, that it might be

developed to its utmost extent in the improvement of both animal and vegetable life.

Thus we are to work, in accordance with His command and that divine wisdom which is ever

tending towards a higher state of perfection. Nature is the handmaid, man the agent to cooperate

with her, and the highest triumph of his skill is to control and elevate her for the benefit of our race,

"It is the part of man to create," says Kalph Waldo Emerson, "and his profession as a cultivator of

the soil, too, stands nearest to God, the first cause." The first seeds sown by man were the germs

from which sprang the civilization, elevation and refinement of the human race. So it is with the

amelioration and improvement of our fruits. From the sour crab, the puckery pear, the bitter almond

and the austere plum, came the tender spicy a])ple, the melting juicy pear, the velvet luscious peach,

the delicious purple or golden plum; and from our rank foxy grape came the splendid varieties which

now adorn our tallies and "make glad the heart of man,"

The laws of reproduction we do not now fully understand, but from the improvement which we

have already witnessed we have reason to believe that we have only to become familiar with then-

operations and our efforts will be crowned with success. There may be a limit beyond which a fruit

may not be improved; but the marvel is that, considering the inferior character of the fruits of former

days, we have been able to produce so many of the fine varieties which now grace our exhibition.

And when we take into consideration the number of fine varieties of American origin which have been

produced during the existence of onr Society, we have cause for the greatest encouragement and

l)erseverance.

But great as our acquisitions have been, still greater results are to follow. When we look at the

advance in strawberry and grape culture, and the numerous fine kinds which have been originated from

seed within a few vears, who is not desirous of renewing his efforts in the prosecution of this good work.
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It is .sti'aiige tliat Duhamel liad so little coufldeiice in obtaining good pears from the natural seeds,

and we i-annot aeeount for his ill success in any other way except that of sowing the seed of poor

varieties. But thanks to Van Mons for his enterprise, although the improvement which he claimed

from tJie process of amelioration, by sowing the seeds of successive generations of the pear, we believe

came from the natural crossing of his best sorts in the same grounds. Thanks, however, everlasting

thanks to him for his advice "to sow, re-sow and sow again the seeds of your best fruits, as the only

means of obtaining good fruits." And now, my friends, had we commenced sowing the seeds of our

good fruits early in life, in accordance with his advice, Ave should now have an abundance of excellent

kinds adapted to our respective locations. On my own jiart I have to say, that could my life be

prolonged for another four score and three years, I would devote them all to the promotion of this

most benevolent and interesting employment.

And now, in fulfilment of my promise ever to sjieak to you of the importance of raising new

varieties of fruits, which may be adapted to general cultivation or to particular localities, I have to

urge on you, even at the risk of repeating what I may have said before, the duty of continuing your

efforts in this most philantliropic enterprise. Every year affords us additional evidence, in the acquisi-

tions of new and valuable kinds, and of the ease with wiiicli they may be possessed. These are the

only methods bv which we can exjiect to obtain new and improved fruits, or to jjroduce substitutes for

those which mav in time Ijeconie deteriorated and unprofitable for cultivation. We therefore hail

with pleasure the widespread interest which is now manifested in this most laudable pursuit. The

process of lnl>ridization is simple, whether by the air, insects, or the hand of man. and we have only

to have due regard to the characteristics of the j>arents from which we l)reed.

Thus, as it were, "line upon line and precei)t upon precept," I have endeavored to impress on you

tlie importance of this branch oi our science: and as it was my first, so it shall be my continual and

last advice: "Plant the most mature and perfect seeds of the most liardy, vigorous and valuatjle

varieties; and as a shorter jirocess, insuring more certain and happy results, cross or hybridize your

best fruits."

Raising the .Standard ov Qiality of olr Market Frtits.

In connection with this department of work, let me call your attention to the importance of

raising the standard of quality of our market fruits, not only for our own markets, but for exportation,

w-hich is hereafter to be one of our most important branches of commerce. True, we have many

varieties whose combined characteristics render them very important and useful, like the Wilson

strawberiT, the Concord grape, and the Baldwin apple. These, however, are not of so high a quality

as we could desire: but, until we can produce others of superior merit in this respect, they will still be

of great value. lint can we not retain their good points for transportation, and unite them with

better quality!-' I think we can. The same elements which have given us the lona grape, the Sheldon

pear, and the I'resident Wilder strawberry, can give us others of equally good (piality, and at the same

time productive and adapted to transportation. These are stepping stones upon which we are to rise

to higher excellence, and I doubt not that we shall have, if we have not already in possession,

numerous varieties as good as those named, and with the other qualities that make them valuable for

distant markets.

If we can put into the market, alongside of the Wilson strawberry, another variety as productive

and as good a carrier as that, but fifty per cent, better in quality, there can be no question that the

Wilson would be no longer supplied. Otlier illustrations might be drawn from grapes, apples, and

from pears like the Beurre Clairgeau, beautiful, but of poor qiutlity. There is no doubt that varieties

combining size and beauty, vigor, i)ro(]uctiveness and jirofit. witii line quality, will be produced, and

we must make tiiis our aim. and not give u}i until we reach it. If wc can got anotiier pear of as fine

(juality. bcaltliy c<mstitution and general adaptation as the Beurre d'Anjou, and ri]iening earlier—or,

what is still Itetter, ripening later—it will l>e an invaluable ac(pusition to our list, thimgh already long

extended. Ninety per cent, of our export of apples are Baldwins; liut if we can get another with the

color and the enduring spirit and vivacity and ease of culture of that variety, combined with the

greater refinement and delicacy of the Northern Spy—and we can—it will be another invaluable

acquisition.
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Why should we not have anotlier pear as line as the Dana"s Hovey, or Seekel. but of hirger size?

Is there a limit to the amouut of flavor tliat can be put into the pear, so that when diffused through a

large fruit it is not so high flavored? The Wilson strawberry, the Coueord grape, the Baldwin apple,

ean lie grown by everybody; but we want grapes, strawberries, pears and apples for the million, possess-

ing all the properties that have made these such universal favorites.

"There is a wide field open to the origiiiator of hybrids," says John J. Thomas. " We want
anotlier pear as hardy as the Duchess, free from blight, as handsome as the Clairgeau, and as good as

the Seekel, outbearing the Bartlett, and a nidulli later; another apple as good iu other respects as the

Baldwin, but better iu quality, as the >Swaar. We should not be satisfied with a currant less in size

than the Delaware grape and as reliable as the Red Dutch, or until we acquire a strawberry with the

general adaptiveness of the Wilson ,iiul of the quality of tlie President Wilder.'"

And while upon this branch of our subject, let us not forget the importance of nuiintaining a

proper regard to other characteristics of a good fruit. So long as we raise fruit to eat, w^e can have no

hesitation in giving the first jilace to its eatiuf/ qualifieii. Next in importance is diirabUltji. or keep-

ing; that is, the property, whether early or late, of reuuiiniug sound after being gathered. The third

requisite is size; but while we desire those of liberal size, we should not forget that one of monstrous

proportions is neither desirable for the market nor for table use. But whether large or small, a

variety should be uniform in size. Beauty, color and form will always be regarded as of great value.

Brilliant colors will charm the eye, although they may not gratify the taste, but a misshapen, ugly

form will never be tolerated by any one of cultivated taste. I have dwelt u|)on this branch of our

subject—and I would, if possible, enforce my views upon it still more strongly—not only because I

desire to see the quality of our fruits raised, but to save the American Poniological Society from

the reproach of recommending fruits, otherwise unworthy, because ''there is money in them."

I have spoken of the latter point with some reluctance, but from the belief that too much regard

is being had to the size without regard to the form or beauty of fi-uit. If it be deemed advisable to

give ju'emiums to enlarge the size of products, as, for instance, the biggest strawberry, squash or other

monstrosity, let it be done for size without regard to form, color or quality, and not for the "largest

and best," as is generally the custom. In considering perfection of form and quality before monstrous

size, the growers of vegetables are in advance of pomologists. It is our duty to correct public taste

by our example, and not to encourage the growth of monstrosities or misshapen fruits, which, if

applied to the apple, pear, or even the potato or turnip, would not be worthy of cultivation. Well

has Mr. Meehan, in his recent Monthly, said in regard to these ill-formed fruits, twisted and deformed

to an outrageous extent: "May the time soon come when beauty of form shall be regai'ded as impor-

tant as beauty in color."

Thk Gk.^pe.

In the order of discussion I have placed the grape first in our roll. No other fruit, unless it be

the Strawberry, now attracting so much attention, and perhaps no other, if we except the apple, is of

more importance as a source of revenue, or an article of luxury for our tables, as the gi'ajie. No
other country possesses such a vast extent of territory, or possibilities for its successful culture, and

in no other section of the globe is there at the present time such encouragement thereto. In fact, it

.seems as though Providence had designed many parts of our continent especially for its cultivation.

The Scandinavians, as the Sagas have it, eight hundred years ago. here found the vjue growing so

abundantly that they gave to our coast the name of Vinland. Champlain. in his voyages on our

coast, about six hundred years afterwards, saw vines iu abundance. The pilgrim fathers, at Plymouth,

found gnijies, "white and red. and very strong." and should the phylloxera continue its devastation

in the vineyards of the old world, our country may become the most favored vineland of the world.

In the whole circle of our poniological progress there is lU) fi-uit which excites so much enterjirise

and interest, so rapidly being extended, or which gives greater promise of success, as the culture of

the grape, and should this same enterpri.se continue for fifty years to coine, we can hardly estimate its

value as a revenue in our country. All localities are not ei[ually suited to its growtli. but where our

wild species are found, other new and improved sorts, produced by hybridization, will be found eipially

well adapted. With every succeeding year new and valuable varieties are coming to notice, either
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adapted to special locations or purposes, or for general cultivation. Nor is it too much to hope that

ere the close of this century, with our present zeal and skill, we shall produce varieties that will rival

the choicest kinds of the most favored climes. Even now we have those which compare favorably

with our foreign varieties, and we believe the time is not distant when the aroma of our native sorts,

now so much despised by some, will become, when chastened down as it has been in the Brighton,

Duchess, Rochester and Monroe, and others, one of the excellent characteristics of our American grapes.

How potent the influences of this art I Little did Mr. Bull think what a blessing he was con-

ferring upon the world when he sowed the seed which jiroduced the Concord grape,—the mother of

so many improved varieties. See the number of white varieties (not to s))eak of others), which have

been produced mostly from this: the Martha, Lady. Pocklington, Lady Wa-shington, Hayes. Ann
Arbor, Prentiss. Duchess, and still another soon to be within our reach, which is heralded like

Niagara herself as one of the wonders of the world.

The illustrations of this improvement are manifested in the numerous seedlings obtained by

crosses on the Concord, some of which are of a very remarkable cliaracter, possessing great size and

beauty, and whose vigor and productiveness are declared to be even greater than that of their mother.

We see this improvement also in the crosses of a wild grape with the foreign species, by Rogers, as

shown by the amelioration of the native aroma in the Barry, Wilder, and Lindley, the last named,

like the Jefferson of Ricketts, possessing a peculiar rich flavor, which might with propriety be

denominated and may yet be distinguished as tlie Muscat of America. Nor do I doubt that we shall

ill time produce varieties which will compare favorably with, and perhaps be equal in size, beauty and

excellence, to the Cannon Hall or other Muscats, now so highly praised for their peculiar aroma.

The Pocklington, in size and beauty, is an approach to this. Nor is it unreasonable to sujipose but

we may have a grape, if we have it not now in the Duche.ss, that is as well adapted to exportation as

the White Malaga, and of much better quality. What has been done can be done again. Nature has

in her laboratory infinite stores of the same elements which have produced our finest fruits, and we

have only to knock at her portals, and pronounce the " sesame," when she will ojien to us the secrets

of her wonder-working power. These predictions may be considered as the fantasies or vagaries of

imagination, or as indications of too ardent desire for progress. No, no, neither are they the results of

chance. They are founded on those immutable laws which govern all sciences, in the control of

mind over matter, and the power of man to assist nature in her onward inarch to higher and higher

states of perfection. That we shall possess such improved varieties as we have ])redicted we have no

reason to doubt. Our country is large and varied in climate and soil. Tliough we of the North

cannot expect to grow tropical fruits,—nor may we grow a grape of the excellence of the Black Ham-
burg suited to oiit-door cultivation,—yet we can produce fruits of great importance to ourselves and

of inestimable value to other portions of our country, as we have seen in the Baldwin. Rhode Island

Greening and Roxbury Russet Apples, and the Diana, the Concord and Rogers' grajies, the Bartlett

pear and other fruits which have been sent out from New England.

AORICULTURAL. HORTICULTURAL AND PoMOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

A subject of great importance whicii I wish to l.iring before the Society, is the position of Horti-

cultural Societies, Agricultural Colleges, and similar institutions with respect to it.

When I reflect on the advantages which have been derived from the publications of our Society,

I regret that their distribution has necessarily been confined to its members. Our funds have all been

acquired from fees of membership or by donations, and have not permitted of a more extended dis-

tribution. Some copies have, however, been sent to the Library of Congress, the Department of

.\griculture. and a few other similar institutions, but our volumes should have a place in the libraries

of all our State Agricultural, Horticultural and Pomological Societies. I submit, therefore, for your

consideration, the question whether these and similar institutions might not be placed on the same

footing as life or biennial members. To provide for a larger edition and more extensive distribution

of our proceedings. I havc^ the pleasure to state that I have procured the generous donation for this

|iurpose. from the tiiiu^-honored Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture of five hundred

dollars, to which I have the prospect of adding one thousand dollars, or more, by gift from Boston

friends to our funds.
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Necrology.

While we rejoice in the i)rus|>erity of our Society iiud t\\v. ])re.seuce of .so many old friends who
h:i\e beeu spared to this day, and extend fraternal areetings to all who have come up to aid us in the

])roniotion of our noble work, we have to mourn the los.s of several who held official relations with us.

and of others who have been ardently devoted to our cause.

Robert Baist, Vice-President for Penn.sylvaiiia. died at his residence, in Philadelphia, in the sum-

mer of ISSO, in a good old age. Few men in this country have done so much as Mr. Buist to advance

and extend the taste for horticulture and kindred arts. For a long course of vears he stood at the

head of our Horists and seedsmen as a connecting link i)et\veen the liorticulturist of tliis and earlier

generations. He took a deep interest in the dissemination of good fruits and was present at many of

our meetings. In all his dealings he sustained a character for honor and fairness; and many of the

most distinguished collections in mii- land may trace their beginning, and much of their excellence,

to his enterprise and advice. But he has done more than to raise tine trees and plants : he has trained

uj) and sent forth throughout ourlandmore young men to be an honor to horticulture, than, perhaps,

any other person in his profession.

Charles Cotnam Hamilton, M. i)., Vice-President for our Society in Xova Scotia, died at his

residence in Canard, Kings County, in the summer of 1880. Dr. Hamilton was a genial, gentle find

Christian man, and to no one in Nova Scotia are the public more indebted than to him for the progress

of agriculture, horticulture, the medical art, or whatever tends to promote the welfare of mankind.

He was a man of progressive ideas, and the frequent exhibitions of his knowledge and skill gave strong

evidence of natural greatness, which won for him the resjiect and love of all who knew him. He was

President of the Fruit Growers" Association for Nova Scotia from the day of its formation to his

death. He has attended the sessions of our Society in various ])ortions of our country, made many
valuable reports, and his death was caused by exhaustion from visiting agricultural and liorticultural

exhibitions, which he had done for many successive weeks. He was President of the Provincial

Medical Board at the time of his death, and held many other offices of honor and trust. He was born

October 1.3th. 1813, graduated at the University in Pennsylvania in 183-t. and continued in active

practice as a physician over forty-six years.

Bernard S. Fox, Vice-President of our Society for the State of California, died about the •^(ith of

last July. He had visited several of our great cities on his way to Europe, but, failing in health, was

returning home, but only reached Council Bluffs, where his life closed. He was a pioneer horticul-

turist and nurseryman, and known in all jiarts of his State for his energy and enterjn-ise. He com-

menced tlie nursery business in San Jose, possessing considerable land, which rose in value and made
him one of the richest men in his line of Inisiness. He was an Irishman by birth, and came out to

Messrs. Hovey & Co., of Boston, in 1848: after a few years he emigrated to California. For many
years he had been much engaged in the in'oduetion of new varieties from the pear by seed. Protninent

among these are the P. Barry. B. S. Fox, and Col. Wilder. In a letter which Mr. Fox wrote to the

editor of the "Rural Press," before he started on his late journey, he stated: " You are well aware

that the list of pears is already large, and, unless something extremely good is offered, there is no use

adding to it. But, after many years of trial here and elsewhere, I claim now, that, at their respective

times of ripening, there are no large pears superior to them in size, flavor and good shipping cptalities."

Mr. Fox's death is a great loss to California horticulture, which he has promoted in many ways, and

many of us at the East will remember him on his late visit, when he was full of hope and the pros-

pects of long life.

Dr. William M. How.sley, Chairman of our Fruit Committee, many years, for Kansas, died March
Tth. 1880, in the eighty-second year of his age. Few men in our country have been more desirous of

promoting the welfare of our Society and the progress of pomology in his own and the new States of

the West. His reports, as Chairman of our Fruit Committee for Kansas, attest to the value of his

labors, especially on the classification of our fruits and the noraenclatiii'e of the apple. He was born

in Kentucky, and in his earlier years learned a trade, in accordance with the wishes of his father, but

he sought for mental culture. He studied for the medical jirofession under the celebrated Dr. Rush,

received his diploma, and practiced his profession in his native county for thirty years. His love of

nature led him earlv to the cultivation of fruits, and he established a nurserv in Kentuckv in 183*i.
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and ever since lias been one of the ardent promoters of American Pomology. Well was it said of him,
" that few men have ever held grander conceptions of the part horticulture is destined to plav in pro-

moting the civilization of the human race. To his mind, the production of improved fruits, more

beautiful flowers and attractive lawns, were only the promise of a healthier race, of happier homes,

and a higher and nobler civilization."

Beautifully, indeed, did he utter these sentiments in his speech at our banquet eight years ago,

in this city, when he exjiressed ''the hope that when you and I. sir, shall have finished our work on

earth (which will not be long), and these hoary locks of ours ai'e consigned to the tomb, the friends of

American Pomologv, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, may clasp hands in brotherly kindness over our

final resting place."

M. B. Bateham, Chairman of our Fruit Committee for Ohio, died, after a lingering illness, at his

home in Painesville. Ohio, August .5, 1880. He was for nearly half a century a constant laborer in

the promotion of agricultural, horticultural, and kindred pursuits : especially was he interested in

horticulture, a taste for which was imbibed in youth, and to which he devoted unremittingly his after

life. He came to Eochester, N. Y., in 1825 ; there he commenced the seed business in 1833, in con-

nection with rural pursuits in that city. He soon became a writer for the press, and was for five years

editor of the old "Genesee Farmer." Here he became acquainted with our friends Ellwanger &
Barry, more than forty years ago, which gave him a love for pomological research which continued

until his death. He removed to Ohio in 1845, and established the '• Ohio Cultivator," which after-

wards became the "Ohio Farmer." He was one of the founders, and for a long time. Secretary of

the Ohio Pomological Society. He was Secretary of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture for some

time, and was for many years, and at the time of his death. Chairman of our Fruit Committee for

the State of Ohio. Mr. Bateham had traveled much, both at home and in Europe. He was a close

and accurate observer of all mattjrs pertaining to the science of the soil; especially was he interested in

the progress and welfare of the American Pomological Society, at whose last meeting in Rochester,

he took an active part. He was born in England, September 13th, 1813.

Among others who have deceased since our last session, although not holding official relations

with us, are the following, whom I think it proper to allude to as friends of our cause:

William Griffith, a Life Member, died at North East, Pennsylvania, May 23, 1881, aged sixty-six

years. He came to this jilace in 1840, and when the grape interest was beginning to assume increased

attention, he planted a large vineyard and built a wine cellar. He gave special attention to the culti-

vation of the lona grape, and was identified with everything in his region and the Lake Shore that

had for its ))romotion the cultivation of the vine. He was President of the Grape Growers' Society of

Pennsylvania, and was appointed to represent that association at the World's Eshibtion at Paris in

1867. He was much esteemed, and was connected with everytliing that pertained to the improvement,

embellishment and prosperity of the town where he died.

William Lawton, of New Rochelle, N. Y.. a^ Life Member, died in New Rochelle, April 27, 1881,

aged 85 years. 11 months and 27 days. He was a gentleman of great energy, enterprise and perser-

verance ; was early interested in the proceedings of the American Pomological Society in the culture

of fruits, and was very extensively kudwn as the introducer of the Lawton Blackberry, which was

disseminated largely, and will perpetuate his name in the pomology of our time. He was a sergeant-

major of artillery in the war of 1812. when he was nineteen years of age ; when twenty-two, he

became a stock exchange broker. He helped to form the first Brokers' Board in New York, and

although retiring fmni business in 18(57. he still retained his connection with the Stock Board, and

was probably the only survivor of the original members. He was a member of the New England

Historic Genealogical Society, and was present a I its meeting one year ago, and greatly interested us

by the recital of some im]iortant reminiscences of his life.

.\aron Erickson, of Rocliester, \. Y.. a Tjife Member, died at tl\e advanced age of about eighty

years. He came tn tliat city a poor young num. ,-i machinist. From that lie became one of the most

extensive wool merchants, having branches or agents of his house in our principal cities. He then

became a banker, and in all tliese relations, and under all circumstances, was successful, honorable

and high minded. By study, travel and observation, he acquired information on literary and scientific

subjects above the average of nu'rciianls. Horticulture always claimed much of his leisure time, in
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which he endeavored to keep up with the progi-ess of the age. He kept up a good eollection of our

best hardy fruits, and was especially successful in his cultui'e of the foreign grajie. to wliich he gave

special attention. Mr. Erickson took a deep interest in the growth and embellishment of Hoehester.

and, as a man, he was genial, generous, hospitable ; in every sense of the word, a true gentleman.

The Great Future.

In contemplating the rapid progress of American Pomology, its mtluenee in promoting the health

and happiness of our people, its importance as a source of revenue to our nation, ami the agencv

which our Society has had in promoting its advancement. I am deeply imjiressed witli the obligation

which rests upon us to sustain our organizations in all secti<jns of our country. Few are aware i)f the

time, money and persistent etforts which have been spent in the prosecntioii nf our cause. With

many of us it has been a life-work of patient and persevering investigation, the results of which have

been of lasting benefit to mankind. But not until we hiok back to the time when tiiis Society was

established and c(nn])are that period witii tiie jircsent, can we I'stiinaic the Milvantiigcs wliicli have

arisen therefrom.

But who can form any adequate conception of the vast pi'oportions and value nf the fruit culture

of our country, wlien it shall have been opened u]) to its full extent by our various Pacific railroads

with their connections, and other means of transit.—wiien the Northern Pacific, soon to reach our

western coast.—when Washington Territory and Oregon, with a climate in many places varying only

one degree in eleven years from that of Paris, with millions of acres of fruit lands, and even in

Southern Alaska,, Sitka, and other i)laces where the mercury, close as they are to the arctic circle, has

only fallen four times in forty years below zero : where the average of winter temi)erature is above the

freezing point, and for the entire year forty -three degrees : where ice and snow are exceptions : where

the tropic waters of the Japan gulf stream, crossing the Pacific, softens the climate so as to make it

similar to that of Kentucky, and where they can plant earlier than we can at Boston,

Nor should we omit the [lossibilities for fruit culture even in the colder States of our northern

borders, like Idaho, Montajia, Minnesota and Dakota, with rivers and valleys of great extent and

astonishing fertility, the latter esjiecially favorable, witii her one hundred million acres of tillable

land, sufficient for half a million of large farms, and on which a hundred thousand emigrants have

settled in one year. Hardy varieties of fruits will be i)roduced in these regions, and on the upper

waters of the Columbia, where they now grow spontaneously, and where along their rivers and streams

the wild grape abounds: and it is thought that that portion of the country nortiiwest of the Rocky
Mountains ^vill be peculiarly favorable for the growth of the apple.

And turn we now to the Southern Pacific road, which is opening upon us the vast regions of

New Mexico, Southern Colorado. Arizona, and the valleys of the Rio Grande and El Paso, renowned

for their grapes and wild fruits, and whose fertile lands yield abundantly,—where the climate is as

mild as Italy, and where, in some instances, the cajiabilities for fruit culture are of great promise.

And to these great resources we may add those of Texas, greater in territory than all the New
England and the Middle States, opening up another avenue by this road for the transport of its prod-

ucts, and affording great facilities for fruit culture. And, to crown all, we have Imperial California,

whose products, by the facilities of transportation, are sent to all parts of our Union, whose capacity

for fruit culture is marvelous, whose wines are exported to Europe. South America. Mexico and other

places, some of which it is believed are muddled over and returned for consumption by those who
prefer "far-fetched and dear-bought" to the products of our pristine soils.

When I reflect on the possibilities of the great future, our vast territory, our fertile virgin soils,

our amazing agricultural, mineral and pomological resources, our ever-increasing population, prosperity

and power, in all of which fruit culture will have its full share, I fully concur in the opinions of Mr.

Gladstone, when he says: "The American Union has territory fitted to be the base of the largest

continuous empire ever established by man." And I would say with him, also, "I am i)roud of

America, and her physical capacity." Glorious words, indeed I but not more ghjrious than prophetic

of the great future of American civilization!
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This ailviiiieo niav not arrive till long after lie who addresses 3'ou shall be slumbering in the dnst.

but that it will eonie is as certain, we believe, as that light illumines the world, and to doubt this

wonld be to doubt the continued improvement and elevation of our race, or that Providence has in

store the rnillenial blessings which he has promised to mankind.

CONCLL'SIOX.

Tn conclusion, gentlemen, let me express agiiin the great gratification that your presence affords

nie. liere in old Boston, here at mv old home, where, ere long. I shall cast off the threadbare covering

of humanity, where this worn-out frame and this tired brain shall rest under the shadow of mine own

trees in vonder cemetery. But while my life is spared, my earnest prayer will be for the perjietuation

of our Society aiul the diffusion of its blessings to mankind. One after another of our friends will

fall by the wayside, and ere long all of its founders will lia\e j<Hne(l those who have gone to that better

land where fruits are immortal and whose harvests are eternal. But the progress of American

Pomologv. rural economy, domestic comfort, and cultivated taste, which has been developed by our

association, will continue its glorious march until all shall realize that fruits are one of the most beau-

tiful emblems of of Divine lieneticence,—one of the most ]ierfect and useful gifts of God to man.

Professor W. .J. iieal of Michigan, moved, that the thanks of the American Pomological Society

be and are herein' tendered to the retiring Secretary, Mr. Robert Manning, for the faithful and able

manner in which he has discharged his duties, and for the eminent service he has rendered to American

Pomology. The motion was seconded and unanimously ado])ted.

Mr. Patrick Barry of Xew York, moved that the thanks of this Society be tendered to ^Ir. E. \\.

Buswell, the retiring Treasurer, for the faithful and efficient mannt'r in which he discharged his duties.

This motion was supported and adopted unanimously.

The Standing Committees were then announced by the President. [This list appears in connec-

tion with the list of officers.]

The following Eesolntion was presented by Mr. P. Barry, and adopted.

Resolved, that the Secretary be requested to notify all officers and members of committees of their

api>ointment, and learn whether they will accept the office. In case of refusal to serve, the E.xecutive

Committee shall have power to fill vacancies.

Hon. T. T. Lyon of Michigan, offered the following Preambles and Resolutions:

Whereas, the American Pomological Society recognises the establishment of a correct and appro-

priate nomenclature as one of the first and most essential stejis toward the general dissemination of

correct Pomological knowledge;

And whereas, our State and local agricultui-al, horticultural and |iomological societies now are,

and seem likely ever to be the chief means through which desirable im])rovements of this character are

to be brought home to the great mass of our people;

And whereas, there is, at present, little apparent harmony of action, on this subject, on the part

of such societies generally, so far as the naming, displaying and examination of fruits, as well as the

principles upon which awards should be made are concerned;

And whereas, such lack of harmonious action may reasonably be, in a great measure, attributed to

the want of a well digested and generally recognized set of ideas, principles, or rules, of universal ap-

plication :

Therefore Resolved, that a committee be appointed, charged with the duty of framing a set of such

principles or rules, to be put forth and recommended by this Society, for the adoi:)tiou and use of all,

whether individuals or societies, who may have to do with the naming, classifying, arranging, exhibit-

ing or judging of fruits: including also the naming of new or newly introduced varieties.

Resolved, that when such schedule or principles or rules shall have been framed and adopted by

this Society, its committees shall be recpiired to govern their action thereby; and that it be the special

duty of the committee on native fruits, to report any dejiartures from such rules, in the nomenclature

of native fruits that shall come to their knowledge, in order that the society may be enabled to con-

form its own practices to the same.

Resolved, that measures be taken to give to the rules so adopted a wide publicity; accompanying
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the same with the suggestion to all societies and individuals in charge of exhibitions of fruits, that

they be embodied in their premium lists, and in the rules governing their exhibitions and awards.

Resolved, that, in pursuance of such purpose, it be made the duty of the president of this society,

at the opening of each bi-enuial session, to appoint a committee on nomenclature, whose duty it shall

be to supervise the nomenclature of the fruits placed upon its tables for exhibition; and to correct the

same wherever needful.

On motion of J. M. Pearson of Illinois, the Preambles and Resolutions were referred to the Com-
mittee on Native Fruits, with instructions to report at this meeting for final action.

First-Vice President, Jlr. P. Barry, took the chair, as the President stated he hail other duties

which called him elsewhere.

Mr. W. L. Schaffer of Penu.sylvania, in belialf of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, invited

the Society to hold its next meeting in Philadelphia.

Hon. T. T. Lyon of Michigan, for the State Horticultural Society, extended an invitation to the

American Poniological Society to hold its next meeting in Michigan.

Col. N. J. Colman of Missouri, would like to invite the Society to meet next time in Missouri.

In deference to the choice of President Wilder, he favored going to Philadelphia, which could be easilv

reached from Boston.

P. T. Quinn of New Jersey, favored the offer made by Mr. Schaffer.

J. E. Mitchell of Pennsylvania, mentioned some of the advantages for holding the next meeting

in Philadelphia.

It was decided to accept the offer of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, and hold the next

meeting, in 1883. in Philadelphia.

A motion made bv Col. X. J. Colman, of Missouri, to meet at 7.30 in the evening, was lost.
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TREASURER'S REPORT.

Boston. Mass., September l-tth, 1881.

To the Premlenf and Members of ihe American Pomoloyiml Society:

Gentlemen :^I present herewitli a statement of the receipts and disbursements of tlie funds of

the Society in my hands as Treasurer for the term 1879-81, viz:

RECEIPTS.

1879.

Sept. Cash received from T. P. James, former Treasurer, $292 26

Cash received, gift of George S. Coiiover. % 5 00

Cash received, gift of Charles Downing, 10 00

Cash received, gift of Marshall P. Wilder, for medals, 90 29

Cash received, addition to life membership: From Thomas Hogg, E.

D. Fearce, P. Barry, Charles Downing, Charles Butler, Benjamin

G. Smith, Charles Gibb, J. L. Haines, H. K. Bliss. G. T. B. Leigh-

ton, T. T. Lyon, each $10, *110 00

Cash received for six life memberships, 820, 120 00

Cash received for seventy-seven biennial memberships, *4, -. -- 308 00

105 29

$5.38 00
$935 56

DISBUKSEMENTS.
^

1879.

Sept. Cash paid for telegram and express ^ 14-0

1880.

Jan'y. Cash paid for bhink book, - . . - * 2 00

Cash paid for paper, envelopes, postage and postal cards 5 00

Cash paid for ten silver medals, - . 45 00

Cash paid for five bronze medals, 7 50

Cash paid for express charges 1 ^^
^

61 00

Feb. Cash paid Scainmon's lull for engraving medals, . _ $15 29

Cash iiaid for fourteen medal cases, - 21 00
'

36 29

Aug. Cash paid Tiiliium & White fiu- lu-iuting circulars, - - 12 00

Oct. Cash jwiid secret;iry for ])ostage - - $ 5 47

Nov. Cash paid for jiostage, 1 00

1881. 6 47

April. Cash paid E. R. Andrews for 700 copies Transactions, and sundries $690 67

May. Cash paid Talman & White for printing. 27 64

Aug. Gash ]iaid R. Manning, secretary, for postage, 10 40

Sept. Cash paid for stationery and postage 1 68

Cash on hnnd ^^^ W
$935 55

Respectfully suluuitted.

E. W. BuswELL. Treasurer.
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On motion of Col. X. J. Colnuui. of Missouri, the Treasurer's Report was referred to au auditing

committee, which was appointed as folhiws : N. J. C'olnian of ilissouri. (ieorge W. Campbell of Ohio.

\A'illiam Parry of New Jersey.

First Vice-President Barrv requested \'ice-Presideut Dr. .). A. Warder of Ohio, to take the chair,

and submitted the Report of the Committee on the Revision of Catalogue.

[This Report appears in connection with the Report of the General Fruit Committee.]

The report was accepted.

Mr. Barrv also presented his report as Chairman of the General Fruit Committee.

[This report is )irinted in connection with Reports of State Fruit Committees.]

The following communication was read by the Secretary of tiie Society:

Boston. September 10. 1881.

The Mechanical Refrigerating Co., Xos. 116, 118, ViO and 122 North Street, Boston, would be

happy to have the members of the Pomological Society visit their premises and examine their facilities

for storing and jn-eserving fruit of all kinds. No ice is used. Cold, dry air, produced from the

evaporation of ammonia, is conducted through the rooms. This process has been used very success-

fully for the past two years, and the Company is patronized by the largest fruit dealers in the city.

Respectfully,

Henry J. Stevens.
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SECOND DAY—MORNING SESSION.

The Society met iit nine o'clock, President

Wilder in the chair.

Col. N. J. Colman of Missouri, from the com-

mittee appointed to iiudit the Treasurer's Report,

reported that they had not been able to find all the

vouchers, but having conferred with the President,

who assured them that everything was all right,

they reported the Treasurer's Report correct.

The report of the committee was accepted and

adopted.

Mr. H. B. Ellwanger, of New York, stated that

his father, the chairman of the Committee on

Foreign Fruits, had been absent in Europe this

summer, and had requested him to prepare a report,

which he had done, and submitted, as follows:

Report of the Committee on Foreign
Fruits.

The largely increased production of new fruits,

originating in this country, tends to lessen the great

interest which has been taken in the dissemination

of foreign varieties. In former years we were eager

to get hold of anything that was new, and in our

search for novelties were generally sujipjied with

fruitsof Eur pean origin. This has largely changed.

and many, if not the most of the novelties that are

valuable, are now found among our native fruits.

This is encouraging as showing the great progress

that is going on in America)i Poniology.

Among apjiles we have tested a large number of

Russian kinds. These have the characteristics

common to Dnehegx of Oldenburyh and Telofsky.

A few of them will be valuable in the extreme North,

but the majority will never become popular or gen-

erally useful.

Afeiiagere and Red Bietiglirinipr are two very large

kinds ripening in the autumn. These, we think,

might make profitable market varieties, on account

of their great size and handsome appearance ; they

are not desirable for the amateur who seeks for high

quality.

Among pears, Souvanir du Conyres is the most

prominent of recent introduction. It is larger,

earlier, and of better quality than the Barilefi, but

is of more feeble growth and seems to be more

liable to blight. Bonne dv Puits AnmuU, or An-

mult, will compare most favorably, in quality, with

any of the old favorites ; indeed, we know of no sort

we would select in preference. It is of slow growth,

but commences to bear very early, and bears abund-

antly. Petite Marguerite we have a high regard

for, and believe it will take its place as one of the

best varieties to precede the Bartleft. Duhamel du

Mnncenu, with the delicious, nutty flavor of Wititer

Nelis. Eugene Appert and Mme. I'reyve are of

very superior quality, and with those already named

have proved the best of the kinds recently intro-

duced. None of the Chinese or Japanese sorts are

commendable.

Among cherries, Duchesse de Pallumi and Olivet

seem worthy of careful trial, but are not sufficiently

tested for us to speak definitely as to their merits.

The late Mr. Thomas Rivers, some years ago, sent

out a large number of peaches originated by him.

Nearly all have been carefully tested by us. Early

Beatrice ripens a few days after those of the Alex-

ander type. It is considered useful in the South,

on account of its good shipping qualities, but it is

insipid and too small. Early Louise ripens within

three or four days of it, and though not of first

quality, is decidedly superior. Shortly following,

comes Early Rivers, well worthy of bearing the name

of its originator, and emphatically the best eaily

sort we have. Early Silver is of very similar charac-

ter, but not quite so good, and is ripe about one

week after the Rivers. Crimson Galande and Mag-

dala are mid-season kinds of great excellence. The

former is of very attractive appearance and should

make a popular market sort. Lord Palmerston and

Princess of Wales are net to be confounded with

the same raiser's Lady Palmerston and Prince of

Wales, which are worthless kinds. The former are

very large, late peaches of exquisite flavor, and should

be grown by all lovers of the fruit. All the above

mentioned peaches were raised by Thomas Rivers.

We have fruited a number of his other seedlings,

but none are so fine as those above named. Clmiese

Cling and Shanghai, said to be (Chinese varieties,
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are very large and very juicy. They have been

favorites in portions of the South, but have not

received the attention from nortliern cnltivators

that should be given them.

H. B. Ellwanger,
For George Ellwanger,

• ChainrKm.

GRAPES.

The President said, now gentlemen, we are

coming to an interesting subject, and one wliich we

delight to discuss—the character of our fruits; and

almost every gentleman, I may say all present,

are able to speak for themselves. I iiave placed the

grape first, from the fact that it has become such an

important article of revenue to our country, and

also such a comfort ibr consumption.

Hon. George W. Campbell of Ohio, read the fol-

lowing paper

:

The Improvement of our Native Grapes, by

Crossing, or Hybridization.

Oentlemen, and fellow-meinbers of' the American

Ponwlogiad Society :

' At the request of our worthy President, I offer you

a few observations upon the imjirovement of our

Native Grapes, through the agency of artificial

crossing or hybridizing.

To estimate correctly what has been already done

in this. direction, we must compare the present con-

dition of grape-growing witli that of the past; and

by this comparison, we may form reasonable expec-

tations for the future. There are doubtless many
here present who can remember, with me. when

there were only three or four varieties of gr;ipes

known to northern cnltivators.

At the meeting of this Society in the city of

Philadelphia, in 18.")2, the Catnwlm and Isalielln

were the only varieties recommended as worthy of

general cultivation ; and the Diana was the only one

named as a new variety which " promised well."

Six years afterward, the Concord. Delawnrc and

Diana are found added to the above lists.

At the last meeting of our Society, in the city of

Rochester, in September, 1879. there were many
large and interesting collections of ni'W grapes upon

exhibition, the greater part of which had been pro-

duced by the skill of the hybridizer; and the inter-

est manifested at that meeting in the discussions

upon grapes and grape-growing certainly indicated

an increased attention to this important branch of

Pomology. I find in the Catalogue of Grapes in the

last number of the Report of the American Pomo-

logical Society, forty-six varieties, and in the index

of the same, over eighty native varieties and hybrids

which were mentioned in reports, or introduced in

discussion.

At the meeting of the Mississippi Valley Horti-

cultural Society, in September of last year, in the

city of St. Louis, there were 1,500 plates of grapes

on exhibition, which contained 249 varieties of

native seedlings and hybrids of American origin

;

and of this large number of distinct varieties, I be-

lieve a great proportion are better worthy of recom-

mendation for general cultivation than the Isabella

and Catawba of thirty years ago. That all this in-

dicates a wonderful degree of progress in the pro-

duction of now varieties, cannot be questioned. How
much of this progress is due to the art of hybridiz-

ing or crossing, it is perhaps impossible at this time,

accurately to determine; but that very interesting

and important results have been attained through

this agency, can no longer be doubted.

The discovery of the Delaware, and the produc-

tion oi the Concord grape, gave for a time a great

impetus to grape-growing, and their general success,

under extra care and cultivation, it was thought

gave promise of their adaptability to universal cul-

tivation. The introduction of new varieties which

followed, aided by the enthusiastic representations

of their originators, created a furor in grape-grow-

ing which has been well-named the " grape-fever."

The collapse which followed this period of undue

exaltation was disastrous, and gi'ape-cultnre fell far

lielow its real merit and importance, and is now

again reaching its proper level by means of mod-

erated expectations, a more correct knowledge of

the subject, and a better understanding of the

nature and capabilities of our American grapes, and

their improved hybrids. Hut important and aliove

all, is the discovery and recognition of the fact, that

wo one (jrape is suited to all localities ; neither is

there any one locality which is suited to all (/rapes.

The Concord, the most universally popular of all

the older varieties, and probably as nearly cosmo-

politan in its character as any yet produced, is found

unsuited to hot and dry climates, particularly at the

South, in Texas. And justly popular as the Con-

cord grape has been, on account of its health, hardi-

ness, and ])rodnctiveness. it has serious faults as a

profitable market variety. It has a very tender

skin, which cracks easily, and can hardly be handled

with sufficient oare to avoid injury. It also loses its

flavor (none too good at best) very rapidly after

being gathered, and soon becomes spiritless and

insipid. Worden's Seedliny. one of its descendants.
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though larger and rather better flavored, and a week

earlier, inherits also its unfortunate peculiarities.

After growing and fruiting Moore's Early for

several years, it seems so perfectly of the Concord

character in all respects except in the matter of

earlier maturity, that it could not be described bet-

ter than by calling it an early Concord.

You will pardon me for speaking of these older

varieties and their peculiarities, for it is from these

and their union with either foreign, or other native

varieties, that improved hybrids or crosses must

come. And if we work uuderstandingly, and with

a definite object in view, success will be far more

in-obable than through any trusting to chance, or

the natural tendency to sport, or change, which

seems iidierent in seedlings. The only one of the

manv pure Concord seedlings that I have observed,

seems to have better keeping and shipping qualities

than the parent, is that large and showy white

grape, named Pocklinglon. A cluster sent me last

season, from Rochester, by e.Kpress, came in perfect

order, without a berry injured. With the exception

that it had rather more of the peculiar odor called

foxiness. it was to my taste richer, and better fla-

vored, than the Concord. The skin, thougli thin,

seemed quite tenacious and not easily broken ; and

more important than all, though kept in the tem-

perature of a living-room for two months, it did not

deteriorate or decay, but dried and shriveled to

something like raisins. Here is, to my mind, a va-

riety, considering these good qualities in connection

with its large size, showy appearance and healthy

character of the vine, that will prove not only of

great value in itself, but also as a parent for the

production of new and improved seedlings. The

Delaware grape also, though in many places of deli-

cate growth and subject to diseases of foliage, is re-

markable in its exemption from rot. Experiments

with crosses of the Delaware and other varieties,

afford grounds for the belief that this important

characteristic can be transmitted to improved seed-

lings. A cross between Concord and Delaware of a

dozen years old, though not remarkable in any

other way, has never had a rotten berry in the most

unfavcn'ahle seasons. The little grape. Purity, an-

other cross upon Delaioare, having large and thick

foliage and strong growth, of exquisite flavor and

quality, but very small clusters, seems free from

both mildew and rot. That I am able to place a

few clusters of this grape upon your table, is suf-

ficient evidence of its hardiness. For it is one of

three or four, out of about one hundred varieties,

that were not cut to the ground by the terrii)le

severity of the past winter.

No paper upon the subject of hybridizing the

grape would be complete without a tribute to that

pioneer in the art, Edward S. Rogers, of Salem,

Mass. And that many of his grapes have outlived

native seedlings of greater pretensions, and have be-

come standard varieties in our nursery Catalogues,

is proof not only of their popularity, but of their in-

trinsic value. Rogers' hybrids, among which may
be named the Wilder, Barry, Salem, Agawam, and

others, are well known, and succeed well in many
places, being generally of strong growth, productive,

healthy in foliage, and bearing grapes of quality re-

garded by most persons as superior to the Concord.

It is quite remarkable that many of these grapes are

entirely free from foxiness either in taste or smell,

when it is remembered that the pistillate or seed-

ling iiarent was a fox grape of the most pronounced

eharaeter. One of Mr. Rogers' grapes. No. 44,

afterwards uamed Herbert, it seems to me has been

singularly overlooked, or nrglected. I became ac-

quainted with it only a few years since, notwith-

standing I had requested Mr. Rogers upon the first

introduction of his grapes, to send me all that he

regarded as valuable, or worthy of cultivation. He
sent me a good many, but jVo. JfJf was not among
them. I afterwards procured from our worthy

president, Marshall P. Wilder, this, with several

other kinds that were not originally sent out by Mr.

Rogers, and after growing and fruiting it for several

years, if I were asked to name another black grape,

hybrid or native, that I consider equal in all re-

spects to the Herbert, I could not do it! It is very

vigorous in growth, productive, bearing large, com-

pact, and generally handsomely shouldered bunches

with large berries
;
pure flavored and free from foxy

taste or odor, pulp tender, without coarseness or as-

triugency, and nearly equal to Black Hamburgh,

with a little more sprightliness of flavor. Its period

of ripening is about with the Concord ; but it is far

superior to that variety in every quality that consti-

tutes a fine table grape. It is certainly deserving

more attention than it has received, and it is an

honor to any man to have produced such a grape.

For vigor of growth, size, beauty and excellence,

there is no grape of its season that equals it, unless

it may be some of Mr. Rickett's remarkable produc-

tions, which have not yet been introduced to the

public.

From observation, as well as from personal ex-

periments, I have long entertained the belief that

hybrid or cross-bred grapes would in time be pro-

duced that would combine the vigor, health and

hardiness of our natives with the high flavor and

quality of the exotic varieties. And that this de-
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sirable result has been alivady very nearly, or quite

accomplished, I cannot longer doubt. 1 believe the

Herbert grape would succeed, and give profitable

results over a larger space oC territory where grape-

growing is practicable, than either the Isabella or

Catawba. I believe also, the Purity grape will

succeed mucii better than the Delaware, by reason

of stronger growth, and better foliage.

Some of Mr. Rickett's hybrids have proved, with

me, entire failures. Others, I am glad to say, cer-

tainly promise to be not only excellent, but valu-

able. There is no question about the beauty, or the

excellence of many of his grapes; and the very

fact that he brings for exhibition every year liis

magnificent specimens, is evidence that tliey can be

grown, and grown successfully, in great perfection.

Grant that he takes extra care of them. Others

can certainly do the same. His location may be

specially favorable. Tiiere must be other places

equally so, -nd where the same care and attention

will produce the same splendid results. The only

difficulty which I anticipate with J\Ir. Rickett's

hybrids, is in the foliage of the vines, and among
those which have proved most satisfactory, are two

that have only one-fourth of foreign parentage, and

one which is said to be a native cross. The two

first named are Ladji Washington and El Dorado,

having Allen's White Hybrid for the male or stami-

nate, and Concord for the pistillate ])arent. Both

these are vines of remarkable vigor of growth, mak-

ing large, heavy canes, and bearing foliage of tJie

largest size, very luxuriant and healthy. Jefferson

is the other, not quite as strong in growth, but

healthy, with thick, heavy foliage, apparently as

impervious to mildew as the Concord, which it

somewhat resembles. Concord and Io)ia are said to

be the progenitors of this grape, which has all the

beauty, and I think rather more than tiie excel-

lence, of the charming lona. If we really have the

Io7ia grape, upon a Concord vine, it is an achieve-

ment deserving the highest honor, and whose value

can hardly be over-estimated.

Another beautiful and excellent grape, named

Highland, has proved healthier in foliage, and of

better growth than most of the hybrids, altiioiigh it

is a half-and-half seedling of Concord with Jura

Muscat. For three years its foliage has been healthy

and free from mildew. Should this favorable state

of things continue, I shall regard it as one of the

most promising hybrids.

Mr. Ricketts has many more, some perhaps of

greater value than those mentioned ; but of such as

I have personally tested, these appear to me most

worthy of remark, and to give promise of becoming

3

worthy acquisitions to our finest and most useful

grapes.

At the meeting in St. Louis, to which I have be-

fore referred, there were several remarkable collec-

tions of grapes, which were highly regarded by Mis-

souri grape-growers, as promising to be of great

value in that region, both for the table, and for

wine-making. They were understood to be princi-

pally descendants from the Taylor, or Taylor's Bul-

litt, gyxp&; some of them in the third generation,

through the Elvira. The larger portion were of

the class called white grapes, but were in various

shades of light green, gulUen yellow, or amber, and

straw-color. A few were red, and one or two, black.

I think they were not claimed to be hybridized or

crossed artificially ; but they have indications,

many of them, both in the fruit and foliage, of being

crossed with the Labrusca type—the Taylor being

a cordifolia. or riparia, and the Elvira a possible

mixture, through the agency of bees, or other natu-

ral causes. The collections of Joseph Rommel and

Nicholas Grein were the most remarkable. One of

Mr. Rommel's seedlings. No. 3, which he has since

named Etta, was awarded the premium for the best

bearing cane of new seedling for wine, quality and

productiveness to rule. A few others of Mr. Rom-

mel's grapes have been named, among which are

Amber, Beauty, Black Taylor, Faith, Pearl and

Transparent. Some of tliese I have growing at

Delaware, but can only say at present, that they are

making an extraordinary growth, with handsome

and healthy foliage. The Elvira is also one of Mr.

Rommel's seedlings ; and although it is one of the

hardiest in winter, and among the most vigorous

and healthy in growth, the fruit often fails by rea-

son of its thin skin, and excessive crowding of the

berries in the cluster, causing them to crack and

decay even before fully ripe. Of .Mr. G rein's seed-

lings, the Missouri Riesling and Greiu's Oohlen, I

think were the only ones named, the others being

designated by numbers. These were also handsome

and well-flavored, and are though i to be Taylor seed-

lings with a probable mixture of Labrusca. A lim-

ited trial of some of them indicates also, great vigor

of growth with healthy foliage. I may be pardoned

for mentioning another grape of my own produc-

tion, as it was honored with the premium ibr the

best plate of grapes for table, at the St. Louis ex-

hibition, although it is not suitable for cultivation

at the north, on account of its late ripening. This

grape was one of a lot of seedlings from Concord

which had been cross-fertilized with the ton-ign

JoshpCs SI. Albans, a white grape of the fi nest quality.

Although the vine was very vigorous and productive,
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and the clusters of uiuisual size and beauty, it never

acquired any particular flavor or cliaracter, and I

discarded it, as of no value. Afterward, I sent it to

Missouri, to Samuel Miller, for trial, who gave it

the name Triumph, and I believe it is thought in

Southern Missouri and Texas to have no equal, and

the demand for vines, boih for this country and for

Europe, was last season far in advance of the sup-

ply. This fact confirms especially the point, that

for success in grape-culture, in addition to intelli-

gent care of the vineyard, varieties must be chosen

which are suited to the locality. And because a

vine does not succeed in one place, it is no reason

why it may not be of the greatest value in another

which is suited to its character. The fact that the

Concord does not succeed well in Texas, while the

Triumph, a Concord and foreign hybrid, does sue.

ceed, is most significant.

The Vergennes is another grape, coming to us

from Connecticut, which is highly commended as

of good quality both for the table and for wine ; and

especially for vigorous and healthy growth and

for very long keeping of its fruit. This grape

may possess, beyond its own intrinsic excellence,

very valuable qualities for producing improved

varieties in the future. Many varieties of grapes

have been sent me, every year, lor several years past,

and I am most happy to say that there is a very

marked and decided improvement in the character

of those of i-ecent production as compared with

those of former years. I will however mention but

one more, which I regard as a very decided advance

and improvement upon our early-ripening, hardy

native grapes, and one which I confidently expect

to take a high position as a popular and profitable

graj)e for the market-grower, as well as for the vine-

yard and garden, wherever vines of the Labrusca

type can be grown successfully. This grape has

been named the Early Victor by its originator, John

Burr, of Leavenworth, Kas , a life-long horticul-

turist, now about eighty years of age. He was also

the originator of the exci-llent strawberry that still

bears his name, Burrs New Pine. I have grown

the Early Victor for several years ; have fruited it

twice, and have had opportunities of testing it sev-

eral limes, through the courtesy of Mr. Burr. The

vine is a pure Labrusca, with the thick, hardy foli-

age characteristic of its class; in growth and gen-

eral habit, much like the Ives and Hartford, and

like them, very productive. In the size and general

appearance of the clusters it also resembles the

Hartford more than any other variety with which 1

can compare it. But, unlike the Hartford, it is a

grape of excellent quality, very pure-flavored, with

slight pulpiness and small seeds; quite free from

foxiuess, and does not fall from the cluster even

when over-ripe. It is probably the earliest-ripening

grape yet introduced, and it seems to be, like the

Belaware, when fully colored, fully ripe. I regard

it as a variety of substantial merit, and I expect to

see it drive out of the market the Hartford, Tahnan,

Ives, and all similar abominations, whose execrable

quality should, in my judgment, have consigned

them to the rejected list long ago.

In conclusion, I will say that, wonderful as the

improvement of our native grapes has been in the

jiast, I have fiiith in greater wonders yet to come.

The success of Rogers, and Ricketts, and Underbill,

and Moore, and others of less note, will stimulate

the growers of the future, and the time will come

when America, with its great extent of varied soil

and climate, will have varieties suited to all grape-

growing sections which will compare favorably with

the most celebrated grapes of the old world, and

when we shall stand first and foremost in grape cul-

ture among the nations of the earth.

Three years ago I was among the vines of South-

ern France and Italy. I then formed the opinion,

that with a proper selection of vines adapted to our

varied soils and localities, and the same care and

culture which was bestowed upon their vineyards,

our success would be more certain than theirs.

With the exception of milder winters, we, even at

the north, have a more favorable climate for grajje-

growing, than "sunny France."

In the Garden of Acclimation, near the city of

Paris, I saw in the month of September, one of the

largest collections of vines from all quarters of the

globe, that I have ever seen, planted for trial. A
more complete failure can hardly be imagined.

Mildew and disease pervaded not only the foliage

but the fruit. Not a perfect bunch, and scarcely a

sound berry could be found. Nearly as bad was

the condition of the vines in some private gardens

and small vineyards which I visited. And when

I afterwards saw their Phylloxera-devastated vine-

yards, where vines were dead and dying by hun-

dreds of thousands, and where acres upon acres were

being rooted out, 1 felt that the discouragements

and occasional failures of the American vine grower

were almost as nothing in comparison. In grape-

growing, as in other things, the world moves! And
while the vineyards of the old world are receding in

a state of incipient decay, we are progressing in the

path of steady and permanent improvement. Ad-

vancement in grape-culture has kept pace with the

improvements in other fruits and vegetable produc-

tions. By the aid of skillful and scientific hybri-
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dizing and crossing, desirable qualities maybe fixed,

or iJerpetuated, or blended witli otbers in succes-

sive seedlings, and still higher and greater success

be attained. Grapes of the highest character, both

for the table and for wine-making, will be produced
;

and tlie time may not be far distant, when the wines

of America will stand second to none upon the

earth, and when tlie hearts of its people may be

made glad by a pure, cheap, abundant and healthy

beverage that will take the place of fiery alcoholic

stimulants ; when moderation and temperance will

go hand in hand, and when total abstinence and

drunkenness will, if not forgotten or unknown, be

regarded with the pitying eye of the philanthropist

;

or only remembered as twin relics of the semi-bar-

barism of a by-gone age.

Grapes were next discussed in the order as they

appeared in the last Catalogue of the Society.

Adirunclac.—Robt. Cushman, of Rhode Island.

I have proved the last few years, that the Adiron-

dac can be be grown successfully by grafting on

hardy stocks, where it will not succeed well upon

its own roots.

The President. It has proved unsuccessful witli

me. It is a weak grower on its own roots.

G. W. Campbell, of Ohio. It is so generally un-

successful that I should be in favor of striking it

from the list.

T. S. Hubbard, of New York. I second the

motion that it be stricken from the list. It suc-

ceeds scarcely anywhere.

R. CusHMAK. 1 do not know that we have

anything, except the lona, that is so satisfactory to

us as the Adirondac, grown upon Concord or

Hartford Prolific roots, and I think for amateur

growing, it ought hardly to be rejected, but for

vineyard growing, perhaps it may be.

Ayaivam.—The President. It always succeeds

well with me; but the bunch is not large. I have

seen it at Salem, wliere it originated, with bunches

that would average halt a pound, in a lot of 500

bushels.

Rev. Robert Burnet, of Ontario. We have

cultivated this vine for a number of years, and we

have found that the way to get good fruit and large

bunches is to let the branches run as far as they will

go-

The President. Right.

J. T. LovETT, of New Jersey. In our part of

Jersey, the Agawam is the most successful of

Rogers' hybrids.

P. Barry, of New York. Very successful at

Rochester.

Professor Beal. Very successful in some parts

parts of Michigan.

T. S. Hubbard, of Fredonia, New York. It is

successful in our section.

A. J. Caywood, of New York. It makes a very

good cluster, and on the Hudson River it ripens

perfectly. We think very well of it.

P. C. Dempsey, of Ontario. It is very successful

with us.

W. C. Strong, of Massachusetts. I regret to put

in a word of dissent. It is not successful with me.

James A. Root, of New I'ork. In Central New
York it is one of our best grapes, with this excep-

tion—it never forms a good bunch.

Ahieij.—P. J. Berckmans, of Georgia. I move
to strike out the star for Georgia. It is of no value

to us.

T. S. Hubbard, of New York. The same in

New York.

G. W. Campbell, of Ohio. The same in Ohio.

F. M. Hexamer, of New York. Strike it from

the list.

J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey. Strike it out.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. Ditto.

Samuel Hape, of Georgia. I second the motion

to strike it from the list.

P. Barry. Well, it will go.

Barry.— (Rogers' No. 43). The President. It

is a most excellent grape, as handsome as the Black

Hamburg, and the bunches at Rochester last year

were remarkable. It always succeeds well with us.

G. W. Campbell, of Ohio. I regard it as among
the best of Rogers' hybrids. It is better with us

than the Wilder.

P. J. Berckmans, of Georgia. Very good in our

State.

Mr. Campbell, I would like to have a star for

the Barry for Ohio.

Mr. Williams, of New Jersey. I thing it is one

of tlie mo.^t promising of Rogers's hybrids, and to

be placed side by side with No. IfS.

Brighton.—T. S. Hubbard. It succeeds well in

Western New York.

P. J. Berckmans. A star for the Brighton for

Georgia.

G. W. Campbell. I want one for Ohio.

T. T. Lyon. It should have a star for Michigan.

P. C. Dempsey, of Ontario. It should have a star

for Ontario.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer, of New York. I consider

it the best hardy red grape.

Mr. Patterson, of Quebec. We find it grows

well, and much attention is paid to it at present.

We consider it a very good grape.
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Frankmn Davis, of Virginia. It should have

a star I'or Virginia.

Hon. IsiDOK Bush, of Missouri. It does not suc-

ceed with us in most localities where it Iihs been

tried. There may be some localities where it will

succeed. On most of the clay soils where it was

first tried, it did not succeed, at least not at all well.

Champion.—G. W. Campbell, of Ohio. I move

it be stricken from the list.

P. J. Bekckmans, of Georgia. I second the

motion.

William Parry, of Xew Jersey. It is decidedly

the most profitable grape that we have. A friend of

mine sold his whole crop for from eight to ten cents,

while his Concords were sold at three cents.

J. T. LovETT, of New Jersey. In our part of the

country it is very profitable, but we do not want it

for anything else e.^cept for market.

W. n. Moon, of Pennsylvania. One of the most

profitable varieties with us for market, but the qual-

ity is not good.

P. Barky, of New York. In Rochester there are

two little vineyards that I know of, tliat are man-

aged very profitably. I do not know of any grape

plantations of equal size that yield as much money

as they do ; and they grow the Champion. The

crop is very certain. I know the grapes are very

inferior, but they sell readily at a time when no

other grapes are in the market. I understand that

quite recently large vineyards have been established

in the neighborhood of jNIontreal, of this Chamjyion,

because it succeeds there, where hardly any other

crop will succeed. It is a large, handsome grape,

and when quite ripe, is eatable, but still poor com-

pared with our best grapes.

]\Ir. Goodwin, of New York. Mr. Barry speaks

of the Champion growing well in the vicinity of

Montreal. I was there last fall, and the Champion

could not be sold for a cent a pound when the Con-

cord was bringing six, eiglit and ten cents a pound.

The President. Is not the Chamjnon entirely

gone two weeks before tlie Concord comes in ?

J. 8. Woodward, of Lockport, New York. The

Champion, which came from Western New York, is

grown quite extensively near Montreal, and they

told me there they had named it the Bcaconsfwld,

and they were not making any use of it as a market

grape, for the reason that it is very profitable

for wine.

I. Bush, of Missouri. I would advise those who

wish to make wine of it to. beware! As a wine

grape, it is worse than the Hartford Prolific, and

that is certainly bad enough.

Cottage.—Dr. F. M. Hexamer, of New York.

Take it off of the list.

I. Bush. I should certainly, from my experi-

ence, be of a contrary opinion. I would give it a

star for Missouri.

Rev. T. T.\LBOT, of Massachusetts. I have

raised the Cottage since it was first issued, and it is

the most profitable grape I have. It is the earliest

variety I have, and I have taken a premium on it

at our horticultural exhibitions for years. It is not

a good market grape, but for a family grape there

is nothing that gives better satisfaction.

The President. Does it not drop ?

T. Talbot. It drops as badly as the Hartford,

but no worse.

T. S. Hubbard, of New York. It does poorly

with us ; it is a very poor bearer. It ripens as early

as Moores Early, and is of about the same quality.

It drops when it is ripe.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. It is the aim of this So-

ciety to improve the list. Varieties that are only

of local value, we cannot aSbrd to keep on the list,

when there are others of more general value that

can be grown over a larger extent of country.

Creveling.—J. E. Mitchell, of Philadelphia. In

the neighborhood of Philadelphia, there is a vine-

yard of fifty acres belonging to Mr. Knight, with

30,000 vines, ana about eighty tons of grapes are

sent to market in a season. He has dug up five

acres of the Creveling, because he has found it un-

satisfactory as a market grape. The Concord is his

most i^rofitable variety. His man said if he had

twenty acres to plant, he would plant nineteen of

them with the Concord, and then plant the other

with Concord. The worst was the Rentz Seedling,

one of the worst grapes I know of, but it is as early

as Moore's Early, and sells at a profit. Next comes

the Martlta Washington, which is almost as profit-

able, as it comes early, and is a sweet grape. I am
quite sure that the fact that there is such a large

vineyard in the vicinity of Pliiladelphia will be

news to many Philadelphians, as it certainly was to

me.

The President. It has a very poor bunch.

Rev. Robert Burnet, of Ontario. I have cul-

tivated the Creveling in a very peculiar way, by

allowing it to grow over the Concord. It is tiieu

everything that could lie desired, both in regard to

the bunch and the berry.

The President. You think it needs impreg-

nation ?

Rev. Dr. Burnet. Yes, sir.

Croton.—P. J. Berckmans, of Georgia. I move

to strike out the star for Geortjia.
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Samuel Hape, of Georgia. I second the motion.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. I would striice out

the dagger for Michigan.

Dr. F. M. Hexamek. I move to strike it from

the list altogether. It is too local a variety.

T. S. Hubbard. In Western New York it does

not succeed.

H. E. Hooker, of New York. I would not like

to see the Crotoii stricken from the list. It suc-

ceeds very well indeed in some localities, and it is

certainly one of the most delightful grapes, when

well grown, that I have ever raised.

The Pkesident. It succeeds well with me. I

concur with Mr. Hooker in regard to its quality.

Ci/nf/uaiui.— I. Bush, of Missouri. I have nothing

new to say about it. It is excellent, as it has always

been, with us.

Delaware.—H. E. Hooker. It speaks for itself

right here in Boston market every day.

F. Trowbridge, of Connecticut. It is one of

the best grapes we have, but I don't think it can be

grown in Connecticut successfully, as a general

thing.

L. G. Ireland, of Iowa. It has not failed in

Iowa for ten years in succession.

J. A. Root, of New York. It does not grow in

Central New York as it does in some other locali-

ties. The bundles are very small, and the vine

weak and a slow grower. We do not consider it

one of the best grapes.

S. B. Parsons, of Long Island. In estimating

the value of these grapes, I think gentlemen do

not bear in mind the fact that there are modes of

cultivation which would probably obviate all the

objections that are urged. The Delaware, with me
on Long Island, is not reliable when planted in

open ground, but with a slight coping over tlie

vines, tiiey will always produce good crops.

A. J. Caywood, of New York I think for the

section on the Hudson River, we could not have any

grape in the place of the Delaware, but it needs

high feeding, and is inclined to overbear. If you

leave just the quantity of fruit on tiie vine that it

will bear, and feed it right, it will always mature.

The Delaware vineyards in our vicinity have beateu

the CdHcord, in dollars and cents, fully one-half.

P. Barry, of New York. I concur in what the

gentleman says about high culture and thinning

the crop in regard to the Delaware. Generally it

succeeds well with us at Rochester.

W. C. Strong, of Massachusetts. The Delaware

is one of the most valuable varieties in Massachu-

setts, and we find it higher than any other va-

riety. It is slow in growth. We do not find it

necessary to cover it, although it is somewhat sub-

ject to mildew.

I. Bush. The only fault of the Delaware is its

sensitiveness to mildew. In some localities it may
be protected from the disease by a coping, and in

seasons when it is free from mildew, no better grape

can be desired.

H. E. Hooker, of New York. The Delaware is

a most striking illustration of the remark of G.

W. Campbell, that local knowledge and experience

are of the utmost consequence in estimating the

value of a grape. If you look up the source of

the tons of Delaioares that appear in Boston mar-

ket, as handsome as they can possibly be, and as

luscious and fine as you could desire; you will find

that tiiey all come from a certain locality, where

the growers will tell you they do not see any dif-

ference between the vig(jr and productiveness of

the Delaware and the Concord. But it is the gen-

eral experience that it is a feeble grower, subject to

sunburn and mildew, and cannot be recommended
lor general culture; that is about the long and

short of it. 'J'he Delaivare is fine in some locali-

ties and not fine in others.

Robert H. Gardner, of Maine. It has been

very successful in Maine. Our frosts come early,

and it is very desirable to have grapes that will

ripen early, and almost invariably the Delaware

does ripen. It is altogether tlie best grape we have.

I have never known it to mildew.

A. J. Caywood. One evidence of the estimation

in which the Delaware is held, is the fact that the

vines can hardly be produced fast enough to sup-

ply the demand, at 110.00 a hundred.

The President. I will say that it succeeds well

with me, and is no more subject to mildew than the

Concord ; but it is a feeble grower, and I have to

look out and see that it does not overbear.

M. F. Markle, of Arkansas. The Delaivaredoes

better with us than the Concord. Tons of them

have been sent to market this year and sold for

fourteen and fifteen cents a pound, whereas the

Concords were sold for five or six cents; and yet

they ripened with last of July.

Diana.—Samuel Hape, of Georgia. That grape

is gaining in favor with us every year. It has done

remarkaljly well with us this year. At our recent

exhibition in Atlanta, it was one of the finest grapes

shown. We like it very much indeed.

The President. The Diana is the first native

grape that ever appeared at an exhibition of the

Massachusetts Horticultural Society, about the year

18i3. It originated in my neighborhood, and the
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lady for whom it was named, Mrs. Diana Gregory,

still lives, at the age of 86.

Elsinlurgh.—P. J. Berckmans, of Georgia. I

move that the double stars for Georgia be taken off.

Dr. P. M. Hexamer, of New York. I move

to take it off the list.

T. S. Hubbard, of New York. It does not suc-

ceed with us, but Mr. Downing has told me within

a year, that it is one of our best grapes.

Elvira.—J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey. In our

part of Jersey the Elvira is an entire failure.

H. B. Ellwanger, of New York. It is very

poor in Kochester ; no value to us at all.

Robert C!ushman, of Rhode Island. With us

it is utterly worthless.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. I think it belongs too

far south for Michigan. It is a good growing plant,

but the fruit does not keep its quality.

P. J. Berckmans, of Georgia. It is a good

bearer with us, but the fruit is of such inferior qual-

ity that it is not worth raising.

I. Bush, of Missouri. It can be used as a wine

grape, not as a market grape. It has one difBculty

that gives dissatisfaction to its warmest admirers^

it cracks, and of course that injures it for wine. We
have anotlier grape that has, in many localities at

least, proved more profitable, and that is the Noah,

which originated at Nauvoo.

Essex.—The President. That is very much
like the Barry, Wilder and Herbert, only it has a

poorer bunch. I think it is as rich as any of them.

H. B. Ellwanger, of New York. We consider

it of no value with us, being too similar to the other

varieties. Barn/, Wilder and Herbert, and not as

good.

G. W. Campbell, of Ohio. I have had it

growing on the same trellis, and right next to the

Herbert and Barry, and it is very much like the

Barry. I don't think I could tell them apart, if

they were placed side by side.

Eumelan.—J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey. A
most excellent grape.

Mr. Trowbridge, of New Jersey. It is a very

slow grower, but when it comes to maturity, it is

one of the best grapes grown in our part of the

country.

H. B. Ellwanger, of New York. On account

of its excellent quality, crisp, spicy flavor, I con-

sider it of great value to the amateur.

G. W. Campbell, of Oliio. It has another

defect, besides being a poor grower, and a radical

one—the blossom is imperfect ; it does not fertilize

well, and hardly ever makes a good bunch.

James A. Root, of New York. It does not do

well with us. Although there are a good many

vines planted, we hardly ever see any fruit.

T. S. Hubbard, of New York. A considerable

number of vineyards have been planted witli this

variety, but I believe every one of the vines has been

taken up. It produces very poor clusters. I do not

think it worth cultivating, wherever I have seen it.

The President. It is very strange how these

varieties differ in different localities. With me, it is

a great bearer, and forms very perfect bunches ; I

never knew it to drop a berry. It is a feeble

grower, and if allowed to bear all it is disposed to,

the vine would soon be spoiled. You know the

story of Mr. Tudor's garden, on the rough promon-

tory of Nahant, where the waves dash mountain

high, and where even a poplar would not stand in

winter. He put a double palisade around his

grounds, and there I saw, a few years ago, an as-

tonishing sight. He grafted his old vines with

Eumelans, and they were up eight feet high, and

clothed with a purple hue.

W. C. (Strong. I think that is exceptional in

Massachusetts. I do not think it succeeds generally

in this State.

Geo. W. Campbell. I do not wish to be under-

stood as saying that the Eiimelan drops its berries.

The berries are never formed ; that makes the

cluster imperfect.

Goethe.—Samuel Hape, of Georgia. The Omthe

succeeds very well in the vicinity of Atlanta. It

has lately become quite a market grape with us. It

has large, handsome berries, and I think ought to

have one star for Georgia.

P. J. Berckmans, of Georgia. I say two stars

for Georgia.

I. Bush, of Missouri. I will say that the Gcethc

is the most successful of any of the Rogers' hybrids

in Missouri, but it has suffered somewhat with

me from mildew, and then requires several years t©

recuperate. It is a splendid grape, and bears im-

mense crops, so it must be thinned.

John M. Pearson, of Illinois. In southern Illi-

nois it is the best of the Rogers' hybrids. We would

sooner part with all of them than with that. In

northern Illinois the season is short, and it does not

succeed .so well there. With care, it colors up well.

It is a red grape when ripened well, with us. When
white, I prefer not to eat tlieni ; but if they are red,

I am very anxious to get them.

The President. With us, we do not get them

red. We have not seasons long enough.

Z. S. Ragan, of Missouri. The Goethe seems to

succeed in western Missouri better, perhaps, and

gives better satisfaction, tluiu almost any of Rogers'
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hybrids, and we would recommend it for our part

of the couutry.

M. F. Markle, of Arkansas. Succeeds well

with us. It has mildewed occasionally. We like it

very much in Arkansas.

Herhemont.—Dr. F. M. Hexamer, of New York.

Take it out of the list.

Samuel Hape, of Georgia. In our locality, we

could not do without it. It will do for either the

market or the table. It is one of our most esteem-

ed varieties.

Dr. J. A. Warder, of Ohio. In Ohio the vine is

somewhat tender. It is a delicious grape to eat,

and one of the sweetest wiue grapes.

J. M. Pearson, of Illinois. Dr. Warder has

made my speech.

I. Bush, of Missouri. It is no grajae for northern

latitudes. For Texas, which belongs also to the

United States, it is the grape of the future. It will

make Texas one of the finest wine producing States

on this globe. The French, who may claim to

have some judgment about wine grapes and wine,

are great admirers of the American Herbemonf.

lona.— Robert Cushman, of Rhode Island. It

succeeds very well with us by grafting it on hardy

stocks.

The President. I consider the lona the best

American grape that has ever been raised. I speak

for my own palate. It is difficult to get a uniform

ripe bunch, but the berries that do ripen are

superb.

H. E. Hooker, of New York. I agree with the

President that it is at the head of the list for really

fine quality. In my own garden, the lona gives

the most satisfactory results. The bunches are not

handsome, and they do not uniformly ripen; but

still we do get enough splendid fruit yearly to show

that it is about the finest of all grapes for family

use.

Robert Cushman, of Rhode Island. It is the

best keeper that I have tried. It will keep until

spring and be excellent. It does not deteriorate by

keeping as most other grapes will.

A. J. Catwood, of New York. I have been in

the habit, when asked to give my opinion in regard

to the flavor of grapes, of saying that the lona is

tlie standard for flavor. I am sorry to know that it

does not ripen generally.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. Very few of the

growers in our State are eminently successful with

the lona. We think it the best grape on our list,

but there are a great many who claim it to be a

failure. My own impression is, after studying it

carefully for some years, that while it is the best

grape we have, it requires wisdom and experience in

its management, and that, perhaps, is a greater

source of failure in the case of the Lma than any

other one cause.

W. H. Moon, of Pennsylvania. The lona is fre-

quently grown by amateurs in my vicinity, and

when trained against buildings is one of the most

satisfactory grapes in cultivation ; it ripens well and

is of the best flavor. Unless grown under those

conditions, it is not always of the highest quality.

W. C. Strong, of Massachusetts. The opinion

has been expressed that when grafted upon hardy

stocks, it does well. I desire to have an expression

of opinion on this point, whether the grafting

of feeble growing vines on more vigorous stocks

does improve them to that extent which has been

expressed here this morning. The Eumelan has

been mentioned as changing irs characteristics when

grafted on strong growing vines, and also the Dela-

irare. It is a point upon which I have had no ex-

perience, but I can hardly see how tender vines can

be made more hardy by grafting.

A. J. Caywood, of New York. I think the in-

fluence of certain stocks upon other varieties is very

plain. Vines like the lona do not ripen their roots

well; frost catches them unprepared, and the next

season, the vine which has had its root fibres suffer

through frost is not prepared to mature a crop, and

by putting the scion on a stock where the root fibres

are matured, it will be capable of growing a crop.

S. B. Parsons, of New York. I would like to

suggest that all those present interested in grapes

should thoroughly test this question by planting

two vines together of some kind about which they

may be in doubt, and see if the result on a vigorous

root is different from that on its own root. I think

such experiments would be very valuable indeed. I

am satisfied that grafting tender vines, like the

Delaware and lona, on the Taylor, the Concord, or

the Ives, or any other vigorous root, will give me

satisfactory results in the growth of the vines. The

only question which I think is still unsettled is,

whether that vigor will throw oft' mildew.

W. C. Strong, of Massachusetts. Has Mr. Par-

sons seen any instance of the improvement of grapes

by grafting on vigorous stocks?

Mr. Parsons. I have.

P. J. Berckmans, of Georgia. In 1865, my
friend, Mr. Downing, gave me some wood of the

lona, and requested me to graft it on a strong

growing stock. I put it on the Herbemont, and the

vines made an immense growth and fruited the

same year. The second year they set very heavily,

but the mildew attacked them, and we have seldoin>
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if ever, been able to get a perfect bnuch of lonas.

So far as quality and freedoin from mildew are con-

cerned, 1 am unable to say what the effect of graft-

ing will be, but it will hasten production and

increase the vigor of the vine most wonderfully.

S. B. Parsons. I did not mean to be understood

as asserting that grafting will affect the quality of

the fruit. I think it was settled long ago that the

stock will affect the scion. I think it is a matter

of great importance to ascertain whether it will

affect the fruit and prevent mildew. I certainly

wish that all would try the experiment. I am cer-

tain that increased vigor is given to a weak grape

by grafting it on a strong root.

J. B. Mitchell, of Pennsylvania. I have hud

ten or twelve years experience in grafting tender

grapes on hardy stocks, and find that it certainly

gives increased vigor to the vine and increased pro-

duction. I have tried it practically with Allen's

Hybrid, lona and Adirondae, and have found a

very great gain.

J. T. LovETT, of New Jersey. Our locality is very

favorable to mildew, and we cannot grow the lona

on its own root. Our President was kind enough

to send me some grafts two years ago, which I set

in the Lady Washington. They are now twelve

feet high, and bore clusters this year that weighed

over a pound each, whereas upon its own roots vines

three years old are yet too small to bear.

Israella.—T. S. IIuBBAiiD, of New York. I am
in favor of strii\ing out the Israella.

G. W. Campbell, of Oiiio. I second it.

P. J. Berckmans, of Georgia. I think giving it

two stars for Georgia was an error; we do not want

it at all.

Samukl n.\PE, of Georgia. It is not worth cul-

tivating in our section.

Jlr. Bekckmans, who was about to leave the

meeting to attend to his duties on the Fruit Com-
mittee, was invited to state his views in regard to

the remainder of the list, which he did as fi>Iiows

:

Johnson, or S. 0. Seedling, I know nothing about.

Maxatawney is one of our be^t white gnipes. Mer-

rimach we consider one of the best dark gropes.

Moore's Early, as far as fruited, we consider the

same as the Concord. It may be a little earlier, but

even that is doubtful. Avah is a decided improve-

ment niton Elvira ; the quality is much superior,

and it possesses even greater vigor, I think, than

the Elvira. Norton's Virginia is unsurpassed for

a red wine grape. Perkins is still a very good

market grape; not first quality, but exceedingly

desirable. It is free from mildew, a good producer

and a good grower. Peter Wylie we have consider-

ed for a number of years past as at the head of

the list of white grapes in flaver. It is not a very

vigorous grower, but a very abundant bearer. Re-

becca, worthless. Salem, we class among the very

best of Rogers' hybrids. Scuppernony, although

some of our friends have said it is worthless, we

think is one of those things which are invaluable

for our part of the country. Telegraph and Union

Village we have discarded. Walter succeeds very

well in some localities, and where it does, is exceed-

ingly good. Wilder we rank among our very best

market grapes. Worden, so far as fruited, has

proved to be worthless.

There are a good many new varieties of grapes

which we have fruited this year, which are not in

this list. Mr. Campbell spoke about the Triumph.

We have fruited it and found it to be a remarkably

handsome grape, quality superior, bunch very large

and attractive, and the growth of the vine very satis-

factory. Monroe, one of Mr. Barry's varieties, has

proved this year to be an exceedingly attractive va-

riety, Cjuite early, and of very fine flavor. Prentiss

has been fruited by one or two of our grape growers,

who can say more about it than I can. Black Eagle,

after four or five year's fruiting, we find to be un-

surpassed in (|uality, productiveness and vigor. I

have seen bunches that weighed a pound and three-

quarters, grown at Macon, Georgia, three years ago.

Johnson.—P. Barry. It is recommended by

West Virginia and Soutli Carolina.

Lady.—The President, That is one of my
earliest grapes; ripens next to Moore's Early.

J. H. Hale, of Connecticut. It is one of our

best early grapes.

W. C. Stron'g, of Massachusetts. It is the ear-

liest grape with me, and endures our climate well.

Lindley.—Tlie President. I consider it one of

the best acquisitions which we have obtained from

Mr. Rogers. I denoniiiuite it the Muscat of Amer-

ica. It is a most valuable gnipe every way.

George W. Campbell, of Ohio. We think it

is one of tlie best, but not the best, of Rogers's

hybrids.

P. Barry, of New York. It is decidedly the

best of the reds. The bunches are very fair in size

always, and it is a fine grape.

A/nssasoif.—Joseph H. Bourne, of Rhode Island.

One of the best in Hhode Island.

P. Barry. It does well in Rochester.

G. W. Campbell. One of the best and earliest in

Ohio.

The President. It does well- here.

Martha.—The President. Everybody knows
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the Martha, and, as its originator says, everybody

should have it.

J. T. LovETT, of New Jersey. I disagree with

the originator in that respect. It is too poor for us.

J. E. Mitchell, of Pennsylvania. It succeeds

well with us.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. It is a very satis-

factory grape with us.

P. C. Dempsey, of Ontario. I think it would be

well to remove the star for Ontario. I do not know

any place where it succeeds.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer, of NeAV York. In our

region it is more profitable than the Concord. It

succeeds excellently well all along the highlands

there.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. It is sent to New
York from our section with the Crotoii, anil it stlls

at the same price.

Merrimack.—T. S. Hubbard, of New York. It

succeeds well in Western New York : I thiuk better

than the Wilder.

P. Baury, of New York. A large, fine, black

gi-ape.

The President. It succeeds very well here.

Moore's Early.—The President. I think there

should be an expressi'in of opinion here on this

grajie, there is such a diversity of opinion about it.

For instance, Mr. Downing wrote me that it was

not as good as the Concord, smaller and not any

earlier. With me, it is from two to three weeks

earlier. It is fairly colored now, and there is not a

colored berry on the Concord, although the vines

are more favorably situated than the others.

W. H. Hills, of New Hampshire. I have it

growing side by side with the Concord, and the

bunches are colored up very finely, while the Con-

cord is perfectly green.

B. G. Smith, of Massachusetts. In my grounds

last year, Jloore's Early commenced to color on the

first of August; this year, on the twenty-first, on

the same vine. It is two weeks earlier in my grounds

at Cambridge than the Concord.

The President. I ought to say that the Massa-

chusetts Horticultural Society—which is good au-

thority—have decided that it is from two to tliree

weeks earlier than the Concord, and they gave it a

sixty dollar prize a few years ago, after three or four

years trial. I do not speak by way of praising the

grape, but merely that you may understand how it

varies in different locations.

W. C. Strong, of Massachusetts. I ha.se Moore's

Early and Worden growing side by side, and they

are very much alike.

T. S. Hubbard, of New York. I have fruited

Moore's Early for two years. 1 think that in speak-

ing of the number of days or weeks that one grape

is earlier than another, we should remember this:

that pue day of warm weather amounts to as much
as three days of cool weather, and in a locality where

they ripen very early, and during a warm spell, a

week's ditFerence will amount (o three weeks where

they ripen late. We get Moore's Early, in an

average season, about a week before the Concord,

and the whole crop will be gathered before we pick

the first Concord. It is not as strong a grower as

the Concord, with me. I should think the Concord

was nearly twice as strong a grower as Moore's

Early. The quality is about the same. I think

Moore's Early will crack quite as much as the Con-

cord does with me, if not a little more, and the clus-

ters are not quite as large.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. I have planted

Moore's Early considerably, and in order to satisfy

myself, I have been out, during the meeting, to

Capt. Moore's ground. I told them that I wanted

to see the Concord and Moore's Early under the

same circumstances, and I was surprised at the

great difference. I found there, that instead of

Moore's Early being as small or smaller than the

Concord, the berry was considerably larger, and at

least ten days or two weeks ahead of the Concord,

although the Concord was growing under more

favorable circumstances. The Concord, which was

on the southern slope of a hill just back of Capt.

Moore's house, had scarcely begun to color, while

Moore's Early was quite dark. You have seen

samples of them in the hall. 1 am very greatly

pleased with the appearance of it. I think it is

going to be a favorite grape.

B. G. S.MiTH, of Massachusetts. I visited Captain

Moore's vineyard three years ago, I think, and saw

a crop of Moore's Early perfectly lipe, and he had

already sent a considerable quantity to market. The
Concord had not, at that time, commenced to color.

J. W. Manning, of iMassachusetts. On the 21st

of August, a year ago, I went to Captain Moore's,

and saw Moore's Early two-thirds colored ; his Con-

cords were not colored much, if at all, at that time.

It was claimed that Moore's Early was two weeks

earlier than the Concord.

J. S. Woodward, of New York. At Lockport,

Moore's Early is from ten to twelve days earlier

than the Concord, growing side by side. The

bunches are not as large as the Concord, not as well

shaped, the quality is no better, it cracks much
worse, and it falls off in quality after it is ripe, fully

as fast as the Concord. We have fruited it three
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years, and it ha? proved that way every year, with-

out exception.

J. H. Hale, of Connecticut. We have fruited it

side by side wit!) the Concord, and the bunches were

larger and two weeks earlier than the Concord. It

is no better, if quite as good as tlie Concord, and it

seems to me not as productive; but it is fully two

weeks earlier and the bunches are larger and more

attractive.

Perkins.—H. B. Ellwanger, of New York.

This is too poor to be retained.

G. W. Campbell, of Ohio. I think it should be

stricken from the list.

B. G. Smith, of Masachusetts. I endorse that.

P. Barry, of New York. Mr. Berckmans said

it was very large and salable.

G.W.Campbell. I had forgotten that. When a

grape is good for anything anywhere, I suppose it

should be kept on the list, but there are some so

infamously poor everywhere that I don't think they

should be on the list of the Society.

M. Cole, of Georgia. In upper Georgia and in

Northern Alabama, it is esteemed very highly. I

had some sample bunches from a party in Northern

Alabama before I came from home, with a letter

asking the name of it, and stating tliat it was the

surest grape that they cultivated.

W. C. Strong, of Massachusetts. It ripens per-

fectly at the North. Can it be possible that it is the

same grape that Mr. Berckmans spoke of? I would

like to ask the gentleman for a description of the

grape.

M. Cole. I can best answer by saying that I

saw the Perkins last evening upon the table in

Horticultural Hall, and recognized it. It has a

very compact bunch, every berry round, or nearly

so, and an amber color.

P. Barry, of New York. That is the grape.

Mr. Hubbard, of Virginia. I think the case is

this in the South, that they can grow it where they

cannot grow anything else. I know there are por-

tions of Virginia where they have no variety which

does not rot where the Concord rots so they cannot

do anything with it, and the other variety answers

for their local market. They make money out of

it in some localities where they cannot grow any-

thing else.

E. H. Scott, of Michigan. We find the Perkins

a very profitable grape, and those that grow it in

Michigan make money out of it. It is very hardy

and very prolific.

Salem.—George D. Stitzel, of Pennsylvania.

It is very fine with us. We consider it Rogers's

very best. We think it should rank No. 1, instead

of No. 22.

J. T. LovETT, of New Jersey. Very fine in New
Jersey.

William S. Bissell, of Pennsylvania. The
Salem is one of the best of Rogers's hybrids, and a

very profitable market variety.

J. H. Bourne, of Rhode Island. So in Rhode
Island.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. Where it pro-

duces in Connecticnt, the quality is most excellent,

but I am sorry to say it is rather unproductive. I

do not think it will answer for a vineyard grape for

maiket.

T. S. Hubbard, of New York. I think it should

have one star for New York.

H. B. Ellwanger, of New York. I think it is

too pulpy.

Telegrapli.—John M. Pearson. We put a dag-

ger to it a few years ago for Illinois, and wish to

take it off. It is of no use trying it any more.

Union Village.— The President. That origin-

ated in Massachusetts, near by, but we do not grow

it much.

T. S. Hubbard, of New York. I should be in

favor of rejecting that.

Walter.—T. J. Lovett. I suggest removing the

dagger for New Jersey.

P. M. Augur. We do not succeed with it in

Connecticut.

The Presidrnt. It is a very fine grape, but we

do not succeed very well with it.

Wilder (Rogers's No. 4).—E. Williams, of New
Jersey. The best of all of Rogers's black grapes.

J. M. Pearson, of Illinois. That is so.

The President. Mr. Downing's taste is so deli-

cate, so critical, and he is so careful about every-

thing, that when the Wilder first came, he said it

was not quite up to what he wanted. I visited him

a couple of years afterwards, and found that it was

a great favorite on his table in the morning. He
had accommodated his taste to it, as we do about

other things.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. I have been look-

ing for the Wilder grape in the Boston market, and

have failed to find it. Does it make its appearance

here ?

The President. We do not grow many grapes

in Massachusetts for market. They all come from

the West and South.

Worden.—J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey. I would

say a word in its favor. I know that Mr. Berck-

mans said it was not doing well in the South. With

us, we consider it the very best black grape, all
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things considered, for market and family use. It

is not so fine in quality as the Wilder, but better

than the Concord. It is handsome, very reliable,

and desirable in every way.

W. H. Hills, of New Hampshire. It is a week

or ten days earlier than the Concord with me, and

not as early as Moore's Eai-li/. I have them side by

side. I have looked at them witbiu a day or two,

and while the Concord and the Woi-den have hardly

begun to show any color, Moore's Early is very gen-

ei'ally colored.

J. H. Hale, of Connecticut. It is the very best

black grape with me.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. We consider the

Worden the best early black grape that we grow.

It is a week or ten days earlier than the Concord.

P. M. AuGUE, of Connecticut. We esteem the

Worden very highly. It is better than the Concord

in quality.

George W. Campbell, of Ohio. My experience

is very nearly that of the gentlemen who have

spoken. I find it to be a week earlier than the Con-

cord ; not quite as early as Moore's Early. The lat-

ter is perha])s four or five days earlier than the

Worden. The Worden makes a larger bunch, and

is sometimes rather more productive than the Con-

cord. It is a little more juicy, and, to my taste,

has a rather better flavor. It has a very tender

skin, like the Concord, and is very much like it.

P. Barry, of New York. It is so much like the

Concord that they have been considered identical

by a good many.

G. W. Campbell, of Ohio. It is pretty hard to

tell them apart.

0. B. Hadwen, of Massachusetts. The Worde7i

has been grown for a number of years in Central

Massachusetts, and it is regarded with great favor.

Those who have tried it find it a first-class early

grape, comparatively free from mildew, and very

productive.

T. S. Hubbard. In Western New York it seems

to ripen with the Concord, or not more than one or

two days earlier, from my observation. Yet I find

it reported a week, ten days, or a fortnight earlier.

P. C. Dempsey, of Ontario. I have grown it

near the Concord. When I left home on Thursday

the Concords were not colored, while the Worden

had been cut and sent to market. I think the

Worden should be starred for Ontario.

W. C. Strong. The Worden in Mnssacliusetts

is undoubtedly from ten days to a fortnight earlier

than the Concord.

New varieties were next taken up.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. The Early Dawn
is a grape of the highest quality, one of the earliest

to ripen, and maintains its high character late in

the season, holds well on the vine, and, to my taste,

it is one of the very best. I have not had it in

bearing long enough to speak with great certainty

as to its future, but I am perfectly satisfied that it

will be a hardy and enduring variety.

0. B. Hadwen, of Massachusetts. It is one of

the very best early varieties.

P. M. Augur. It has one fault—the foliage is very

liable to be attacked by the thirp. It is a moderate

grower, and only a moderately good bunch. I

would like to ask about the Herhcrf, Rogers's No. 44.

T. S. Hubbard, of New Y^ork. It does very well

with me; as well as any of Rogers's hybrids.

P. Barry, of New York. The same with me.

The President. I should like to have thei/o«-

roe spoken of. I find it not a very strong grower,

but a very delicious grape, and quite early. I said

that the Lady was one of my earliest, and was next

to Moore's, but I think the Monroe is a little earlier

than the Lady, and should place that next to

Moore's Early, which is my earliest variety.

P. Barry, of New York. It is a cross between

the Delaware and the Concord.

P. C. Dempsey, of Ontario. We fruited it this

year and certainly think very highly of it.

Rev. J. W. Talbot, of Massachusetts. I would

name a new variety which we call the Norwood. It

ripens a little earlier than the Concord, and has a

larger cluster and a larger berry. The Horticultural

Committee have given it a first-class certificate of

merit, and Charles Downing gave it a first-class

certificate of merit last fall. It keeps until springy

It is a strong grower, and seems to be more hardy

than any of Rogers's hybrids which I have. The

quality is from very good to best. It is very much
superior to the Concord I think, in quality.

The President. The gentleman who has ad-

dressed yon is the proprietor of that grape. He has

exhibited before the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society, some very fine bunches, and the opinions

have been favorable ; and, as he says, they have

given him a first-class certificate of merit. We have

none of us proved it yet.

J. W. Manning, of Massachusetts. I was at Mr.

Talbot's place and saw his vines. The foliage was

remarkably fine, and apjiarently free from mildew ;

clusters very large ; a very juicy, good grape.

E. H. Scott, of Michigan. I want to call atten-

tion to three new varieties of grapes in Michigan.

McDonald's Aim Arbor is a black grape; very

large; I think it runs larger, if anything, than
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Moore's Early ; quality very much resembling the

the Concord. It ripens at least ten days earlier than

the Concord. The sample now on exhibition is

about ripe. The next is the White Ann Arbor.

The specimens shown have been picked two weeks.

It lijis the fault of dropping from the stem. The

quality is very fair, as you will see. The third is

Woodruff's Red. The specimens shown were grown

on yearling vines. Tiie bunches are very large, and

I should think it ripens from a week to ten days

earlier than the Concord

I. Bush, of Missouri. Allow me to name a new

grape and call the attention of fruit growers to it.

Two years ago, I found among the seedlings exhib-

ited at Kochester by Mr. Jacob Rommel, of Mis-

souri, a variety called Taylofs Seedling, No. H.
which seemed to me to be well adapted for claret

wine. I have tried tliis grape and find that it pro-

duces the nearest to the claret that which we call 8t.

Julienne, of any black grape that I have found so

far among our native grapes. I have named it the

Montefiore, which means " the flower of the hills ;"

and it is the name of a highly revered philanthro-

pist, Moses Montefiore, who, among other crowns,

also bears, like you, Mr. President, the crown of old

age. I hope he will yet be rejoiced by a bottle of

the wine. The grape is hardy and prolific.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. I have been very

favorably impivssed with the .7cffer.son, one of Mr.

Ricketts' new grapes, which I think is one of the

best grapes he has ever sent out.

The President. I have been very much im-

pressed with the Jefferson. It looks somewhat like

the Lindley, and I think has a gieat deal of its

oh inicter. I have not seen enough of it yet to

ascertain what its qualities are. I tliink the Lind-

ler/ and Jefferson, having been deprived of that

rank, foxy flavor which is so objectionable, are both

about what we want, so as to retain the American

flavor, which I have called the American Muscat. I

think it will come to that sometime.

W. C. Strong, of Massachusetts. In quality it

seems to resemble the lona, and certainly promises

to be very much better adapted to the climate of

Massachusetts than the lona.

J. G. BuRKOws, of New York. It does well

about Fislikill and at Newburgh.

George W. Campbell, of Ohio. I have had tlie

pleasure of tasting the grape several times, and in

qualily and general character I think it more like

the lona than anything I have seen, and I lik'- it

better than the lona,—perliaps because it is a litile

sweeter. As to tJie growth of tlie vine, it lias not

been very satisfactory, not growing as strongly as

mostof the grapes of Mr. Ricketts which I have tested.

But the growth has been very healthy, and the foli-

age is very good. It serms really to be wliat it is

claimed to be, a cross between the /owrtand the Con-

cord. I regard it as a very promising grape.

J. T. LovETT, of New Jersey. I will mention

the Naomi, originated by Mr. Ricketts. It is of

luscious quality, and very hardy. It is a white

graj)e, except a slight tinge of pink ; large clusters,

but the berry is not very large.

George W. Campbell, of Ohio. I think the

Poughkeepsie Red has not been tested as it should

have been. It is in quality about equal, perhaps, to

the Delaware or lona. It is an admirable grape.

A. J. Caywooij, of New York. If Mr. Campbell

had lived upon the Hudson he would not have

made that assertion. We have had the PongliTceep-

sie Red before the country for twenty-one years,

and we have exhibited it before this Society for ten

years. It is a seedling of the Delaware, crossed

with the lona.

Dr. P. M. IIE.XAMER. I have seen the Pough-

keepsie Red growing on Mr. Caywood's place, and I

can testify to its vigorous growth.

G. A. Stone, of New York. As most of you

know, the Pocklington originated at Sandy Hill,

Washington County, New York, which is not sup-

posed to be a grape section. As it is grown in

Rochester, on light soil, I think it ri^xnis a little

eailier than the Cunatrd. This yeai', the Concord

did not set well, wliere the Pocklington set very

perfectly; in fact, the vines were overloaded. In

quality, we claim that it is as good as tiie Concord

in its best state. The growth of the vine is good,

but it cannot be called an extra free grower. I have

not discovered any mildew or any diseased con-

dition. Its cropping quality is certainly all that

can be asked. It will bear as many grapes as any

otiier variety, and mature them. I think it is a very

promising new grape for vineyard planting.

A. J. Caywood, of New York. We have always

matured it in August.

H. E. Hooker, of Rochester, N. Y. I think Mr. G.

h. Stone has very accurately described the apjiear-

ance and condition of the Pocklington in Roches-

ter. The vines most exjiosed to the weather

seemed to maintain a perfectly healthy foliage, so I

think there can be no question about its being iron-

clad in resijcct of foliage. Last season, I saw the

Pocklington, fully ripe at Rochester, and was very

agreeably disappointed in its quality. It was, to

my taste, fully as good, sweeter, and a little more

sprightly than the Concord.

The President. Wliat time last year?
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H. E. Hooker. It ripened fully as early as tlie

Concord, on the ailjoiniiig vines. It was the sixth of

September. Last year was a pretty early season.

It is not to be classed with the earliest grapes, but

suflBciently early for all practical purposes in our

locality for market. It is certainly remarkable for

the number of handsome bunches produced on a

vine. I think it is not claimed for it that its qual-

ity is of the highest excellence, but it is what

would be called vt-ry good for quality.

T. S. IIUBBARU, of New York. I was in the

vineyard at Rochester, four or live weeks ago, and

he certainly had a very fine show of Pockiinytons,

the first year of bearing. I was agreeably disap-

pointed in seeing them. Tlie vines looked very

well, Were making a good growth, and the fruit all

that could be asked. I have some vines growing

the second year, that are very healthy. Not as vig-

orous in growth as the Concord, but i'air growers.

George W. Cajipbell, of Ohio, My experience

agrees with that of JMr. Hubbard.

The President. I had fruit sent to me twice

last year from the original vine, and I was surprised

at its beauty. You may recollect that in my address

I alluded to it in connection with the wonderful

effects of hybridization, whether by the hand of

man, by insects, or by the air. I say that the

Pochliwjton may be the beginning of a race of

grapes equal in beauty and periiaps in excellence to

the Cannon Hcdl Muscat. I think it is a most

promising variety ; and although I would like to

ameliorate the flavor of the PockUnglon a little,

still, it is a wonder in its way.

Duchess.—J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey. I would

say that I have fruited the Duchess this year, and I

have found the vine a vigorous grower, but the ber-

ries are quite small, and the clusters were much be-

low what I anticipated. It is an excellent grape for

the amateur, but it will hardly be a maiket grape

with us.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. I have had the

pleasure of seeing the vines and fruit of the Duchess

along th,' Hudson, and at our last meeting at Roch-

ester, I tasted all the white grapes on exhibition,

and my impression was then, tl)at of all the beauti-

ful white grapes on exhibition, in point of quality, I

considered the Z'wc/iess the best. In Mr. Caywood's

grounds, his vines of the Duchess were looking very

well, and the fi nit was looking well. I saw in other

places that it was a strong grower ; but to tell the

whole truth, I saw instances where it had winter-

killed somewhat. I have rather come to the con-

clusion, although I may be wrong, that while it will

be a good amateur grape, it can hardly be adapted

to vineyard culture.

Dr. F. M. Hex AMER, of New York. The Duchess

appears not to be as hardy as the Concord, which is

of the very hardiest type, but it is as hardy as any
other first-class grape ; as the Delaware (or instance,

and the grapes of that class.

The President. I have been very much pleased

with the Duchess, for similar reasons to those which

I have given with reference to the Pocklincjton. I

think it is the beginning of the production of grapes

for export. I had it for weeks lying in my room,

but not a berry could you shake from the stem. It

is melting and juicy, or, rather, it has no pulp. I

agree with John J. Thomas, who is a very critical

gentleman in his taste, that it is almost the finest

of any new white grape that has been introduced.

I have therefore stated in my address something to

this effect, that we shall have grapes, if we have not

now in the Duchess, that will be equal in adaptation

to exportation, and of very much better ciuality than

those we now have. I think, gentlemen, if you

should see the Duchess as I have seen it, you would

concur in that opinion.

A. J. Catwood, of New York. We put the

Ducliess in the hands of some sixty or seventy men
in different parts of the Union ten years ago, and
we have never heard of an accident to the Duchess

until this year. We liad a wind that blew the pol-

len out of the flower just as it was in full bloom,

and destroyed our grapes. We have not half a crop

on the Hudson River, in many of our vineyards, of

what we considen-d hardy varieties. Rogers's hy-

brids are a poor crop generally. Now, Mr. Augur's

opinion is formed from his visit this year, and I do

not know how we can say that it is not a good vine-

yard grape just after the first accident. It suffered

just like the other varieties. The Duchess with us

this year is not as good as it has been. Though we

have clusters that weigh three-quarters of a pound,

there are a great many clusters that will not weigh

one-quarter that.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. I have the

Duchess growing this season. It grows very luxuri-

antly, and I am very well pleased with it. The

foliage is fine, and, so far, it has been free from mil-

dew. I am very sorry to say that the vines are not

entirely hardy. Last winter, Avhere left exposed on

the trellis, they were killed down. They have grown

this year, and set some fruit. I am disappointed in

the size of the bunches, but attribute it to the un-

propitious season.

A. J. Cay wood, of New York. I ought to say

that we have ascertained in the last two years, that
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the Duchess will not endure high feed. It grows

rampantly, making thirty feet on the vines at- three

years old. It is a grape for the poor man. It will

grow withont obliging him to spend all the money

the grapes bring for fertilizers.

The President. Now I will propose the Lady

WasJiingfon. Mr. Ricketts sent me some grafts a

year ago last spring, and I succeeded in getting a

single eye to start. It made seventy-five feet of

growth last year, althongh I pinched the laterals.

This year, it is loaded with some twenty bunches of

grapes,—all I dare let it bear. They are not ripe

yet. It is the most remarkable growth I ever saw,

and it seems to me it is a grape of very great prom-

ise. This season is the worst I have seen for fifty

years, and the grapes are not ripe yet.

J. W. Manning, of ^Massachusetts. I saw it a

year ago last August in Mr. Ricketts' grounds. It

was the most vigorous grower of any in his collec-

tion ; remarkably large clusters, and abundant,

healthy foliage.

T. y. Hubbard, of New York. I was on Mr.

Ricketts' grounds four or five weeks ago, and it

was making a very strong growth there, and bear-

ing a very fine crop of handsome, large clusters.

The foliage was all right, and it looked very prom-

ising to me.

George W. Campbell, of Ohio. I have found

it one of the strongest growers that I have ever

had, and the foliage lias been large and luxuriant.

It is a very promising grape.

J. G. Burrows, of New York. I have some

twenty vines fruiting for the first time this season.

The foliage is good ; its growth is rampant. I con-

sider it entirely hardy. These twenty young vines

stood the severe winter without the slightest pro-

tection, although the mercury with us marked

eighteen degrees below zero. The fruit is now

nearly ripe.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. I have a young

vine ; last year was the second year, and the cane

was twelve or fifteen feet long. It is a monstrous

grower, and although it was subjected to a good

deal of rough usage last spring by moving a build-

ing over it, it has some very handsome bunches.

It seems to be very productive, and the bunches are

large and showy. When I left home it wa.s soften-

ing up. I thought it was a little earlier than the

Concord.

William Parry, of New Jersey. In our sec-

tion of the State, the Lady Washinyton has been all

we could desire: a strong, healthy grower, and pro-

ducing perfect bunches of the finest quality.

Prentiss.—T. S. Hubbard, of New York. Mr.

S. Hape, of Georgia, wished me to say, for him, that

he has fruited the Prentiss this year, on a vine

planted last year, and grew fourteen nice large clus-

ters. He thinks very highly of it as a grape for

the South. The foliage was perfectly healthy, and

a strong grower. He exhibited it at the State Fair

at Atlanta, and it attracted a great deal of atten-

tion. I have fruited it on my place, and it carries

out the same promise that it did in the original

vineyard. I have a young vineyard of two-year old

vines that are bearing a small crop. We have had

an unfavorable season, and very few of our graiies,

except the Concord, are doing well. In the original

vineyard, where the season has been more favorable,

they are bearing as heavy a crop as they have for

the last three years. I see no reason to change the

opinion I have formerly expressed of it. I think

that it is a promising grape for vineyard culture in

good grape localities. In localitie.s where nothing

would succeed but the Concord, I would not recom-

mend planting it extensively. Perhaps it will

answer for amateur culture.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. Mr. Hubbard

kindly sent me a vine a year ago last spring, which

made ten or twelve feet growth last season. Q'his

season it has doubled that growth, but has not

fruited. I think its promise is very good for fruit-

ing next season. The foliage has been perfectly

healthy.

E. H. Scott, of Michigan. I have one vine grow-

ing right alongside of the Concord, and it has grown

full as much as the Concord, perhaps a little more.

I did not measure it exactly.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. I planted last

spring some thirteen vines of the Prentiss, and, so

far, they have made a healthy growth. I have

never felt absolutely confident about it; perhaps I

am a little too skeptical in regard to a good many
of the new varieties, but it certainly promises very

well indeed.

I. Bush, of Missouri. I have the Prentiss and

the Lady Wusltington, and I can only repeat what

has been said—they are very promising, so far as I

can speak after two years experience with them.

Ninyara.—The President. There is one grape

that must be brought up, if for nothing but its

name, representing that mighty torrent of the West
—Niagara.

J. S. Woodward, of New York, was called for.

Inasmuch as the Niagara is entirely distinct from

all other grapes, I do not wish to bore you by telling

you of its merits, or anything of that kind. Y'ou

are to have an opportunity to buy the fruit, and eat

it, and decide upon it, whether it is good or bad.
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before you can buy the vine, only be careful that

you do not buy any spurious vines. As I said be-

fore, the Niagara is a distinct variety, has a distinct

flavor of its own, and a distinct aroma of its own,

and we are very glad of it. It has a distinct growth

of its own, also, and we are very glad of it : but

whether it is better than any other, or worse than

any other, it is not for us to say; that is for the

public to decide. The Niagara has never been ex-

hibited at any place in competition with any other

grape for a premium, and, while the Niagara Grape

Company control it, it never will be. We do not

come here for a premium. We come here with large

quantities of the grape, to give everybody a taste,

and let them judge for themselves. If it is so very

unattractive in appearance and so very bad in qual-

ity that you do not want it, don't eat it. If you

like it, yon can wait until we can furnish genuine

plants, and then there will be no mistake about it

—they will bear Niagara grapes.

The President. I see that Mr. Thomas, our

old Quaker friend, whom we love very much, has

spoken very highly of the Niagara, he having wit-

nessed it growing on Mr. Woodward's grounds at

Lockport.

J. S. Woodward. Mr. J. J. Thomas spent a

couple of days with me, and among the rest we vis-

ited the Niagara vineyard. Mr. Thomas saw the

Niagara and the Lady fruiting side by side, and no

difference could be distinguished. He also saw it

fruiting side by side with the Hartford Prolific, and

pi-onouuced it earlier than the Hartford Prolific.

The Niagara has this characteristic, which perhaps

I ought to mention. This 3'ear has been one of un-

precedented dryness in Western New York. Since

the tenth day of June, the wliole amount of rain

that has fallen has not been more than an inch.

While all the other varieties of grapes that I am
growmg are showing the effects of the drought, and

dropping their leaves, the Niagara is just as green

and luxuriant as it was the first day of July.

W. C. Strong, of Massiichu.setts. I would like

to ask if there are any disinterested witnesses

present who have seen the Niagara growing them-

selves.

T. S. Hubbard, of New York. I will state that

I am disinterested; at least, I will try to be. I have

seen tlie Niagara growing for three years. It is a

very strong grower, healthy, hardy, and my judg-

ment is that it ripens a week or two bi-fore the Con-

cord, and bears a very heavy crop of fine, large clus-

ters. I think it will be a very valuable grape for

general cultivation, and that it will succeed in

localities where the Prentiss will not succeed.

While its quality is not equal to the Preiitiss, it is

good, and will satisfy people in general.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. I am disinter-

ested. Two years ago, when I saw the Niagara, it

was a picture of vigor and beauty of vine and fruit.

I should think there could be no question that the

vine would be a rapid grower, and largely productive

of handsome fruit, which seems to possess admirable

market characteristics.

Mr. Woodward. The impression is abroad in

the country tliat the Niagara has never been tested

anywhere except in the grounds of the originator.

I will say that we have the Niagara growing in

vineyard culture in twelve States of the Union, and
also in the Province of Quebec, within sixteen miles

of Montreal, and in five distinct places in the Prov-

ince of Ontario, one of them ninety-five miles north-.

east of Toronto. It is growing as far south as Vir-

ginia, and as far west as Iowa.

The following letters, referring to Mr. Mitchell's

statement during the discussion on grapes, were re-

ceived since the meeting.

Philadelphia, Nov. 14, 1881.
My dear Colonel Wilder:—In reply to your

favor of 3d, I stated at the meeting ' that a vinery
in New Jersey, of fifty acres, with 30,000 vines,

produced eighty tons of grapes last year, and that
forty tons had been marketed up to Sept. 12lh." I

have the pleasure to enclose a letter from Mr.
Knight's manager,in which he states that eighty-two
tons were marketed this year in spite of the drought.
Mr. Parry told me that the former owner of this

vineyard paid the Rev. J. Knox, of Pittsburg,

$5,000 cash for 5,000 vines of Martha grape, from
which is gathered part of above product.

Yours very truly,

J. E. Mitchell.

Collingswood, Nov. 10, 1881.
Mr. J. E. Mitchell :

Dear sir:—Mr. Knight gave me the letter you
left at the store for him, and in reply, will sav that

we have now 30,000 vines, all in bearing. They
have all been in bearing for about nine (9) years;

there has been none put out since the vineyard was
planted, except what few replants we have put out.

The product for this year was eighty-two tons, and
if we had had about one good rain in August, some-
where about the last week, I think we would have
had nearly 100 tons, as the grapes would have been
larger, making a greater weight; but owing to the

extreme heat and dry weather our crop was at least

fifteen per cent, short of what our prospect was
when the grapes commenced to turn. Last year we
gathered eighty tons, the berries being larger and
more perfect than this year. If tliere is any other
information I can give yon, I will be pleased to

do so. Yours truly,

Richard T. Collings,
Knight's Vineyard,

Adjourned to 3 o'clock.
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SECOND DAY—AFTERNOON SESSION.

President Wilder called the meeting to order at

three o'clock, and said: The next subject in order

is the Strawberry, and we are to be favored with

a paper by Mr. P. T. Quisx, of New Jersey, one of

onr members, on that subject.

Strawberry Growing in New Jersey.

By P. T. QuiNN.

There is a wide diversity of opinion as well as

practice among strawberry growers as to the meth-

ods that produce tlie most profitable results. This

is very natural, from the fact, as it is well known to

practical men, that soil and climate have such a

marked effect on varieties. Everybody who is

familiar with strawberry growing, either for pleas-

ure or profit, knows that it often happens that

certain well known kinds that thrive and yield

large crops in one locality, utterly fail in another,

under the very best system of culture. This is not

only true of varieties, but also applies to the system

practiced in growing strawberries. These essential

facts are only reached by practical experience in

garden and field cultivation. Therefore, it is safe

to say that methods of growing berries that may be

a great success in certain parts of New Jersey, may

not be applicable or produce simihir results in

another part of the State, and I have known them

to fail in diflerent sections of the same count}'.

While these strange results are constantly show-

ing themselves to the close observer, there are some

points that are definitely settled in the minds of

praci;ical growers. Tlie first of these, and one of

the most important, is, that in order to grow large

crops the ground must be rich and mellow before

planting. There need be no fear of over-feeding,

when the manure is thoroughly rotted, or of heavy

doses of special fertilizers. The growth of vines

and yield of fruit will always compensate for this

outlay when judiciously expended The next im-

portant matter is to plant varieties true to name,

and such as have been tested and are worthy of

cultivation. Following these in turn comes that of

clean culture, which if practiced always gives satis-

faction, both in the appearance of the beds as well

as the increase in the size and yield of fruit from a

given space.

To prepare the ground on my own farm, my
practice has been to plant early potatoes in the

spring, and to manure the ground heavily. These

potatoes are ready for market by the middle of July,

when they are dug and sold. The ground is then

plowed, harrowed and marked out for strawberries.

The rows are opened with a one-horse plow, two

feet and a half apart, and about four inches deep.

The young strawberry plants are taken up with

great care, and set out twelve inches apart in rows.

I always endeavor to get the bulk if not all of our

planting done on or before the 10th of August.

With ordinary good weather, ijy the close of tlie

season these plants increase in size and nnmber, so

as to make continuous rows six, eight, and some-

times twelve inches wide by the end of November.

The spaces between the rows are kept clean and

loose during the growing season, by a small horse-

cultivator and one hand-hoeing, to cut out any

weeds which may come up in the rows. The inten-

tion is to have the beds entirely free from weeds

before the end of the season.

About the middle of December the plants are

mulched, either by salt hay or a compost made of

garbage, fish and street sweepings, all of which are

thoroughly decomposed, and the mass is of a light,

spongy character. The plants are left in this way

until the middle of April, or if tlie sjiring is back-

ward, a week or ten days later. Where the salt iiay

has been used, it is raked off with wooden rakes

and put in small heaps in convenient places, to be

used later in the season to keep the fruit clean and

the ground moist. In the parts of the field where

the compost mentioned is used in the iall, none

of tills is- taken off, but simply tossed about with

wooden rakes, to get it evenly distributed among

the growing plants. I never permit any deep dis-

turbance of the surface between the rows in the

spring of the bearing year. I have tested that

method to my heart's content, and always found

that by so doing the crop of fruit was noticeably

injured. From the 1st to the 10th of May, in case

there are any signs of growth of small weeds, the

working peojile go through the beds with hand-

hoes and cut these weeds off a trifle niider tiie

surface, not deep enough, however, to disturb the

strawberry roots, which are always found near the
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surface. In moist and damp weather it often be-

comes necessary to go over the beds and fields twice

before the end of May, or before putting on the

summer mulch. When this latter is put on too

early in the spring, the weeds grow up through it

and make the bed unsightly, and gives some trouble

in picking the berries. At my farm I always have

an abundance of salt hay to use for this purpose.

This is never put on until the plants get well

through blossoming and while the beds are clean.

It is then spread carefully by hand along the lines

of the rows under the leaves and fruit stems, and

thickly enough to prevent any dirt or fine sand

from getting on the berries. Under this system the

plants grow very thriftily, and bear abundantly of

full-sized berries. When the fruit is gathered we

allow the rows to run together, making the beds

just five feet wide, with paths between these

wide beds, say fifteen to eighteen inches. The

plants grow so vigorously that there is very little

trouble or expense in keeping them clean. In

December of the second year these beds get a heavy

dressing of the compost, sjjread evenly, and in the

following spring treated in the same way as the first

year. The plants in the center of the beds are quite

as prolific as those near the outer edges. They are

kept and treated in the way described for two years,

that is, picked three yeari's and then plowed under,

and the ground cropped one year before being

planted again with strawberries.

Like nearly every other strawberry grower, I have

experimented with all tlie leading varieties, and at

present have settled down with the Charles Down-
ing, which with me is the most profitable market

variety yet tested, and succeeds admirably with the

system described. Last year, under very adverse

circumstances, with a protracted drouth more severe

than any ever witnessed here, early in the season,

with less than ten acres, the total yield of berries

marketed was 856 bushels.

Of course we resorted to watering in a crude way,

by means contrived hurriedly, but which I found to

work with great satisfaction, and thoroughly con-

vinced me that, sooner or later, those who will suc-

ceed best with strawberries, either on a large or

small scale, will have to resort to irrigation. It is

the only way to insure maximum crops each and

every year. We applied the water with an ordinary

street-sprinkling cart, applying 800 gallons of water

to beds 400 feet long and 5 feet wide, twice each

week during the picking season. There was a trifle

over two acres of the strawberry ground which it

was impossible to get at with the watering cart, and

on this spot the crop was nearly a failure. The first

4

pickings on the beds where no water was applied were

fair to middling, but the last pickings amounted to,

nothing. The excessively dry weather burned up'

the foliage, and the berries gathered were small and

unsightly. My experience with watering was so

satisfactory that in the course of another year I will

have my plans matured, so that I can apply water

to the bearing beds at any time during the fruiting

season. There is no doubt in my mind that those

who desire to realize the largest results from straw-

berry growing will have to resort to irrigation.

There have been some statements which found

their way in print, saying that strawberries grown

in this way are too soft for market. This is con-

trary to my experience last year. The Charles Down-

ing (not a very firm berry at best) grown on my farm

last summer, watered heavily twice a weeK, were

shipped to the interior of JSiew York State, and

they arrived in prime order, and we had no com-

plaints from Newark or New York, where the bulk

of the crop was sold. In fact, with the closest

scrutiny we could discover no diflerence in the

firmness or texture of the fruit grown with or with-

out artificial watering.

While strawberry growers may hold different

opinions about the systems of culture and varieties

which succeed best in their respective localities in

the same county or state, the plans practiced for

gathering the berries are very similar among all the

larger growers in Northern New Jersey. The bulk

of the pickers are boys, ranging in ages from l;i to

18 years. In some instances women and girls are

employed, but these only where there is a scarcity

of boys. The former make the best pickers, and

are more easily managed, but the dragging of their

dresses over the vines as they move along seems to

so injure them that the latter part of the crop is

seriously shortened from this cause.

The first ripe strawberries in this section of New
Jersey are usually gathered the first week in June.

From the southern part of the State ripe berries

make their appearance in market ten or twelve days

earlier. When the fruit is ready to be gathered,

each picker is furnished with what, for want of a

better name, is termed a " handy,'' which is a piece

of half-inch board twelve inches square, large

enough to hold four quart baskets. Around the

outer edge of this board there is a piece of flat bar-

rel hoop nailed, the upper edge of which is about

half an inch higher than the surface of the board,

so as to keep the baskets from sliding off. For a

handle there is another piece of hoop, bent over

from end to end and nailed fast. On my own farm

each picker carries with him a flag fiistened to a
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small-pointed stick, so that when his four baskets

ar- full and he takes them to where the fruit is

packed in the crates, this flag is stuck in the ground

to mark the spot where he left off picking. On the

wide beds (five feet) there is a boy placed on each

side, opposite to one another, and over each twenty-

five pickers there is a foreman whose duty it is to

see that each boy picks clean, does not bruise the

berries nor injure the vines, which, unless closely

watched, they will surely do, and also that the

berries are sorted at the time of picking, into two

sizes, large and small. The medium and large

berries are put together in one basket, and the

small ones in another basket.

When the picker has his four quarts filled, his

flag is made use of and he carries his fruit to the

tent or temporary shed, where there is another per-

son in charge, who takes the fruit and places it in

the crates where it belongs. An active boy, who

works faithfully ten hours a day, can pick from

ninety to one hundred and thirty quarts of straw-

berries. The slow and poorer class of pickers range

from sixty to seventy quarts a day in the best of the

season, and from forty to filty quarts toward the

close. The berries are all gathered with the stems

on, and of course they carry and hold their shape

longer than if the stems were taken off in the field.

There is no separate account kept with each or any

of the pickers.

They receive, as a rule, a cent and a half a quart

in the beginning and height of the season, and two

cents a quart later when the berries are scarce.

Each time when a boy takes four quarts of fruit to

the shed where the crates are, he receives from the

person in charge, a ticket of heavy pasteboard

marked " lour quarts." As he adds to his number

of quarts, these four-quart tickets are exchanged

for one representing fifty or one hundred. These

tickets, of course, are held by the pickers until pay-

day, which comes once a week, and then these tickets,

which show the number of quarts picked by each

boy, are counted and redeemed. This method is

simple, and obviates the trouble or necessity of

keeping a separate record of the amount picked by

each boy. At the same time it shows at the close

of the week if the number of tickets tally with the

shipments for the same time. At the rate named,

smart, active pickers will average from $6.00 to

$10.00 a week through the whole season, three

times as much as they can earn in a shop for the

same number of hours' work per day. The pickers

begin work at 7 o'clock in the moining and work

until 6 o'clock in the afternoon.

When strawberries are grown in a large way. the

boys work Sunday afternoon in order to keep the ber-

ries from spoiling. On my own farm the bulk of the

crop is packed in thirty-two quart crates, which are

delivered with our own wagons to commission mer-

chants in Newark and New York. Our crates are

usually returned before the close of the fourth day

from the time they are shipped. In order to be on

the safe side we always have on hand at the start a

full supply of crates and baskets for seven days'

picking.

The plan that I have followed for a number of

years past, of summer planting, I have practically

given up, and in the future all of my field planting

will be done in the spring of the year instead of

mid-summer.

STRAWBERKIES.

The discussion of strawberries next followed.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer, of New York. The descrip-

tion of Mr. Quinn's mode of culture has been so full

and plain that there is hardly anything to be added.

The most valuable part was in the conclusion. It

is only within a few years that we have come to the

conclusion that we cannot grow everything and

every variety everywhere. We have come to this

conclusion in grape culture, and now we come to it

in strawberry culture; and by-and-by we shall find

the proper level. We shall find that with such a

soil, in one State, we must grow one variety, under

one system of culture, and in auother State, with a

different soil, we must grow another variety, under

another system. Mr. Quinn is peculiarly situ-

ated. There are very few strawberry growers

who have such an excellent market and facili-

ties as he has. Every strawberry grower knows

that fourteen cents net for berries gives an immense

profit. It is a great deal more than most growers

can say their gross receipts are. But he brings his

berries with his own teams to the purchaser's door,

and of course they are perfectly fresh, picked within

a few hours; they are in the bestpossible condition,

and bring a good price. He is near a city with

over 100,000 inhabitants, and has hardly any com-

petition. He was the pioneer, and it is right and

fair that he should have his full reward. He will

have to meet competition before long, and will not

get fourteen cents for his berries. I can assure him

of that. He has studied his business with a great

deal of zeal and iutelligence, and worked out his

system for himself. It does not vary very much
from the system which is generally adopted by large

growers. Still, the shipping quality of a berry is no

consideration with him. He can just take his pick,

and grow those berries which are most productive,
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iind most attractive to the buyer. The one great

question with reference to strawberries is, whether

we want them for a distant market or a near mar-

ket. In making our list, I think it is a great defect

that we have put them all together; just as with

the grapes—they are all in one list, wine grapes

and table grapes- It is not a fair criterion to put

them together. You might as well put all the

pears and apples together. With the strawberry

grower for the Boston market, the only considera-

tion is firmness of berry; the cpiality is of hardly

any .account whatever. People in large cities, at

least in New York, buy berries for their appearance;

nobody tastes a berry before he buys it. The main

question is, docs a berry keep well during shipment ?

In New York, the question is, will it keep twenty-

four hours on the dealer's stand? If a berry does

not keep its color well or gets soft, of course the

dealer cannot sell it, and there is so much loss.

Now, we all know that fine berries, of good qual-

ity, where they are kept any length of time, lose

their flavor, their aroma ; but a good shipping berry

should keep its firmness and color. Y^ou will all

agree with me, I think, that we have got nothing

that compares with the Wilson as a keeper. It

looks wed, and it keeps its quality well. The Wil-

son, after it has been picked twenty-four or even

forty-eight hours, is about as good (or as bad, as you

may choose to call it) as when it was picked ; and

really, when a berry is so poor that it has to be cov-

ered with sugar aud drowned in cream, you don't

know much about its original qualities ; so it actu-

ally makes very little difference. But there is a

more discriminating public, small in number, who
want a better berry, and such people will get these

good berries It has been difficult, so far, but still,

there is a system of growing berries and other fruits

springing up near our large cities, whereby berries

are brought directly to the consumer, or to dealers

who have these special luxuries. This system will

increase, and then such fine berries that are of first-

class quality, and do not keep as well as inferior

kinds, will find tlieir proper place.

Mr. Quinn mentioned another important point,

and that is, spring planting. I was very glad to

hear that, because I was surprised, that for some

years he advocated planting in the summer or fall.

For the large grower, there is no doubt that the

spring is decidedly the best time to plant. To the

amateur, who wants a small bed, ic makes very

little difference whether he pays a little more or not

;

he wants a crop as soon as he can get it. To fill

this want, a system of potting strawberry plants

has sprung up within the last few years. For ama-

teurs, and those who plant in a small way, it is cer-

tainly much more desirable than the ordinary layer

system. In a season like this it is utterly impos-

sible to set out strawberry plants with any chance

of success, that have been grown under the layer

system. Tiiis potting system has had some very

considerable shocks by sending out poor plants. We
must bear in mind that the plant will not stand

well in the pot but a few weeks. It takes about

three weeks to get its full growth and have its roots

mature. Then it should be pinched from its parent

plant, and watered for two or three days until it

gets started, and then it will keep two or three

Weeks, but no long'-r. Such plants are sometimes

kept on hand for two months, when they are not as

good as common ground plants, because the out-

side roots become pot-bound, as gardeners call it, that

is, they become dead, and there are only a few live

roots left in the centre, and unless this ball is broken

up and mellowed, the plants have not as much

chance to live as common ground plants. On the

other hand, the planter may take them before they

are properly rooted. The public are very unreason-

able; they do not think that it requires time to

grow them. They think they are manufactured as

shovels are, and they can have as many as they

want, and in that way they get a bad reputation.

Any one who wants good potted plants should order

them beforehand. Then the nursery-maii can fill

the order in three or four weeks. Otherwise it is

impossible for a man, no matter how good his in-

tentions may be, to have a good stock of bedded

plants on hand all the time.

There is another point which is of great import-

ance, not only in the culture of the strawberry, but

in any culture, and that is irrigation. In Cali-

fornia and on the western slope, they have no

rains; they water their fields. I have observed this

year thousands upon thousands of acres that could

be irrigated, with no expense worth speaking of,

sav five dollars acre. We go to work and put ten

or twenty dollars' worth of fertilizers on our land,

and as mucii more in cultivation and labor, and be-

cause we do not inve.st another five dollars in labor,

we lose it all. We must have irrigation in this coun-

try. Our seasons are too changeable. In a large

part of Europe it is not necessary, but here we are

forced to it. We can no more afford to run the risk

of our crops burning up than the manufacturer could

afford to run the risk of losing his power. We
make our investment, hire people to work our farms,

and then simply leave them to chance. There are

thousands of valleys through which powerful streams

are running, where the land could be irrigated with
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no more work than simply the bnikling of a clam,

and digging a few canals to conduct the water to

the land. We cannot irrigate all of our land, but

we can iri'igate more than we do now. I believe

that we could irrigate half of all our tillable land,

and I am fully convinced that if we would cultivate

well one-tenth part of our land, we would make
more money than we do now, with the tillage that

we follow.

P. Barry, of New York. You made some re-

marks in regard to a new arrangement of the cata-

logue. What did you have iu mind particularly in

that respect ?

Dr. Hexamer. I thought if there was a division

of market varieties and varieties for home use, it

would make it plainer for any one to select. It

occurred to me, also, this morning, when the grape

discussion was going on, that it was not necessary

that those varieties which are only of local value

should appear in the catalogue. I think if the fruits

could be marked first, second and third quality, as

their merits are determined upon, it would make
the catalogue much more exact.

Mr. Barry. In strawberries, we have a column

indicating the character of the flesh, whether

firm, medium, or soft. Then the other qualities are

described, very briefly. Where they are very valu-

able for market, or any special purpose, a note is

made. So with regard to grapes ; where a variety

is good for wine, it is indicated by a W. Tlie

difficulty in dividing the catalogue would be, that

it might lead to confusion. There may be improve-

ments, and if any practical suggestions can be made
that will improve the catalogue, they will be

adopted.

Dr. Hexamer. It often occurred to me, that if

the question came up as to which is the best pear or

apple for such a State, either for market or for home
use, if the answer was indicated in the catalogue, it

would be a very good thing.

Mr. Barry. Some varieties are recommended
only for one State, but they are of such great value

for that State, that we could not leave them out;

and, the star being only under that State, it will

not mislead.

Dr. Hexamer. In speaking of market varieties

of strawberries, there is another variety which is

really for a discriminating market : that is the

Triomphe de Gand. It is as good a shipping berry

as any, but it is only salable in a discriminating

market. In some markets, the customers want
strawberries ; that is all tliey want ; and in the other

markets, they want the best strawberries. For such

a market, I do not know of any berry that is more

satisfactory than the Triomphe de Gand. It ships

rather better than the Wilson. It costs more to

grow it, because it has to be kept in hills strictly.

It will only grow in heavy soil ; it will not grow

on sand ; but with careful cultivation, the runners

clipped off, it is as profitable as any berry I know.

I have kept the Triomphe de Gand for three days

in perfect order. We have better varieties for home

use, but for distant markets we have nothing like it.

Mr. QuiNN. The present drought in our State

has been the most extensive in my memory. I have

had seven acres of strawberry plants literally burned

up, and there is hardly a strawberry grower in our

State who is not in the same fix, with myself. As
Dr. Hexamer says, we have got to irrigate in order

to insure ourselves against such droughts as we

have had this year.

John W. Pearson, of Illinois. I would like to

ask Mr. Quinn if the effects of drought cannot be

avoided somewhat by a very heavy mulching of

straw? We use a great deal of mulch in the fall,

and it remains there, and in the spring we put

straw between the rows to the depth of a foot, and

it lies there through the season, and the ground is

kept very moist. This year, I think we can match

Mr. Quinn in drought, I am sorry to say. We have

had about eight weeks, with the thermometer run-

ning along anywhere from 95° to 108°, but we

saved our strawberry bed in that way.

The list in the catalogue was then taken up.

Agriculturist.—Dr. F. M. Hexamer, of New
York. Take it off.

P. T. Quinn, of New Jersey. Take it off.

Bidwell.—Dr. Hexamer. It has only been grown

in Michigan and one or two localities at the east;

not sufficient to give a decided opinion about it.

It is very promising. That is all I can say about it.

A. J. Caywood, of New York. It is one of our

most promising varieties. The fruit is abundant

and good. It will always beai', and is very uniform.

Robert H. Gardner, of Maine. The Ainerica)i

Agricaltnrist spoke of it as raising very high ex-

pectations, so much so that myself and some of

my friends have been sending for quantities of

the plants to set out this year.

Samuel Hape, of Georgia. We have fruited the

Bidwell twice, down with us. It stands the sun

well. Perhaps the berries are a little more uniform

in size, and not quite as large as the Sharpless.

It is very promising.

Mr. Hayes, of Connecticut. It produces an

abundant crop in Connecticut of good berries, uni-

form in size, and of very fair quality. It seems to

be very promising as an early berry.
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P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. As the Bidwell

is in its infancy yet, and has generally had good

culture, can any one conjecture how it will do

when put into the matted row system, as compared

with the WiUon and Charles Downing f

John S. Collins, of New Jersey. I have raised

the Bidwell to a small extent in New Jersey from

potted plants, and it did not show the vigor with

me that other varieties did, side by side with it.

Miner's Great Prolific, for instance.

The President. I have grown the Bidivell

from potted plants set out last year. It seems to

be a very promising variety, very thrifty, a strong

grower, but I think unless it is kept in hills it will

not do as well as it would otherwise. Its fruit is

apparently good. I should hardly be willing to say

that it is of the highest quality from what I have

seen of it ; but it has an excellent flavor, and that

IS an important characteristic. I think it is a very

promising kind.

P. Barky. The foliage has not a very good

color.

The President. Mine has, and it is very

thrifty. It is on rich, heavy soil. I do not believe

it will do to let it grow in matted rows.

P. M. Augur. From what I have seen of the Bid-

well, which is very little, I have formed just the

opinion which President Wilder has expressed:

that kept in hills, with high culture, it bears so pro-

fusely that it would be profitable, but where it runs

into matted rows, it throws out runners profusely.

I think if put into field culture, in the way that

strawberries are ordinarily grown, the tendency

would be to dwindle down, something as Prouty's

Seedling did, which we turned under some time

ago.

Professor Beal called for Benjamin Hathaway,

who originated the Bidwell, to tell us about it.

Mr. Benjamin Hathaway, of Michigan. In

regard to the habit of the plant, it is with me a

healthy, strong grower; not the strongest. As to

the quality of the fruit, it has that which I like

better than almost any other. It is an acid berry,

but has plenty of sweetness with it to give it a

rich, high flavor. But it is no doubt one of those

varieties that succeeds better in hills. It makes an

enormous hill when it is properly handled, and the

runners kept off, and is productive under that

treatment. It came out of the old Virginia Scar-

let, und any of you who are acquainted with that

plant, the habit of it, the character of its fruit, its

habit of making new plants, its flavor, its color, will

recognize, not exactly the same qualities, but qualities

resembling that old standard berry ; and whatever

is good in the Bidwell, it has got out of that. It

has got other qualities out of other varieties,

but that which gives it its great value, its hardi-

ness, its productiveness, its persistence, so to speak,

in any soils, and under all conditions nearly, it gets

from tiiat native variety ; and I claimed, years ago,

that whatever strawberry we got that would have

a national reputation, must come out of one of the

old original strawberries of the country, and this

Virginia Scarlet in my hands has produced some

quite remarkable results, whicli, however, are not

now under discussion.

The President. I would like to ask whether it

ripens uniformly, or with a white tip?

Mr. HATH.iWAY. With me, I have not seen any

thing detrimental to it in that respect, to any ex-

tent. Of course, it is very seldom you find berries

that ripen so uniformly as not sometimes to leave

a white tip ; but that is not the habit of the plant.

The President. It will not spoil as quickly as

the Wilson, when it is left on the vines, neither

will it spoil as quickly when picked to send to

market as most large kinds. Do you think it is

firm enough and dry enough for transportation ?

Mr. Hathaway. I have never taken it to mar-

ket, so I cannot speak from practical experience;

but I think it is very much better to send to market

than a good many varieties that we do send, some

of them a considerable distance. For instance, the

Crescent and tiie Sharpless. I know that some

think the Sharpless is a very good market berry, but

I think the Bidwell, with me, would stand trans-

portation fully as well, if not better.

Black Defiance.—Dr. F. M. Hexamer, of New
York. That is one of the very best berries for those

who want a first-class, large berry. It does not

bear enough to be profitable for market, but for

connoisseurs, there is nothing better. It has enough

acid to be sprightly, and has enough aroma and

flavor to be good enough for anybody. I consider

it one of the best of Mr. Durand's seedlings. It is

strange that it is the only one of his seedlings

that has done well, so far, out of his grounds.

CaptainJack.—Dr.F.M. Hexamer. Captain Jack

is one of the very best market varieties. It carries as

well, if not better, than the Wilson. It is a little

smaller than the Wilson, but it is one of the very

hardest berries that we have, and exceedingly

prolific.

The President. Very prolific, and of good

quality; better than the Wilson.

William H. Hills, of New Hampshire. I have

fruited the Captain Jack tlie present season for the

first time. It lias entirely failed with me. I can
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hardly say it has fruited, because the fruit is so

scarce.

Mr. F. Barry. Did it blossom freely?

Mr. Hills. Apparently. We had a late frost,

that cut down some of my varieties, but not the

Sharpless, and this had an equally good chance.

L. G. Ireland, of Iowa. The Caidain Jaclc in

Iowa is considered a hardy, strong grower, fruit

e.xcellent, and better calculated to stand drought

than any other variety, as far as I know.

George W. Trowbridge, of Oliio, My experi-

ence with the Vaptaui Jack is, that it is one of

those peculiar berries that is very tenacious about

the soils in which it is grown. I have seen it

growing splendidly, and producing abundant fruit

;

I have seen it growing feebly, and producing little

fruit. It seems to yield abundantly on rich, light

soil. On heavy, tenacious clay, it does not succeed

well. I spent last winter iu Florida, and was

pleased to see it iu that sandy soil standing uj) and

doing better than any other variety. I visited a

plantation of twelve or fifteen varieties, and Captain

Jack was ahead of them all.

The President. With me, the Caplain Jack

almost takes care of itself. It is thrifty and hardy,

standing right by the side of the Wihon. I think

it produces fully as much as the Wilson.

Mr. W. H. Hills, of New Hampshire. My plants

gave me very few runners. There may have been

some mistake in the variety.

Dr. Hexamer. It makes as many runners as

any other kind

Clmrles Downiiuj.—E. Williams, of New Jer-

sey. I will endorse every word that can be said in

praise of the Vharles Dotvning, but it is liable to

blight. I had a very promising crop early this sea-

son, but before they began to ripen, the blight

struck iu, and they were absolutely worthless. Out-

side of the blight, it is certainly the best strawberry

we have on the list.

J. H. Hale, of Connecticut. The same fault to

which Mr. Williams refers is quite general with it in

Connecticut. I was around a good deal during the

season, and did not see one single good bed of

Charles Downing. They blight everywhere. Other-

wise than that, it is one of the best berries.

John IS. Collins, of New Jersey. That is the

case in New Jersey.

A. J. Caywood, of New York. The Charles

Downinff is a little soft with us on the Hudson
River, and occasionally it shows white ends towards

the latter end of the season.

Colonel Cheney.—J. T. Lov ett, of New Jersey. I

move it be stricken from the list.

A. J. Caywood, of New York. The Colonel

Cheney, with a proper fertilizer, will produce as

much as any strawberry. It is a pistillate, and it is

no more liable to fail than any other pistillate

variety. We get as much money from the Colonel

Cheney as from any other variety, if well firtilized.

The President. It has one star for Massachu-

setts. I don'tknow how it got in our list.

Crystal City.—J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey. A
year ago, it did not seem to do well. The last sea-

son it was the best early strawberry we had. It

was decidedly the earliest. It was very vigorous,

the fruit large, and the quality was unsurpassed.

It was a very valuable early berry.

Samuel Hape, of Georgia. We cultivated it

very successfully in Georgia this year. It seems to

do very well. As the gentleman who has just sat

down, says, it was the earliest berry we had, and of

uniform size and quality; plants vigorous.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer, of New York. It is only

tit for home use. You cannot ship it.

J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey. I differ from the

gentleman who just sat dinvn. It was quite firm

with us; much firmer than the Charles Dotvning.

J. H. Hale, of Connecticut. I can endorse all

that Mr. Lovett has said, except in regard to size.

It is rather small with us. It is very early and of

good quality.

Mr. Trowbridge. On clay soil, which is the

soil on which we grow it, it is too small and too poor

in quality, and entirely too soft, for the market.

P. Barry, of New York. We think it is not

going to be very valuable. It is very early.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. My ground is

heavy. I can endorse what the gentleman (Mr.

Trowbridge) has said. Brother Hale has had a

different experience from mine. It has been quite

unproductive with me.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. Its only redeeming quality

is its earliness. It is of good eating quality, but it

is very soft, very small, very insignificant in every

way. If we want a good early berry, put on Burr's

New Pine.

Crescent.—The President. The Crescent is

just like twitch grass. Plant it anywhere, it will

root, take care of itself, and you can pick upon it

from early to late ; but it is not worth much after

it is picked. It is a good mother to breed from,

when properly crossed, and I expect the seedlings

will retain this remarkable quality of taking care

of themselves.

William H. Hills, of New Hampshire. It is

one of the most remarkably productive varieties I

have ever seen. I have tried a good many varieties,
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and nothing equals it in productiveness. It ripened

its fruit earlier than any other variety I had, and it

continued until the very last.

The President. I wish to correct a remark

that I made. I pick from it early and late, and get

it before I do others. Put plenty of sugar upon it

and you can get it down.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. For a not very discrimi-

nating market, I tliink it is the most protitat)le

berry that can be raised. It is very showy, and is

good enough for most people wiio don't know any

better, and it sells well. It is very good in every way,

except for those who want a first-class berry.

Ben.tamin Hathaway, of Michigan. Although

I shall probably be alone, I will say a word in favor

of the Cresce?it. It may be that our western hot

suns bring out a quality that is only latent in this

region of country, but with us, it is taken in the

market before the Wilso)i. In regard to its pro-

ductiveness, I can endorse all that has been said

upon that point. I wish, however, to carry forward

a little further our President's remark in regard to

its being a good parent plant. As I had been ex-

perimenting so many years, it occurred to me three

years ago, that I would carry these experiments a

little further, in the light of the knowledge that I

had gained in the last years. So I took this

Crescent as one of the plants to experiment witlr.

My theory was, in brief, that I would use the ))istil-

late varieties, and cross upon them the best of the

perfect flower varieties—hermaphrodites. I took

the Crescent as one, the Champion as one, and

a variety of pistillate that I call the Pistillate Scar-

let, that came out, through three or four genera-

tions, from the old Virginia Scarlet, which is, to my
mind, one of the very best that can be found.

These varieties I set, with a great deal of pains, in

well-prepared ground, and put in the hill with each

the variety that I wished to cross, not to be troubled

with crossing them artificially, but to let them cross

themselves, and be tolerably sure of the cross. I

chose for the male parent the Wilso7i, the Sharp-

less, the Glendale, and the Michigan, and perhaps

one or two others. A year ago this last June, I

took the seeds from the parents that I planted, and

put them in a spent hot-bed, and by shading and

watering, in about ten days I had them up, and

succeeded in getting very nice plants in September,

that I set out. Last fall there was a very dry time

that killed a portion of them, but the others went

through the winter without any protection what-

ever ; and you all know what we had in the shape

of a winter. Now, I have some of the most remark-

able plants I have ever seen, from tliose varieties.

The greater number of the most promising are

from the Crescent ; next in order are the seedlings

from the Pistillate Scarlet. I have only one or two

that are very promising from the cross with the

Michigan, and a few from the Chnmpion.

I will merely say, in conclusion, that those plants

are young, just one year out of tiie seed. Very

many of those hills produced remarkable berries.

We are so confident that we have plants that will

be heard from hereafter, that I have attempted to

give you this brief outline of what we are doing in

that direction. I picked from one stem on a plant

that was not a year old at the time, eight berries,

not one of which was less than an inch in diame-

ter, and somebody else had picked two, making ten

berries, not one less than an inch in diameter, and

as remarkable as the Cumberland Triumph is for

beauty.

Cumberland Triumj)h.—W. H. Moon, of Penn-

sylvania. That is one of the best and most popu-

lar amateur berries in Eastern Pennsylvania.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. So everywhere.

'

P. Barry, of New York. A very beautiful straw-

berry in shape and color.

Mr. Parker, of Rhode Island. The Cumberland

Trium'ph has been exhibited in the city of Provi-

dence. I am personally acquainted with its origin-

ator, and have been acquainted with it now some

five years. It was grown for two or three years

by him before it was introduced into the market.

I have watched it carefully since, and it holds its

position as a first-class berry. It is very similar

to the Triomphe de Gand, with the exception of

being very much larger. As a market berry, I

should not judge favorably of it to carry a long

distance, but as a family berry, it is most excellent.

G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. The Cumberland

Triumph has been grown by me ever since it was

sent out by Mr. Miller. I consider it a perfect

berry, except that it lacks sufficient firmness for

marketing.

M. F. Markle, of Arkansas. We like the Cum-

berland Trimnph in our country. We get fifty per

cent, more for it than any other berry, as it is large,

and ripens well up to the last picking.

George W. Campbell, of Ohio. According to

the report from Ohio, it is grown largely there,

shipped successfully, and sold at a very large price.

They say it ships well.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. The shipping quality of

a berry is not the same in all seasons. A berry

that ships well in a dry season may not be a good

one to shi)) in a wet season; so we might find a

conflict of testimony on that point. In a wet sea-
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son, a berry like the C'umberlanil Triumph would

not ship at all, but in a dry season it might do

very well. But, for one, I do not know any berry

that succeeds over so large an extent of country

as that. It is not of the highest quality, but it is

good and sound, so it suits most people. It is ex-

ceeding handsome in appearance, and very pro-

ductive. It is really, for a soft berry, as productive

as any I know of.

P. Barry, of New York. It is so marked in the

catalogue—soft.

Mr. Trowbridge. The soil on which it is

grown makes some difference with its shipping

quality. It ships better from light sandy soil than

from heavy soil. The heavier the soil you grow

it upon, the softer it will be.

J. H. Hale, of Connecticut. The last picking

is almost as large as the first. It holds its size

well through the season, and is very valuable on

that account.

Samuel Hape, of Georgia. With us, there is

nothing that stands the sun better than the Cum-
berland Triumph. The plants are vigorous, and

not affected by heat at all. The berries are uniform

in size, not very large with us. We cannot com-

plain of their being too soft, either. I have not

marketed them in any large quantity, but 1 have

tested the berry in that particular. The plant is

perfectly healthy in a hot sun.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. We think it

stands cold weather also.

Z. S. Ragan, of Missouri. It is one of our most

popular berries.

E. H. Scott, o( Michigan. I agree with what

has been said in its favor. It does well in South-

eastern Michigan.

The Pre-sident. I concur with the opinion that

has been expressed in regard to its quality. It is

not first-rate, but it is very beautiful in form and
color, and those things are what I have been pray-

ing for many years.

Downer's Prolific.— Dr. F. M. Hexaheb. Super-

seded by better varieties. Take it out.

G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. Take it out.

Duchess.—A. J. Cay wood, of New York. It is

a good berry with us.

S. Hape. We cultivate it in Georgia, and some
of my neighbors give it a very good name indeed.

One gentleman in particular says he has made
more money from it the present season than any

other berry he has cultivated. It is very prolific,

and stands the sun well.

P. Barry, of New York. It is a very early va-

riety, and valuable on that account.

The President. It does well in the hill.

Duncan.—G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. I can

say that, as fiir as my taste is concerned, I do not

eat any berry that I prefer to the Duncan. It is

not a very good grower or a very good plant maker,

but its flavor is excellent. It is very early, ripen-

ing just about with the Crescent City.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. The Duncan gives

me a first rate berry. I have very few equals to

it, and no better.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. I like the Duncan
very much.

The President. It is the highest flavored straw-

berry that I have growing, of forty varieties, ex-

cept the Triple Crown and Wilder, which are about

the same.

Forest Rose.—G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. It

has not equalled our expectations, generally.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. If it does not do in Ohio,

I say take it out; if it does not do well anywhere

else.

G. W. Trowbridge. It originated in Ohio, and

deserved every word that was said of it when it

was brought out. In special localities, it is a mag-

nificent berry, but we have been disappointed with

it in general cultivation.

B. Hathaway, of Michigan. It is an entire

failure in Michigan. It seems wholly inadequate

to the climate. T'he plants kill very early, and
the least exposure kills the blossoms.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. It has not done

very well this season in New Jersey.

Samuel Hape, of Georgia. We have cultivated

it for about three years, with varying results. I

would not recommend it for general cultivation.

J. H. Hale, of Connecticut. It has entirely

failed in Connecticut.

General Sherman.^'riAMUEL Hape, of Georgia.

Take it out.

Olendale.—G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. The
(Jlendale was brought out with considerable flourish,

and there really were some hopes of its becoming a

valuable berry : but when we came to grow it along-

side of the Kentucky, I will not say it was worthless,

but very much inferior to it in all respects, except

possibly one. It may ship a little better than the

Kentucky.

George W. Campbell, of Ohio. I think it is

one of the poorest strawberries I have ever had.

The President.— I think it would make a pretty

good crop if the foliage was wanted for fodder.

Glossy Cone.—P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. I

call it a very poor berry.

J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey. It is very uncer
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tain with us. It gives some good crops, but not

good ill quidity.

Dr. P. iM. Hexamer, of New York. It is not

good for any tiling.

G. W. Trowbkidge. I set out some this spring,

and tliey were all killed by the di'ought. It is a

very poor l)erry to stand the sun and the drought.

Golden Defiance.— Dr. F. M. Hexajier. A very

good late variety for home use.

Great American.— P. M. Auuur, of Connecticut

I think it is probably better when it is grown on

good rich clay soil ; not worth anything on sand.

G. W. Trowbkidqe. My e.\perieuce has been

on clay soil about as Mr. Augur's has been on sandy

soil. I cannot grow anything like good plants, but

I get now and then a very good berry. They are

pretty good berries, and handsome, but my plants

do not grow. I cannot grow them more than three

inches high, instead of ten or twelve, doing my best

with fertilizers and on good soil.

A. J. Cavvvood, of New York. It is one of the

most variable varieties with us, in neighborhoods

not more than a mile apart. It produces a spleiulid

crop in one place, and in another, a short distance

off, the fruit is almost worthless.

P. Barry, of New York. That is true every-

where.

S. Hape, of Georgia. It is a signal failure in

Georgia.

Mr. Root. It has a great name, but has not met

expectations. Mine is sandy soil.

The President. I have been very much disap-

pointed with it. The berries are handsome, and

sometimes large, but I have got only a few. I have

tried it on light soil and heavy soil, and finally dug
it up.

B. Hathaway. I think it has proved a failure

throughout Michigan.

Green Prolific.—G. W. Trowrridge. Take it

out. The Cumberland Trixanph supersedes it.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. I wish it might

be stricken out.

Dr. F. >[. Hexamer. I am a little doubtful

whether it would be well to take it out. I think it

is an exceedingly poor berry, but it is very prolitic,

and it is about as sure to bear a crop as any variety

we have. I know some people who like it very

well, and some growers who say it is as profitable as

any variety they grow. I know some peoi)le who
grow it almost exclusively, although I would not

take it as a gift, for my own use.

G. W. Trowisuidge. I do not see any necessity

for retaining it when we have such a varifty as the

Crescent Seedling, which is fully as abundant a

5

bearer as the Green Prolific, a better grower, and, if

a person desires to propagate from it, I think it is a

better mother.

Mr. Root. With me, the Green Prolific sots very

al)und:uitly, but with the same culture as others, the

yield is Comparatively nothing.

Prof. W. J. Beal, of .Michigan. To my taste, the

flavor is the poorest of all strawberries.

Hirvetj Daris.- S. II.\pe, of Georgia. It is one

of the finest bi-rries we have under cultivation. The
foliage stands the sun well. It is certainly a most

elegant berry in point of flavor. I cannot say as to

its being profitable for market, but for amateur cul-

ture, it certainly deserves a place in every garden.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. I am very much
pleased with it.

The President. It is not much known, but it

is certainly going to be one of our best varieties. I

am very much pleased with it. My word for it, that

is a variety that will stand high on your catalogues.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. I consider it the liest of

Mr. Moore's seedlings, and a very valuable amateur

variety. It does not bear very heavy crops, but the

fruit you get is first-class in every respect.

Hoveys Seedling.—The Presfdent. 'J'hat straw-

berry was raised aliout fifty years ago. It was the

first seedling strawberry that was raised in America

purporting to be a hybndiz-d strawberry, that I

ever heard of. It is as good to-day as it was when
it first appeared, and if any one will cultivate it as

well as Mr. Hovey can, he will be sure to carry off

the highest prize in the Mussachusetts Horticul-

tural Society, as he did two years ago.

Jenny Lind.—Dr. P. M. Hexamer. I think

outside of Boston, it is hardly grown. If that is the

case, I would move to strike it out.

The President. It is a very good early variety,

but very little grown. Its day has passed by.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. It has outlived its useful-

ness, and ought to be taken off of the list.

Jucunda.—Dr. F. M. Hexamer. It requires

high cultivation, on very heavy soil, the runners

kept down, and then there is hardly anything su-

perior to it, either as a market berry, or for home
use. It must be grown in hills.

Mr. Brooks. I have grown the Jucunda for sev-

eral years, and on rich, heavy soil, it is very splendid.

I do not find many equal to it.

George W. Trowmridge, of Ohio. Any one who

has visited Cleveland, or has been in that vicinity,

will know how that market is supplied with the

Jucunda, the finest and most splendid berries. Yet

th. y cultivate it in the matted row system. Two
years ago, I visited Mr. Marshall's place, and there
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I saw the Jucunda grown in solid matted rows,

averaging eighteen inches or two feet wide, in a

high state of perfection, abont equal to those grown

by Mr. Knox under liis system of hill culture.

The soil seems to be just adapted to it. I cannot

do anything with it.

Kentucky.—M. Cole, of Georgia. Utterly worth-

less in upper Georgia.

M. F. Markle, of Arkansas. The Kentuckij is

one of the best varieties in Arkansas,

J. T. LovETT, of New Jersey. One of the stand-

bys in New Jersey.

G. W. Tkowbridge. In Ohio, it is a very late

market berry. We cannot dispense with it, until

we can get something that will supersede it ; some-

thing that is a little better in quality, and a little

firmer.

P. M. AcGUR, of Connecticut. With me, it is

most excellent. I picked it this year up to the 16th

of July.

The President. I should as soon spare the

Charles Downing us the Keiitucki/, much as I think

of the Charles Doivning. It is a very valuable late

variety, and takes care of itself. Weeds will not

grow with it, for the foliage will be above the weeds.

Longworth's FroUfic.—The President. It is

the great berry for California.

M. Cole, of Georgia. It is the earliest berry that

we have, and it does well with us.

Mafilfla.—'Dr. F. M. Hexamer. Take it off.

A. J. Caywood, of New York. The Matilda on

the Hudson River is reviving. There was a time

when we were rather frightened about the Matildn,

from outside influences, but in our Strawberry Fair

this summer, it took tlie first premium. In quan-

tity of fruit, size of berry, and beauty, it surpassed

any Shnrpless shown on the tables.

B. Hathaway, of Michigan. We do not count

it of any value with us.

Miner's Great Prolific.—Dr. F. M. Hexamer.
Good every way. One of the very best and most

prolific varieties for general cultivation. That is,

with me. I cannot speak for others.

Wm. H. Hills, of New Hampshire. So with me.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. So with me. The
finest, largest, and hamlsoniest of all the berries I

grow, not excepting the Sharpless.

S. Hape, of Georgia. We have cultivated it with

great success this year.

G. W. Trowbridge. It does not ripen evenly

with us. That has been an objection with me.

Monarch of the West.—A. J. Caywood, of New
York. I have done with it.

S. Hape, of Georgia. We have fruited it for

some years with varying results. Some years, it does

very well. Late spring frosts act very badly upon
it. The foliage does not protect the fruit, and con-

sequently it is more liable to be affected by spring

frosts than any berry that I know of When it

does well, it is most excellent in flavor, and of very

large size.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. I have discarded

it, and turned under the last I had this fall.

Mr. Parker, of Rhode Island. It has not given

great satisfaction in the vicinity of Providence.

Neunan's Prolific.—^. Hape, of Georgia. That

is the Charleston berry. It comes in ahead of our

fruit, and I must say, has a bad effect ou the mar-

ket. It is not of good quality, and is somewhat
dry, so that it has a tendency to prejudice people

against strawberries.

G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. The quality is

very poor. I bought them once for the Cincinnati

market, and shipped them from the South. I was

satisfied with that one experience.

G. F. B. Leighton, of Virginia. Growing in

favor at Norfolk. Mr. Young, who is the greatest

strawberry grower, probably, in the United States,

has reduced his crop to that one variety for

shipping.

The President. Does that come to Boston with

your strawberries ?

G. F. B. Leighton. Yes, sir. It is increasing

yearly in the culture.

The President. Sixteen thousand bushels sent

from Norfolk to Boston in one season, and Neunan's

composed part of theui.

Nicanor.—J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey. Take it

from the list.

The President. That is a very early variety.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. I dont know about taking

it from the list. The Nicanor stands cold and heat,

and drouth and wet, and anything. It is one of the

very hardiest varieties, and being so early and re-

liable, I should hesitate to take it off". It does not

bear very much, and the crop is over in a few days,

but if yon send to a near market, it conies in very

nicely. It comes three or four days before the Wil-

.1011, and possibly even earlier than the Duchess, and

if we can get it one or two days before picking the

Duchess, it comes in when we want berries most.

Pioneer.—The President. It is an early, large

variety, and a strong grower. I did think it was

going to be one of the standard sorts. In fact, I am
not quite willing to give it up yet. I like it pretty

well. I have got some very fine seedlings raised

from a cross on the Crescent by the Pioneer.

J. H. Hale, of Connecticut. The Pioneer is
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very valuable with us. I dou't think it generally

succeeds in Connecticut, but on onr grounds it is

very successful indeed.

President Wilder.—G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio.

Very good. It had better be retained as an amateur

berry.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. With high cultivation, it

is one of the very best, if not the very best Ameri-

can raised berry ; but it requires very high cultiva-

tion. With ordinary treatment, it will not do any-

thing at all.

P. M. AuGL'R, of Connecticut. At the Strawberry

Exhibition in New Haven last year, the berry of the

best quality was the President Wilder. I like it

very much, but it is not productive enough with us.

William H. Hills, of New Hampshire. With

us, the President Wilder is the handsomest berry

we have, and unsurpassed iu quality, but it does not

grow strong in our soil. For amateur culture, high

culture, I do not know any better berry.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. It never bore well

with me. I discarded it years ago.

M. Cole, of Georgia. That is my experience with

it in Georgia.

B. Hathaway, of Michigan. In my part of

Michigan, the plant is healthy and grows well, and

what fruit we get is very fine ; but it is not suf-

ficiently productive to make it valuable.

The President. That has stood on the list for

twenty years as the best quality of any strawberry

that I ever tasted. So say the cultivators who have

had experience with it. But it requires, as Dr.

Hexamer said, very high cultivation. Now, to show

you what I mean by that, I ascertained this season

that a neighbor of mine, about two miles from me,

had two acres of that strawberry, which he had been

growing quietly, not saying anything about it to

anybody. My farmer went uj) there, and he said he

was astonished. So I went, and I was astonished.

The rows were absolutely crimson with that straw-

berry. I said, " How did you get such a crop?"

He said, " I never have but one crop." " What is

your treatment ?" "I put twelve cords of manure

on an acre of fresh land. I plough it in very deep

two or three times in the autumn. In the spring I

plough it again. I strike out the rows four feet

apart. I put the strawberry plants in a foot

apart. I grow them in that way through the sum-

mer, let them run as much as they please, and in

the autumn I cart horse manure from Boston, and

cover them all up with the horse manui'e, and I

never take it off." So you can judge how he gets

his crops. I feel a little delicacy in speaking of this

strawberry, but for form, and color, and quality, if

you don't get but one a year, I think it will stand

for all that has been said of it.

Prouty.—G. W. Trowbridge. I hardly think

that has met expectations.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. We have better berries.

That has been superseded.

P. M. Augur. We have given it up.

Rocky Hill Tritimph.—Mr. Parker, of Ehode

Island. That is the same as the Cvmheiiand

Triumph. There is no difference between them. I

think that the Rocky Hill Triumph is the correct

name for it.

Rus.^eU's Prolific.—That has been Guperseded by

the Wilson.

P. Barry, of New York. Yes, I think it has.

Russell's Advance.—S. Hape, of Georgia. That

is one of the very best berries we have in our sec-

tion. The quality is good, and we have no berry

that stands the sun as that does without injury. We
like it very much indeed. It is a berry that always

gives us very good results.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. It has done very well with

me this year. The fruit is of good quality, but

soft ; only for home use.

Seneca Chief.—P. Barry, of New Y''ork. There

is not much known about it. It originated in

Waterloo, New York. It was first introduced under

that name.

J. T. LovETT, of New Jersey. I fruited the Sen-

eca Chief two or three years. It has no value in

New Jersey. It is entirely distinct from Seneca

Queen.

B. Hathaway, of Michigan. It is my impres-

sion—I may be mistaken—tliat it is counted the

same as the Champion.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. That is the Witidsor Chief.

B. Hathaway. As to the Champion, there is

a good deal to be said in its favor.

p. M. Augur. In Mr. Roe's collection, last

year, I saw the Seneca Chief and Seneca Queen,

and they were quite different. I should not regard

the Seneca Chief as of any value.

Seneca Queen.—A. J. Caywood, of New York.

I would certainly place it at the head of all the

.standard varieties I know of.

p. M. Augur. We think it one of the best.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. Very good ; soft ; only

fit for home use.

The President. Fine grower.

A. J. Caywood. I do not find it very soft.

Not as soft as the Charles Downing.

J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey. I think the Sen-

eca Queen is of very high quality. Its berry is

very peculiar, on account of its dark color. It is
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very early, which makes it vahiable, but with

me it is so soft that I can hardly raise it for

market.

A. J. Catwood. We send it seventy-five miles

to New York. It is carted to the river, a mile or

so, and then by boat to market. We have no
trouble in getting the highest price. It is uniform

in size. Its last berries are as large as the first.

They are beautiful in color, very dark, and at this

time, the old leaves are as green as they were m
spring. It is a most rampant grower.

Question. How early is it, compared with the

Duchess f

A. J. Catwood. We pick the Duchess first.

Not much, though.

P. M. Augur. It is very soft, but for a near

market, we value it. Its foliage is very strong.

A. J. Catwood. It is not a hard berry, but we
find it fully as hard as the Charles Downing.

Seth Botjden.—?. Barrt, of New York. That
was known as Bvyden's No. SO, at one time.

J. T. LovETT, of New Jersey. It is failing

with us; so much so, that it is no longer grown
for market. It is very sweet, so we still retain it

for home use.

B. Hathawat. It never did anything with

me.

M. F. Markle, of Arkansas. It does well with

us; it is one of the most profitable berries now.

This year it ripened up finely. Last year, and
three years since, it did not.

G. W. Trowbridge. The Seth Boyden is one

of those varieties which is almost too good to

be stricken from the list. It is in fact superseded,

you might say. but there are some amateurs who
like to grow it.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. It is grown in some
localities, I think. There are a good many plants

sold, so people must buy them. It is very sweet,

with no acidity whatever, and consequently has

not a high fiavor.

Wm. Parrt, of New Jersey. With us, it does

not stand dry weather; the crop entirelv fails.

But with plenty of moisture, it is a most magnifi-

cent fruit. I know one gentleman, liaving a large

plantation of it, who irrigated it,—he had water

trickling through the rows, and had a bountiful

crop of the most magnificent fruit sent to Phila-

delphia.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. Last season was

very dry, and it was an utter failure; in a wet sea-

son it will produce a fine crop; showing that it is

liable to fluctuations, according as the season is

wet or dry.

The President. It is one of my standard

varieties. When anybody calls for strawberry

plants for general cultivation, I give him the

Charles Downing, Kentuchy and Seth Boyden.

Sharpless.—E. Williams, of New Jersey. Not
so good in a wet season as in a dry one.

B. Hathawat, of Michigan. It has disap-

pointed us vei-y much indeed. It has not come up
to what we supposed we had reason to believe it

would. It has not produced over a third what the

Crescent, the Champion, and several others I could

name, have produced, with the same cultivation.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. It lias not come up to

what was expected of it, and no berry in the

world could, because more was expected of it than

of all the other varieties together. It could not

do that, of course, but it has come up to all rea-

sonable expectations. It has succeeded over a very

large extent of country, produces a large ben-y,

is prolific under fair treatment, and stands all kinds

of weather pretty well. I think it has really liad

more success than any other new variety for many
years. If not overgrown, the fruit is pretty good

shape; if stimulated too much, it will grow out of

shape.

E. Williams. In a dry season, 1 do not have

a deformed berry in my whole crop; in a wet sea-

son the berries are likely to be deformed.

P. Barrt, of New York. It originated in

Pennsylvania. Mr. Sharpless sent me a box of

them ; they were of medium size, and I at first

thought they were the Triomphe de Gund, and

wrote him so; but on tasting them further, and

keeping them by me two or three days, I was satis-

fled that they were not. He sent me some plants,

and I had them set out, but the first year they

bore I was absent, and they were overlooked. I

then had the plants removed to my own garden,

where I saw them every day, and they astonished

me not only with the growth of the plant, but with

the size and beauty of the Ijerry. I was delighted

with them. I think it the most remarkable straw-

berry plant ever originated in this country. The
berry is of good quality, not the best, and has the

defect of getting out of shape a little. Some
people consider it a defect, but, as has been re-

marked here, it is only where it is overgrown that

it takes a deformed shape. I think that is its sole

fault. I think the Sharpless is a great acquisition

among our strawberries.

The President. I will say that it took the

first prize of the Massachusetts Horticultural So-

ciety this year for the largest and best strawberry.

G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. I regard the
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Sharpless as a vei\y valuable acquisition to our list

of strawberries. It has some peculiar habits and

ways about it that people do uot altogether under-

stand. The habits of trees and plants, and even

of varieties, are almost as dissimilar as the noses

on our faces, and we must study them until we

understand them, and then we shall be better

satisfied with our results. It has such vigor of

growth, its foliage stands drought so well, that it

certainly must remain with us, for a long while,

one of the standard varieties. True, it is not a

first-class market berry; it is a little soft, and has

a habit of not ripening up evenly and uniformly,

yet there is no berry that I grow with more satis-

faction than the Sharpless. We have just gone

through a period of unexampled drought, only

equalled twenty -seven years ago, and yet the foli-

age of the Sharpless is just as bright and good as

it was in the spring of tlie year.

J. T. LovETT, of New Jersey. With me, it was

not especially prolific the first year ; the second

year, it bore well, and the third year it was very

prolific.

[First Vice-President Barry in the chair.]

P. C. Dbmpsey, of Ontario. We have been cul-

tivating the Sharpless for three years. We ma-

nured at first very highly with stable manure, and

we found what f;'uit we got not only imperfect,

but we got very little of it. So we removed them

to similar soil, but fertilized them differently.

We used a small amount of bone dust, and we

treated the soil quite liberally with ashes. From
this ground we took, this last season, the finest

crop of strawberries I ever saw grow.

J. A. Root, of New York. In my section, it is

much sought after for planting. It is considered

one of the best varieties we have.

S. Hape, of Georgia. We cultivated it for sev-

eral years in my neighborhood with very good

results. I was very agreeably disappointed in it.

Its very large foliage indicated to me that perhaps

it would not stand the sun, but it has done so, re-

markably well. The present year, which has been

one of extreme drought, the Sharpless was the

largest berry that was exhibited at our Atlanta

Poniological Society. We like it very much in-

deed. With us, it is really sweet; the flavor is

delicious. It does not require any sugar at all.

J. W. Manning, of Massachusetts. In our sec-

tion of Massachusetts, there is a great demand for

the plants, and people are generally pretty well

satisfied. The berries are not of very high qual-

ity, and they do not ripen off evenly, but it stands

drought, and wind, and heat. We have never had

anything at our exhibitions that made so good a

show. Its season of bearing is pretty long.

Mr. Trowbridge, of Connecticut. Rev. Mr.

Ayres, of Connecticut, says he has made more
money out of the Sharpless that any other variety.

The vines do not bear very heavily, but the berries

bring him fifteen cents a quart, when his Wilsons

bring him only seven.

Springdale.—G. W. Campbell, of Ohio. Good
in Ohio for home use. Very good quality.

Triomphe de Oand,—G. W. Trowbridge. Su-

perseded.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. No, sir. I think it is,

taken altogether, the finest strawberry in existence.

Of course, like everything else that is good, you

have got to pay for it. You cannot get it for

nothing. I do not think a liglit soil is suitable for

it, but with suitable soil, plenty of manure, good

cultivation, and sufiicient moisture, you can raise

finer and better berries in every respect of this

variety than any other, and get more money for

them, if you have a market. I have shipped ten

or twelve crates a day to New York, and have sold

them for forty and fifty cents a quart. That was

shortly before the war. Nothing else would bring

that price. Jucundas would come pretty near it,

but not quite. It keejDS its color and fine appear-

ance for three or four days.

Mr. Paekeh, of Rhode Island. We think very

highly of the Triomphe de Gand in the vicinity of

Providence, where the soil is heavy.

Triple Croivn.—P. Barry. A very promising

strawberry.

Victoria.^lLardly valuable enough. A fine

berry, but it requires special care. I move to take

it out.

Windsor Chief.—P. Barry, of New York. A
fine, late strawberry.

NEW VARIETIES.

Manrhester.—S. Hape, of Georgia. I would

like to hear from some gentleman who has culti-

vated the Manchester. It is a new variety, which

has never been introduced into our neighborhood.

J. S. Collins, of New Jersey. I went to see it

fruiting at its home in Manchester. It was look-

ing very well. The berry was not vei'y large. It

bids fair to be a promising new variety.

J. H. Hale, of Connecticut. I saw it in New
Jersey, on the original plantation. It was only of

medium size. The bed was four years old, and it

had had nothing moi-e than fair field culture. It

was one of the most remarkable strawberries I had

ever seen. It was of regular, uniform size, as if
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run in a bullet mould, of a bright scarlet color,

and very firm indeed.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. I saw it on Mr. Hale's

place, and it was a sight worth going to Hartford,

and a great deal farther, to see. I do not recol-

lect having seen any strawberry that impressed me
so favorably as the Manchesfer. There was only

one row, about as long as this room, and the vines

were completely loaded with fruit. There were a-

great many more berries than leaves. The berries

were uniform in shape and size, almost round, and

smooth; a little darker than the Cumberland

Triumph, and of very good quality; not the very

highest flavor, but a good deal better than medium.

It has a pistillate flower. That is the only draw-

back that I can see, if it is a drawback. The size

of the berry is medium to large. It is as large as

a fair specimen of the Cuinberland Triumph.

Mr. Parry. I had the pleasure of seeing it

growing in New Jersey. As Dr. Hexamer says,

the blossoms were not jierfect, Ijut I can say (what

is more important) that the fruit was perfectly

elegant; very handsome, large size, and abundant.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. I liave seen the

Manchester growing at Mr. Hale's place in South

Glastonbury, and it altogether exceeded my ex-

pectations, and after looking it over very care-

fully, I came to the conclusion that it was the

berry that I wanted. It is really a wonderful

berry.

E. Williams, of New Jersey, I did not go

down to its native habitat. A great many ber-

ries, like a great many children, beliave very dif-

ferently at home and away from home. ilr.

Parry sent me a hundred plants, which I set out,

leaving them without any protection through the

winter, and every plant threw up a stock with

three or four large berries, an inch and a quarter

in diameter, globular in form, and handsome in

color. I will endorse everything that has been

said in its praise. The quality is very fine. My
soil is very different from that of its original home
—a heavy, stitt', stony soil. I exhibited a basket

of fruit from those plants at the exhibition of the

Newark Horticultural Society, and at the end of

the second day, they were better tlnin nine-tenths

of the berries on the tables at Horticultural Hall.

Kirkwood, or Mi. Vernon.—J. S. Collins. It

resembles the old Honey's Seedling, in shape, looks,

and texture of berry, and, being a pistillate plant,

it reminds me very much of it. I have had tiie

Kirkwood in fruiting this year, alongside of the

Mt. Vernon, and I have been uiuible to detect any

difference between the two. It is a very vigorous

grower, very productive, good quality, nice, bright

Ijerry, and I think it will be a valuable variety

for us to raise for a moderately near market. It

blossoms very late, and continues very late.

W. Parry, of New Jersey. I have both the Kirk-

wood and Mt. Vernon, obtained from different

sources, growing side by side, and I cannot see any

difference between them, either in foliage or fi"uit.

The plant is a strong and vigorous grower, and the

foliage stands a hot sun better than other varie-

ties. It is very productive, the berries large, well-

shaped, of good quality, and sufficiently firm for

ordinary shipping. Its fruit commands the best

price in the market, and I consider it a very valu-

able variety, and one that ought to be generally

disseminated.

A. J. Caywood, of New York. I am much im-

jiressed in favor of the Kirkwood, and endorse all

that Mr. Parry has said. I think tliat Mr. Collins

is right; one of those names should be discarded,

as it is the opinion of all wlio have grown them

that they are the same.

P. M. Augur. I would second that suggestion.

I think we should have only one name for it. I

had both varieties from Mr. Lovett last spring,

and I think they are identical. I am very much
pleased with it.

J. T. Lovett. I fruited them both last year, and

I found them the same. The name Mt. Vernon

was given first, and that has the precedence.

LongfeUoiv.—I think the Longfellow ought to be

on the list. It is a very fine variety with me.

P. M. Augur. I tliink the Longfellow is very

valuable indeed. I would as soon dispense with

almost any thing as that.

Wm. Parry. It was one of the finest berries that

we grew this year.

Geo. W. Campbell, of Ohio. Very fine in

Ohio.

J. H. Hale, of Connecticut. Very fine.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. It does well with me.

Warren.—J. H. Hale. A good berry, but very

unproductive.

P. M. Augur. So with me.

Wm. Parry. Very uncertain.

Dr. F. M. Hexamer. Quality very good.

G. W. Trovi'bridge. It resembles the Seth

Boyden very much.

J. T. Lovett. Last summer, a year ago, the

Warren was very fine with me. It did resemble

the Seth Boyden. Tliis last year, it was not so

good. It bore very sparingly, but what berries

we had were very fine.

P. M. Augur. I do not consider that it has
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been thoroiiglily tried. lu all my plantation, I

have hardly any plant that will compare in

strength of foliage with the Warren.

Wm. Parry. It has not been tried extensively,

I know. We must give it further trial.

Cetywayo.—A. J. Caywood. The Cetyivayo is

a new berry, just being sent out. One gentleman

in our community, Mr. Harry Hall, has set out

four or five acres of it, and fruited it this sum-

mer for the first time. He is an old strawberry

grower, and says he never realized so much money

as he did from the Cetywayo. He plants the

Slicuyless as a fertilizer in alternate rows with

the Cetywayo. The berry of the Cetywayo is of

the largest size, and its flavor is not exceeded by

the Triomphe de Gund. Its last berries are as

large as the first. It is a splendid grower; the

sun does not burn it.. It is a pistillate, and is not

worth anything without a fertilizer.

Gipsy.—J. T. LovETT. I fruited the Gipsy

this year. It was almost the acme in size. I

think it will prove productive, but I can hardly

tell in regard to that from one year's trial.

P. M. Augur. I have given it a slight trial,

and am not prepared to express auy decided opin-

ion about it. I will say, however, that I am ex-

ceedingly well pleased with it, so far. The plant

is very hardy indeed, and I tliink the quality of

the fruit is equal to anything I have tasted.

Arnold's Pride.—P. 0. Dempsky, of Ontario.

I have a little plot of land which I set apart for

the purpose of testing new varieties, and last

year I had a large collection of varieties. Among
the rest was one variety which I tested by the

side of the SJuapless, and it attracted more atten-

tion from visitors to my ground than any other

vai-iety that was there. It is a seedling produced

by Charles Arnold, of Paris, Ontario, West. He
calls it Arnold's Pride, or Arnold's No. 23. We
picked a large number of berries that were two

inches in diameter. The color of the berry is

light red; it looks very pretty in the basket, and

should command a very high price. It is a little

soft, and I cannot say that I fancy the flavor very

much; still, there was nothing about it objection-

able. If it maintains its reputation as a prolific

bearei', we have nothing that will surpass it. Even
the Crescent Secdliny, that produces very largely

with me, would not compare for a, moment with

it, with respect to productiveness. It has perfect

blossoms.

J. T. LovETT. Arnold's Pride fruited with us

this year. It is very pi-omising indeed. It was

quite productive, but, I thought, a little soft.

The question is, whether it will be valuable for

market.

Finch's Prolific.—G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio.

I have observed that vai'iety six or seven years. It

has not been fruited for market on any other

ground than Mr. Finch's. He has fruited it on

old soil, and also on new, cleared land. We have

nothing that surpasses it in health and vigor. It

is pretty difficult to combine in a berry good mar-

ket qualities, and the size we have in the Slmrpless

and the WUso7i. I do not say that in size it com-
])ares with them, but it has good market qualities.

The stems are stitf and the fruit stands up sjjrink-

led all along the stalk, and is very easily picked.

The bei'ries riijeu uniformly, and are a rich scar-

let color. They are very uniform in size. Three

years ago, we had a favorable strawberry season,

and I remember that Mr. Finch brought in his tenth

picking, and tliey did not vary from the first more

than one-fourth. It is claimed to be a good mar-

ket variety to compete with the Wilson. As far

as I have observed it, it has a pretty general

adaptation to soils. On very light sandy soils it

may not succeed, but on sandy soil that is not too

loose and open, and on clay soils, it produces

abundant crops. It does not seem to have the

same firmness as the Wilson, but when handled

carefully and carried to market with reasonable

care, it seems to hold its character and color fully

equal to the Wilson. It is fully as productive as

the Wilson. It has inherited all the good quali-

ties of Wilson's Albany, which was its parent on

the staminate side (its other parent was Russell's

Prolific), and I have never seen an imperfect berry

upon it.

£. Williams, of New Jersey. I have fruited it

for two years. I am sorry to say I cannot speak

so highly of it as my friend Trowbridge does. I

never saw anything remarkable about it. It is

very handsome, good shape, very attractive in ap-

pearance. I do not think the quality is very high,

or a very great improvement on the Wilson. Per-

haps I do not have it in a very good place.

Mammoth Bush.—A. J. Caywood, of New York.

That is one of the most peculiar varieties that we

have had anything to do with. We have hills seven

years old that bore last year as well as at first. It is

a pistillate, and many may not have succeeded with

it from the fact that they did not properly fertilize

it. But with us, there is nothing that surpasses

it in productiveness; and in flavor, it is ahead of

the Cetywayo and the Triomphe de Gand. It

makes a very large hill, and sends out very few run-

ners. Some hills do not make any. It is not very
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profitable for nurseiTmen. We took two hills out

of the ground, full of berries, and set them on our

table at our fair, and the committee counted 700

and odd berries on the two hills—a number proba-

bly never before equalled.

J. H. Hale, of Connecticut. I have grown it,

and consider it in many respects a very peculiar

berry. We set out a hundred of them a year ago,

and seventy of them never made a runner, although

we had a favorable season for running plants.

Some made one, some two, and one, I believe,

made three plants. This year, they bore an

enormous crop—the most astonishing amount of

berries I ever saw to one plant. The berries were

of good size, bright color, quite firm, but utterly

worthless for eating purposes. Nobody would

touch them. We hadn't even the conscience to

sell them, but left most of them on the vines.

A. J. Catwood, of New York. How strange this

is! If there is a premium offered by this Society or

any other, for flavor, I will enter it, and compete

for that premium with anything else now on our

list.

Shirts.—G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. I have

some plants of the Shirts that ^^ere set out this

spring. There were a few berries, and I saw very

little difference between them and the Biclwell.

It is claimed by some parties in Michigan that the

Shirts and BidwcU are identical. I should say,

judging from the growth of the plants, they were

not.

P. Barry, of New York. I think the Biclwell

has a very distinct foliage. There is a shade of

color that I do not see on any other strawberry.

J. T. LovF.TT, of New Jersey. I have fruited the

Shirts two years. I think it is almost, if not quite,

as valuable as the Bidwell. But the berry has a

different color. The Bidwell has partially white

flesh, while the Shirts is red all the way through.

I think it is a promising berry.

B. Hathaway, of Michigan. I have both, and

there is a decided difference. Tiie Shirts with me

is not nearly as strong a grower as the BidweU,

and it is very distinct in its color. Tlie habits of

the plants are different; the Shirts is inclined to

make a larger stool, to broaden out the stool, very

much more than the BidweU. It is called very

valuable, especially a hundred miles north of

where I am, but I have not tested it sufficiently to

to decide upon its value.

3Iarvin.—Dr. F. M. Hexamer.

good berry, and I think the hitest.

the Glendale, or anything I know

That is a very

It is later than

f. Wo pick it

a week after all other varieties are over. It is a 111

largo, fine berry, darker than the Jucunda, which

it resembles very much; firmer, and of very high

flavor. I consider it a very good variety. It re-

quires very high cultivation, on heavy soil. On
my soil, it is very fine indeed. I would not like

to be without it.

Reed's Missouri Mammoth.—H. L. Pierce, of

Boston. This is a berry which is claimed to be

hardly equalled.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. I have tried it

three or four years, and I have not had a dozen

berries yet. I cannot grow the pilants. I don't

think I have got a dozen plants. It don't grow

any better than the Jucunda, if as well, and that I

cannot grow at all.

N. J. CoLMAN, of Missouri. I thought I was

pretty well acquainted with the strawberries in

Missouri, but I don't know that. I hope, on ac-

count of the name it bears, that it is the best

berry that grows.

J. T. LovETT. Very like the Jvcunda. I have

fruited it.

Jersey Queen.—E. Williams. The Jersey

Queen is very handsome, but as Mr. Durand grows

strawberries, there is not ont in ten that maintains

its reputation away from home. It is now being

sent out. It is a very handsome berry as he grows

it, but I think no one else has grown it. Peter

Henderson is sending it out. I don't think there

are a dozen plants of it fruited anywhere else.

J. W. Manning, of Massachusetts. That fruit

was shown by Peter Henderson in June. It was

good, but not very remarkable in size.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut. I have been

looking at that a good deal as I do at the Man-

chester—for promise, rather than fulfilment. Three

years ago, one of my sons was at Newark, and

went down to Mr. Durand's, and came home with

marvellous reports about the Jersey Queen, which

was not then in the market. Last year, I attended

the Newark Strawberry Exhibition, and went out

to Mr. Durand's myself, and I must say, I was sur-

prised at the amount of choice fruit that I saw

there. I fairly fell in love with it. This year,

I went there again, when it was offered for sale,

and immediately adopted it as a variety for trial.

It has been very truly remarked, that a great many

berries that have come from Mr. Durand's have

failed. There is no question that Mr. Durand's

ground is esi')ecially adapted to high culture, and

it has had high culture. The Hervey Davis, I

think, is really valuable. Some think that because

the Jersey Queen comes from Mr. Durand, it will,

ike manv other varieties originated bv him, fail;
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lint I have very high hopes of it. I have set that

and the Mancliester ou good land, side by side,

have given them good culture, and expect good

results from both.

Garden..—J. S. Collins, of New Jersey. I had

the Garden m fruiting this season. Tlie berries

were small. I do not consider that it is worth

planting, unless it grows better than with us.

Orient:—^. T. Lovett. Very fine; exceeding

the Monarch of the West in color, and high in

flavor. But it is soft; not fit for market. It is

early.

J. H. Hale, of Connecticut. Excellent quality

with us. but quite unproductive.

Adjourned to Friday, at 9 o'clock.

THIRD DAY—MORNING SESSION.

The meeting was called to order at nine o'clock.

First Vice-President P. Barry in the chair.

P. J. Berckmans, chairman, presented the

following:

Report of the Committee on the Award of

the Wilder Medal.

BosTOX, September 15, 1881.

To the President and Members of the American

Pomologicttl Society

:

Your Committee on the award of the Wilder

Medal beg leave to report as follows :

1. For the best collection of pears e.xhiljited by

an individual, to the Hon. Marshall P. Wilder,

silver medal.

2. For collection of pears, to C. M. Hovey &

Co., a bronze medal.

3. For a collection of pears, by an individual,

to Benjamin G. Smith, bronze medal.

4. For the best miscellaneous collection of

apples exhibited by a society, to the Montreal Hor-

ticultural Society, silver medal.

5. For the best collection of grapes exhibited,

to James H. Ricketts, silver medal.

6. For the best miscellaneous collection of

fruits, composed of apples, pears, peaches, plums,

grapes, wild fruits and nuts, to the Michigan State

Horticultural Society, silver medal.

7. For a collection of seedling pea,rs. to B. S.

Fox, silver medal.

FF8. For long and valuable services in the cause

of American Pomology, to Robert Manning.

There was no State collection of pears on ex-

hibition.

In concluding their report, the committee would

say, that their awards and notices have been made
conscienciously and in the interest of science

rather than of individuals. The aims of this So-

ciety will be subverted unless private interests shall

be subordinate to the public good.

Respectfully submitted,

P. J. Beeckmans.
Robert Burnet,
Samuel B. Parsons,

T. S. KiNSEY,

William Watson,
John Saul,

P. T. QUINN.

Report of the Committee on Native Fruits.

To the President and Members of the American
Pomological Society :

Your Committee on Native Fruits beg leave to

submit their report on New Fruits examined

during the session of the Society.

GRAPES.

White Ann Arbor.—By C. II. Woodriili, Michi-

gan. White grape, too acid.

Woodruffs Red.—By C. H. Woodruff. Berry

large, red, pulpy.

McDonald's Ann Arbor.—By C. H. Woodruff.

Berry very large, blue, pnlpy; said to be earlier

than Hartford Prolific.

Lady Dunlap.—By ^. H. Ricketts. Berry

medium, amber, vinous, quality very good.

Golden TrVw,.—This is also by Mr. Ricketts.

Berry small, white, delicate. Muscat in flavor,

sweet; best.
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Empire State.—Berry above medium ; white;

bunch long, cylindrical, shouldered; very good,

showy variety.

Continental.—By T. S. Marvin, Watertowu,

New York. Berry medium; bunch above medium,

compact, slightly shouldered; color, white; very

good.

Rutland.—By same grower. Berry and bunch

medium, compa'et ; color, blue-black ; fleshy

;

sprightly, vinous; skin thin, very good.

Corporal.—By same grower.—Bunch and berry

medium; loose; color, black; slightly vinous, good,

showy.

Sharon.—By same grower. Bunch small, cylin-

drical, compact; reddish amber; Hesh dissolving;

very good.

Laura.—By same grower. Bunch small, not

very compact; berry small, light amber, pulpy;

hardly good.

Watertoivn.—By same grower. Bunch medium,

loose; berry medium, slightly oblong, wliite; flesh

breaking, sweet; very good.

All these varieties show indications of foreign

parentage.

Reliance.—By J. G. Burrows, Fishkill, New
York. Bunch small, resembles Delaware in size

and color, but not so compact nor so sweet.

PEAR.S.

Lat/irop's Scedlinff No. 1.—Medium, pyriforni.

yellowish, with russet; flesh melting, medium tine

grain, juicy; very good; ijromising.

Seedling pears from the estate of B. L. Fox,

San Jose, California.

No. 58.—Medium, oblong, pyriform; gritty.

No. 189.—Large, globular, coarse; rather as-

tringent.

No. 180.—Pyriform, large ; partakes of the

nature of Bearre d'Anjou.

No. 109.—Above mediuui ; turbinate, acute,

sweet ; vei'y good.

No. 66. — Above medium: russet, seedling

Seckel; very good.

Of the many varieties in this collection, but few

are in the proper condition for us to decide upon

their merits. Nearly all show their parentage to

be of well-known sorts.

P. J. Berckmans, Georgia,

T. T. Lyon, Michigan,

Franklin Davis, Virginia,

William Watson; Texas,
.

T. L. KiNSEY, Georgia,

Robert Burnkt, Nova (Scotia,

S. B. Parsons, New York,

Committee.

Report of the Standing Committee on
Native Fruits.

As examined during the recess of 1880 and 1881.

PEACHES.

Henrietta.—Size very large; globiilar; skin yel-

low with brownish, deep red cheek; flesh yellow to

the stone, brittle, sub-acid and vinous; quality good

to very good; clingstone. Specimen received Oc-

tober 1st, 1880. A strong and very fair late cling.

Origin, S. S. Beatt_y, Simpsouville, Ky. First

fruiting in 1878.

Elberta.—^Aseedlingof Chinese Cling; originated

by S. H. Eumph, Marshallville, Ga. Size very

large; skin yellow, finely blotched carmine; flesh

yellow, juicy, vinous; quality best. Matunty
middle of July. One of the largest and best off-

springs from the Chinese type.

APPLES.

Boatman's Seedliny.—Size very large; oblong;

skin deep orange, nearly covered with crimson and

narrow darker stripes; flesh crisp, brittle, sugary

and highly flavored; quality best. Maturity, Oc-

tober. A magnificent fruit. Origin, Robert Boat-

man, Dillon, Walker County, Ga. , on the Lookout

mountain range.

Jackson's Seedling.—Medium oblate; skin yel-

low, nearly covered with red; flesh white, brittle,

juicy and finely flavored. Maturity, November

and December, and keeps until May. Origin,

Joseph Jackson, Talbot County, Ga. Seedling of

Limhertwig.

Below follows the sub-report from Mr. E. H.

Hart, the member for sub-tropical division

P. J. Berckmans,
Chairman.

Sub-Tropical Fruits.

The progress of fruit culture in Florida, during

the past two years, may be fairly expressed by the

single word " Citrus." From its superior fascina-

tions and promise of more bountiful returns, the

citrus tribe has absorbed the attention of growers

to the almost utter exclusion of other branches of

pomology. With the exception of several of the

northern and western counties, on the outer edge

of the orange belt, where a few small vineyards

and peach orchards have been established, we may
look in vain for plantations of such important

fruits as the olive, fig, walnut, vine, pear or peach.

That all these can and will one day be success-

fully grown is abundantly proven by thrifty and

productive specimens occasionally to bo met with

in the gardens of the curious. But no marked
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pi'ogress will be made in their culture xantil the

orange and its congeners cease to monopolize so

large a share of attention. As might be expected

from the vigorous application, and close investi-

gation of so many intelligent and enthusiastic cul-

tivators, a rapid advance is apparent in all that

appertains to orange-growing. The choicest native

varieties are being described and catalogued, and

the most approved foreign sorts are being imported

and tested here. The diseases and enemies to

which the tree is subject are being minutely stu-

died, that effective remedies may be discovered

and applied. Improved methods of culture, ferti-

lization, gathering and packing for shipment, are

being put in practice, and the inventive genius of

our people bids fair, by labor-saving appliances,

soon to surpass the methods of the old world. Our

most progressive and intelligent cultivators are

discarding the practice of relying upon chance

seedlings, and are propagating by budding and

grafting only those sorts proved most desirable by

experience. Generally our native oranges become

over-ripe and jjcrishable by April or May, but sev-

eral foreign kinds have been found, that retain

juice and flavor, and hang upon the tree from

August to September. By this time the earliest of

the new crop is about to come in, thus rendering

it possible to enjoy this most charming of fruits

in newly plucked perfection the year round. Gen-

erally speaking, European varieties will last longer

upon the tree than our natives, which is owing to

their superior toughness and durability of rind,

—

a quality sought and bred for, by their propaga-

tors, and which greatly adds to the commercial

value of fruit by enabling it the better to bear the

stress of handling and the risk of distant carriage.

The Mandarin and Tangerine oranges are at-

tracting considerable attention from the fancy

prices they command. Few or none being im-

ported, there is nothing to fear from foreign com-

petition. A dozen or more varieties have been

introduced, and some of very fair quality raised

from seed. One from Japan called Satsuma, bore

a temperature of 16^ on the night of Decem-

ber 30th, 1880, at Fort George, at the mouth of

the St. John's river, without even shedding its

leaves. Other orange trees around it were killed

to the ground. With such hardy stock as this,

orange growing would seem practicable in a lati-

tude somewhat higher than that heretofore as-

signed to it.

Several years ago Florida lemons were not favor-

ably received in northern markets, objections

being made to their inconveniently large size.

coarseness, bitter peel, and deficiency in acid

These objections have often justly been applied

to fruit raised from seedlings of the Sicily lemon,

but the product of imported trees, grafted with

the choicest kinds has proved all that could be

desired. Insufficient supjilies from abroad have

also favored a larger consumption of the home-
grown, and from a better acquaintance it has of

late so risen in popular estimation, as often to be

placed, in market quotations, ahead of the im-

ported.

One of our enterprising nurserymen has lately

introduced some new and choice varieties of the

tig and olive, but as yet no special attention has

been paid to these fruits. A few pecan trees

have been planted in various localities, and found

to grow rapidly, and come into bearing in seven

to ten years. Young trees in light, poor sandy

soil have yielded fairly and regularly.

The Leconte. pear grows well, biit has been too

recently brought in. to speak as yet of its bearing

qualities with us.

That new and interesting fruit, the Diospyros

Kaki, or Japan persimmon, from which so much
is hoped, could hardly do better in its native home
in the antipodes than it jjromises here. Small

jolants received three years ago from Japan, so dried

and mutilated that their survival seemed impos-

sible, have now grown into sturdy trees, two to

three inches through at the base, and each is laden

with fifty to seventy-five fruits. Many of these

persimmons are of noble size, weighing eight to

ten ounces, and resemble globes of wax rather than

luscious fruit. Some are deep crimson, some

bright yellow, and others a blending of the two

tints. The flavor is a rich, melting sweet, with-

out any decided aroma. Some are flattened in

shape like a tomato, others pointed and elongated

like huge acorns, and some conical. Some ripen

on the tree like the Mikado, others, again, as the

Gosha and A'Hrokirme may be packed away in the

house, and after weeks or even months, brought

to perfection. In short, it is the most interesting

pomological novelty that has ever been introduced.

On account of the difficulty of procuring fresh

seed, most of our nurserymen are propagating them

by budding upon stocks of our native diospyros,

but it remains to be seen whether such trees will

be permanent and satisfactory. In Florida few or

no large persimmon trees are to be found. They

are apt to die to the root after bearing several

heavy crops, besides being badly infested by borers,

and mutilated among their branches by the girdling

beetle, which cuts channels around small limbs as
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neatly as if turned in a lathe. It is probable that

seedlings of tlie Kaki are far preferable for Inid-

ding upon, as making better promise of longevity,

health, and freedom from attacks of insects. A
better union is also effected from identity of both

stock and graft. Between D. Kaki and D. Vir-

giniana there exists merely a similarity, and tlie

former upon the latter is like working pear ujion

apple or quince, or peach upon plum. In estab-

lishing a persimmon orchard it is desirable to use

such trees as are most likely to be permanent, and

grow and bear for a hundred years. Nearly all

the specimens so far ripened here have been seed-

less, except one marked jV«6o»,each of whicli con-

tains five or more kernels.

In the central portion of the peninsula peaches

of the Persian strain that have become naturalized

by being grown from seed for many genera-

tions, thrive and bear extremely well. And yet

trees of the same strain brought from a more

northern latitude, even so near as Georgia, are al-

most a total failure. Buds of the same upon our

native stocks do little or no better. The usual time

of ripening is in the months of July and August,

when the hot and rainy weather is unfavorable,

often causing the fruit to crack open and drop pre-

maturely. The more even and temperate season

of May and June is better calculated to promote a

healthy ripening process, whence is manifest the

importance of early varieties; particularly as at that

time choice peaches are wanted in northern mar-

kets at very remunerative prices. There are a

few early native seedlings of fair quality and local

reputation, besides the Honey and the Peento,

both of wliicli succeed admirably. The latter, a

very recent introduction, from its unique shape,

fine color, and delicious taste, has already won its

way into high favor, and beginning to ripen—as it

sometimes does—in tlie latter days of April, must

create feelings of surprise at its appearance on far

northern tables while the snow has scarcely left

the ground. The two varieties just named are of

Chinese origin, and may be the parents of a new

family of peaches, when Florida pomologists set

to work upon them. For it must be remembered

that the peach is not intertropical, and that much
of Florida lies on the outer limit of its possible

production, which in the botanist excites a keener

interest in the experiments alluded to. With gen-

erous cultivation, and an occasional shortening in,

and dressing of lime and ashes, the peach will live

to a greater age in Florida than is usual in higher

latitudes. Old neglected trees, cut back to stumps,

and removed to a garden, have thrown up vigoi*-

ous sprouts, which, carefully nursed and budded,

soon made new and thrifty tops which lived and

bore for many years threafter.

The burning sun and scalding showers of Flor-

ida are rather hard upon the strawberry—that

queen of small fruits—but several varieties have

been found which endure well the vicissitudes of

the climate and continue in bearing from January

to June. The early berries, shipped to New York

in refrigerators, have brought such extraordinary

prices—-one to three dollars a quart—as to induce

many persons to engage in their cultivation. The

most approved sorts are the Wilson, Nunan and

Federal Point. The latter is of large size, great

luxuriance of growth, good fiavor and extremely

prolific. It is of unknown origin, having been

found in a private garden after the war. It is

probably southern born, as plants removed to New
York have made a rampant gi'owth of foliage and

but little fruit, while at home its habit is the op-

posite. It is just possible that it may be a chance

seedling, as seeds of the ripe fruit often spring u))

in moist places in our gardens and by autumn be-

come large plants.

In grapes the Scuppernong and its varieties are

the most reliable, being pai-ticularly adapted to

our soil, very prolific bearers and not liable to in-

jury from insects. A few small vineyards of them

have been planted, chiefly in middle and west Flor-

ida. The manufacture of wines is attempted with

encouraging results. As throwing light upon

future possibilities in viniculture in this section,

and presenting facts both curious and valuable,

tho following letter from Dr. Kenworthy, an en-

thusiastic carpologist of Jacksonville, is subjoined:

•' Mr. E. H. Hart—Dear sir:—Owing to the

warmth of our winters the j^hylloxera is especially

destructive in this State. Out of over seventy

varieties of continental and American grapes and

hybrids, I have not saved one. If grafting is re-

sorted to, the insect attacks the portion between

the graft and the surface of the ground. I experi-

mented in inarching varieties of the Vitis viniferu

on the Scuppernong, and in every instance failed

to obtain a union. I secured an unnamed native

variety from the southern portion of the State.

Its roots are phylloxera-proof, and it will grow

luxuriantly in a dry or wet soil. I find that varie-

ties of vinifera. will unite with this variety. Last

August I inarched a small vine with the White

Syrian, and to date it has produced two canes,

each of them sixteen feet long.

My imi)ression is that by using this grape as a

stock we can successfullv cultivate varieties of
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vinifera in this State. The stock would prove

advantageous as a stock for varieties of vinifera in

the north and in Enghmd. I am at work inarch-

ing a large number of continental grapes on the

stock referred to. If I succeed we shall be able to

supply northern markets with grapes. I have ar-

ranged for some plants of a grape which is culti-

vated in the southern portion of the State. I have

it from good authority that it produces from

two to three crops annually. The bunches weigh

from two to six pounds. The berries are large,

round and firm, like the Malaga; color greenish

white. Yours truly, C. J. Kenworthy."

The southern portion of the peninsula, called

tropical-Florida, as yet possesses such scanty and

uncertain means of transportation,and is so sparsely

settled, that but little has so far been done in the

way of growing the strictly tropical fruits. Some
cocoanut trees have been planted from Lake Worth

southward, and pineapple orchards have been ex-

tended. It is claimed that Florida pines surpass

even the very excellent fruit of the Bahamas.

A few plants of the Lit-chee (JVephelium) a cele-

brated fruit of the East have been imported, but

have not yet borne. It is believed that the choicest

varieties of this fruit, such as are grown about Cal-

cutta, would be a great acquisition, greater even

than has been the delicious Eriohotrya, or Japan

plum. The chief obstacle is that the seed must

be planted when taken from the fruit, or its germ-

inating power is lost. Two other valuable tropical

plants have just been fruited, and proved last win-

ter capable of resisting a temperature of 24^. I

refer to the Strawberry-guava {Psidium Gattle-

yanurri) and the Cayenne chen-j{EugeniaMitcheUi).

When the mercury falls below freezing for a few

hours, the common guava {P. Pomiferum) is liable

to be killed to the ground. The P. Cattleyanum

bears a great profusion of red or yellow berries,

about the size of walnuts, with something of a ripe

gooseben-y flavor. Makes a superior preserve, and

is also excellent for eating while fresh.

The only banana that has proved reasonably

hardy heretofore in the central portion of Florida,

is a coai-se and very inferior kind, known as the

Orinoko. Plants of the Musa are liable to be

frozen through and killed to the ground when thin

ice forms, and fruit already set is spoiled by light

frosts. The cellular structure of some kinds, like

the Orinoko, will bear more frost than others, and

as we are liable at rare intervals, to such visitations

in winter, early blossoming and rapid maturity

are requisite in order to obtain the best results.

A new variety, Harfs Choice, resembling the

Dacca, but aboixt equal in hardiness to the Ori-

noko, is being disseminated by the writer. It is

of the finest quality, and so early in fruiting as to

be grown with good chances of success.

Respectfully submitted,

Edmund H. Haht,
Member of Committee on Native Frtiits.

Federal Point, Fla., Sept. 1st, 1881.

Report of the Committee on Fruits Ex-
hibited.

To the President and Memher.s of the American

Pomological Society :

Your Committee appointed on the record of

fruit exhibited, beg leave to report as follows:

They find on exhibition 535 plates of pears, 188

plates of apples, 17 plates of peaches, 100 plates

of grapes, 17 plates of plums, and 71 plates of

miscellaneous fruits, by the following exhibitors,

to wit :

Michigan State Horticultural Society—69 varie-

ties of api^les, 19 varieties of pears, 33 varieties of

grapes, 6 varieties of peaches, 21 varieties of fruits

and berries. In the same exhibit was the follow-

ing from Grand Traverse region, grown on the

farm of Judge J. G. Ramsdell, latitude 44° U\
consisting of 26 varieties of apples, G varieties of

pears, 7 varieties of plums, 3 varieties of nectarines,

3 varieties of peaches. In this collection are well

preserved specimens of the Golden and Roxbury

Russet of 1880.

Hon. Marshall P. Wilder—160 varieties of pears.

Montreal Horticultural Society—34 varieties of

apples, 1 variety of plums.

Warren Fenno—53 varieties of pears.

Benjamin G. Smith—50 varieties of pears.

F. M. Marble—19 varieties of pears.

C. M. Hovey & Co.—190 varieties of pears, and

Monstera Deliciosa.

Dexter Asylum—13 varieties of pears.

D. W. Lathrop—one variety of pear seedlings.

Ed. W. Lincoln—one variety of pear seedlings.

B. S. Fox, San Jose, California—90 varieties of

seedling pears.

Ellwanger & Barry—35 varieties of pears, 30

varieties of grajies.

W. A. Bradbrook, Norfolk, Virginia—4 varieties

of pears.

G. F. B. Leighton, Norfolk, Virginia—one plate

of Duchess d'A ngouleine. Very large specimens.

S. C. Harlow, Bangor, Maine—14 varieties of

pears, 68 varieties of apples.
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C. Williams; Montclair, New Jersey—one plate

of apples.

W. H. Hills, Plaistow, New Hampshire—one

variety of ajjples.

Robert H. Gardnier, Gardnier, Maine—10 varie-

ties of apples.

Z. S. Ragan, Missouri—5 varieties of apples.

Bush. Son, & Meissner, Bushburg, Missouri—

4

varieties of grapes.

James H. Ricketts—-18 varieties of grapes.

T. S. Hubbard, Fredouia, New York—one vari-

ety of grape.

H. S. Anderson, Union Springs, New York—
one variety of grape.

A. J. Caywood, Poughkeepsie, New York.

—

2

varieties of grapes.

George A. Stone, Rochester, New York—one

variety of grape.

John B. Moon & Co., Concord, New Hampshire

—2 varieties of grapes.

Niagara Grape Co.—-one variety of grape.

Dr. John Streutzcl, Martinez, California—9 varie-

ties of grapes, one variety of orange, 9 varieties

of miscellaneous fruits.

J. W. Wolfkile, Los Angeles, California—14

varieties of oranges, 4 varieties of Japan persim-

mons.

Mrs. Jennie Carr, Los Angeles, California— 4

varieties of oranges, one variety of Chinese lemon.

M. Rocenham, Passadeno, California—4 varie-

ties of oranges, one seedling lemon.

Robinson & Son, Gabriel, California—3 varieties

of oranges, one variety of Sicily lemon, one variety

of pomegranate.

P. J. Berckmans, Augusta, Georgia— 6 varieties

of Japan persimmons, 3 varieties pomegranate.

M. H. Bixby—one basket of peaches with im-

proved top to basket.

Michigan Agricultural college—8 cases of insects

comprising specimens injurious and beneficial to

Agriculture and Horticulture.

P. J. Bekokmans,

Robert Burnet,

P. T. QUINN,

Samuel B. Parsons,

William Watson,

T. L. Kinsey,

Coimnittce.

Pomological Rules.

1'. J. Berckmans, of Georgia, to whom was re-

ferred the resolutions presented by Mr. T. T. Lyon,

of Michigan, in regard to the establishment of

rules and regulations upon which the awards of

State and County fairs shall be based, reported

back the resolutions, with the recommendation

that they be passed.

[The resolutions appear on a previous page.]

F. M. Marble, of Massachusetts. I wish to

inquire if there is anything in those resolutions

tending to secure uniformity in our exhibitions.

Our worthy president suggested that it was not

large collections which were important, but it was

rare specimens, and that three would be enough.

Some of our collections have been so large that I

think they have discouraged small growers from

presenting their fruits for fear they would not be

seen. I could have brought fifty varieties, and

filled up the table, when perhaps a few specimens

of the specific kinds M'ould have been better for the

interests of the Pomological Congress. It seems

to me there ought to be something of that kind,

to provide for uniformity in exhibition.

P. Barry, That is another matter.

A. J. Caywood, of New York. I would like

to inquire how far the power of the Society ex-

tends in regard to naming fruits 'i

P. Barry. These resolutions look to the ap-

pointment of a committee to prepare rules that

shall govern, not only this Society, but any So-

ciety, or any individual, in naming new fruits.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan, explained the purpose

of the resolutions, after which they were adopted.

Japanese Persimmons.

{Diospyros K/rki.
)

BV HON. p. J. BERCKMAKS, AUGUSTA, GA.

Few fruits introduced to the notice of fruit-

growers within the last twenty-five years, have

given more expectations of success, and none have

created greater disappointments to the majority of

tliose who incautiously invested in their purchase.

The American persimmon occupies a very extended

habitat, ranging from the State of New York to

the Mexican gulf. It is hardly alike in all this

vast area, and this fact has no doubt led to the

supposition that its Japanese congener would

adapt itself equally well to these regions. Here is

the cause of disappointment, as we will explain

further. Although Japanese persimmons have

been cultivated in the south of France since the

beginning of this centui-y, yet they seem to have

remained unknown to American Pomologists until

quite recently.

Some eleven years ago, I became acquainted with

a gentleman who had lived several years in Japan,

and whose pomological tastes were of a high order
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He expressed surprise, when told that what he con-

sidered by far the best fruit in Japan was totally

unknown here. Shortly afterward, it was my good

fortune to meet with the Japanese embassador,

Mr. Arinori Mori, whom many of the members of

the American Pomological Society will remember

as being present at the session of 1871, held at

Richmond, Virginia. Mr. Mori corroborated the

statement of my friend, and urged us to introduce

this fruit. Three attempts to import trees failed.

It was supposed that the distance was too great to

bring them here successfully, but subsequent

efforts resulted in perfect success and demon-

strated that the causes of failure were owing to in-

ferior trees and defective packing. There is, j)er-

haps, no fruit-bearing tree of the temperate zone

that possesses such good traveling qualities. I

would instance that twenty-four trees received

from Japan early in December, 1879, were im-

mediately reshipped to Australia, and after their

journey around the world, and a confinement in

cases from the end of October until the following

May, twenty trees out of that number were alive

and made a good growth afterwards.

The early importation of trees from Japan, as

proved by subsequent invoices, were of small size,

imperfectly rooted and usually indifferently packed.

This caused the loss of the greater number brought

East, and subsequent disappointment. American

energy however soon remedied this, when it became

evident that a market was opening here, and trees

commanded a good price. Nurseries for exporting

their products to America were at once established,

the best varieties secured, and a vastly improved

quality of trees grown. The stock received from

Japan within the last three years, has been of the

highest standard and the results proved more en-

couraging. The trees grown in California .have

not as good an appearance as those grown in Japan.

They have enormously long tap roots, almost en-

tirely devoid of laterals, and are therefore difficult

to transplant. The Japanese trees of the best

selection, average four feet in height at one year

from graft, and their roots are usually numerous

and sound. In several localities of the South, ex-

periments have Ijeen made by grafting upon our

native stocks. This has almost always been suc-

cessful, when the graft was inserted upon the collar

of the root, two or three inches below the surface

of the soil. Top grafting or budding has invari-

ably failed.

I would in this connection, state that, although

trees are not quoted very high in Japan, the risk

connected with their importation here is great.

i\s their growing season extends far into the fall,

shipments of well matured trees can seldom be

made from Japan until November. This renders

their reshipment from California by ordinary rail-

road freight, almost impossible. The severe cold

in transit is fatal to them. Express carriage is,

therefore, absolutely necessary, and this increases

the cost of trees fifty per cent. As regards the

hardiness of the trees, the experience of Southern

pomologists is that they are well adapted to the

cotton belt, but are more successful below the 32d

degree, and esisecially on the coast and in Florida.

The many instances of loss of trees by spring frosts,

and last winter from a cold of zero, leads to the

conclusion that the Japanese species is less hardy

than our native type, and that it is not suited to

as wide area as the latter. From these facts, it is

doubtful if successful results will ever be derived,

when cultivating the fruit more than one or two

degrees north of the orange zone.

Again, we find some varieties more liable to be

injured by the late spring frosts than others. Some
varieties, like Hijahumi and Kurokumo start in

vegetation earlier than others, and their first

growth was nipped by frost two years in succes-

sion. Those which do not enter into active vege-

tation until later, may possibly prove adapted to

sections further north. Of the latter are Almong

and Zingi.

There seems to be some confusion in the nomen-

clature of the varieties. Those who are competent

from their experience derived from their residence

in Japan, state that there are from thirty to forty

varieties cultivated there, but that the really dis-

tinct and desirable sorts number from six to eight.

Basing our experience upon actual test of the

fruit here, there are evidently several synonyms

for several varieties. Thus we find as follows:

Seedless, synonyms Tanenashi, Hyakumi ; 7/«c7u'j/ffl,

synonyms, Yomato, Imperial, and it is probable

that the names of Ddimia, Nikon, luinosfcn, will

prove synonyms to others.

The growth differs as to varieties. While some

kinds, like Kurithumo and Seedless, have made n

growth of three to four feet in one year, and bid

fair to become trees of twenty to thirty feet in

height; others, like Almong and Zingi, are as-

suming a dwarf compact habit.

Seedling trees are making a more rapid growth

than those grafted. These latter have a tendency

to produce male flowers only, during their first

three or four years of blossoming. After that

time, a few female flowers are produced, but in

very small proportion—one female flower to three
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hundred males. The grafted trees as received from

Japan produce perfect flowers.

I learn from reliable information from Japan,

that trees grown from seed are unreliable as to pro-

ducing eatable fruit. This we have not been able

to determine here.

A great merit of many of these varieties is their

early bearing. One year old imported trees set

fruit witliin the same year of planting, and it is

not unusual to see a three year old tree yielding

from thirty to fifty large specimens. This ])re-

cocity seems, however, to be confined to the Almong
more than any other kind.

Trees grafted upon native stocks growing in the

woods, have produced from six to ten fine speci-

mens the second year from the graft.

Imported trees are often late m putting forth

leaves. They will often remain dormant for

months, during hot and dry weather, and not

show signs of life until the rains of June or July

moisten the earth.

The fruit is most attractive in appearance; the

color is a bright red in most varieties; others have

an orange tint, and all, so far as fruited, are

mantled with a delicate bloom. A peculiar fea-

ture is, that although left hanging on the tree

until so soft as hardly to bear their own weight,

they cling so tenaciously to the stem that they re-

quire cutting off with a knife. They color a long

time before perfect maturity, and this has caused

them to be gathered prematurely and destroyed

their peculiar pleasant flavor. When fully nui-

turedthe texture is soft, flavor sweet and peculiar,

resembling somewhat the taste of a date, but with

an apricot aroma. A slight astringeucy can be

detected next to the skin. They mature from the

middle of September until November.

The varieties fruited so far are as follows :

Almong.—Kound, somewhat flattened; average

size 3f inches by 3 inches; color, bright vermilion:

pulp juicy, sweet and without seeds.

Kurohumo.—Larger than the above, and a, little

more pointed.

Zingi.—Globular; average size two inches; deep

orange; an excellent kind, but the smallest of the

list.

Hachiya.—Oblong: shajied like a Minnie ball;

two inches by three. This variety is principally

used for drying, and when in latter shape it is de-

cidedly superior to the best Smyrna fig offered in

these markets.

Trees seem to thrive in any soil where the native

persimmon grows. A peculiarity with some varie-

ties is to set a second crop of fruit upon the growth

which begins here in August. This second crop

has so far not matured.

S. B. Parsons, of New York. I would like to

inquire if there is any one present who has any in-

formation in regard to the grafting of grapes? My
point is simply this: We know there are very many
delicate varieties—the Delaware is one—which are

successfully cultivated in some localities, and are en-

tirely unsuccessful in others. Now, what I want to

ascertain is, whether any gain will be made by graft-

ing these delicate varieties on strong native roots

like the Ives or the Concord ?

P. J. Behckmans, of Georgia. As I stated yes-

terday, I have had considerable experience in graft-

ing grapes. I have never failed, when using stocks

of tlie same type, of getting good results. Some
types will admit of grafrsof their own type, whereas

others rebel entirely. We have in our section of the

south three distinct types; here you have but two.

We can graft all the bunch grapes, as we usually

call them—those which belong to the Lnbrusca and

JEstivalis types—upon one another; but when we

undertake to graft a variety of the Labriisca upon

any of the Vitis Vulpina, they will not take the

graft at all. The texture of the wood is different,

and we cannot make a graft take. Twenty-six years

ago, a large number of experiments were made with

grapes from the Garden of the Luxemburg, and

some of those grafted vines are still vigorous and

prolific. I have some on my place that were planted

twenty-six years ago, and they have never failed to

produce a crop.

P. Barry. Where did you usually insert tlie

graft?

P. J. Behckmans. Below the ground two or

three inches. I graft in the spring of the year, at

the " rise of the sap," as it is commonly called. Top-

grafting will not answer ; budding will not answer.

I grafted about two acres of Calawba with Israella,

when they first came out. They came from pot-

grown plants, about the size of a straw—a very deli-

cate graft. Out of 1,500 planted, I don't think fifty

of them failed.

L Bush, of Missouri. This subject has received

a great deal of attention from us, very naturally,

from our connection with France, where grafting on

American stocks is carried on upon an immense

scale. Those gentlemen who at the Mississippi

Valley meeting at St. Louis will remember that I

had three dishes of European grapes wliich I had

grown without any special attention, excepting that

they were grafted on American stocks. I should
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not speak of that, because that was a remarkably

favorable season; last winter injured them. We
have found that the best practice iu grafting is to

insert the graft on a level with the ground, or a

little below it, pihng up the earth a couple of inches

so that you can afterwards take away the earth,

when the union has become perfect, and thereby

avoid, as far as possible, its forming its own roots.

W. C. Strong, of Massachusetts. Would you

recommend cutting down old established vines and

grafting them ?

I. Bush. If you don't want the old vines, cer-

tainly.

W. C. Strong. There is no objection to large-

sized roots ?

P. Bakry. No, sir. You may graft a vine as

thick as your arm.

I. Bush. The French seem to believe that the

stock has an influence upon the graft, or else they

would not import millions of grape cuttings to

graft upon.

Prof. C. V. RiLEV, of the District of Columbia.

This is a subject which deeply interests me. I have a

great deal of faith, from observation, not from any

experience of my own, iu grafting above ground. I

believe that one of the causes of the failure of our

more delicate vines (I do not say the principal

cause), is their susceptibility to the injurious influ-

ence of the phylloxera at their roots ; and this

belief led me, in 1876, in one of my Missouri

Reports, to strongly urge the grafting of cer-

tain varieties, just as I had recommended the

grafting of the vinifera to the French, on some of

our stronger stocks, and I induced some grape-

growers in Southern Illinios to try the experiment

of grafting the Delaware above ground, on the wild

stocks, which proved successful, where otherwise

they had failed. It is true that our grafting, as a

rule, has given very poor satisfaction, but I think it

is solely due to the fact, that in the course of time

the graft makes its own roots, simply because the

graft is, of course, below the ground, and I am satis-

fied that with similar care to that which the French

are now giving to the grafting of their own vinifera

on our native stocks, we could succeed just about as

well. I do not know why we should not. I am
satisfied that the main thing should be to keep the

graft intact, and put it above ground, where it will

not make its own roots. I am convinced that if

that is done, many varieties that now fttil in differ-

ent sections of the country can be grown success-

fully. In proportion as the vine goes back to its

original charactt-r, and makes its own roots, it be-

comes liable to attacks by the phylloxera, and in

6

that proportion it foils. For the first few years it

seems to do very well, but a year or two afterwards

it fails.

S. B. Parsons, of New York. I would suggest

that every gentleman here who is interested in this

question make the experiment, before our next

meeting, two years hence, by taking a good strong

root of the Ives, the Taylor, or the Concord, and

grafting it three, four or six inches above ground,

ill that way insuring that it shall not go back to its

original root.

Distinguishing Varieties of Pears by the

Blossoms.

BY PEOF. W. J. BEAL, LANSING, MICHIGAN.

It was my privilege to demonstrate, at our last

meeting, held in Rochester, N.Y., that the difi'erent

varieties of apples may be described and classified

by their flowers alone.

I have recently attempted a similar work in refer-

ence to the flowers of pears. A s in apples, so in pears,

the persistent tips of the calyx have formerly been

and are still employed in describing these fruits.

The lobes of the calyx vary in several respects in

difierent varieties, in their length, breadth, and

the direction they take.

As a general thing, I find the petals of pears are

smaller than those of apples. The petals of dif-

ferent varieties vary iu shape and size in the same

manner.

The stamens of apples and pears are generally

twenty in number for each flower, and are of four

different lengths ; the longest in any one flower be-

ing about one-thu'd longer than the shortest. The

longest and oldest stamens form the outside row,

and the shortest the inside row.

The latter are attached a little Hirther down the

calyx tube than any of the others. The two rows

of intervening stamens are between the extremes in

their length and places of attachment.

The set of shortest stamens are placed opposite

the lobes of the calyx. There were twenty-five

each in two flowers examined. In one flower I

counted twenty-seven. In several varieties it was

not an uncommon thing to find 21 or 22, or 23 or

24 stamens, in which cases no definite order could

be made out in regard to their lengths or places

of attachment, though they varied in these respects.

Iu some varieties the filaments are short, in others,

long; in some stout, in others slender.

The stamens of the Kirtland pear were the long-

est of any seen. The longest set of these were nine

millimeters, or about three eighths of an inch. The
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shortest stamens seen were those of White Do^'enne.

These were five millimetres, or about three and

one-half sixteenths of an inch, or about five-ninths

as long as those of the Kirtland. The anthers

of different varieties vary somewhat in size. The

styles of apples unite at the base, forming a

stem or stipe. The styles and the stipes of flow-

ers of different varieties of apples differ in length

and diameter. Some were very densely covered with

wool or hair; some were perfectly smooth. Be-

tween these, in different varieties, we find all inter-

vening stages.

The styles of pear blossoms for a very short dis-

tance at the base, perhaps one-sixth to one-tenth of

their length, are firmly pressed together, but they

readily separate. In most cases this portion of the

styles is slightly hairy. In some cases it is perfectly

smooth. The longest styles seen were those of

Amire Joannet, and were a trifle over one decimetre

or six and one-half sixteenths of an inch in length.

The shortest styles seen were those of Howell and
White Doyenne, and were over six millimetres, or

about one-fourth of an inch in length. The short-

est styles were about three-fifths the length of the

longest.

The strongest points for describing and classify-

ing apples by their flowers are found in the styles

and their stipes. In pears these are their weakest

points.

I have examined the flowers of about thirty vari-

eties of pears, and these were mostly obtained in one

orchard, that of H. E. Bid well, Plymouth, Michigan.

This is the orchard once owned by President T. T.

Lyon. In three instances, flowers were examined

from two different localities.

I have not thought the differences in their flowers

were prominent enough to warrant much work in

attempting to classify pears in this way. I have

gone far enough to become convinced that the flowers

should be described in connection with a description

of every variety. In most cases, the description of

the flowers might not be of much practical use, but

in some cases it certainly would.

Protection to the Orchard.

BY DR. J. A. WARDER.
Fellow-members :

In the opening of this discussion, the first ques-

tion that must arise in our minds will be : What
dangers threaten us, and from what injuries are we
anxious to protect our property?

Leaving aside and out of consideration the inroads

of intruders, whether these be responsible human

beings or their domestic animals, for whose intrusion

their owners are made responsible by the laws of our

civilization, let us address ourselves to the injuries

effected by natural agencies, some of which may
perhaps appear to be quite beyond our control as to

to their movements, their coming and their going,

and yet even these climatic conditions may
prove to be, in a degree at least, within the

control of our preventive measures by means of

Prevision and Protection. For, though it be pro-

verbial that the wind bloweth where it listeth, and

the Frost biteth where it striketh, still we may, in a

great degree, protect our orchards from the sweep-

ing winds, both hot and cold, for both are equally

injurious. We may, in many cases, avoid the dis-

asters incident to driving storms of hail and sleet,

as well as from those arising from frosts and thaws,

or from sunshine and extraordinary heats, and we

may jDrotect our crops in a good degree from sudden

changes of temperature.

All these may, and often do prove sources of

greater or less injury to our orchards, and they may
all be met or avoided as disturbing agencies, by the

use of judicious preventives, or by avoidance of ex-

posure to their malign influences.

The effects of some of these causes must be

familiar to you all, who have seen the results of the

wind's action in causing the growing trees to lean

away from the stormy quarter, j)roducing crooked

and exposed trunks that become diseased. The
same forces may shake off the fruit prematurely and

will often break the branches, especially when laden

with their heavy burden of fruit, and thus produce

much damage.

In winter the winds often dessicate the twigs and

buds so completely, in long continued sleety storms

as to destroy their vitality and blacken the pith of

the shoots, thus causing great injury.

In the spring-time, wind-storms, especially those

which are accompanied by low temperature, will

blow off the pollen, or prevent its proper develop-

ment, and thus blast our cherished hopes of a

bounteous fruit-crop ; or, later in the season, when

the hot south winds come with their desolating

breath, we may see our brightest anticipations dissi-

pated by the drying up of the sap, the dessication of

the fruit and foliage, while the meridianal sun scalds

and partially cooks the former, and browns or burns

the latter, which looks as though it were scorched

with fire : truly a dismal and discouraging spectacle

to the ardent fruit-grower.

But, you may say, that these are natural con-

ditions of the elements, and incidental to the cli-

mate of portions of our country, and you may con-
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elude that they are wholly beyond our control, thus

reaching the sorry conclusion of many ;ai unfortu-

nate prairie settler, who feels powerless to combat

such disasters, who gives up in despair, and forever

relinquishes fruit-growing, declaring it impossible,

in such an unequal contest with the elements. All

such are urged to consider the possibilities, to ob-

serve what has beeu done, to learn how they have

succeeded, and adopting the motto of Nil desper-

anduni, to try, try again, as others have done, who

have at length attained success where at first there

were nothing but failures.

Having thus rapidly passed in review some of the

hindrances to success, let us now consider some of

the means which are at hand for the protection of

our orchards, and for the prevention or avoidance of

these disasters.

These consist in Ranges of higher lauds or moun-

tains, elevated sites for the orchards; sometimes

sheltered valleys may be favorably situated. Again,

one may count upon the protective efficacy of bodies

of water, of Fogs, of clouds, and even of Smoke
artificially and intentionally produced. But we may
confidently rely upon the protection furnished by

Forests, (iroves, Wind-breaks or Shelter-belts, by

Hedges, Fences, Walls and Buildings. Tiiese are

some of the various agencies that may enable us to

avoid the dreaded injuries, or that will afford us the

much needed protection from their inroads.

In the selection of sites for our orchards we may
exercise our ingenuity, and use the results of obser-

vation, in sucii a way as to avoid much damage-

Some tracts of land are naturally protected from the

angry storms of the sea-ooast, or from the cutting

winds that flow from extensive stretches of prairie

and open plain by ranges of highlands, wooded or

bare, that will ward off the winds and protect them

from their deleterious influence. Where such safe-

guards cannot be commanded, tracts of woodland

afford efficient barriers from the winds.

Valle3's, and indeed all depressions of the earth's

surface are found to be colder by some degrees than

the surrounding uplands of moderate elevation,

they have a wider range of temperature, and yet

they sometimes escape the damage of storms which

pass over these narrow depressions, striking only the

parallel ridges ou either side. Then again there

are many valleys which are peculiarly adapted to

fruit-growing, on account of their geological con-

struction and their surroundings. This advantage

may be dependent upon their sheltered condition,

being shut in from harsh winds, like the mistral of

southern Europe, or it may arise from the reflection

and alternate radiation of heat from the adjacent

sharp escarpments of tlie enclosing barriers of moun-
tains, which produce a warmer local atmosphere

that is undisturbed by the storms which sweep over

and among the higher regions without reaching the

air of these valleys. Of such a character are some
of the favored and fertile glens of southern Europe,

in which the Vine, the Fig, the Orange and the

Olive are successfully cultivated, even in the imme-

diate proximity of the perjwtual snows of the frigid

glaciers of the alpine summits around and above

them.

Lakes, Seas, and rivers often afford protection by

moderating the temperature of air-currents passing

over them, as well as by their fogs, that, like clouds,

prevent excessive cooling by radiation of heat and

thus fogs shelter the tender buds, blossoms and

fruit from the influence of the bright sunshine of

a frosty morning. In this way they act like a

vapor-bath.

Uufortuuately, fogs like the clouds are an uncer-

tain quantity, irregular in their appearance, and are

therefore unreliable as a means of protection, but

the modifying influence of large bodies of deep water

is of vast importance to the success of the fruit-

crop, in the protection of which they act in two op-

posite directions, in the autumn, winter and spring

seasons, blowing both hot and cold, as it were ; they

extend the genial season, by warding off autumnal

frosts, they moderate the rigors of winter, and re-

tard the advances of vegetation in the spring until

the summer has really set in and the vernal frosts

have been passed. The season of vegetation is not

shortened by this arrangement, and the aggregate

temperature requisite for the ripening of such deli-

cate fruits as the peach, the grape and even the fig,

is provided in many points along our northern lakes

in latitudes which, without such advantages, would

be impracticable for their successful cultivation.

The operation of these agencies is interesting and

may be here briefly indicated : In tiie autumn the

water long retains a share of the summer's tem-

perature, which it imparts to the air flowing over it,

making a genial climate at that season. Even in

tiie midst of winter, the great mass of water away

from the shore-ice remains at a temperature some

degrees above the freezing point, and it must needs

affect the temperature of cold air-currents that pass

over it, so that the atmosphere of the shores upon

which they impinge is never so cold, within a few

miles of a lake, as it is further inland.

Another great advantage arising from these bodies

of water, that are partially covered with ice in the

winter, is their influence in retarding the advances

of vegetation in the spring, as already alluded to;
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SO long as any ice remains afloat, the temperature of

the] whole body of water^continuesj nearly at the

freezing point, and the air coming in contact with

it is cooled to such a degree that vegetadon along

shorels retarded until all danger from spring frosts

is dispelled by the heats of summer, when all vege-

table life pushes forth with full vigor and without

receiving any checks. Where such bodies of water

do not exist to lend their happy influence water has

been topically applied to prevent injury from late

spring frosts, in using a simple device, by those who

may have little understood the philosophy of its

action. Thus, in the frosty limestone valleys of

Pennsylvania, the Germans protect the peach blos-

soms by placing a tub of water beneath the tree,

and after wetting a loosely twisted rope of straw,

this is led from the tub among and over the branches

and left there for the night, with the desired result.

The humid atmosphere produced by evaporation of

the liquid thus carried up by capillary action, fur-

nished the needed protection from the frost.

Under similar conditions of the atmosphere smoke

has also been used with advantage. A smothered

fire, producing a dense smudge, if placed to the

windward side of the trees to be protected, will, in

a comparatively still night, envelope the orchard

with a cloud, that acts as a hindrance to radiation

of the earth's caloric, rather than by providing any

perceptible heat from the fire.

Mere elevation of the orchard site above surround-

ing valleys will often afford the desired immunity

from frosts, especially iu the spring season ; cold air

having greater specific gravity will naturally flow

oS' and settle to the lowest places, above which the

atmosphere will remain warmer, since all the cool-

ing effect produced by radiation, arises from direct

contact of the lower stratum of the air with the

earth's surface. Hence we hear of the " Frost-line"

or limit, being at some definite elevation above the

valleys or drainage level, of the country; this point

is especially noted in broken, hilly or mountainous

regions, where it often happens that fruits which

fail to be productive in the lowlands succeed ad-

mirably on the ridges.

But the frost-line is sometimes comparatively low,

and even in gently rolling lands, as in some prairie

regions, the elevations will often escape frosts that

prove disastrous on the lower lauds : this immunity

is always most apparent where the rise or fall is

abrupt, so that the heavy stratum of cold air may

rajvdly escajie.

It should be remembered that those late spring

frosts are always worst when the atmosphere is

calm and at rest, because, when otherwise, the winds

tend to mingle the cold air of the lower strata with

the warmer air above it, that has not been chilled

by contact with the radiating surface; this fact is

so well known that we frequently hear the remark

on breezy evenings, " there will be no frost to-night

unless the wind lulls."

This much is presented respecting the natural

means of protection, and though beyond the reach

of our providing, their benefits may be secured for

our advantage, where they exist, if we but apply the

knowledge gained by observation, and if we use

prevision in selecting the site of a fruit-farm. Let

us now turn to the consideration of other means
which are more subject to our wills, and more de-

pendent upon our own efforts to make provision for

the protection of our Orchards.

The great and the available means of protection,

and such as are ajoplicable to all situations, but

which are especially valuable in the great interior

level regions of our continent, are derived from the

preservation, and from the planting anew of trees.

The natural forests exercise a most important influ-

ence upon climate, and, in many parts of the coun-

try we already begin to realize the sad results of

their too extensive removal.

Where the sheltering influence of broad areas of

Forest-lands is absent from whatever cause, bene-

ficial effects may still be obtained, in the way of pro-

tection from winds, by the judicious location of

artificial Groves, of gi-eater or less extent, which will

afford the desired relief, iu greatly modifying the

local climate. Groves of forest trees also contribute

to the beauty of the landscape, they may be quickly

produced, and they will furnish valuable and con-

tinuous crops of most useful material that is essen-

tial for the comfort and convenience of civilized

man, so that the lands appropriated to their culti-

vation are by no means to be counted as wasted or

lost to the country ; on the contrary these Groves

are a source of profit in many ways.

Wind-breaks or Shelter-belts are an essential ele-

ment of succesful farming in all prairie regions.

So too, in many parts of our once wooded country,

where man's cupidity has induced him, in a few

short years, to obliterate all traces of the original

forest over large contiguous tracts of the fertile soil,

we are simulating the conditions of the prairie coun-

try. This is painfully apparent not only in parts

of our own States, but it is also especially note-

worthy in the level plateaus of the Province of On-

tario. Here to, we already find great need for the

planting and care of these shelter-belts as a means

of protection from the winds of winter.

The Wind-break may consist of a single line of
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trees planted along the divisions of the fields, or it

may more satisfactorily be made up of several rows,

occupying a strip of land, three, four or more rods

in width. The ground must be well prepared for

planting, and tlie trees should be set closely to-

gether, and well cultivated for a few years, until

their shade covers the ground, when they may be

allowed to take care of themselves. The time re-

quired will depend upon the cliaracter of the plants

used, as some will grow more rapidly than others,

and are sooner able to take care of themselves.

In these Shelters both deciduous and evergreen

trees may be used, but it is best to plant them sep-

arately- Evergreens are the most effective, and a

narrower belt will yield the needed protection ; nor

need trees of this class be planted so closely as the

deciduous, because their lateral branches will occupy

the spaces between the shafts and complete the

screen. Among tiie evergreens adapted to this pur-

pose are the native White-Pine, the Scotcii and Aus-

triau-Pines, the Ked-Pine and even the Pitch-Pine

on thin soils ; the spruces, particularly the tall-

growing Norway Spruce, are highly recommended,

and the Hemlock in soils adapted to it, as well as

the American Arbor-Vita3, and the common Red

Cedar, which last adapts itself to so great a variety

of soils as to succeed anywhere.

The selection of deciduous trees for these bidts

may be left to the taste and judgment of the planter,

but the prairie settler is advised to observe nature's

pioneers in his first planting and to select those

hardy species, the Cotton-Woods, Box-Elders, Green-

Ash, the Elms and Soft-Maple, with the foreign

White-Willow, all hardy and adapted to the climate;

after these have become established the evergreens

may be planted under their lee, and the first part

may be thickly set with acorns and other nuts, to

supjilement the pioneers as they may be removed.

It were well to plant these storm-barriers on the

windward sides of our fields, but in an open coun-

try the intervals between them should not exceed

eiglity rods, and it may be found desirable to have

the shelter-belts much closer, or to introduce hedge-

rows of single lines of trees between the fields. The
beneficial effects of these wind-breaks are not re-

stricted to the winter season, for in windy countries

the farmer and orchardist suffers as much from the

hot and drying winds of summer, at which season

also he will frequently derive great benefit from the

partial shading produ(!ed by these rows of trees.

Hedges will furnish a good deal of protection, and

they should be introduced where the means already

mentioned are not to be applied. They may also

be well introduced as minor subdivisions of the

farm, and are especially useful about the orcliaids

as a means of protection, not only from the elements

but from other intrusion. For this purpose the

Osage-Orange is invaluable, and to the northward

the Buck-tliorn, but as a mere protective agency,

against winds, the evergreens are more potent; of

these the common Arbor-vitse, the Hemlock-Spruce,

and even the common Eed-Oedar are invaluable, but

the taller growing Norway-Spruce, with its general

adaptation to almost all soils, is preferable, and may
be considered the best of all trees for a shelter

hedge.

Evergreens, especially the conifers may be advan-

tageously introduced here and there among our

fruit trees. When so placed they have been known
to protect the trees near them while the rest of the

orchard has lost its fruit. Be not afraid of losing

the space thus occupied, for these interlopers pay a

good rent, and they second our efforts in fruit-grow-

ing both in summer and in winter, the partial shade

is often greatly beneficial at both seasons. We are

all familiar with the injurious effects of sunshine in

the summer solstice, and some of us are becoming

aware of the trying conditions caused by violent

alternations of temperature that occur in a bright

winter's day, when two thermometers suspended on

opposide sides of the same tree, one in sunshine, the

other in the shade, will indicate a difference of more

than one hundred degrees. A most trying ordeal,

one might think, for organized vegetable tissues.

Even fences and walls afford no inconsiderable

degree of protection to our fruits by breaking the

force of the winds, and the latter also, by radiating

heat at night, heljj, in no mean degree, to equalize

the extremes of temperature, which are often very

trying to our fruits. In England, as well as on the

continent of Europe, the fruit-gardens are inclosed

with walls, that are sometimesbuilt hollow, and may
be supplied with artificial heat. Some are also fur-

nished with a coping from which shelters are sus-

pended in severe weather, and thus the proprietors

are enabled to produce delicate fruits that could not

withstand the rigors of the climate if exposed. In

the same way the shelter of buildings should always

be utilized by training vines and fruit trees upon

their walls.

As a Summary of the means of Prevision and ©f

Provision to effect the Protection of our orchards

and fruit trees, the list is here repeated :

Ridges of elevated lands, or ranges of mountains

across the direction of the prevailing storm, will

ward off their rigors.

Aspect and the elevation of the orchard site above

the Frost-line promise favorable results. Shel-
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tered valleys are sometimes successfully plauted

with fruits.

Masses of water, with their influence upon the tem-

perature of the air, both iu winter and spring, in-

sure the safety of our crops, even in high latitudes-

Fogs prevent the action of frosts, and are often

very beneficial, but they are unreliable.

Smoke or Smudge will act as a cloud iu cheeking

the radiation of heat that might produce a killing

frost.

All these natural features may be taken advantage

of where they exist and may be used as means of

jjrevision by the acute and well informed orchardist.

Where the sheltering woodlands have been re-

moved by man, and where they do not naturally

exist, the following means may be and should be

provided by the careful cultivator as a means of pro-

tection to his orchards.

Forests, natural or artificial.

Groves and Copses, judiciously placed.

Artificial Wind-l/reaks or Shelter-bells, at moderate

intervals, and set across the lines of the prevailing

summer and winter winds.

Hedge-rows of trees between tlie fields.

Hedges for shelter, as subdivisions of the farm and

around orchards or fruit-gardens.

Trees, deciduous or evergreen, scattered through the

orchards.

Walls and close fences,particidarly about the gardens.

The sides of buildings should also be utilized.

The President announced the following com-

mittees :

On Poniological Rules.—T. T. Lyon, Michigan

;

Dr. J. A. Warder, Ohio; J. J. Thomas, New York;

G. M. Hovey, Massachusetts ; P. J. Berckmans,

Georgia.

On Resolutions.—Dr. J. A. Warder, of Ohio ; J.

S. Woodward, of New York; William Parry, of New
Jersey.

Our Catalogue of Fruits.

BY ISIDOR BUSH, BUSHBEKG, illSSOUKI.

The honored and beloved President of this Asso-

ciation, in his address at our last meeting in 1879,

said, that if he was asked again what was the most

important measure ever adopted by the society, he

should, after thirty years of experience, answer as

before— '' Its Catalogue of Fruits." He claims, and

we all may proudly proclaim, that from it great ad-

vantages have already resulted to the country and

the world. We owe a debt of gratitude to iMr. Barry,

Chairman of the Fruit Committee and his associates,

for the intelligence, enterj)rise and careful discrimi-

nation exercised in the preparation and correction

of its columns, which posterity will never forget. If

this Society had rendered no other service than to

give to the world its catalogue of fruits, it would

have fulfilled an important mission.

We may subscribe to all this, and yet there may
be room for further improvement. It is the aim

and purpose of these lines to suggest an improve-

ment of our catalogue, whereby it may be expected

to approximate nearer to perfection. In doing so

I am well aware of the superior ability and the pa-

tient investigation which the eminent Chairman

of the Fruit Committee has for years given to this

work. I am far from finding fault. Well aware of

his superior knowledge, and also of the difficulties

of the work, I have long hesitated about making

tliis suggestion ; but, considering that aid in this

most desirable work has been repeatedly invited

;

considering that it is the aim of the catalogue to re-

strict the worthless or indifferent kinds, and furnish

to all sections the knowledge of those fruits which

are best adapted to their respective localities, I

deemed it my duty to propose a slight modification

of the present plan, whereby the object might, per-

haps, be better attained.

Under the present plan of the Catalogue, the State

or District in which a fruit is recommended for cul-

tivation, is designated by a star (*), or if more

strongly recommeiuled, by tvvo stars (**), if recently

introduced and })romising, by a dagger (f )
; but no

desigQatioii or mark denotes that a variety, though

valuable in some localities of the State, is less

adapted, or worthless, perhaps, in others. Yet, it is

well known that such is the case with many varie-

ties of fruit.

The mere absence of a star in some States may
denote that the variety is not recommended for the

same, but it may as well mean that the variety has

not been sufficiently cultivated iu that State to be

reported on by the fruit committee. It is generally

taken in the latter sense with reference to most va-

rieties, though it cannot well be thus interpreted in

regard to some.

The well known Delaware gnx\)e, for instance, has

no star in Missouri, while it is given a stai', aye two

stars in all her surrounding States. It has certainly

been sufficiently cultivated in Missouri to establish

the fact that there also, in localities exempt from

mildew, no grape is more entitled to the star.

Where the Delaware is unreliable, on account of dis-

position to mildew, Walter and C'roton cannot be

considered promising; yet these varieties are thus

designated, while the Delaware has neither star (*)

nor dagger (f j, in our Missouri column. No doubt
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your committee is thus often at a loss to decide

whether a star should be given to a variety which,

though excellent in some localities, proves very un-

satisfactory in others of the same State, even in the

best of soils. Let them decide as they may—they

cannot, under the present plan, furnish that infor-

mation which the Catalogue is intended to give.

The dagger given to a new promising fruit is thus

often retained for ten years or longer as, from the

conflicting reports, the conscientious chairman does

not feel justified in changing the dagger to a star,

nor to leave it oflf entirely. But this is certainly apt

to mislead the fruitgrower consulting our catalogue.

When we find at one of our oldest varieties of

grapes, the Norton's Virginia, in the column of the

the State of New York, a dagger (f) designating

this grape as a "recently introduced, promising va-

riety," we need no further proof that this mode of

marking is defective.

Some foot-notes may partly remedy this defect

with regard to a few of the most important varie-

ties, but could it not be remedied more fully and

with regard to almost every variety?

I think it can, without occupying more space, or

otherwise materially changing the present plan.

Let a fruit which is deemed worthy of a place in

our catalogue, but is worthless or indifferent in one

or more of the States or Districts, be designated in

the respective columns by a zero (0) ; or if found to

succeed in certain parts of a State, but is very un-

satisfactory in other parts of the same State, let this

designated by a (§) paragraph, or some other con-

venient sign. The absence of any mark will desig-

nate that the variety is not grown, and consequently

not reported for such State. The meaning of the

designation by star and dagger would remain tlie

same as heretofore—only it would be more clear.

I do not wish, nor do I deem it necessary, to ex-

tend my remarks by examples. I would not be able

to do this witli sufficient information on other fruits

than grapes, but I may venture to assert, without

fear of contradiction, that in all kinds of fruit, vari-

eties differ in their adaptability to successful culture,

in different localities, and consequeutly the addi-

tional designations herein proposed may not be

found inapplicable.

Especially with regard to grapes, 1 may be per-

mitted to say that no existing variety, and probably

none that ever will be produced, is well adapted to

general cultivation in more than a limited portion

of this vast country. This limitation is not deter-

mined merely by isothermal lines. Success or

failure of a variety depends, not only on degrees of

heat and cold, not on earliness or lateness of seasons,

however important factors these may also be, but

on numerous other causes, some of which we can-

not, so fiir, sufficiently understand and explain.

We need but remember that the grapes we cultivate

in the United States have originated from one or

the other of several distinct species, or from crosses

between some of its varieties, and that each of those

native species is found growing wild in limited por-

tions only, of our country, and not at all in others.

Thus the wild Labnisca is a stranger to the lower

Mississippi Valley and westward. By observing

what species grows in a locality, we may safely as-

sume tliat cultivated varieties of the same species

will thrive best in that locality or its vicinity, under

otherwise proper conditions. Where the native

species does not exist, its cultivated varieties may
for a time promise excellent success ; but in many
localities this promise will, probably, sooner or later

end in disappointment. This, also, has been our

sad experience even with the Concord, which is

generally considered the most reliable, healthy, hardy

and productive grape. The remark, " succeeds

everywhere," with reference to that variety, on page

xxiv of our catalogue, can no longer be endorsed by

any experienced grape growers of the lower Missouri

and Mississippi Valley.

Permit me to suggest, therefore, that on table

viii, of our Catalogue of Fruits, " Native Grapes,"

the column " OiiiGiN," be used to designate the

species ; the present designation "Am." being suffi-

ciently shown by the Heading. A foot-note, giving

the native location of the species would then serve,

to some extent, as a guide, namely

:

Lab. {Lahrusca). Native of the East, New Eng-

land to South Carolina, extending into the Alle-

ghany mountains.

iEsT. (Aestivalis). Native of the Middle and

Southern States, uplands.

Rip. {Rijmria). Native of Lower Canada, west

to Nebraska, south to Texas, river banks.

Hybr. hybrids between Am. and Foreign ; this

might even give the species of both parents, as

Lab.x ViNiFERA to Roger's Hybrids, Rip. xViN".

to Arnold's Hybrids, &c.

Thus the Origin-column would, in a measure,

qualify the recommendation expressed by the star.

It would indicate that the Cataioba or the Concord

for instance, being Lab. varieties, but which will

certainly retain the star, for many years to come, in

nearly all grape growing States, are not as reliable

where the Labrusca is not at home, as in States

where the species abounds.

Under the somewhat modified plan, herewith pro-

posed, the Diana, Delaware, and some other very
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valuable varieties would probably receive in some

States a (§) sign, indicating their adaptness to some

peculiar locations and soils only ; whilst a zero (0)

for the Croton, as an example, would more clearly

indicate the disappointments experienced with this

variety, formerly marked as '^ most promisinf/" in

our catalogue. This is better than tlie mere omis-

sion of the dagger (f). Our catalogue may thus

save some fruit growers from useless, costly experi-

ments, and may lead others to new efforts in a proper

direction, with fruits best adapted to their res})ective

localities.

1 feel that I have broached a delicate subject and

almost fear to be considered presumptions. The
eminent Chairman of the Fruit Committee, who has

so long grappled with the difficulties of this great

catalogue may, perhaps, consider me one of a certain

class of "advice-gratis counselors," which, accord-

ing to undisputed authority (Superintendent Saun-

ders), are not yet an extinct race ; or he may justly

think of the proveb: "Fools rush in"—&c. But

fools were sometimes right, and wise men have prof-

ited from their sayings.

P. Barry. In the name of the Committee I

tender my thanks to Mr. Bush for the suggestions

he has made. I can assure him that they will re-

ceive the careful attention of the Committee on the

Catalogue.

KASPBERRIES.

Belle de Palluau.—P. Barry, of Xew York. It

is one of the finest, large red raspberries in cultiva-

tion. I do not know of anything better. It is not

as hardy as the American species, but when laid down

as all that class of raspberries ought to be, and as it

can be with very little care, it never suffers. It is

a large, valuable raspberry.

Belle de Fontouiy.—The President. I have had

it for thirty years, and it is really a valuable variety.

There is no ditllculty in producing agood autumnal

crop by cutting down the cane in the spring, and it

seems that even the suckers that come up bear. I

esteem it as a valuable variety on that account.

P. Barry. It has also been cultivated under the

name of the Victoria and Henrietta.

Brandytvine.—E. H. Scott, of Michigan. It is

grown in our section [Ann Arbor], to a consider-

able extent. Those who grow it find it a very pro-

ductive and profitable variety.

N. J. COLMAN, of Missouri. I cultivate the

Brandywine considerably, but I do not think, as a

market berry, it comes up to the Turner or Thwack.

D. Baird, of New Jersey. It is largely cultiva-

ted in New Jersey for market. It is a good carrier

but of poor quality.

The President. It sends up so many suckers

that I took it out of my garden and threw it away,

because we have so many better varieties.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. It is reasonably pop-

ular with us for market, but not so popular as

others. Our process of keeping down the suckers is

to cultivate both ways, and to treat the suckers as

weeds.

The President. The difficulty is we don't do it

when we can.

Catawissa.— P. Barry. I think it is not of suf-

ficient value to be retained in tlie catalogue.

N. J. CoLMAN. I cultivated it quite success-

fully many years ago; but rejected it. It is rejected

in my section.

The President. It is claimed to be one of the

parents of the Caroline, which is really a very great

improvement. I have no objection to its rejection.

Clarke.— N. J. Colman. We have so many
other varieties that are so much more productive

and profitable, that it ought to be rejected. That is

what we should do with it in Missouri.

II. B. Ellwangek, ofNew York. I would rather

reject almost any other other variety than the

Clarke.

L. G. Ireland, of Iowa. In Iowa we find it

worthless throughout the State. I can hardly sec-

ond the motion to reject it, because it may be valu-

able in other places. Our climate is peculiarly dry>

and we find the Clarke, especially in the western

portion of the State, completely worthless. I tried

it for several years, and never saw enough of the

fruit to know the quality of it.

C. DiCKERMAN, of Connecticut. It originated in

New Haven. We consider it one of our best vari-

eties. It is very successful there. We think it a

very desirable variety for market.

P. Barry. For a near market it will probably do.

James A. Root, of New Y'ork. It is the leading

berry in my vicinity. We cultivate it more exten-

sively than any other for family use.

B. Hathaway, of Michigan. In southwestern

Michigan it has proved tender and unproductive

when not injured by the winter, so that we have

discarded it in favor of other varieties.

P. C. Dempsey, of Ontario. We find it perfectly

hardy with us, and very jiroliflc. Rather too soft

for distant markets. For near markt-ts we find noth-

ing better.

R. Jaciv, of Quebec. Within fifteen miles of

Montreal, we find it the most proliiable berry grown

there. We do not lay it down in winter.
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M. Cole, of Georgia. By way of a contrast iii

regard to climate, I will sav that the Clarke is the

best of the varieties we cultivate.

G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. The Clarke is not

much erown in Southern Ohio for market. It is

grown for family use to some extent. It is good in

quality, and its bearing qualities are too good to

reject it from the catalogue, at this time at any

rate. Let it remain two years more, at least.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. There are those who
consider it very desirable for early market, and it is

cultivated quite extensively with us, while there are

others in the immediate neighborhood who deem it

entirely unprofitable. Some maintain the idea that

its blossoms are imperfect, and consequently that it

fertilizes imperfectly.

The President. It is cultivated a good deal in

Massachusetts.

J. W. Manning, of Massachusetts. I saw a

patch of half an acre, perhaps, at North Denver,

Colorado, a year ago last July, and it was bearing

most abundantly. It was on the ground of J. H.

Newcomb. I gathered some of the berries, and

they were very fine indeed. He lays them down

and covers them in the fall, and they are doing

well.

Delaware.—T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. I tried it

a short time, and find it lacking in quality. Very

beautiful berry; produces remarkably well. It is

rather fine. It is not likely to take a high position.

G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. It is a very hand-

some berry, and the quality is remakably good. I

should say a dagger would be sufficient for Ohio.

Fastoljff.—N. J. Colman, of Missouri. It is alto-

gether t-o tender for Missouri.

G. W. Trowbridge. I shall say the same for

Ohio. It has never been satisfactory with us, ex-

cept at a few points along the lake shore, where the

English gardeners know how to take care of it.

T. K. I'ahkek, of Khode Island. It is grown to

some extent near Providence, and very much liked.

It will not bear much carriage. The berries in the

neighborhood of Providence are disposed of by

being carried a short distaace, consequently all that

class of berries do very well about there.

Franconia.—Tlie President. That berry was

sent out from Boston. It was imported by Samuel

G. Perkins, some forty or fifty years ago, from a

house in Paris. I have never seen the name in any

European catalogue, but it is really a very valuable

variety. We have gone by it, looking lor neiv

things, some of which are not as good. I should

recommend the Franconia as being a very excellent

standard variety, firm enough for market, too.

B. G. Smith, of .Massachusetts. I have grown

the Franconia for twenty years at Cambridge, on the

same ground, with uniform success. I think that

is a little remarkable. The present year I received

the first prize from the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society for the Franconia^ I have tried a good

many popular varieties, and that, for my family, is

the most satisfactory of any, thus far.

C. DitiKERMAN, of Connecticut. It does very

finely in New Haven. I think it is one of the best

varieties.

J. S. Woodward, of New York. The most ex-

tensive plantation of Raspberries we have at Lock-

port, and the most successful one is the Francoyiia.

It has been grown some twelve or fifteen years on

the same ground, without renewing.

A. D. CapeN, of Massachusetts. I have raised

it on the same soil for about twenty-five years,

without renewal, some plants are ten feet high

now.

The President. Dy you mean to say, the same

hill, in the same place ?

A. D. Capen. They have not been removed for

twenty-five years.

The Prhsident. I guess you give them a little

manure.

A. D. Capen. I can only say they have been

manured but once in twenty- five years; but they

have got something underneath in the shape of

soil that will help them along.

B. G. Smith. The Belle of Fontenay will do the

same. I have known them to be grown on the same

soil for twenty years. But their treatment has been

somewhat different from tliat of my friend Capen.

They have been fertilized abundantly every year.

N. J. Colman, of Missouri. I do not think that

is a good practice to recommend. I think a great

deal better results will be obtained by changing the

location of raspberries, and other small fruits, often-

er than once in twenty-five years.

B. G. Smith. " The proof of the pudding is in

the eating." I believe I remarked that I received

the highest prize this year from the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society for FranconicCs picked from

these hills that have been twenty years in the same

})lace.

N. J. Colman. If you had changed them, you

would have got two prizes.

W. C. Strong, of Massachusetts. The Franconia

is the variety most likely to receive the first prize

from our Society at the present time.

French.—P. Barry. It is a large, fine, rasp-

berry, and I think not as much cultivated as it

ought to be.
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The President.—That is a variety produced by

Dr. Briuckle by absolute cross fertilization by hand.

It is a vigorous grower. I do not think it is a very

great bearer, but it is a very excellent fruit.

Golden-Gap.—T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. I move

that it be stricken out. It is utterly unsalable, on

account of its color.

P. Barry. Rather a poor thing.

The President. All these milk-and-molasses

colored varieties I dislike. They are unsalable in

our market.

Gregg.—E. H. Scott, of Michigan. It is the

most profitable black-cap grown in south-eastern

Michigan. I have grown it on my place, and it

brings me six dollars a bushel in our market.

N. J. CoLMAN. We have in Missouri a nnmber

of these golden-caps, belonging to the black-cap

family, of different shades; but I do not recom-

mend the black-cap family, of that kind, especially.

They are not always productive. They succeed in

some localities very well, but they are a poor mar-

ket berry.

P. M. Augur, of Connecticut, We have raised

several of these yellow berries under different names.

We find them decidedly undesirable. The market

does not call for them. They are like the white

currant—hard to get rid of.

S. tlAPE, of Georgia. We have tried them in our

locality, and they are worthless.

I. C. Eaucliff, of Indiana. The Gregg is a

native of our State, and it is the berry of the State.

B. Hathaway, of Michigan. I have grown the

Gregg ever since it was sent out. In southwestern

Michigan, where I am located, a great many varie-

ties fail, and some that are highly recommended in

other parts of my own State. I am in a section of

the State that is not protected by the lake at all.

But the Gregg has proved hardy and remarkably

productive. 1 like it the best of any black-cap I

have ever handled.

Dr. J. A. Warder, of Ohio. My Greggs all dried

away upon the ground this year. I could not get

the workmen to go and pick them. All that has

been said in regard to the vigor, hardiness and pro-

ductiveness of the Gregg is correct, and it will ship

any distance.

Prof. Beal. Did it dry up any worse than any

thing else?

Dr. J. A. Warder. Oh, yes; the Thornless was

delicious to the last. It is a good deal earlier, to be

sure, and had gone through with the drought when

the Gregg had a little rain to help it.

W. C. Strong, of Massachusetts. It is the best

of the black-caps with me, but our Boston market

will not take it.

N. J. CoLMAN. I visited Mr. Hower's raspberry

jiatch, covering a large number of acres, and it was

very badly cut down by the winter, so that he only

got a partial crop this year.

P. Barry. Last winter was exceptionally severe.

S. Hape. The black-caps have succeeded best

with us in Georgia. I fruited the Gregg for several

years, but with no satisfaction whatever. For some

cause or other, it did not begin to compare with

some other varieties.

P. M. Augur. The Gregg is very satisfactory in

Connecticut in every respect, except one. It comes

late, when blackberries and peaches come in usually

from the South, and after people get a little tired of

raspberries.

E. P. Roe, of New York. I have tried the Gregg

for several years side by side with nearly every black-

cap that I could procure, thinking that would be a

fairer way to test it than to grow it in some isolated

spot, under different conditions from the others,

and I must confess that the Gregg has taken the

lead. I clung to the Mammoth Cluster as the best

black-cap raspberry that we had, and proliably

should have for a long time, but, side by side with

the Mammolh Cluster, the Gregg was equally hardy,

more vigorous, and equally productive.

G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. The Gregg stands

the winter in Southern Ohio as well as any rasp-

berry, except the Turner. In fact, the Turner was

the only one that was iron-clad and stood the cold

of last winter.

J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey. We have fruited

the Gregg two years, and think it worthy of two

stars in our State.

E. H. Scott, of Michigan. We had, last year, a

wet spell, and I picked them in the rain, and they

reached the market in perfect order, and had the

same vigor that they did in a dry time.

D. Baird, of New Jersey. I think we are divided

in our counsels about New Jersey. I should think

one star would be sufficient for that State.

Herstine.—I>i: J. A. Warder, of Ohio. I look

upon the Herstine, from the result of my own per-

sonal experience, as the best of all the Herstine

seedlings of that class. It is not perfectly hardy,

but it is very easily protected. A little brush or

corn fodder thrown among the plants in the autumn

is sufficient protection, and if, perchance some of

the plants do suffer, I believe they bear all the bet-

ter for it. I had Herstines on my table this year

for eight weeks, and they were universally admired.

I do not recommend it for market, unless it be a
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near one, but it is a very tine, liandsonie table rasp-

berry. It requires care in handling and shipping,

like all its class.

0. B.HADWEN,of Massachusetts. I have cultivated

the Herstine for a few years, and I fully concur in

what has been said by Dr. Warder. It is a berry

that gives us a prolonged season. I do not quite

agree with him in relation to its character as a mar-

ket fruit. For cultivators who live near a market,

it is an admirable berry. The fine color of the

Hersfine always sells it. It has a good flavor, also,

and in New England it has proved hardy thus far,

and perhaps more productive than any of the red

raspberries, if we except the Northumherland. Of
course, in Massachusetts, it is with difficulty we can

sell any raspberry except the red varieties, and we
regard the Herstine as one of the most profitable red

raspberries we cultivate, for those who live near a

market. I think for Massachusetts, it should stand

at the head of the list for the general cultivator.

B. H ATHAWA Y, of Michigan. The remarks of Dr.

Warder show conclusively, as I think, the necessity

of choosing varieties adapted to climatic conditions.

With me, the Herstine seldom gives more than a

quarter crop, it is so liable to be winter killed, and

even when protected, it seems to be so tender that

it is seriously affected by the winters ; whereas, with

such a variety as the Turnei; I have not seen the

first top injured even by last winter. I will say,

with reference to the hardiness of the Gregg, that it

was not injured so much last winter as the 3Iam-

moth Cluster, yet I supposed it was injured pretty

badly, and cut back quite severely in the spring.

But it came out wonderfully, and produced a re-

markable crop.

P. C. Dempset, of Ontario. I have cultivated

the Herstine for some years, and find it very profit-

able. I find very little difficulty in shipping it 'i'ib

miles. I think it could be successfully shipped, if

we could only succeed in having baskets made suf-

ficiently shallow and small. We have no raspljerries

that have paid us more money than the Clarke and
the Herstine. We practice the shortening-in sys-

tem, cutting our plants down to from one foot to a

foot and a half in height in the sjjring. If the

stalks are very strong, we allow them to stand a

little higher.

Hornet.— P. Barry. It is not much known, I

think. It is a French variety, and has been culti-

vated a good many years.

The President. I think that the Hornet siiould

be cultivated. It is a vigorous, strong grower, and
produces large firm fruit. We have had some

specimens shown here at the exhibitions of the Hor-

ticultural .Society, but, as I said yesterday, like some

other things which came out with great eclat at the

time, it passed away for a while, and now it is com-

ing up again. After I had possessed it twenty

years, I gave some plants to Captain Moore, who
makes everything grow, and he comes in and carries

off the first prizes. I think it ought to be grown
more extensively than it is.

0. B. Hadwen, of Massachusetts. Other kinds

than the true one have been disseminated as the Hor-

net. The Belle de Fontenayv/a,s, \)\.\towt first as the

Hornet, but within the last few years we have got the

true variety. It is grown in Worcester County, and

promises well. It is a very vigorous grower, and

produces a large, marketable berry. I think it is

worthy the attention of any one who is willing to

take the trouble to cover his raspberries in winter.

All raspberries of that character need covering in

the winter in New England.

P. Barry. And in New York.

C. Dickerman, of Connecticut. It has not

proved successful with me, and I have discarded it

entirely. I cultivated it some fifteen or twenty

years ago.

Hudson River Antwerp.—E. P. Roe. I have had

it ever since I have cultivated Iruits on the Hudson.

I have visited the plantations at Marlboro, Green-

wich, and otlier places, where it was once growing

very extensively, and I find it is growing out of cul-

ture, because, for some reason, the vitality in the

variety has gone out, and in addition, the disease

called the "curled leaf " seems to be attacking all

the chief plantations. At Marlboro, some gentle-

men who have the most at stake, have tried a great

many remedies, but have found nothing that will

reach it. I have come to the conclusion that the

first thing to be done is to put the plants on entirely

new ground ; and by doing that, I have got a vigor-

ous plantation of the Hudson River Antwerp—
more so than I have had for many years.

Prof C. V. Riley, of the District of Columbia. I

am satisfied that that curl is not a disease of the

plant, but the product of an insect, and I think that

pretty severe pruning at the proper season will cure

it. There is no reason why that should not be

checked, being the work of an insect, the Psylla

tripvnctata. It begins by a single individual, and if

properly attended early in the season, I think it

would be checked. It is a very serious trouble. No
application would do any good, the insect is so

thoroughly sheltered by the curl that its own punc-

ture produces.

EneveVs Giant.—The President. That ought

to be grown more extensively than it is. It is one
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of the very finest varieties, and wlien it was grown

here, years ago, nothing could compete with it. It

always took the highest prize at the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society. But somehow or other it has

got mixed, and it is very difficult to get the true

kind. Certainly, it is very difficult to find a rasp-

berry as handsome and as good as Knevefs GianL

C. DiCKEKMAN, of Connecticut. I have that

variety, and it proves one of the very best,

0. B. Hadwen, of Massachusetts. I have had

Knevet's Giant for twenty years, and still have it.

It is a large berry, very showy : good flavor

;

only moderately productive, and a liitle inclined to

break as you pull it from the stem. I think it is a

berry well worthy of cultivation.

Orange—Brinckle's —L. G. Ireland, of Iowa.

It is completely worthless in Iowa. Tender, and

not productive.

P. Barry, of New York. I regard :t as the finest

of raspberries for my own use. I never wish to be

without it.

The President. The same with me.

N. J. CoLMAN, of Missouri. As an amateur va-

riety, we consider it valuable in Missouri: but it

needs protection in some of our winters. In quality,

color and form, we think it very admirable indeed.

B. Gr. Smith, of Massachusetts. It is considered

very valuable in this region. We have a great

many.

E. P. Roe, of New York. Mr. Downing has often

reniai'ked to me tluit he has cultivated it ever since

he cultivated raspberries, and in his opinion (which

we all honor), it was beyond a doubt the standard

of raspberries in flavor and in the finest qualities

that make a raspberry. Of course, we have got to

recognize the fact, that it is one of those foreign

varieties whicli must have the conditions essential

to its growth. Where you have light, sandy soil.

and a hot sun, you cannot grow BrincTcle's Orange,

unless some unusual provision is made for shade and
moisture ; but wherever experience has shown that

it can be grown, I think we will all agree that it is

the standard of excellence for family use. For mar-

ket, it has no value at all, because the market will

not receive it.

The President. It is unquestionably one of

the very finest as regards quality. It is not a very

vigorous grower, and it requires pretty good soil and

careful watching.

0. B. Hadwen, of Massachusetts. It is emphat-

ically a good berry for family use. I do not recom-

mend it for market. It is very sensitive to extreme

heat and wet, and a good crop will be spoiled by

either of those conditions. But, for family use, all

those who will take pains to make the land very

rich, and give it, as Mr. Roe has said, a little shade,

will have a berry which is unequalled as a rasp-

berry.

J. W. Manning, of Massachusetts. It seems to

be in general demand, and it is a difficult thing to

get plants to supply the market. I sell them so

close every year I have none left to jjropagate from.

It is my favorite of all raspberries.

P. Barry, of New York. We are always short

of it.

The President. Yes, sir; and everybody else.

Philadelphia.—N. .J. Colman, of Missouri. The
Philadelphia is a good market variety in Missouri,

about .St. Louis. We discarded it for a time, think-

ing we would get something bette", but in later

years a number of our growers have gone back to it.

We think quite fiivorably of it as a market berry.

L. G. Ireland, of Iowa. Very fair and pro-

ductive in Iowa, and entirely hardy.

E. S. Rogers, of Missouri. The Philadelphia

does not succeed at all around Kansas City.

Cole, of Georgia. The Philadelphia is one of

the few red varieties that do well in Georgia.

James A. Root, of New York. • The Clarke is

far preferable both in productiveness and in quality,

and about as good for market as the Philadelphia.

Mr. Hathaway, of Michigan. The Philadel-

phia, with us, is really the most reliable of all the

red raspberry family that I have tested, except,

probably, the Turner, and it is more productive than

the Turner. We grow it as a market berry.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. It is growing out of

favor with us, rather than in. Its color is against

it, and its tenderness is against it.

Turner.—N. J. Colman, of Missouri. The
'Turner, among market raspberries in the West, is

what the Baldwin is among apples here at the

East, and what the Jonathan is among apples at

the West. There is no variety, unless it be the

TIrivack, which is a close rival, which is so uniformly

hardy and productive as the Turner. It is culti-

vated by the twenty and thirty acres, and is the

market berry of the region about St. Louis.

S. Hape, of Georgia. We have fruited it the

present year, and it proves to be successful. I think

it is going to be a very valuable sort with us among
the red varieties. I am very well pleased with it,

indeed.

G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. The Turner is

perfect in all respects with us, except one : that is,

it is a little too soft for luarket.

L. G. Ireland, of Iowa. In Iowa, it is the lead-

ing berry in every respect, of the red varieties.
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E. P. RiiE. of New York. I have placed the

Turner side by side with about twenty-five other

raspberries, grown on tiie same ground, under pre-

cisely the same conditions, and, with the exception

of the CutJibini, it is the most vigorous of the rasp-

berries, in every respect. I think I saw the same

fruit in Georgia under the name of the ^SoM^AevM

Thornlcss. I could not distinguish it from the

Turner. I think, therefore, it is peculiarly well

adapted to extreme Southern culture, as well as

Northern culture. Its characteristic of throwing

out an imm.Tise number of suckers must be thor-

oughly checked. If that is done for two or three

years, that tendency will decline ; and if that ten-

dency is checked, and the stool reduced to four or

five canes, and then cut back remorselessly, I think

you will find that the Turner vi\\\ produce almost as

large and as good a raspberry as any we have. I

have never known it to be killed by any weather

we have on the Hudson.

E. H. Scott, of JVTichigan. It is the best rasp-

berry we have in Eastern Michigan.

N. J. CoLMAN, of iVIissouri. I want to say, in

reference to the point made by Mr. Eoe, that I pro-

cured this berry first under the name of the South-

ern Seedling, or Southern Thornless, and cultivated

it two or three years before I got the Turner. I

afterward got the Turner and compared them, and

they are identical ; so that the Southern Tliornless

or the Southern Seedling, may be considered as the

Turner. I think that was first known as the South-

ern Seedling, and my recollection is, tiiat Prof.

Turner, of Jackson, Illinois, first called attention to

its merits, and that it was called the Turner, after

him.

J. T. LovBTT, of New Jers.-y. The Turner is

Baldwin's Choice. I bought some of Baldivin's

Choice, and cultivated it very carefully, thinking it

was something very fine, and found it was the

Turner.

P. Barry, of New York. Where did yon get it

under that name ?

J. T LovETT. I think it came from Ohio. The
Turner is best for home use; not firm enough for

market.

Geo. W. Trowbrid«e, of Ohio. A. J. Markey,

living some ten or twelve miles from Cincinnati,

on a very favorable locality for raising small fruits,

had a phintation of raspberries with which he had

been supplying Cincinnati for several years, with

a very choice quality of red raspben-ies. The Cin-

cinnati Horticultural Society appointed a commit-

tee to visit his ground, and see what it was, liow

beautiful it was, character of growtii, etc. He had

always concealed the name. The committee visited

the ground, and were astonished at the immense

amount of fruit they saw. He had at that time

plants enough to set out thirty-five acres. In con-

versation with him, we found out that he got it

under the name of Baldwin's Choice, from Illinois.

We recognized it immediately as the Turner ras-

Ijerry.

Z. S. Ragan, of Missouri. We ship it in fruit

boxes, and find that it bears transportation well in

that way. Our best cultivators cut it back to from

one foot to three feet in the spring. We generally

cultivate and plow the ground over to cut down the

suckers. We find the Turner and the Tliwack the

most profitable raspberiies we have. They are both

hardy and productive. The Thwack can be ship-

jied seven hundred miles to Denver, very readily.

The Turner will not ship so far.

[G. F. B. Leighton, of Virginia, in tiie Chair.J

NEW varieties.

Hopkins.—N. J. Colman, of Missouri. I wish

to call attention to a seedling that originated near

Kansas City, Missouri, which is known as the Hop-

kins. It is of the black-cap variety. It has been

tried there for several years, and it is the universal

opinion, I believe, that it is in all respects superior

to the Gregg. It is larger, better, pulpier, not so

much seed. It is hardy, and does not suffer so much
from the winters as even the Gregg.

Z. S. Ragan, of Missouri. In addition to what

Col. Colman has said, there are a few other points

that might be stated in favor of the Hopkins. We
have had it on exhibition for two years, side ])y side

with the Miami, Mammoth Cluster and Gregg,

and it has taken the premium. The canes are very

strong, perfectly hardy, and it has this advantage

over any other black-cap we have : it comes into

market a few days earlier, which renders it very

valuable. If it succeeds in other localities as well

as it does where it originated, we think it is a

berry you will be proud of. The quality is a little

better than the Gregg, the Miami or the Mammoth
Cluster. It is juicy. It is not a berry that will

bear long shipment.

Hoosier Mammoth.—J. T. Lovett, of New Jer-

sey. I have fruited it for two years. I do not think

it superior to the Gregg in any respect.

Souhegan Black-Cap.—J. W. Manning, of Mas-

sachusetts. I spoke of the Souhegan Black-cap two

years ago, at Rochester. Since then some plants

have gone out, and several have written to me to

know if more plants can be had. Mr. Downing
writes me that he thinks there is no black-cap com-
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parable to it. It is of good quality aud very

early.

J. T. LovETT, of New .Jersey. I have fruited it

two years, and in all my life I never saw a berry to

compare with it in any way. The bushes are one

mass of fruit One small bush jiroduced three

quarts. It is very early. The berry is larger than

the Dooh'ffle, not as large as the Gregg
;

jet black
;

quality good, and ten days earlier than the Doolittle.

It is even earlier than Davison's Thornless. I re-

gard it as a very valuable black-cap. It is hardier

than the Gregg. It was not injured the past winter

;

the Gregg was somewhat.

P. Bakry, of New York. I have never seen

one of the black-cap varieties but what bore

enough, except Davison's Tliornless. That is not

very productive.

Outlibert.—J. A. Root, of New York. I would

like to hear something about the Outlibert.

E. H. Scott, of Michigan. My neighbor and

myself have about ten acres of it, and there is no

berry that is so profitable for market; no red rasp-

berry that does so well every way as the Outlibert.

E. P. Roe, of New York. I have grown it side

by side with everything I could find, almost, in the

way of raspberries, and it has certainly surpassed

them all in vigor, size, productiveness, and hardi-

ness. I have never yet lost a plant by winter kill-

ing. I have never given it any protection. It will

grow on very light soil ; it will stand variations of

drouth and wet, especially drouth, better than any

kind I know of. As for as my e.xperience goes, it is

certainly the best raspberry for general cultivation,

for all climates and soils, that I have ever seen.

G.W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. The Outlilert, with

me, has scarcely met my expectations so far as the

vines are concerned. They were badly injured last

winter. My soil is pretty strong clay and they

made a vigorous growth. The probability is, the

canes did not ripen. I am pleased with the appear-

ance of the fruit, and its quality. It handles well

and ships well. The only drawback I see about it

is, that it is very late. I think it prolongs the sea-

son a little too far to be profitable.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. It came out of last

winter entirely uninjured. It is very valuable for

our markets.

E. P. Roe, of New York. They were so produc-

tive with me this year that I could not get pickers

enough to pick them. Part of my crop spoiled.

E. H Scott, of Michigan. That was the case

with us at Ann Arbor, last season.

Oaroline.—J. P. Lovett, of New Jersey. I would

suggest that the Oaroline be added to the list. It

is an excellent berry, aud the only good raspberry

that we can grow in New Jersey.

P. Barry, of New York. That is a yellow berry,

and the best of that color, except the Brinckle's

Orange.

G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. We grew the

Oaroline this j'ear for the first time. I can only say

that I am well pleased with it. It is hardly des-

tined to be a market berry, but amateur cultivators,

who do not want to take the trouble to grow Brinc-

kle's Orange, will find the Oaroline a desirable berry.

It was as hardy as the Turner.

P. Barry, of New York. I concur in this

estimate of the Caroline.

E. P. Roe, of New York. I have heard those

who were very partial to Brinckle's Orange say that

the Caroline was veiy rarely equal to it in quality.

It is very hardy, vigorous and productive.

H. B. Ellwanger, of New York. I think the

quality of the 6'«ro?i'Me, as compared with Brinckle's

Orange, has been exaggerated. It it inferior to

Brinckle's Orange, in my opinion, and wherever that

variety can be grown, I should advise every one to

do so, and not attempt to raise the Oaroline.

E. P. Roe, of New York. I would like to call at-

tention to the Centennial Black. I received it from

the West, and it has seemed to me, one of the best

black-caps, perhaps the best, I have ever grown. I

think it will be a rival of the Souliegan. I have not

had sufHcient experience with them to say which is

the most productive, but it has certainly excited the

wonder and admiration of every one who has seen

it. It is very early—ripening about the same time

as the Souliegan.

N. J. CoLMAN, of Missouri. I was in hopes to

hear something about the Parnell. I suspect it is

an old variety, that has been overlooked. It has

proved hardy with us. It is a large, conical berry,

and sells in the market at a high price.

G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. The Parnell is a

Cincinnati variety. I endorse all that the Colonel

has said in regard to its beauty and peculiar form,

which make it very remarkable and striking. Its

flavor is good. It has enough acidity to make it

acceptable to some, perhaps not so much to others.

It never winter kills, but it sometimes spring kills,

which is just about as bad. It needs protection.

E. P. Roe. I have found no difBculty with their

winter killing since I have had them. I have won-

dered why they were not more pojiular,

J. A. Warder, of Ohio. In the neighborhood of

Cincinnati, it is about the tenderest of all tender

raspberries, always excepting our good Dr. Turner's

pet.
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P<i/rlcia>i.— E. P. KuE, of New York. I would

liko to Ciill attention to a raspberry that Mr. Down-
ing imported from France, and tlie name of which

was lost. It is a very showy raspberry, and I tiiini\

it is going to succeed. I call it the Patrician,—
simply to give it a name for the present.

Osceola.—L. G. Ireland, of Iowa. We have in

the extreme northwest of [owa a seedling known as

the Osceola Seedling. It originated in Osceola

County, and it is hoped that it will prove very re-

liable in that section. The color is very dark. It

is not very firm, and will not prove a great market

berry. Its great merit is the extreme hardiness of

the caue. I have never seen a single cane injured

by the most severe winters we have had. It would

not be desirable in the east, probably, from the fact

tiiat they have others that are bettei-, but it can be

cultivated in the extreme west and northwest.

Reliance.—G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. I have

had no experience with the cultivation of the Re-

liance personally, but I have observed it growing.

It is very nearly the color of the Philadelphia. I

think it is a seedling of the Philadelphia. It is a

very rank, strong grower. The berry is larger than

the Philadelphia. 1 simply made up my mind if I

desired to grow the Philadelphia 1 would grow the

Reliance.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. It is a slight improve-

ment on the Philadelphia. It is firm, very pro-

ductive, and rather better than the Philadelphia.

E. P. KoE, of New York. I should regard it as a

very great improvement on the Philadelphia.

J. S. Collins, of New Jersey. The Reliance is

quite valuable in West Jersey. It is an improve-

ment on the Philadelphia, I think. It is a fine

berry, good quality, much better than the Brandy-

wine in quality, and larger, but its dark color is a

great objection to it as a market berry.

Thwack.—N. J. Colman, of Missouri. I would

like to have the experience of gentlemen with the

Thivach as a market berry.

E. P. EoE, of New York. I have discarded the

Thwack, it is so much inferior to other kinds that

we can grow.

J. T. LovETT, of New Jersey. The Thwack is

very poor in New Jersey.

G. W. Trowbridge, of Ohio. It has one qual-

ity that will recommend it. It will ship almost any-

where. You could ship it to China probably.

N. J. CoLMAN, of Missouri. As a market berry

in Missouri, I think it is not surpassed by any, un-

less it is the Turner. It is hardy, it is prolific, and
we get good sized berries, if it is cut back, as it

ought to be. I recollect there was considerable dis-

cussion two years ago as to how far the raspberry

should be cut back, and I am glad that the position

I then took has been confirmed by different speak-

ers ; that is, that it should be cut back to twenty or

twenty-four inches, especially market varieties like

the Thwack and the Turner. We have some larare

plantations of the Thwack, and it brings a good

price. Buyers do not generally look so much to

quality as they do to the color of the berry. It

suckers badly, like most of those varieties
; yet those

suckers can be kept down by cultivation, just as

weeeds are kept down ; and while I do not feel like

arguing it, yet I say that the Thwack, in our section

of the country, is valuable as a market variety.

G. W. Campbell, of Ohio. I should advise cut-

ting the Thwack and the Brandiiwine to a foot

under ground.

A recess was taken till 3 o'clock.
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THIRD DAY-AFTERNOON SESSION.

The meeting was called to order at 3 o'clock,

Vice-President Barry in the chair, and the subject

of Blackberries was taken up for discussion.

BLACKBERRIES.

Ancient Briton and Barnard. T. T. Lyon, of

Michigan. They are both starred for Michigan.

I see no reason to change the opinion I have previ-

ously expressed in regard to them, and yet they are

not cultivated to any great extent.

Dorchester.—B. G. Smith, of Massachusetts. It

continues to do well in Massachusetts, although

rather tender.

Snyder.—P. Barry. That is a variety that has

been recommended, particularly for its hardiness.

T. T. Lyun, of Michigan. The Snyiler is quite

hardy with us, but not entirely so. The blackberry

suffers more from a severe winter than almost any-

thing else, owing to the fact that a little injury to

the top is fatal to almost the whole crop. The

Snyder is not exempt from that with us. It is

rather small, but is of good (piality, and is very

popular.

P. Barry. I see it reported from the West as

being the hardiest of all the varieties.

Wm. Parry, of New Jersey. It does well in

New Jersey. Perfectly hardy there ; very product-

ive, though the fruit is not of the largest size. If

the fruit was equal in size to the Wilson or the

Kittatinny, we might place it at the head of the

list; but I may state, after an experience of several

years, that the Snyder has netted more money than

either the Wilson or the Kittatiny, on account of its

great productiveness.

Wachusett.—P. Barry. That variety is said not

to be as thorny as others, and it may have some

advantages on that account.

0. B. Hadwen, of Massachusetts. The Wachu-

sett is grown in Worcester County, and perhaps is

more pmlitably grown than any other variety, it

being perfectly hardy, of good size, good quality,

and exceedingly productive. It is also compara-

tively free from thorns. It is not as strong and

rampant a grower as some of the blackberries, but

it makes sure wood. I have seen the bushes com-

pletely covered with fruit. It needs rather high cul-

tivation. It is no use to attempt to cultivate the

Wachusett in our section without being very liberal

in the application of manures.

J. W. Manning, of Massachusetts. I think it

needs high cultivation to get a large crop. With

high cultivation and heavy manuring, you will get

an enormous crop.

Wilson's Early.—T. T. Lyon, ofM ich igan. Th.it

is considerably grown in southwestern Michigan,

and yet it is not as popular as some others.

Wm. Parry, of New Jersey. Wilson''s Early has

been the standard blackberry in New Jersey, and

there is more fruit of that kind sent to tlie Phila-

delphia and New York market than all other black-

berries put together, although the patches are not as

productive as they were a few years ago, probably

on account of neglect in cultivation, to some extent,

and the time that it has been in cultivation, I think

has something to do with it. I think that the black-

berry, like the raspberry and the strawberry, after

a term of years, will run out, and we want to keep

up the stock by raising seedlings from our best

specimens. I have now seedlings from the Wilson

which are as full of life, vigor, and productiveness,

and the first is of as excellent quality, as ever the

old Wilson was in its best days, and far stronger at

the present time than the old Wilson that is planted

side by side with them. One of the drawbacks of

the Wilson is its tendency to double flower, which

is evidently to be traced to neglect of cultivation.

Kittatinny.—T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. It is

more tiian usually subject to what is called "red

rust" with us, but it is more popular aiul nujre gen-

erally planted than any of our market varieties.

NEW VARIETIES.

Taylor's Prolific.—J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey.

Taylors Prolific is quite a promising berry with us.

It is not so large as the Kittatinny, but seems free

from disease, quite prolific and good. I think it

originated in Indiana.

T. T. Lyon. I saw some patches in Southwestern

Jlichigan this spring that were in abundant bloom,

while the A'ittatiiiny, and some of our older varie-

ties, were almost entirely destitute of bloom. It
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seems to be perfectly hardy, and the blossom buds

were not injured by the winter.

P. Barry. Host is the size of the fruit as com-

pared with the Kittatinny or Lawton ?

T. T. Lyon. With me, Taylor's Prolific is larger

than the Snyder and not so large as the Kittatinny

—about half way between the two. The quality is

very fine, equal to the Kittatinny, and it seems to

be equally hardy with the Snyder. I think it will

be valuable to supplement the Snyder, in places

where other varieties will not succeed.

I. Bush, of Missouri. I had a fine patch of Kit-

tatinny, until some three years ago, when the orange

fungus or rust broke out, and of course destroyed

the whole patch, and I pulled it out. I do not know

whether it would be advisable to plant any other

variety. I have been afraid it would be attacked

by the same fungus disease, and have not tried it.

J. W. Manning, of Massachusetts. That fungus

is confined in my ground to the Kittatinny and

WiUoJi. The blackberry that takes the premium

here at the Horticultural Society is almost invari-

ably the old Dorclieder.

J. T. LoVETT, of New Jersey. In my ground,

where I have several varieties, on either side of the

Kittatinny, which rusted badly, the other varieties

were not affected at all. The Wilson, Taylor and

Snyder were all entirely free from it.

Wm. Parry, of New Jersey. There is one other

variety which I have not heard mentioned, which I

obtained from Indiana, at the same time I obtained

Taylor's Prolific, some five or sis years ago, under

the name of Wallace. The plant is remarkably

rampant, and perfectly hardy. The size of the berry

is medium, not as large as the Lawton or Wilson.

It is a good berry and fairly productive.

PEACHES.

Vice-President Barry, of New York. We will

take up some of the new kinds. The first on the

list of the new ones is the Alexander. What is to

be said of that?

Samuel Hape, of Georgia. The Alexander does

riMuarkably well in our section. Our Pomological

Society have had on their tables nearly all the new

varieties, and we have found nothing in point of

size, earliness and shipping qualities, that would

compare with the Alexander. It is in some locali.

ties a little inclined to rot, but it is just one of those

varieties that we do not see how we could get along

without. It is true, there are some so much like it

in appearance, time of ripening, &c., that it is hard

to distinguish the difference, but we find it a peach

that sells remarkably well, and gives satisfaction in

7

every way. It ripens about the first of June in the

vicinity of Atlanta, and continues for perhaps three

weeks. It is a very showy peach indeed, and one

that we have obtained an excellent price for in the

Northern markets, from Cincinnati on to New
York.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. Do the growers make

any distinction between that and Amsden's June f

S. Hape. We have not been able to decide that

there was any difference. Our State Horticultural

Society at its last meeting decided that there was no

difference.

T. T. Lyon. The Amsdens are becoming very

prominent with us asmarket varieties, being shipped

extensively, although the larger proportion of the

plantations are not yet in bearing, but some of the

earlier planted ones are beginning to bear well. We
find that in our light soil, and especially with open

exposures they are a little inclined to rot. The same

is true of the supposed parent, which comes a couple

of weeks later, the Hale. They are growing in

reputation among our planters, and are likely to be-

come prominent with us.

E. S. RagAN, of Missouri. I have had an Alex-

ander in bearing for some years, and I have some-

times thought there was some difference between

that and the Amsden. I have them both culti-

vated side by side, and I have thought the Amsden

colors a little more than the Alexander, and per-

haps the Alexander is a shade the largest. They

are both quite popular peaches, and commence rip-

ening with me about the 12th of July, but they are

not generally well ripened up until about the 20th.

They are not so subject as their parent, the Hale,

to rot. Very little rot has shown itself with my

Alexander or Amsden. It seems to be very difficult

to decide whether they are distinct varieties or not.

My opinion is that they are distinct, but they are

descendants from Hale's Early. The leaf, the dis-

position to adhere to the stone, the bloom, and

everything indicate their parentage.

M. F. Markle, of Arkansas. The Ale.xander

and Amsden ripen about the same time with us.

We cannot see any difference between the two peach-

es. 'Fhey did well with us the first three years, but

last year they rotted some—not much. That is,

they did not keep long after gathering ;
they rotted

very little on the tree, whereas we gathered none of

the Hales.

William Watson, of Texas. The Alexander is

one of the best early peaches we have, ripening

from the 5th to about tbe 25th of May. I have five

thousand trees in bearing, and I never saw a speck

of rot in a single peach.
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Vice-President Barry. They are doing very

well at Rochester. We have a number of the

Alexander and Amsden trees side by side, and our

people made a very close examination of the peaches

this year to see if they could determine whether

there was any diflference between them or not, and
they came to the conclusion, that if there was any

difference, it was very slight. I think generally,

they thouglit this year the Alexander was a little

the best. They were very much larger than I ever

expected to see them ; the weather happened to be

favorable. I think the rot depends a good deal

upon the weather. Some years they do not rot and
others they do, when the weather is such that it will

rot any thing, in the way of ripe fruit. It is very

hard for any ripe fruit to endure hot and moist

weather, without rotting.

J. G. Ramsdell, of Michigan. The Alexan-

der does well in the extreme northwest of Mich-
igan ; it stands the winters well, makes a good

growth, and the fruit is excellent ; but it is a very

clingy peach with us. I do not know how it is

everywhere. Its time of ripening is about the first

of August.

Vice-President Barry. It is rather clingy

everywhere until dead ripe ; then it parts.

Brigf/s May.—S. Hape, of Georgia. Mr. Robin-

son, one of my nurserymen, fruited it this year and
said it was more free from rot than any other early

peach. He said he discovered no rot at all in that

variety. I think it gives general satisfaction, though
I do not think it is calculated to take the place of

the Alexander, not being quite .so early. In point

of qualiiy, I think it is about the same.

William Watson, of Texas. It is very good in

Texas, but three or four days, or a week, behind the

Alexander. It is rather a prettier peach with us

than the Alexander ; it has more color.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. It is liable to mildew,

and that is sufficient to condemn it with us. The
fruit is of very fine quality, but the fact of its liabil-

ity to mildew, I fear, will be in the way of its

success.

Bo2ver's £"«/%.—John Saul, of the District of

of Columbia. Have any gentlemen ever hudJhwer's
Early? It is a peach originated in Frederick, Mary-
land. I have not fruited it myself, but the fruit has
been repeatedly seat me from Frederick. It is

larger and more highly colored than the Alex-
ander or ^w;.sv/e/;—evidently, like those, a descend-
ant of Hale>; Early. I am inclined to think it is a
better peach than either, but as to earliness, I can-
not say whether it would be as early as the others,

if grown in the same locality.

S. Hape, of Georgia. I think we have fruited it,

and I am under the impression that it is about the

same size and time of ripening as the Alexander.

My opinion is, it has been fruited in the vicinity of

Atlanta, and found to be no improvement on the

Alexander.

Waterloo.—Vice-President Barry. The TTa-

lerloo is very much like the Amsden and Alexander.

For two years it ripened from ten to twelve days

earlier than either of those varieties. This year, it

was late ; all our early peaches were later than

usual, and the crop was not a fair test. I still think

that when it gets a fair chance, it will be quite as

early as the Alexander or Amsden. It is a large and
handsome early peach, and a fine, vigorous tree.

Barnard.—T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. I think

it does not stand as high in Michigan to-day as it

did. I propose that one of the stars be dropped for

our State.

Early Albert.—Vice-President Barry. The

day I left home, there was a fine basket of them in

our office. It is one of Rivers' peaches, a very hand-

some freestone, high flavor, full medium size.

John Saul, of the District of Columbia. I have

fruited nearly the whole of Rivers' peaches, and there

is a great similarity in many of them. They are of

most delicious flavor, but soft; not good for market.

Some of them are pale, and not as early as the Alex-

ander or Amsden. While they are good amateur

peaches, I question whether they will ever do for

market, except some of his later kinds. The Bea-

trice is probably the best in color.

Beatrice.—Wm. Watson, of Texas. The Beatrice

is too small for market ; the Alexander runs it out.

It comes in a few days before it.

Vice-President Barry. It is a very handsome

peach ; carries well to market ; and, it is said, is not

so subject to rot as some of the others.

S. Hape, of Georgia. We cultivate it success-

fully. It is small, but when thoi-oughly ripe, it is a

most delicious peach. It becomes highly colored,

aud it seems to increase very much in size from the

time it commences to color until it is thoroughly

ripe. You would hardly recognize a thoroughly

ripe Beatrice compared with one that had just col-

ored sufficiently to be shipped.

William Watson. It stands transportation well

with us.

Z. S. Ragan, of Missouri. The Beatrice does well

with me. I cannot see that it comes so much be-

low the other peaches that are mentioned in size.

It falls very little below the Alexander or Amsden.

M. F. Markle, of Arkansas. It is small with us,

but, as the gentleman from Georgia remarked, it is
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very delicious when fully ripe. But iu order to ship

it, we must gather it when it is not nearly colored,

and hence it is not a good market peach with us.

Vice-President Barry. I have seen it of very

good size on young trees, well cultivated, but as the

trees get older, and decline in vigor, I suppose the

fruit is smaller.

S. Hape. It is liable to overbear. If thinned

out, it will improve wonderfully in size.

HoneijweU.—J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey. Last

year it was fifteen days ahead of the Alexander with

me, and this year it was fifteen days behind.

Vice-Presiue N'T Barry. That shows that it takes

a good many years to establish the regular time of

ripening of these new varieties. I noticed that par-

ticularly in the Amsclen and Waterloo. One year,

one will be the earlier, and another the other. It

depends upon the situation, somewhat, and the

season.

J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey. It is very like the

Alexander in appearance, but it is a very profitable

peach with us, because it bears every year. It is

sure to produce a crop. That is the only thing I

can say in its favor.

Vice-President Barry. Peaches generally bear

every year, unless something happens to them. A
peach tree that overbears one year exhausts itself,

and will not bear much the next year; but if the

fruit is thinned, and the tree allowed to bear only a

moderate crop, it will bear every year, unless cut

down by frost or cold, or something of that kind.

Early Rivers.—T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. It is

assuming a great deal of prominence with us.

S. Hape, of Georgia. It is the most delicious

early peach we have ; almost too tender for shipping,

but we shipped it this year to Cincinnati, a distance

of about 350 miles, iu very good condition. It is

decidedly the best of all Eivers's early peaches.

Vice-President Barry. There is no doubt

about that.

S. Hape. It should be in every amateur's

garden.

Wm. Watson, of Texas. I cannot say as much
for it in Texas.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. We have no amateurs

in our country; they are all market-men. The
market-men plant it to a considerable extent, and it

seems to be growing in their confidence.

T. C. Maxwell, of New York. At Geneva, the

Rivers is considered the best early peach for market.

It is being raised extensively and shipped to New
York and Philadelphia.

S. Hape. I would like to add, iu that connec-

tion, for the benefit of those who do ship it, that it

wants to be pulled rather green. It seems to ripen

up and improve in appearance after it is picked as

well as it does on the tree. If allowed to get ripe,

or nearly so, before it is picked, it is so tender you

cannot ship it; but it will bear picking a little

green.

John Saul, of the District of Columbia. I

would like to inquire as to the experience of growers

with the Early Louise. With me, it is a very hand-

some early peach, nearly equal to the Rivers, and

not quite as soft. I do not ship peaches, but I

think from the appearance of it,it would ship better

than the Rivers.

Vice-President Barry. A very beautiful, ex-

cellent fruit; early. It is a good-sized peach, light-

colored.

S. Hape. That is my experience—that it ships

better than the Rivers, but is not so large.

Foster.—Wm. Watson, of Texas. It is about

half tlie size of the Crawford's Early with us, and

no better ; an immense bearer.

M. F. Markle, of Arkansas. The Foster is the

finest peach we have ever raised. Superior to the

Early Crawford in every respect, with us.

T. C. Maxwell, of New York. We have grown

it about Geneva; it is very handsome, equal to the

Early Crawford in size, and a great bearer.

Vice-President Barry. That is what I think,

as far as I have seen it.

John Saul, of the District of Columbia. In-

ferior to the Early Crawford in every respect.

J. W. Manning, of Massachusetts. It ripens at

the same time with the Early Crawford. You

couldn't tell the difference.

Vice-President Barry. We think there is very

little difierence, if any.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. They ripen together,

except possibly there may be a picking of the Foster

after the other is gone. As to quality, there is not

a very great difference.

J. W. Manning, of Massachusetts. The first

that were brought iu here were remarkable in size,

but the same man has not produced any thing that

compared with them since.

M. F. Markle, of Arkansas. Our trees of the

Foster peach do not bear as full as the Early or

Late Crawford. They are shy bearers with us ; but

it is certainly, in our section, a grand peach.

HiWs CM/.—Vice-President Barry. I see a

peach on the catalogue that a good deal is said

about some times; a variety that I knew a good

many years ago

—

Hill's Chili. It is popular in

Michigan. I see it on the table. It is a very indif-

ferent-looking peach.
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T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. I think it is less

popular to-day than it was a year or two ago. Some
of our most successful peach growers say it is not

fit to be cultivated, and I fully agree with them;

and yet there are many wlio are planting it quite

p.xtensively yet. It is hardy, ships well, and bears

heavily—too heavily, in fact. But our people are

in the habit of thinning, and consequently that is

not a serious objection. It is not good enough.

Stump the World.—George Hill, of Massachu-

setts. Somewhere about the year 1837 or '38 we

began to introduce peach trees from Jersey to

Arlington, Mass. We did not take pains then to

preserve the labels, and when the trees came into

bearing, we found there were two trees that bore a

different peach from any that we had ever seen

coming from the South, or any that had • ver been

in that town or around there. The flesh was yel-

low. The tree was rather a shy bearer. One of

my neighbors came in for buds, and I went around

the orchard with him, and when I came to this

variety, I told him there was one I would stump

the world to beat; and he christened it by that

name. That was about the year 1840. I never

saw a peach so lai'ge as some of Stump the World.

I have known a dozen of them to be sold for twelve

dollars.

S. Hape, of Georgia. We have a peach called

Slump the World, but it is a white flesh peach, free

stone, and is so described in our catalogue. So that

the peach the gentleman describes must be another

peach entirely.

John Saul, of the District of t)olumbia. We
grow a peach similar to the one described by Mr.

Hape, and consider it one of the finest free-stone

peaches we have. It probably sells for as much as

any peach. It is large and delicious in flavor, and

has every good quality to recommend it.

J. T. LovETT, of New Jersey. Stump the World

is one of the most popular peaches in Jersey. It is

the same peach that Mr. Hape describes. It is a

white flesh peach, and originated in our State.

Vice-President Baert. I think the peach de-

scribed by Mr. Hill is not known generally.

J. W. Manning, of Massachusetts. All the

Stump the World that I ever saw in bearing were

white flesh peaches. The variety that Mr. Hill

speaks of a]>pears to have been forgotten or disap-

peared in some way.

Keyport White.—T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. I

would be glad to hear something respecting the A'ey-

port White. In looking about our State a little this

y>ar, I discovered that it was bearing more fully

than any other variety we have, and in certain soils

particularly, it is considered one of our most profit-

able' very late peaches.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. I fruited it last

season very finely. It is an October peach, very

good size, and very excellent in quality. It is more

cultivated than any white peach we have. It has a

white skin as well as a white flesh.

J. T. LovETT, of New Jersey. It has taken the

place of the old 3/oms White; in fact supplanted

it nearly altogvther. For a white peach, I am satis-

fied it is very reliable. It is being planted very ex-

tensively on the Hudson. It is very profitable. It

is a fine, large white peach, very productive, and

comes in later than the Morris White. It origin-

ated in Keyport, Morris County.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. With us it ripens the

last week in September.

E. Williams. They do not ripen every year at

the same time. We had them the last week in Sep-

tember, and they hung on until October.

Wm. Watson, of Texas. It ripens with us in

August.

Z. S. Ragan, of Missouri. The Keyport White

succeeds well about Kansas City. It is one of our

surest late peaches. Mr. Craven, a lawyer, who has

a residence a few miles from the city, took me there

about this time last year, and the fruit was just

ripening. It ripens the first of October with us.

Salway.—Vice-President Barry. It is spoken

of as a very valuable late peach in some localities

;

appears to be so at Rochester.

Z. S. Ragan, of Missouri. We think it very fine.

It comes in late; rather later than anything else we

nave, except a new peach that originated in Mis-

souri. It bears well; the tree is very hardy and the

fruit is good, fair size. Mine ripened the first year

of liearing, two years ago, about the 9th of October.

It promises well with us.

J. Saul, of the District of Columbia. It is a good

late yellow peach ; very popular with us.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan. It is a very strong

tree in growth ; very rich foliage. We have been

surprised to find that it ripens with us. It runs

into October with us, and that renders it a little

uncertain in some localities. So far, it has done

well.

Leiufs Late—J. Saul, of the District of Columbia.

I would name a peach that originated in the District

of Columbia

—

Levy's Lute. It is a peach of the largest

size
;
yellow clingstone ; ripens about the middle of

October, and if gathered, can be kept until the

middle of November. It is a good peach for Wash-

ington and all south of it. I am satisfied there is

more money in that peach than any other late
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variety. It has been grown in Kentucky under

the name of the Henrietta. Mr. Downing has the

correct history of the peach, and has described it.

M. F. Maekle, of Arkansas. I have uot culti-

vated it, for I desired to know more about it. I

heard of it last week. Mr. Early described it as

being a delicious late peach, yellow, and ripening in

October, and keeping late. The peach which he

described is grown in Kentucky. After he arrived

home it was kept in his home twelve days.

Z. S. R.\GAN, of Missouri. I saw Mr. Decker, of

Kentucky, at Cincinnati last week, and he spoke

more highly of that peach than any peach he had.

I was pleased with his remarks in regard to it,

and Mr. Early endorsed what he had said, and

recommended it highly.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. Is the fact of its

being a cling any objection to it ?

J. Saul. None whatever, with us. If I want a

good peach, give me a ripened clingstone. It is

unquestionably better than a freestone.

Wheatland.—E. Williams, of New Jersey.

Does any gentleman know anything about the

Wheatland ?

Vice-Phesident Barry. It is a new peach. I

do not know it very well.

Columbia. — ^. W. Manning, of Massachusetts.

There is a peach called the Columhiu, that I have

not heard much about. I saw the peach in Missouri

in 180?. Tlie tree had a tall trunk and a very

curved top ; the branches did not spread much. The

fruit was very large, with red spots and stripes;

very firm flesh indeed.

Vice President Barry. That is an old

peach.

J. A. Warder, of Ohio. Why is it that the

Columbia has gone out of fashion ? If I want a

good peach, give me the Columbia for a freestone.

J. Saul. It is a good peach, and is still grown

considerably. It is grown under several names, and

can be raised from seed with as gi'eat certainty as if

it were budded.

Z. S. Ragan, of Missouri. Still it varies.

Chinese Cling.— S. Hapb, of Georgia. There are

a number of seedlings of the Chinese Cling, that

are being very successfully cultivated with us, most-

ly by Mr. Berckmans. They are fully as large

as the Chinese Cling, and as showy, of as good

quality, and with this additional good quality, that

they do not rot. The Chinese Cling is a peach that

is very profitable. It comes early, it is very large,

and a very good market peach ; but it almost inva-

riably rots in certain localities. But these seed-

lings teem to be almost entirely free from rot.

There are some freestones that are seedlings of the

Chinese Cling, but there are quite a number of them

that Mr. Berckmans has been propagating that are

very desirable indeed.

S. Hape, of Georgia. They have maintained

their reputation, and are growing in favor in our

locality.

D. Baird, of New Jersey. I got one of those

peaches from Mr. Berckmans under the name of

Thurber Freestone. It is a good peach, large Size,

white flesh, and valuable.

S. Hape. We cultivate the Thurber success-

fully.

Earhj Silver.—John Saul, of the District of

Columbia. I have fruited the Early Silver. It is a

very nice, early peach, but I cannot say that it has

any very great qualities to recommend it in pref-

erence to the other peaches which have been

named.

Vice-President Barry. It is a very peculiar

peach in color. It is of a beautiful silver color all

over, and the flesh is white to the stone, and a lus-

cious fruit, but soft. You can take hold of the skin

and pull it ofi^ the whole peach. It is quite large,

and was ripe at Rochester when I left.- For an am-

ateur peach, I think it a very desirable variety. It

is too soft for market.

J. Saul. It was raised from a nectarine. I would

like to have Mr. Hape state how the Stoneivall

.Tackson is succeeding in Georgia.

S. Hape. That is one of the seedlings that I

had reference to. There are quite a n umber of them.

I cannot remember all the names. I have a distinct

recollection of Cen. Lee and St. Catherine. Stom-

wall Jackson has succeeded very well with us. It

is a very desirable joeach, every way.

Governor Garland.—M. F. Markle, of Arkansas.

I have fruited the Governor Garland, but have not

given it a thorough trial. I do not find it equal

to our Amsden or Alexander, I am sorry to say
;
yet

a good peach ; better than the Beatrice or Rivers, I

think. It is not so early as some other varieties,

on our grounds.

Wm. Watson, of Te.xas. It has been fruited in

Te.Kas. It is behind the Alexander and Amsden,

and not as good.

Wager.—1. C. Maxwell, of New York. The

Chases have been propagating it and selling it ex-

tensively. It is a great bearer; fruit moderately good

in quality ; a first-class peach to can ; very fine and

handsome. The tree is very hardy.

Bili/ou's Late.—J. Saul. It is a very fine late

peach with us.
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J. T. LovETT, of New Jersey. We attempted to

fruit it, but the season was too short for us. It did

not ripen.

Vice-President Bakey. We do not expect to

ripen it in Western New York. It is an October

peach, even at the South.

J. Saul. It ripened the first week in October

with us; tliB best paying time for Washington and

Baltimore markets, and no peach pays so well until

Levy's Late comes in, which is a week after that.

Wm. Watson, of Te.xas. It ripens with us in

September.

S. Hape, of Georgia. My experience with these

very early and very late peaches is, that they are not

of first quality. All our very early peaches cling to

the stone, and they are what might be termed cling

peaches, or semi-cling ; and these late peaches with

us really lack that juiciness and rich flavor which

our mid-summer peaches have. Of course they sell

in the market, and it would be well enough for

those who propagate for market to have them in

their list. That has been my experience with very

late peaches. They will sometimes ripen on one

side and be hard on the other.

Vice-Pkesident Barry. Late peaches ripen-

ing in cool weather, are never of highest quality.

J. Saul. That is our experience. Late peaches

are never very good ; still, growers say they invari-

ably sell better than the beautiful peaches that come

earlier.

Z. S. Eagan, of Missouri. I was once of the opin-

ion that no late peaches were good, but I have

changed that opinion. I think that the Salway is pret-

ty good. I have a seedling produced from Smock's

free and cling, which I think is as delicious a peach

as I have ever eaten, and it does not ripen until the

first of October. It is golden yellow and fine flesh.

It is the finest in appearance of any peach I have

ever met. I have no trees to sell. I have dissemi-

nated the buds. They call it Ragan's Smock.

WheaUand.—J. S. Woodward, of New York. I

have not fruited the Wheatland myself, but I have

repeatedly seen it in fruit, and I regard it as having

all the good qualities of the Crawford, and a very

much more vigorous grower. That is one of the

faults of the Crawford in Western New York, that

it is lacking in vigor.

Smock.—J. Saul. I would say in regard to the

the Smock, that it reproduces itself from the seed

correctly. Let me also say, that for a stock for bud-

ding peaches on, there is no better stock than seed-

lings raised from the Smock. They have vigor,

hardiness, and everything to constitute a good

stock.

J. A. KooT, of New York. In our section the

Smock will take the lead ofany late peach that we have.

It is hardy, vigorous, and very productive, and the

fruit ripens, even if the weather is not very warm.

It will ripen of excellent flavor as late as the latter

part of October.

D. Baird, of New Jersey. I presume the Smock

that is now almost exclusively in cultivation, is a

seedling from the old original Smock, called Beer's

Smock, which is regarded as an improvement upon

the parent.

J. Saul. I would say in regard to the Saliuay,

that it is generally set down as a seedling of

Mr. Rivers. It is not.

Vice-President Barry. No; you are right

about that.

J. Saul. It is a seedling from an Italian yellow

peach, raised in a garden in England, and sent out

by Ciharles Turner. Mr. Rivers had nothing to do

with it.

PEARS.

New and promising varieties were then dis-

cussed.

Kieffer.—William Parry, of New Jersey. I do

not know that this pear has yet been entered on the

list, but I think it is worthy to be put on, as it is

likely to occupy a large share of the attention that

is given to pears. About twelve or thirteen years

ago it was grown from the seed of the Chinese Sand
Pear, which was surrounded by other pear trees,

—

the Bartleit for one, the Flemish Beauty for an-

other, and some others.

Some two hundred seedlings were grown. This is

one of the most promising of any in growth and ap-

pearance. The tree came in bearing when five

years old, from the seed, and has borne every year

since, and has borne as high as from seven to eight

bushels in a season. The tree is remarkly healthy

and vigorous ; strong grower; the leaves fairly glis-

ten in the sun—something like the laurel leaf. It

is very productive, and an early bearer, bearing

fruit generally the second year, almost always the

third year from the graft or bud, and sometimes the

very year following the insertion of the graft. The
fruit is of good size. It ripens in October, when

pears are generally scarce, and are wanted in the

market. It cannot be said to be of the highest ex-

cellence in quality, though I consider it as good as

the Biichesse d'Afiyouleme, or rather preferable. Most

people, I think, prefer it. I think it is destined to

be a very valuable market pear.

T. C. Maxwell, of New York. Will it average

as good as a good Duchesse 'i
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Wjt. Parry. People's tastes may differ a little,

but I liKe it better. You are all aware that the

Duchesse may be called our coarsest pear; the Kieffer

partakes somewhat of that nature, differing from

the iSccl'el, that melts in your mouth. There is a

firmness and solidity about it, to an extent, that I

never knew one to soften at the core. The core

will remain sound as long as there is anything left.

I compare a matured, well developed Kieffer with a

properly ripened Duchesse. I would not pick out a

poor Kieffer and compare it with a good Duchesse :

but, taking the average of them as they grow, and

as they are sent to market, I say a Kieffer is as good

as a Duchesse.

Vice-President B.'i^RRY. If it is as good as a

Duchesse it will do very well.

John Saul, of the District of Columbia. I

would inquire if any blight has been seen on that

pear by any gentleman present? A gentleman

whom I met in Horticultural Hall spoke of an orch-

ard in Orange County that was top-grafted with

Kieffer, and was badly blighted.

Wm. Parry. I have never seen or known a

Kieffer scion to be blighted unless it was inserted

into a blighted tree, and the tree below it died to the

ground; then the Kieffer graft failed for want of

support. It takes some time to find out whether a

variety is subject to blight or not. It may escape

for one year, and two or three, or four or five years,

and then blight very badly. I know plenty of

young orchards that have grown up to be seven,

eight, or ten years old without any blight, and then

the blight begins to attack them. I think it is too

soon to begin to talk about the Kieffer as being

proof against blight, or subject to blight.

T. C. Maxwell, of New York. The gentlemen

have probably all seen the trees that Mr. Chase has

deposited in the Horticultural Hall. They are very

handsome trees, but they are no handsomer than

the row he has in his nursery. It is the handsomest

growing tree I ever saw, healthy and thrifty, from

one end of the row to the other; just as handsome

as can be.

Vice-President Barry. It is a very fine tree.

We have a tree that has been top-grafted with it,

and we have some of the fruit, I think, at the Hall.

It looks very well.

John Saul, of the District of Columbia. It has

the characteristics of all varieties of the Chinese

Sand pear, has it not ? It is a very vigorous grower,

with large, thick leaves, which, as Mr. Parry says,

glisten in the sun.

Vice-President Barry. I do not think you

would take this Kieffer pear, at first sight, to have

come from the Chinese Sand pear.

T. C. Maxwell. I do not think it looks any-

thing like the Chinese Sand pear.

Vice-Prest. Barry. It looks like a straight,

upright, growing Rartlett.

T. C. Maxwell, It looks a little better than the

handsomest Flemish Beauty I ever saw growing in

a nursery.

J. Saul. The growth is precisely like the

Le Conte.

J. S. Collins, of New Jersey. The foliage is a

little different; the Le Conte has a curled leaf; the

leaf of the Kieff'er is straight.

J. Saul. I have seen the same appearance with

the Kieffer.

J. S. Collins, of New Jersey. I inserted some

buds two years ago, and now there are a dozen pears

on one shoot. It has made a most splendid growth.

There is one case in particular ; the shoot must be a

good inch over; it has grown four or five feet this

season, and it has clusters of large, fine pears on it.

Vice-President Barry. It is certainly a good

grower, and the pears are very good size. Whether
the fruit will be good enough is to be proved yet.

H. A. Chase, of Pennsylvania. Last fall and also

the preceding year, I had a chance to see consider-

able of the fruit, both perfect specimens and imma-

ture specimens, and the more I saw of it the better

I thought of it. In point of quality, I regard it as

decidedly good ; and in regard to beauty, I had a

basket of them last fall, by all odds the handsomest

sight of pears I ever saw ; finer than the most

beautiful Beurre Clairgeaus. One word on the

foliage. It has the habit of holding its leaves later

in the fall than any other variety on Mr. Kieffer's

grounds, and when frost comes, it changes the color

to a glossy purple, making the foliage very orna-

mental.

Vice-President Barry. Is the tree hardy ?

H. A. Chase. The severest test that could be

made of that point was in the nursery at Geneva

last fall. The fall growth was caught by severe

cold before the wood had ripened, and yet, my
brother assures me, that he failed to find a single

twig injured by the severity of the winter.

J. Saul. With regard to its hardiness, I be-

lieve there is no pear more hardy. We had the

coldest winter on record in Washington. On the

part of my ground where these pears grow, the ther-

mometer was 'Z'l degrees below zero last winter, and

not a bud of it was injured.

Mt. Vernon.—E. Williams, of New Jersey. Has
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the ML Vernon fulfilled the predictions made in re-

gard to it ?

B. G. Smith, of Massachusetts. It is only grown

successfully by very careful thiuniiig, leaving only

a few specimens on the tree. In that way we can

obtain good fruit. It wants very high cultivation.

Vice-President Barht. That is our expe-

rience.

Wm. Parry, of New Jersey. We have it in very

fine condition indeed. The trees are almost all full

now, some of them so loaded down that they are

almost breaking—-as perfect fruit as I ever saw in

any pear. We are very much pleased with it in our

section.

J. Saul. It is an excellent pear with us in the

District of Columbia.

J. T. Lo7ETT, of New Jersey. We find it the

best late fall pear we have ever had. N^-arly all the

late fall pears on the list do not mature, but the

Mt. Vernon does.

LeConie—Wji. Parry. I would like to hear about

the Le Conte, a pear which has been mentioned sev-

eral times. How does the time of ripening compare

with the Bartlelt in the same locality? Is it earlier

or later than the Bartlett f I understood it to be

earlier than the Bartlett. I have a number of trees

with two, three or four, specimens on them, but tliey

are not near ripe yet, and our Bartletts are ripe and

nearly gone. So I have come to the conclusion that

in our place it will not be as early as the Bartlett.

Clapp's Favorite.—yi. F. Markle, of Arkansas.

It is grand in Arkansas. We have had only a few

this year, on account of late frosts. The tree is

very vigorous.

J. Saul. Good in every respect in the District

of Columbia ; a good bearer, of good flavor.

J. W. Manning, of Massachusetts. It does very

well in Massachusetts. If gathered early, and kept

in a dry, cool cellar, they keep very well.

G. F. B. Leiuhton, of Virginia. Clapp's Favor-

ite, near tide water, in Virginia, is very liable to

blight.

G. W. Campbell, of Ohio. It blights badly in

Ohio, generally. I have tried it in my garden, and

I find it blights worse than any other varieties. I

have planted it three times, and the trees are all

gone.

B. G. Smith. I have lost all mine at Cambridge,

Mass.

John S. Collins, of New Jersey. It blights in

West Jersey worse than almost any other pear we
have.

Mr. Parker, of Rhode Island. I think Clapp's

Favorite has suffered more fiom blight around the

waters of the Nan-agansett Bay, than any other

jjear. It has been discarded in the neighborhood of

Providence on that account.

Z. S. Ragan, of Missouri. It has borne well with

me, and has shown but very little signs of blight.

I have lost a great many other varieties, and Clapp's

Favorite is about as free from blight as almost any

thing I have.

M. F. Markle, of Arkansas. When our

Clapp's Favorite trees blight in our country, the

entire tree seems to be affected at once; but they

do not blight as badly as the Bartlett. I have lost

four trees out of four hundred.

Vice-President Barry. There is one thing

to be said about the blight, and that is, that

when it comes, it may be very severe, and

sweep off a great many trees, and then your trees

may not suffer from it again for a great many years.

It is hardly safe to draw an inference from what

happens in one year. Your Clapp's Favorite might

suffer badly for one year, and not again for twenty

years. I have never seen it suffer but one year in

our part of the country, and we have our share of

the blight when it is around.

J. W. Manning, of Massachusetts. I never saw

any blight with the Clapp's Favorite, nor scarcely

any other tree except Swan's Orange. That has

suffered more than any other. Mr. Downing told

me, years ago, that the blight had been along his

way about once in twenty years.

Clapp's No. 6Jf.—J.W. Manning. It keeps until

March, April and May, very well, and it is as good

as almost any pear you can get and keep that length

of time.

B. G. Smith, of Massachusetts. Clapp's Ko. 6Jf

is very attractive in appearance. It has a very beau-

tiful red cheek, good quality, prolific, and will keep

until April.

Vice-President Barry. Is it pretty good

quality then ?

B. G. Smith. It is not the highest quality, but

it is good for that season ; fair and handsome.

Sterling.—'i. T. Lyon, of Michigan. The Ster-

ling was taken to Michigan about fifty-five years

ago, and planted there, and tiiose trees are in bear-

ing to-day, every one of them, as far as I know. I

have seen a good many trees grafted from them", and

I have never seen any blight except on a few that

were top-grafted in a young orchard, and only two

or three of those.

J. W. Manning. I have seen some trees that I

sold as long ago as 1855, and they have never

blighted, They bear remarkably.
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C. DiCKERMAN, of Connecticut. It is very fine

in New Haven.

E. Williams, of New Jersey. Dr. Ward, an old

member of this Society, at Newark, thinks very

highly of it, and grows it very largely.

Vice-President Barrt. Fruit beautiful in

color, but not of the highest quality.

Souvenir du Co?u/res.—Vice-President BARR'i'.

I saw a splendid dish of it on the tables of the Mas-

sachusetts Horticultural Society. I liave fruited it

for several years, and all I can say about it is, that

it is a maguiticeut fruit in size and app^'arance ; the

quality is not the highest, but veiy good. The tree

with us has suffered somewhat from blight.

Leander Wetherell, of Massachusetts. How
does it compare with the Bartlett ?

Vice-President Barry. It is much larger

than the Bartlett, and not quite as good ; but yet,

I have seen many people who preferred it to the

Bartlett, because it is melting and juicy, without the

musk of the Bartlett, something like (Jla'p'p's Favor-

ite. I think it is quite as good as the Duchesse. It

averages always very large.

J. Saul. How does the tree compare as to har-

diness ?

Vice-President Barry. I have not seen any-

thing against its hardiness, except that it seems to

be a little more subject to blight than I would like

to have it.

J. Saul. It appears to me to be of more deli-

cate constitution than the Bartlett.

Vice-President Barry. It is a little like the

Bartlett; rather more delicate in wood, but clean

and healthy.

J. Saul. Intense cold will affect it l)efore it will

the Bartlett.

J. W. Manning. It is rather tender in some

parts of Massachusetts.

P. T. QuiNN, of New Jersey. It is one of the

most promising trees we have. It is a fine grower,

good foliage, perfectly iiardy. The thermometer

went last year 30 degrees below zero with us. In

quality, I think it does not come up to the Bartlett,

but it is very productive. I have fruited it two or

three years, and the fruit the present year is larger

and finer than anything we have had before.

Vice-President Barry. It keeps improving,

and I can safely say that there is no pear as large

that is as good.

P. T. QuiNN. No, I think not.

Question. How do you pick and ripen it, to

have it best ?

P. T. QuiNN. Just as you would a Bartlett,

Clapp's Favorite, or any of those summer pears. Pick

them when fully grown, and keep them a few days.

B. G. Smith, of Massachusetts. It promises well

at Cambridge.

0. B. Hadvv^en, of Massachusetts. It promises

well in Central Massachusetts. I have fruited it

for two years. It is a large pear and the tree is an

abundant bearer. I think it would be well to thin

it and pick before it is ripe, in order to bring out its

best qualities. I think, on the whole, it will prove

an acquisition, as it is the best of the large pears of

its season.

Vice-President Barry. People like to have a

good, very large fruit, once in a while. That is just

what it is. It may be a little more difficult to grow

than some others. There was another pear that

came out just about the same time—the Buerre

de rAssotnptivii. Has it been fruited around Bos-

ton ? I think it is of rather better quality than the

Souvenir hnt not so handsome.

J. Saul. I have fruited it. It is very much su-

perior to the Souvenir, in my opiuion, but not

so large or so handsome. It is nearly, or

quite, as early
;

probably not quite as early, but

very soon after it. It is a hardier tree and a better

grower than the other.

Frederick Clapp—M. F. Markle, of Arkansas.

I should like to know something of the Frederick

Clapp.

0. B. Hadvi^en. I have the Frederick Glapp,

received frotn Mr. Clapp some three years since. It

is now bearing for the first time, and the fruit is

quite abundant. I am hardly able to say anything

in relation to its quality on my own ground. I have

eaten it and was very favorably impressed with it,

grown by others. I hardly know enough about it

to make a statement in regard to its merit.

Vice-President Barry. It is a very fine pear

;

a good deal of the character of the Beurre Superfin;

very vinous, juicy, and a bright lemon color; very

handsome. The shape is not quite up to the mark ;

a little too roundish ; but it is a pear of the very

highest quality ; much higher quality than Clap2)'s

Favorite. I do not know that it is subject to rot at

the core. It ripens in October.

J. W. Manning, of Massachusetts. It is a good

grower, and has good clean healthy foliage. I budded

it on top of good sized trees; this is the second

year's growth, and there are some very strong limbs

there. The original tree was very symmetrical.

President Clark.—J. W. Talbot, of Massachu-

setts. I wish to introduce a new pear. Francis

Dana, who gave us Dana's Hoveyi; before he died,

put several seedlings into the hands of Colonel

Stone, of Dedham, saying that he thought there
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might be some very good varieties among them.

He had ah-eady introduced tliree or four. Colonel

Stoue has fruited quite a number of those, one of

which he has called the President Clark. I will

read you the description which the Horticultural

Society gave of it last fall

:

"President Clark. From J. W. Talbot, Sep-

tember 10. Full medium size; turbinate, some-

what irregular and variable, some specimens ap-

proaching Dmjennc shape, in general appearance

strikingly resembling the Kingsessvng, but having a

bright red cheek. When in perfection, clear

lemon yellow. The best specimens have a carmine

cheek next the sun ; flesh white, fine grained, very

melting, juicy, slightly astringent, sweet and rich.

' Very good' to ' best.' Season a little later than the

Bartlett. Tree a very vigorous grower, with abund-

ant foliage. A seedling raised by the late Francis

Dana."

Your President tasted the pear, and expressed a

very favorable opinion of its quality, &c. Charles

Downing also did the same. I grafted a scion sent

me by Colonel Stone. It is two years since it be-

gan to bear, and this year I failed to thin it, and it

has such an immense number that they have not

matured, and hence I am not able to present it as

I should have been in ordinary seasons. I simply

present it as a new pear of great promise, called

President Clark, one of the first presidents of our

Massachusetts Agricultural College.

J. W. Manning, of Massachusetts. I saw the

fruit at Mr. Talbot's. I thought I never tasted a

pear so good or saw one so handsome. It is very

juicy; white flesh. I was very much pleased with

it. The tree is a strong grower.

President Wilder not being able to be present at

the Discussion on Pears, has contributed the follow-

ing notes

:

In our desire, I may say, mania, to possess every-

thing new and promising, we are constantly neglect-

ing fine old varieties of fruits which from a long

course of years have been found to be of most ex-

cellent character. Among pears the following are

worthy of more extensive cultivation :

Due de Brabant (of Downing).—This came to us

forty-five years ago in an invoice of trees for Robert

Manning and myself, from Bolwillere, France. It

was received under the name of Mervielle de Cliar-

neaux. It has proved during this long period to be

a pear of most excellent quality. Fruit large, pyri-

form, fair, juicy and buttery, rich and very sweet.

The tree is healthy and productive. Season, October

and November. One of Francis Dana's seedlings,

named General Warrcti, proves to be identical with

this.

Emile d' Heyst.—One of the best pears introduced

in our day. It was raised by Esperin of Malines,

more than forty years since, and dedicated to a

brother of our distinguished pomologist, Prosper J.

Berckmans. The fruit is large, pyriform, occasion-

ally with a crimson cheek ; the flesh melting, sweet

and rich, witla a pleasant, vinous, aromatic flavor.

The tree is vigorous, very hardy, retaining its foliage

late in the autumn, producing its fruit in large clus-

ters and requires severe thinning. Season, Novem-
ber. Very good.

Docteur Lentier.—Size, above medium ; obovate

pyriform; yellow at maturity, sometimes with a

crimson cheek ; the flesh is melting, juicy, sweet

and tolerably rich. May always be classed as very

good. The tree has dark green, retentive foliage,

and produces an abundance of fair fruit. Season

October to November.

Souvetiir du Congres.—This variety was so highly

praised to Mr. Barry and myself when in Europe in

1867, that we secured trees which came out to us the

following spring. We have fruited it for more than

ten years. It is a remarkable pear for size and

beauty ; comes in a little before the Bartlett, and is

preferred by those who do not like a musky aroma.

It has the merit above most early pears of remain-

ing sound at the core; and its quality is Very good.

Tree vigorous, of fine form and quite productive,

and much esteemed in the Boston market. We
have six bushels this year.

Paradis d'Automve.—Although an old variety, it

is one of our best September pears, always desirable

for market, on account of resembling as it does in

fine form and russet skin, that type of perfection,

the Beurre Base. The tree attains a large size and

is constantly productive.

Two other varieties of foreign origin may be

named as desirable, from the vigor and hardiness of

the tree, and the golden russet color of the fruit,

which is so much sought for in the market, viz:

Colmar Artoisenet and Roitelet. The quality is not

quite up to " Very good," but being sweet and pleas-

and in flavor, they are acceptable to the public

generally.

Harris.—This is not the Harris of " Downing's

Fruit and Fruit Trees," p. 77(3, but of Charles

Downing's Appendix of 1876. Our Harris was

raised from seed by Lemuel Clapp, of Dorchester,

Mass. Among all our newer American pears there

are very few, if any, that are of superior quality.

In size is full medium
;
pyriform in shape ; color, a

clear cinnamon russet. The flesh is very juicy and
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melting, with a rich acidulous and slightly aromatic

flavor. Season, October. Quality, Very good to

Best. Tree hardy, tolerably productive and vigorous.

Frederick Clapp.—Mr. Barry's description of this

pear is very correct. It has a very clear yellow skin

at maturity; its fruit is very fine-grained, juicy and

melting ; its flavor rich, acidulous and aromatic

;

keeping sound at the core. " Very good to best."

Its only fault is its irregular form. It has fre-

quently received the commendations of the Massa-

chusetts Horticultural Society. It will not be a

profitable variety, except for near markets, on ac-

count of the delicacy of the skin.

Clapp's Favorite.—Complaints are made by some,

that this pear is peculiarly subject to decay at the

core. I do not find it to be more so than most

varieties that mature in warm summer weather.

With me it is the most beautiful and best large ear';/

pear, and commands the highest price in the mar-

ket. If gathered by the 15th to the SOth of August

and stored in a cool fruit room or cellar, it will keep

sound through the month. In regard to blighting,

I would remark that I have many old healthy trees,

that have never been affected by this disease, while

Mr. Clapp, two miles nearer the coast, has lost many
his trees by blight.

Admiral Farragut and the President pears

raised by the late Dr. Samuel A. Shurtleff, of Brook-

line, Mass., should be more generally cultivated.

Both are large; " Very good"—the trees vigorous,

hardy, productive; good market varieties, and the

more I know of them the better I am pleased with

them.

Other old varieties might be named, but I refrain

from occupying more space.

It requires many years to ascertain the precise

characteristics of varieties, their adaptation to

localities, and their value for various uses. Among
those which I have found the most profitable for the

Boston market, we may name first— the Beurre

d'AnJou, which always takes the precedence;

then Doyenyie Boussock, Brandyiuine, Bufum,
Paradis d'Autonme, Beurre Hardy, and Merriam.

With the exception of the latter, the trees of all

these are of the largest class, magnificent and very

productive. While trees of the Sar^ZeW (everywhere

the great market pear) will produce only three to five

bushels, the Doyenne Boussock and Buffuin, of the

same age, will yield from eight to fifteen bushels, and

if picked early are perfectly satisfactory in quality.

Another fact may be mentioned : Russet pears,

like Bra7idywine, Paradis d'Autonme, Sheldon,

Merriam, Roitelet, Colmar Artoisenet, Baronne de

Mello, most of which color up like the B. Bosc

always command i-eady sale. The Merriam of

which we have had nearly one hundred bushels this

year, from its golden russet color commands a quick

sale. It is a fine keeper, and we have many bushels

on hand at this date, November 12th.

Resolutions.

The Committee on Resolutions submitted their

report, as follows

:

Resolved, That as the American Pomological

Society, we would express sincere and heartfelt

thanks to the Massachusetts Horticultural Society

and the people of Boston, for the very cordial man-

ner in which its members have been received, and

the hospitable treatment extended to them while

here.

Resolved, That we would express our thankful-

ness that our worthy and honored president, Hon.

Marshall P. Wilder, has been spared to us, and has

so far recovered from his recent accident that he has

been enabled to so satisfactorily preside, and we truly

hope that he may long be spared to meet with us

and preside at our deliberations.

Resolved, That we would express our great

horror at the dastardly and cowardly act that struck

down President Garfield, and our deep love and

sympathy for him and his family in their season of

affliction, and we devoutly pray that he be speedily

and fully restoi'ed to perfect health.

The resolutions were adopted, unanimously.

N. J. COLMAN", of Missouri. I move that the

thanks of the Society be tendered to ihe newspaper

press of this city generally for the very kind man-

ner in which they have reported the proceedings of

this Association.

Professor Beal, of Michigan. I second the motion

to adopt this resolution. The reports of the press

are among the most important aids to any association.

The resolution was adopted.

Vice-President Barry introduced the question of

the propriety of discontinuing large exhibitions of

fruit at the meetings of the Society, and limiting

the exhibitions to novel varieties. This was briefly

discussed, and terminated by the adoption of the

following resolution, proposed by Col. N. J. Colman,

of Missouri.

Resolved, That the exhibition of fruits be en-

couraged hereafter by the Society as it has been

heretofore.

The Society then adjourned subject to the call of

the Executive Committee.
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THE BANQUET AT MUSIC HALL, FRIDAY EVENING.

Tlie eighteenth biennial session of the American

Poniological Society, terminated on Friday evening

with a banquet, tendered by tlie Massachusetts Hor-

ticultural Society. Siiortly after 6 o'clock the sig-

nal for hearty applause was the appearance of the

Presideutof the Massacliusetts Horticultural Soci-

ety, Hon. Francis B. Hayes, witli his Excellency,

Governor J. D. Long, on the right, and President

Marshall P. Wilder on the left ; the three taking

seats at the front central table. Other distinguisiied

guests occupied the platform.

Spirited music was contributed by W. J. D. Lea-

vitt, pr< siding at the organ, and the Germania

Orchestra, stationed in the gallery.

'I'he beauty of the scene was thus described by

the Boston Journal

:

" Could the classic divinity presiding over the

realm of fruit be conceived as something more than

a beautiful myth, Pomona could not be fancied in

a more fitting place last evening, than at the banquet

tendered by the Massachusetts Horticultural Soci-

ety, to the American Pomological Society. Music

Hall presented a scene inspiring to lovers of fruit

and horticulture, in the re-union of those old-time

societies and their leaders, as well as in the array of

beauty and sweetness that tempted the sight and

taste of tiiose who sat at the tables. For three days

the delegates of the American Pomological Society

had convened at the Hawthorne Rooms, and dis-

cussed the fruit-growing interests of all parts of the

Union and Canada with a zeal, a patience and a

minute and methodical attention to details that is

rarely met with in conventions ; and last evening

their labors were awarded a floral crown, in the re-

freshing greeting that marked their close. It was, in

some sense, an anticipation of Thanksgiving Day,

being a family re-union ; for they met in the relation

of parent and mature offspring. The presence of the

Hon. Marshal P. Wilder, and other pioneers in the

culture of the land, served to show the significance

of the assemblage, which spanned in its membership

almost the whole era of fruit and flower-growing

in the republic. If more were needed to complete

the unique interest of the festivities, the presence of

tiie Governor, the sounds of music and song, the

poesy of Whittier and the attractions of the ladies,

left nothing to be desired.

" Music Hall looked even more inviting than

during the exhibition of the past few days, as tiie

plants and flowers which had formed the central

charm were transformed into the foreground and

background of the enticing scene at the tables.

Nine long tables occupied the floor in parallel lines

and two others of crescent shape adorned the plat-

form. Near the base of the Beethoven statue were

richly foliaged begonias and rows of tropical plants,

with tall palms leaning on either side. The semi-

circular border of the platform was fringed with

delicate maiden-hair and other varieties of ferns,

and also dracisnas and plants of equally beautiful

foliage, interspersed with agaves, cacti and caladi-

ums. The central beauty of this line, however, was

in the magnificent Alocasia Metallica, that stood in

front of the President's seat. Suspended from the

balconies were rustic l.iaskets filled with Begonias

and Coleus. The tables were plentifully supplied

with bouquets of the most seasonable flowers, dahlias,

asters, gladioli, and, curving over each, beautiful

strijis of ribbon-grass and tropical foliage. In the

front balcony, over the clock, was a fine palm tree,

environed by Dracfenas and luxuriant exotics.

Ranged along the sides of the hall were pretty vari-

eties of hot house plants, forming a sort of trimming

for the floral picture."

The scene is also aptly described by the Massa-

chusetis Ploiifjliman, in these words

:

" Few gatherings in this city, which has long been

famous for its brilliant conventions and assemblies,

has ever surpassed in all respects that in Music

Hall, on Friday evening of last week.

" The scene was one of indescribable beauty. One

must have personally participated in it to appreciate

the subtle power and nameless delicacy of its wonder-

ful influences. Over six hundred persons in all were

assembled, and the record of the evening's proceed-

ings is supplied in another part of this paper. There

was a beautiful grace in all that was done and said

on the occasion, which told visilily of the charm that

is begotten of constant companionship with fruits

and flowers.
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" To listen to the impressive and affecting re-

marks (if President Wilder, in an atmosphere so rare

and refined as that in which they were uttered, was

ail enjoyment which all persons who love flowers and

fruits might be freely allowed to covet. It was, in-

deed, a delight that offers itself not many times in

one's lifetime. The banquet-hall seemed like an

enchanted scene—a fairy realm which had been

conjured from the most beautiful fancies. There

was an indescribable something in the scene that

made it all appear like a fabric of the imagination.

A new experience dawned on the spirit. It was,

indeed, good to be in such company and amid such

delectable surroundings. A poetic glamour was

thrown over all persons and objects. The elaborate

garniture of colors that helped convert the banquet

hall into a realm of brightness and beauty, tinged

the thoughts and sentiments with their own varying

hues, and elevated the sensibilities in an unaccus-

tomed degree.

"It was easy to think and to realize this in the ban-

quet hall and in the presence of that refined com-

pany and its beautiful surroundings. There may
be pleasure in the business occupations of life, but

in horticulture only, is it capable of attaining to the

measure of an exquisite and unqualified delight."

Thanks were offered by the Rev. S. K. Lothrop,

D. D., and after spending about an hour with the

substantial part of the banquet, thj intellectual

feast began with

The Welcoming Address,
BY HON. FRANCIS B. HAYES.

Ladies and Gentlemen : The Massachusetts Hor-

ticultural Society extends to you all, its cm'dial

greetings. Whether you have come from distant

parts of this continent, or from the neighborhood :

whether you fill high places of state, or hold other

eminent positions, or occupy " the post of honor,

the private station," all are most heartily welcome

to tills board. We come here after work has been

done to refresh ourselves in each other's society, to

rejoice tngether that we are the recipients of the

rich gifts of bountiful nature, and to honor those

who have done so much in developing its resources

for onr comfort and happiness. It is most pleasant

to see so many of the fair sex gracing these tables.

Man can always be sure that his objects are worthy

and elevated when woman is interested in them,

and manifests her approval of them, as she does now
t)y hi'r presence. The refining influence of devo-

timi to the cultivation of fruits and flowers is uni-

versally admitted. Uome is made delightful by

their presence, and when they are absent a lower state

of intelligence and refinement is immediately no-

ticed. High and ennobling a-pirations belong to

the lover and diligent student of nature, which ac-

company him as guardian angels in this life, attend

him to its close, and fit him better for entrance into

the land of purity and bliss. We are highly grati-

fied to welcome here the venerable President and so

many of the members of the American Pomological

Society, our distinguished guests, in honor of whom
we are assembled. You have come to us, Mr. Pres

ident and gentlemen, bringing your fruits with you,

not merely the choice and rich display we have

upon your tables, but the grand results of your as-

sociated intelligence, your labors, your long and

varied experience, teaching us what are the best

fruits, their true names, their quality and adapta-

bility for growth in the various parts of the territory

occupied by your Society, wherein almost all the

fruits of the different zones can be raised. No nar-

row state or national lines limit your benign influ-

ences. Abroad, as well as at home, you are known as

first of the great National Pomological Societies of the

world, and your investigations, studies aud practical

experience enlighten, improve and bless mankind.

Mr. President, it affords me and my associates great

pleasure to bear witness tliat though the snows of

more than fourscore winters have fallen upon your

head, yet you, the Chief of America's Pomologists,

are constantly, diligently, and enthusiastically at

work in promoting the praiseworthy objects of your

Society. Thougli for almost two generations of men
you have been knowa in this community as one of

Boston's most prominent merchants—and now, it

is believed, the oldest one—and though you have

held, with honor, high offices of dignity and trust,

both of a public and private character, yet, the

love of nature possessing your soul, your peculiar

mission seems to have been, by your example and

teachings, and by the use of the gifts of Providence

to give dignity to the occupation of the tiller of the

soil, and elevate to the highest consideration the

science and art of horticulture and agriculture.

Recognizing, ladies and gentlemen, the eminent sei-

vices of the venerable President in the foundation,

establishment and progress of the association, ot

which he was the first President, and its head fui'

more than thirty years, and at the same time grate-

fully remembering all, whether present or absent,

who have worked successfully in the same field with

him, during that period, allow me to propose this

sentiment:

'•The Ameriuau Pomological Society : All honor

to it for the invaluable benefits it has conferred

upon mankind ! May its benign influences be ex-

tended to, and bless tli'" remotest generations."
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PRESIDENT WILDER'S RESPONSE TO PRESIDENT

HAYES.

Mr. President : It is a singular and pleasant co-

incidence that has brought us together here at our

own homes, in the exchange of official courtesies.

You have the honor to preside over one of the oldest

and most prosperous Horticultural Societies of our

country, while I have the privilege of responding

for one more extensive, which embraces in its organ-

ization not only the Union, but one entire continent.

But the objects of our institutions are much alike,

the promotion of an art, which combines in itself

the most perfect union of the most useful and beau-

tiful the world has ever known.

Most sincerely do I thank yon, Mr. President, for

your kind appreciation of my poor labors. You do

me no more than justice when you call me a friend

of rural art, for I cannot remember the time when

I did not love the cultivation of the soil. But there

is no merit in this. They are the instincts of my
nature, and I have been prosecuting them under the

conviction that I could do nothing better for man-

kind ; and could my life be prolonged for another

four-score and three years, I would devote them all

to the promotion of this most delightful and benev-

lent pursuit.

In behalf of the American Pomological So-

ciety, I thank you for the hospitalities and cour-

tesies that have been extended to us this week.

We are happy to be here again in the good old

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, so renowned for

the interesting memorial associations to which you

so happily alluded in your eloquent welcome speech

on the opening of our convention, the home of free

schools, free churches, and I may say, free speech ;

here, within the limits of this goodly city, where

yonder monument rears its head in commemoration

of those who fell in defence of American Independ-

ence and human rights; the Old ('radle of Liberty,

which still rocks to the songs of patriotism and free-

dom ; the Old South, from whence sallied forth that

noble band which converted Boston harbor into a

monstrous teapot, the history and spirit of which

has been wafted by its waters throughout the civil-

ized globe ; and here at the home of the Massachu-

setts Horticultural Society, over which you so

gracefully preside.

The Massachusetts Horticultural Society has been

a great leader in pomological science. She has been

the mother of numerous other societies, among

which you have properly counted our own, for it

was by her authority that I was empowered to issue

the circular which assembled the National Conven-

tion of Fruit Growers in New York that organized

the American Pomological Society, and nobly has

she sustained our institution to the present day.

With the close of these ceremonies the American

Pomological Society will have completed thirty-three

years of its existence. It was the first national

society for the promotion of pomology of which

we have any account in histor}'. But it is more

than national ; it is American, and embraces the

provinces of British America on the north. It has

vice-presidents and fruit committees in more than

fifty States, Territories and districts, through whom
we receive reports of the fruits adapted to their

various locations ; and wherever the pioneer and

emigrant take up their homes we seek to find out

what fruits prosper there. It has held its sessions

in the various great cities of our country, and now,

for the fourth time, it comes to receive the hospi-

talities of the Massachusetts Society.

Mr. President, we live in an age of remarkable

activity and enterprise, and in nothing is this more

to be seen than in the progress of fruit culture

during the present century. Many of us can remem-

ber the time when the only strawberry in our mar-

kets was the wild strawberry of the fields. Now I

have on my register the names of more than four

hundred kinds which have been under cultivation

in my own day ; and so great has been the increase

in quantity that Norfolk, Va., has sent to the Boston

market the last summer over six thousand bushels

in one day, and a little town in our own vicinity has

sent ten thousand bushels the present year. Fifty

years ago there were no hardy grapes in our market

except a few Isabella, Catawba, and the wild varie-

ties; now we have under cultivation more than two

hundred kinds, and California alone can produce

not only enough to supply the country, but she

shif)s wine to South America, Mexico and Kurope,

some of which, it is believed, is to be mani]iu-

lated and muddled over, and sent back to us for

consumption. The same increase may be noticed

in the production of the peach, millions upon mil-

lions of bushels being sent to our various markets;

and so extensive has been the export of apples that

Boston alone has sent to Europe and elsewhere the

last year more than six hundred thousand barrels.

But I must bring these remarks to a close. Suf-

fice it to say that when I reflect on what has been

accomplished since the American Pomological So-

ciety was established, the vast territory which is yet

to be occupied with the culture of fruits, their im-

portance as an article of food, and as one of the

great sources of national revenue, I pray that my
life may be prolonged for a few years to see more of

the great future of pomology on this continent, when
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all of its fruit lands shall have been opened up for

cultivation ; when the Northern Pacific Kailroad

shall have connected us with Oregon, Washington,

Paget Sound, Sitka and southern Alaska, with

climates in many places milder than in New Eng-

land ; when the Southern Pacific road, penetrating

the rich lands in Mexico, Arizona and the valleys of

the Rio Grande and El Paso, already renowned for

their wild fruits and grapes—when these, together

with Texas, larger than all New England and the

Middle States—when those of our vast interior and

the immense resources of the Pacific sl-^pe are all

brought into cultivation (and this is to come), then

will our country possess the most productive and

remarkable fruit belt the world has ever known, and

will become as distinguished for its excellence and

abundance as it now is for its free institutions,

prosperity and power.

Mr. President, I cannot take my seat without

thanking you again for the honor you have con-

ferred on our Society, for the brilliant assembly

with which you have surrounded us, for these mag-

nificent plants, luscious fruits and lovely flowers,

and, better than all, for the presence of woman,

which adds grace, beauty and interest to the scene.

President Wilder's appropriate and interesting

words were listened to with marked attention by

every one present, and were frequently applauded.

President Hayes then announced the second regu-

lar sentiment, as follows

:

"The Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Distin-

guished for promoting the cultivation of the soil as

well as the culture of the mind. Our fathers planted

the tree of liberty, and their children gather the rich

fruits in peace and prosperity."

Response of Governor Long.

He said that inasmuch as it was without previous

notice that he was called upon to speak, his friends

who were gathered would be spared any but the

briefest remarks. He could not fail to take advan-

tage of the opportunity to thank the Society which

during the last fifty years has been one of the edu-

cators not only of this Commonwealth but of the

whole country; nor could he fail to pay the sympa-

thetic regard of all to the Nestor among the chiefs

of horticulture, who represents the fathers that

planted the tree and the children who gathered the

fruit, and who enjoys the distinction of being at

once the oldest and the youngest man in Massachu-

setts. He desired, also, in behalf of the Common-
wealth, to welcome so many representatives of other

States and Territories, who have come here for the

common good, and who are engaged not only in the

interests of pomology but in securing the commnn
ties which make our States members of one domain.

The culture of the soil goes hand in hand with cul-

ture of the mind. Go out among the hills, visit

the large rural populations, and you will find,

as in the cities, fair after fair, exhibiting marks
of increasing progress. The exhibit which the So-

ciety is making in a neighboring hall is only an

indication of the work of cultui'e that is going on

in the whole community. The cultivation of the

soil is no longer living on the bounty of the earth;

it is finding out the secrets that lie within, a;;d

securing the rewards which she offers to devoted

labor and skill. Nothing is more suggestive in these

days than the increase in production, not only for

the benefit of the rich, but for the poor, and with all

this increase the individuals condition is improved,

so that he enjoys a higher life and greater possession

in all the arts of living. It is teaching the true the-

ology, the true patriotism, the true royalty by which

each man works for the common good by devoting

himself to his special pursuit. He who invents a

contrivance, or brings forth a new variety of fruit,

is laying the foundation for the greater comfort of

his fellow-men hereafter. The governor concluded

by expressing the pleasure which it gave him per-

sonally to greet the members of the Pomological

Society. [Applause.]

After more music, Presi lent Hayes announced the

next sentiment, as follows:

"The President of the United States—The Sym-
pathy of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society

and its guests, the American Pomological Society,

assembled in Boston, is extended to our beloved

President and his family in their affliction, with

the hope and prayer that his valuable life may be

spared to bless the nation."

Hon. A. Wilder Beard, Collector of the Port of

Massachusetts, responded.

Eleven weeks ago the heart of the nation stood

still on hearing the news that came from Washing-

ton. For eleven weeks we have listened to the click

of the telegraph wire to hear the news of life

or death. The strain upon the sympathies of the

nation has had no parallel since the war. We have

seen a terrible thing, that this man, in the prime of

his life and powers, should be stricken down by an

assassin. We have sought the only thought of re-

lief—that the nation can survive whether the presi-

dent live or die ; but this has not stilled our

anxiety. The President still waits patiently ; let us

emulate his patience. The calamity was a terrible

one, and yet there has been a silver lining; for the
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hearts of all tiirunghout the land have been united

in sympathy, whatever the result, the nation will be

the better for it. With our hearts aroused as for a

dear father or brotin-r, let us rely on Him who doeth

all things well.

The following sentiment was then proposed :

"The City of Boston—Prominent in history from

its eai'ly struggles in the cause of freedom ; her free

schools, free churches, and benevolent institutions

have borne abundant harvests of rich fruits in which

the jieople rejoice."

A pleasant letter was received from His Honor

Mayor Prince, expressive of his regard for our asso-

ciation and its oljjects, which we regret was mislaid.

Response of Alderman C. H. B. Breck.

Mr. Presklent, Ladies and Gentlemen:—In the

unexpected absence of His Honor, the Mayor, and

representing the City Government, I take great

pleasure in replying to the sentiment you propose,

and greet with a warm and hearty welcome the

meml)ers of the American Pomological Society, who
represent every State of the tJuion and the Dominion

of Canada.

The city of Boston is always ready to welcome

evei'y association devoted to the general good, but

when gentlemen of your jjrofession, whose oltject is

the propagation and cultivation of good fruits and

the rejection of bad ones, it deems you wortliy of

its highest regards: our citizens are deeply in-

terested in the various kinds of fruits, not so much
in their cultivation, but in being able to obtain

them cheap, so that the poor as well as the rich may
buy and eat. We find them pretty plenty gen-

erally, but I am sorry to say tbey are sold at such

prices that it takes a well-filled purse to buy these

life preserving gifts of nature.

I am sorry that we have no orchard or vineyard

to show yon, but we have a public garden tastefully

laid out with beautiful walks, and bordered with

rare plants and shrubs and choicest flowers of every

hue; the perfect taste and order displayed in this

almost second garden of Eden is a source of pride

to the heart of every Bostonian, and I trust you

will find time to visit this lovely spot with its beau-

tiful surroundings.

Hoping that your stay will continue to afford you

the greatest })leasure while in the city, I again as-

sure you of the best wishes of our citizens.

The next sentiment was as follows:

"The British Colonies in North America: Bound
to this Republic by common interests, l)rougiit

nearer and nearer by social intercourse, anil fastened

by the golden links of commerce;—may their

friendly relations with the United States never be

interrupted."

Rev. RoBEitT Burnett, D. D., of Nova Scotia,

was expected to respond, but he had returned

home.

Then followed this sentiment:

" The Pomology of the South—From her gener-

(lus and genial clime we of the North receive the

delicious producis of her soil while 'winter lingers

in the lap of spring.' The enterprise and skill of

her cultivators deserve our warmest acknowledg-

ments for greatly prolonging to us the seasons of

fruits."

Judge J. B. Whitehead, of Norfolk, Va., not ap-

pearing when called for to respond, three cheers

were given for old Virginia.

The next sentmient was:

" The Pomology of the West—The granaries,

orchards and vineyards of the territorial domain of

the United States, vast in extent, abundant in re-

sources, are treasure houses upon which the world

may draw for their supplies."

Response of Colonel N. J. Colman, of Missouri.

He felt he should be doing injustice to the West

if he did not say that every man and woman in the

West felt gratitude to Boston for this welcome. It

is true that the West has not had a Wilder, a

Barry, a Walker, a Manning, and such eminent

pomologists, but it can boast of a Warder, a Long-

worth, a Kirkland, a Flagg. The speaker made
allusion to the practical work which is now done in

the West, making the study of Pomology a part of

t'le education of the young. The West loves Hon.

Marshall P. Wilder as a dutiful son loves his parent.

The Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society, which

is to meet at Chicago, will show what the great

West is capable of doing.

The next sentiment read was:

" The Pomology of the North : Despite her cold

and uncongenial climate, her rough and rocky soil,

she produces fruits which rival in excellence those

of the most favored climes."

C. M. HovEY, ex-Vice President for Massa-

chusetts, responded in a pleasant manner, and

said in sjieaking for the North that we feel de-

lighted to give greeting to our friends from all

sections interested in this great subject of pomology.

We have gained so much, that through this Society

we are not obliged individually to test all the fruits,

but can learn by the experience and teaching of this

organization. He alluded to the fruits which the

North had contributed to the country, as durable

and valuable accessions to the resources of tiie

people,
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The next sentiment read as follows:

" The Pomology of the Bast : The pioneer in the

progress of American civilization, scattering its

fruits like manna from the skies, all over our laud,"

Kesponse by Samuel B. Parsons, of New York.

The nest sentiment was:

"The United States Agricultural Society: The

uniform friend of American Agriculture; the annals

of her history attest to the value of her former

labors. May she never lack the sunshine of patron-

age, and reap an abundant harvest of renown!"

Responded to by ex-Governor Fkederick Smyth,

of New Hampshire, who referred in an affectionate

manner to the various relations, public and private,

with Col. Wilder, and to the interest wliich he felt

in the cause of American Pomology.

Major Ben. Perley Poore, Secretary of the

United States Agricultural Society, was then called

for and responded in his usual and pleasant vein.

'J'hen came this sentiment:

"The New York Horticultural Society: Her

fruit resources are ample. May the development of

them be compared with the motto of her state,

' Excelsior.' Glad are we that she is so well carry-

ing out the designs of her founders!"

Eesponse by Rev. E. P. Roe.

He said that the influence of the Horticultural

Society in Boston had done much to tone up the

Pomological Society. Men are giving to pomology

what is more to be valued than their wealth, namely,

their influence, their brain and personal effort.

The speaker paid New England the honor of having

not only improved the science of the soil but of hav-

ing brought forth in abundance the best of all pro-

ducts, true and honorable men. He also alluded to

the valuable services rendered by his friend, Charles

Downing.

The following sentiment was proposed:

"The Pennsylvania Horticultural Society: The
first permanent horticultural society established on

our continent. Worthily has she executed her mis-

sion as a pioneer. Massachusetts was bound to fol-

low in the steps of so illustrious a leader."

Response of President W. L. Schaffer.

This pertinent reply was read by A. W. Harrison,

the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Horticultural

Society, Mr. S. having been obliged to leave. The
copy was not furnished for printing.

Then this sentiment followed

:

" The New England Agricultural Society : Her
vigorous and intelligent labors have contributed

largely to the prosperity of the country. Gratified

that its President has been placed at the head of the

Agricultural Bureau of the nation, we are confident

that the usefulness of the Society will continually

increase, while its able President and Secretary con

iluct its affairs."

No response was made, owing to the absence of

the President, Commissioner Dr. George B. Loriug,

and the Secretary, Col. Needliam.

The company then rose and sang, to the tune of

" Auld Lang Syne,'" the following

:

HYMN.

WRITTEN FOR THE OCCASION, BY .lOHN 6. WHITTIER.

O Painter of the fruits and flowers,

We own Tliy wise design,

Wliereby these human hands of ours

May share the worli of Thine!

Apart from Thee we plant in vain

The root and sow the seed;

Thy early and Thy later rain,

Thy sun and dew we need.

Our toil is sweet with thankfulness.

Our Inuden is our boon;

The curse of Earth's grey morning is

The blessing of its noon.

Why search the wide world everywhere

For Eden's unknown ground?

—

That garden of the primal pair

May nevermore be found.

But, blest by Thee, our patient toil

May right the ancient wrong.

And give to every clime and soil

The beauty lost so long.

Our homestead flowers and fruited trees

May Eden's orchard shame;

We taste the tempting sweets of these

Like Eve, without her blame.

And, North and South and East and West,

The pride of every zone,

The fairest, rarest and the best

May all be made our own.

Its earliest shrines the young world sought

In hill-groves and in bowers.

The fittest offerings thither brought

Were thy own fruits and flowers.

And still with reverent hands we cull

Thy gifts each year renewed :

The Good is always beautiful.

The Beautiful is good.

Then came the last sentiment of the evening:

" Michigan : In the magnificent exhibition which

she has made to us, we witness a bountiful harvest

Several of the above verses were adopted by Governor

Long in his Thanksgiving Proclamation.
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of good fruits raised on good soil. We rejoice in

the growth and prosperity of the State."

Kesponse of the Hon. W. K. Gibson.

Mr. President:—I appreciate the honor of being

called on to respond to a sentiment so compli-

mentary to the State to which I belong.

The display which you have deemed worthy of

special notice, is inferior in appearance and quality

to that we are usually able to make in more favor-

able seasons.

Mr. President, We do not feel as though we were

strangers here. Among its early pioneers Michigan

numbered many from New England, and there has

entered into our growth as a State much of the

sturdiness and integrity of character and somewhat

of the culture characteristic of New England life.

The motto of our State is Si Quaeris Peninsulam

Amoenam Oircwmspice, and, Sir, if you seek for a

beautiful peninsula, look upon her as she lies almost

surrounded by the waters of the northern lakes,

every variety of soil, every diversity of climate are

hers. In the southern portion are patches of prairie,

with hills and valleys, and rivers and lakes, while at

the north the waters of Lake Superior break against

a coast as rocky and wild as tliat of New England.

Of the fertility of her soil and its adaptation to the

raising of all kinds ol fruit, you have evidence be-

fore you to-day. Within her borders also are vast

forests of pine and also of hard woods, hardly

equalled in variety by any State in the Union.

From these forests, Sir, within the past few days

has gone up, as from a fiery furnace, a cry of suffer-

ing from destitute, homeless thousands which has

touched the heart of the east as well as the west,

and which has met with such a generous response

in this city.

Mr. President, it seems to me that the heart of

this whole nation has grown very tender within the

past few months. That bed of pain and snfiferiug

upon whicli the President has lain for so manv
weary days, watched over by a loving and heroic

wife, has done more to awaken generous sympathy,

and bind together the different sections of the coun-

try than all tiie reconstruction acts ever passed by

Congress. There can be no enmity in our hearts

towards those whose fervent prayers have mingled

with our own for the President's recovery. And to

Boston, Sir, whose heart is ever tender and respon-

sive to suffering, let me express the thanks and

gratitude of our whole State for the generous dona-

tions you are sending to relieve those made destitute

by the recent forest fires.

Mr. President of the Massachusetts State Horti-

cultural Society—Allow me to say that this banquet

is something more than a mere feast of good things.

In this you have crovvned and dignified what has

preceded it. It conies naturally as a part of what

we call the eternal fitness of things. For three

days, sir, you have shown us the noblest fruits and

fairest flowers of your soil, and to-night, here in this

room, we have had the pleasure of meeting the

noblest fruits and fairest flowers of your moral and

intellectual culture.

One speaker has said this evening, quoting from

Emerson, that much of truth goes floating about

the world in popular proverbs. Doubtless this is

true, and there is an old saying that every New
Englander when he dies expects to go to- Boston.

Now, if this be true, and it probably is, let me ex-

press the wish that such soul may go by the way of

Michigan, and, thus escaping purgatory, reach here

through paradise.

After some closing remarks by President Wilder,

the company joined in singing " America," and then

separated.

Thus closed one of the most profitable meetings

ever held by the American Pomological Society.
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Report of the General Fruit Committee.

To tlie President and Members of the Amen'ran Poniological

Society :

Gentlemen: Tlie undersigned, on behalf of the General

Fruit Committee, respectfully report that in the month of

June last, the following circular was addressed to the

Chairmen of the several State Committees:

AMERICAN POJVIOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

(Organized 1848.)

To
Chairman, Fruit Conunittee, for State of

Dear Sir:—A circular has just been issued, announcing

that the Eighteenth Session of the American Pomological

Society will be held in the City of Boston, commencing
Wednesday, September 14, 1881.

At the session, held September, 1879, in the city of Roch-

ester, N. Y., you were appointed Chairman of the Fruit

Committee of your State. The duties of this Committee

are defined in the Society's by-laws, as follows:

"State Fruit Committees, consisting of tive members each

for every State, Territory and Province represented, and a

general chairman over all, shall be appointed biennially.

It shall be the duty of the several State Fruit Committees

to forward the General Chairman, one month before every

biennial meeting. State Pomological Reports, to be con-

densed by him for publication."

It is customary for the Cliairman of the State Fruit Com-
mittee to select his associates, and you are respectfully re-

quested to organize your committee at the earliest moment
praticable, if not already done, by selecting the most com-

petent and trustworthy persons in different sections of your

State to aid you in collecting the information desired by

the Society, and transmit the same to me as early as the

first of September next.

The nature of the information desired may be briefly

stated as follows:

1st

—

Species ok Fruit. What Species of fruit, as

Apple, Pear, Peach, Plum, Cherry, &c., &c., are grown
successfully in your State?

2d

—

Varieties op Fruits. What varieties of these

fruits have been found, by experience, best adapted to the

soil and climate of your State and its various parts? The
degrees of merit should be stated according to the scale

adopted in the Society's Catalogue, viz: tho.se worthy of

cultivation designated by one *; those of great superiority

and value, by two **; those of more recent introduction

and giving promise of excellence, f. In this connection

you will please examine the lists of varieties, if any, re-

commended in the Society's Catalogue, for your State, and

suggest such changes or additions as may, in youi' judg-

ment, be necessary.

3d

—

New Native Varieties. If there are any new
varieties of recent origin in your State, giving promise of

excellence, you will please make special note of them.

4th

—

Synonymes. Give as much information as may be

in your power in regard to the different names by which

the same fruit is known in your State.

5th — Obstacles to Successb^ul Fruit Culture.
What are the chief ob.stacles to successful fruit culture in

your State, as regards soil, climate, insects, diseases, &c.,

and what remedies have been most effectually employed?
Gtli

—

Culture and Pruning. What treatment of the

soil of fi;iiit tree plantations, and what system of pruning
have yielded, in general, the best results?

7th

—

Storing and Keeping Winter Fruits. What
methods are most successfull}' practiced?

8th

—

Packages. What sort of package has been found

most advantageous, especially for shipment to di.stant

markets, and especially to Europe ?

9th

—

Statistics. If convenient, statistics showing the

extent and progress of fruit culture in your State.

If, for any reason, it may not be in your power to report

upon all the points enumerated above, be kind enough to do

what you can, giving precedence to that relating to " Va-
rieties OF Fruits."

The most important work of the Society must be accom-

plished through the State reports, and, therefore, I earn-

estly ask your active co-operation.

If j'ou have not received a copy of the last volume of

Transactions, you can procure it by addressing Robert
Manning, Secretary, Salem, Mass.

Respectfully,

P. Barry, Rochester, N. Y'.,

Chairman General Fruit CammiUee.

In response to this circular the following reports have

been received:

In some cases the Chairman of the State Committee had

removed from the State, as in Missouri. In others he had

engaged in pursuits that prevented him from giving atten-

tion to pomological matters. This was the case in Colorado

and Louisiana. In some cases a temporary absence or oc-

cupation prevented them from giving the subject the nec-

essary attention.

Similar difficulties may always be expected, in a country

of such vast extent, embracing 50 States and Territories, but

to guard against it, as far as possible, I would suggest that

all the chairmen of the State Fruit Committees be notitied

of their appointment immediately after the meeting at

which they are appointed, and asked to signify their inten-

tion to accept or decline, and in such cases where they de-

cline or cannot serve, the ex-committee be instructed to fill

the vacancy at the earliest moment possible.

The labors of the State Committees are of great import-

ance to the Society, and therefore the greatest care should

be exercised in selecting the several Chairmen, not only

with reference to their qualifications, but also their willing-

ness to serve. In these cases where the chairmen had

moved, or failed from other reasons to serve, I have en-

deavored to fill their places, and in some cases, have

succeeded.

The thanks of the Society are due to those individuals

and committees who have contril)uted these reports, and

tliey are earnestly requested to continue their good work.

Respectfully submitted,

P. Barry, Cliairinan General Fruit Committee.
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Report from Nova Scotia.

Yarmodth, Nova Scotia, October 34th, 1881.

P. Barry, Enq., Ghiiirmnii General Fruit Committee, Ameri-

can Pomological Sockty

:

DE.4.R Sir: Oq receipt of your circular, asking for

reports from the Province for the next volume of the

American Pomological Society, I addressed R. W. Starr,

Port Williams, Kings County, President of the N. S. Fruit

Growers Association ; Rev. R. Burnet, of Pictou, Vice

President ; A. Longle}', Paradise, Annapolis County, and

A. H. Johnson and W. H. O. Haliburton of Wolfville,

Kings County, all fruit growers of experience, asking for

reports from their respective counties, embracing the les-

sons and results of late years. You kindly allowed us

until the 1st of November to hand in reports for publication,

so as to include the observations of this season. Whatever

may be sent will be forwarded with this, or whenever re-

ceived. I have nothing as yet.

Mr. Burnet attended the .sessions in Boston, our only

but most honored representative, and in work there may
have absolved himself of any further need of reporting.

Under date August 11th, 1881, he writes from Pictou, N.

S., to which he has recently removed from Ontario: "I
have imported a few dozen of Dwarf Pears, which are

certainly exceeding my utmost expectations. We have

had a singularly beautiful spring and summer. I liave

resided in the South of France and been in Northern Spain,

but I never experienced such charming and enjoyable

weather. My trees are succeeding beyond expression,

every one of them; the grape vines, which were planted

late in the season, have pushed three or even four feet. I

find the Province of Nova Scotia singularly prolific, the

crops are wonderfully abundant, wliere the least care is

taken to secure a good result."

March 20th and 3Tth, of this year, I visited Halifax and

found abundance of snow and ice there, and all through

tlie northern counties, while in Pictou the ice in the har-

bor was strong enough for horse races to be held upon it,

and the whole county was covered a foot deep in snow.

Tlie preceding week farmers in Yarmouth county had been

planting potatoes and sowinggrain, so great is the climatic

difference on the opposite coasts of the Province, with an

average breadth of less than one hundred miles. Last

winter, wliile the thermometer all along the Alantie Coast

of the United States as far south as Galveston, went below

zero, and inland all the way to 40" below, and in some
counties of this Province to 20° below; in this county the

lowest point touched was 4° above zero, and that only for

a few hours, the average temperature being about 24°.

Our latitude is 43 degrees, 48 minutes, 30 seconds, the same

as the south of France. Boston is in 42 degrees 21 seconds,

but the Gulf stream sweeps along our shores and modifies

the climate, giving us an early spring, a cool summer, a

late fall and a mild winter. Ever blooming roses will

stand our winter in the open ground with a slight cover,

often with none.

Someliow, Nova Scotia is popularly thought to be many
degrees further north and to have a most trying and tempest-

uous climate, but in otherwise well informed minds there is

often a mistiness about latitude. In the Boston Advertiser

not long since, there was aparagraph on the effects of last

winter's frosts on the gas metres in Boston and in Glasgow,

Cities, tlie Advertiser remarks, of about the same size and in

about the same latitude. Now Boston is in 42° while Glas-

gow is in 50°, nearly. Even the extreme south of England

is in .50°. What can they know about good apples in Eng-

land unless we send them from this side.

It has been maintained by some writers that the further

north apples are grown the better the quality. This sup-

position was probably based upon the exceptional character

of some varieties like the Montreal Famense, which in deli-

cacy of texture and in high quality, surpasses the Famense

of other regions. Many varieties seem to have only a local

adaptation. The Neicton Pippin, of the Hudson, is unap-

proachable; the Ribston Pippin, of Niagara Township, On-

tario, is but little inferior to it; IheWayener, Swazie,Pomme

Orise and Northern Spy, from the same district, are all

of the highest excellence, and the Gravenstein of Kings

county, N. S., excels the same variety grown elsewhere.

Is it not rather that the one essential condition to develop

the highest quality in an apple is a certain temperature, so

many degrees of heat and sunshine for a certain period,

week after week, and niontli after month. By the ab-

sence or presence of this required temperature, other con-

ditions being equal, may be measured the relative adaptation

of fruit regicms.

The export trade in apples from Nova Scotia to England

has assumed dimensions requiring direct steam communi-

cation, and a line of steamers is now employed for a portion

of the year, in carrying apples from Annapolis, while con-

siderable shipments are also made from Halifax. Nova
Scotia apples are said to surpass in size, color, freedom

from blemish, and showy appearance, either United Slates

or Canadian apples. The popular taste will never be educat-

ed to perfection. SomethingfiUingis what suits the appetite

of the million, rather than the ambrosial, dissolving texture

of a perfect apple.

In the county of Yarmouth, during the last few years,

great progress has been made in fruit growing, in Apples

cliiefly. The much abused tree agent, through whom the

principal importations are made, .sells trees annually to the

value of several thousand dollars. More than eighty recog-

nized varieties are now grown, over sixty of which have

borne fruit. Of these, such as are not seedlings of the

county, are already noted in the columns of the Reports of

the American Pomological Society, as successfully grown

in Nova Scotia, with the exception of Grim.es' Golden. Of

this variet}', which does well here inland, bearing annual

crops and selling in the home market at five d(j|lars per

barrel. One grower this season has sixty bairels. I think it

is entitled to at least one star for Nova Scotia, as it is also

doing well in Annapolis county.

And7-eu)s' or Major Sweet, a seedling of the county, was
thought by Mr. Downing to merit a place in his Third

Appendix, where it is classed as very good. Reynard and

Holky are two other seedlings of very large size, rivalling

the Ak.rander or the Gloria Miiiidi. The}' keep till mid-

winter, and might improve in quality in a warmer region.

I will send scions of any or of all of them, to any appli-

cant with pleasure.

So marked is the difference, however, between the shore

climate and conditions, and the inland regions of the same

county, only a few miles distant, that comparatively few

varieties will succeed at all on the shores. The south wind

from the ocean is heavily laden with salt which blights the
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foliage of most varieties of Apples. After a strong southerly

gale, lUe leaves blacken and shrivel, growth for the season

ceases, and the fruit drops. Tlie few successful kinds for

the coast lines, named in the order of value for productive-

ness, are: Keswick C'xlUn, Duchess of Oldenbiiiy, Wdf/ciiei;

Gravenstein, Blenheim Pippin, Fall Jennetiny and Northern

Spy. Ak'xander smA OoldeiiSiceeth&ax'iaXtXy; Ontario, one ot

Arnold's hybrids but two years planted, bore on a very small

tree, four large, handsome apples this season. Foliage and

growth of tree strong and vigorous.

At a County Exhibition in October, in competition for

prizes for best collection of twenty-five kinds; one collection

was shown from Annapolis County, the oldest fruit grow-

ing county in the Province, and three from Yarmouth
county, the youngest. To the latter were awarded all the

prizes as decidedly superior. It was also remarked by a lady

from Great Britain, who is familiar with the London and

with other markets there, that she had never seen so fine

fruit as graced our tables.

Our Apples are endowed with long keeping in an em-

nent degree. I have a large box for testing this, divided

with partitions into eighteen compartments, simply lined

with paper, and having a closely fitting top. It is kept in a

cool cellar with cemented floor, but no artificial means are

employed to prolong maturity. Oracenstein, Habhaniston

Nonsuch, King of Tompkins County and other early or mid-

winter sorts keep until May, while Northern Spy, Grimes'

Golden, American Golden Russet, Nonpareil and other long

keepers last through June.

Pears rarel}' grow to be of any value upon the coast. In

warm, dry seasons, a few kinds mature so as to be edible;

inland they succeed fairly.

Peaches are not grown, except a few under glass.

Plums do well when trained against a sunny wall, but the

black knot is increasing rapidi}', and it is probable that the

Plum trees will leave the walls in a few more years.

Gooseberries and currants of all varieties may be grown
successfully, if vigilance be exercised to keep the currant

worm in check by the use of Hellebore.

Grapes, both American varieties of the best kinds and

choice Foreign varieties, Black Hamburg, and others, are

grown successfully in cold graperies. In one of these,

.sixteen by sixty feet, the vines have never been laid down
during the winter, but are pruned and allowed to remain

tied to the trellis; no injury has ever resulted, and heavy

crops are borne annuall}'.

In Strawberries, our farmers are beginning to find that

there is money in them, and are growing them by the acre.

The crop exceeds home consumption, and considerable

sliipments are made to Boston, from July 10th to August

10th. Another year there will be additional steam commu-
nication and much larger shipments will be made. As to

varieties, the columns of the American Pomological Society

tell the honest truth at a glance. Wilson's Albany alone,

double starred along the whole line. In a late number of

the Fruit Iit:corder, A. M. Purdy advertises for 20,000 gen-

uine Wilson's Albany. Is any one planting that number of

any other kind, except to sell plants?

An intimate friend of mine, tells any one consulting him
about what kinds to plant: "There are just two point.s to

learn about strawberries, if you wish to grow fruit. One is,

plant Wilson's Albany; and the other is, don't plant ai\y-

thing else." This is the result of some fifteen years expe-

rience with nearly all the famous kinds as they were
introduced to the public, year after year, with glowing

descriptions, only to be discarded after a long or short trial.

And yet this same friend had a plot of Sharpless this sum-
mer, 30 feet by 80, of magnificent plants, with fruit as large as

apples, and requiring nearly as long to ripen, with stems so

feebly attached that the whole truss would drop off if you
lifted a big berry to see how it was getting on toward ripe-

ness. He did not get a quart of fruit from the whole plot.

The robbins gathered them ; he sent to Arnold of Paris,

Ontario, this spring for his four new seedlings, Arnold's

Pride, Maggie. Bright Ida and Alpha; to Shirts, of Michi-

gan, for his foundling, the Shirts; and to Lawton, of Seat-

tle, W. T., for his seedling; the last, owing to a spell of

cold, wet weather, failed; but all the others are doing

splendidly. The same sage adviser has some thirty seed-

lings of his own on trial.

I have had Lennig^s White for many years, keeping it as

a standard of quality; setting out new plants in fresh ground

from time to time. This season this variety has assumed a

new type. The plants are vigorous, forming singly large

stools; the runners and young plants the .strongest in my
whole collection of kinds, while the fruit was not only much
more abundant but quite uniformly closed all over. It

really seems as if long proximity to Wilson's Albany had

imparted to Lennig's White, color, vigor and product-

iveness. I would like to send you a few plants in the

spring to look into this.

Need I tell j'ou that the name of this staunch advocate of

the Wilson, who still wastes time on so many other kinds,

can give good counsel to his friends, but fails to profit by

his own experience, is

Yours, very truly,

Chakles J. Brown.

Paradise, Annapolis Co., N. S.

,

October 34th, 1881 S..J

Charles E. Brown, Esq., Yarmouth, Chairman of the

Nova Scotia Fruit Coinmittee, American Pomological

Society :

Dear Sir:—Were my time less fully occupied I should

feel the utmost pleasure in complying with the request

contained in your esteemed favor of July last, that I

should furnish for publication in the forthcoming " Report

of the American Pomological Society " a brief article upon

Apple Culture, &c. , in the Valley of Annapolis. I have but

little leisure to devote to any thought or preparation upon

the subject,

VARIETIES.

In attempting to give you a few practical thoughts, I

would remark, under this heading, that the progress made

in this branch of Pomology in several of the western coun-

ties of Nova Scotia during the last twenty j-ears, both as

regards quality and ciuautity, has been higblj- gratifying to

all who have taken an interest in, or in any way contrib-

uted to, the advancement thus made.

This advancement has been effected mainly through the

instrumentaliiy of the Fruit Growers' Association of Nova

Scotia, established in 1861, or thereabouts.

Through the efforts of this oi'ganization new and im-

proved varieties of apples have been introduced into the

country, and the sharp competitions at the annual exhibi-

tions held under the auspices of this association have led
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to the adoption of better modes of cultivutiou, aud more

care and attention in every way.

Among the varieties thus brought into favor may be

mentioned the Oramnstein, Ribston Pippin, Blenheim Pip-

pin, King of Tompkin» County, Elite Pearmain, Cahmhea,

Hiihhardston Nonsuch, Calkins' Pippin, Clyde. Beauty, Pid
Astrachan, and other varieties, all of which seem well

adapted to our soil and climate, and produce abundantlj'.

The Riliston Pippin is an e.special favorite in the English

market. It has a peculiarly rich appearance and line

flavor, but requires more than ordinary care in cultivation

in order to be grown successfully.

As an autumn apple, tlie Oramnstein probably has no

peer. It comes to maturity in this region during the

mouth of October, but is in use for a period of about three

months—say from the first of September to the end of

November. Ten years ago this apple commanded a higher

price than an}' ether grown among us, but it has now be-

come so abundant that it has considerably receded in

price, and has in this respect yielded to certain long-keep-

ing varieties, particularly the Nonpareil. This old, hardy

and productive apple has come into special favor since the

opening up of the English market, as it is quite safe to

ship to foreign ports, even as late as the month of May.

It commands a handsome price, sometimes as high as

thirty-five shillings sterling per barrel in tlie London, Liv-

erpool and Glasgow markets. It is now selling readily at

any port or station in this county for three dollars per bar-

rel, two dollars and fifty cents being the highest price

offered for any other sorts.

CULTIVATION, PRDNING, &C.

Uur orchardists generally are giving increased attention

to these important matters, including the adaptation of

soils for the growth of particular varieties; drainage,

where required to ensure a favorable subsoil, judicious

pruning, and various other conditions nece.ssary to secure

satisfactory results.

So many opinions are advanced on the different ques-

tions connected with this subject, that, after all, experi-

ence and observation mislead if any one particular theory

has to be very largely relied on.

Speaking generally, apples thrive best on the lighter

soils. Were I about locating an apple orchard at the pres-

ent time, I should, if possible, choose a southerly aspect,

well protected on the north and west by a thick hedge or

belt of evergreens, and a soil combining a mi.\ture of sand,

clay and limestone, with good drainage. Selecting the

best trees, with moderately low stems, I should plant them
at least thirty feet apart.

The most popular theory now is thai the orchard should

not be made to yield any otiier than the apple crop, but I

think this rule may be very safely departed from for sev-

eral years after the planting of the trees, by putting in

some sort of hoed crop, the principal thing to be observed

being to furnish, by generous cultivation, sufficient food

for both crops.

The shape or form of the trees may, of course, be greatly

changed by the mode of pruning. Some prefer the high,

conical shape as being more conveniently worked among;
others the low-spreading umbrella form. The fruit is

more easily gathered from the latter, is less liable to injury

from falling, and has a larger exposure to air and liglit

aud would probably be more prolific, and produce finer

and more early matured fruit. So the balance of evidence

.seems to be in favor of the hw tree.

As to the time of pruning, I may be permitted to say

that, taking my own experience for a guide, I prefer the

month of October, immediately after the fruit is gathered.

Doubtless something depends upon the age and condition

of the tree, and the special objects sought to be obtained;

still, as a general rule, I prefer autumn pruning. The
best system would probably be to commence pruning as

soon as the tree begins to grow, and then but little trim-

ming would be I'equired at any one time; so it would be

comparatively unimportant at what season of the year it

was done.

PICKING AND PACKING FOR MARKET, KEEPING, &C.

Careful picking is the first desideratum; then equally

important is careful handling and sorting. Individually,

I prefer packing the apples in the barrel immediately upon
their being taken from the tree. In this waj' they are not

only less liable to be bruised, but also retain all their fresh-

ness and bloom—conditions which are apt to be more or

less marred when the apples are poured down and re-

handled before being packed. Unifoimity of size in the

same barrel is also of great importance. The larger apples,

or No. 1, as they are styled, should be packed by them-

selves, and the same care should be observed in reference

to the medium size, or No. 3, and the culls, or No. 3.

Great care is especially required in packing apples for

the foreign markets, and as long as careless picking and

packing continue, so long will our export trade suffer

a loss.

The inferiority of our barrels, both as to size and style,

is a serious draw-back upon the appearance of our fruit in

market. Some years ago a law was passed by our Provin-

cial Legislature regulating this matter, making the stand-

ard size of the apple barrel about the same as that of the

flour barrel. But, unfortunately for our credit aud profit

as fruit growers, a very culpable indifference prevails in

carrying out this law, small barrels being more popular

than large ones with too many of our orchardists. In

view, however, of the great quantities of apples now being

sent to the English markets, I think we may hope soon to

see a marked improvement in this respect.

The most approved method of keeping apples during the

winter is, I think, to pack them in barrels and put them

in a cool cellar. I .should place more stress upon the cool-

ness than the dryness of the cellar, as I have known apples

to keep remarkablj' well in a damp situation which was at

the same time cold, warmth more than moisture seeming

to induce decay.

QUANTITY AND QUALITY OP THIS SEASON'S FRUIT.

There have been some peculiarities about the present

season worthy of being noted. The prevalence of dull,

wet weather, and the consequent absence of sunlight, may,

I think, be assigned as the chief causes of the inferiority

of the major part of the apple crop this year. The Avyust

Pippin, Flushing Spitzenber'j, Northern Spy, Concord Pear-

main, and some other sorts, are so badlj' cracked and

spotted that it is difficult to find any among them reallj' fit

to put up as No. 1. The general apple crop is also much
below the average this season. In the way of illustration,

I may say that the estimated crop in this county last year
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wa<! in excess of 100,000 barrels, and this year 00,000

would, I think, comprise the entire yield; or, taking the

whole district between the town of Annapolis Royal on

the west and Windsor on the east—a distance of about

eighty-five miles—the crop of last year was set down at

300,000, and this season it will probably not exceed 125,000

barrels. However, taking this as an exceptionably unfa-

vorable year, and judging from the results of the last ten

years, it may be doubted whether there is upon this conti-

nent, or, indeed, in any part of the world, a region better

adapted for the cultivation of fruit especially of the

hardier sorts, than the Annapolis Valley. The orchards

h'ing at the base of, and sheltered by, the North Mountain

Range are especially productive, and some of the best

specimens are there produced.

Our autumns are highly favorable for coloring the

apples, which, in the month of October, rival the hues of

the surrounding woodlands, affording a feast to the sight

as well as to the taste.

The cherry, plum, pear, quince, grape and peach are

also successfully grown in this and other portions of the

Province, but time will not admit of my adding any

remarks upon the smaller fruits.

Again expressing my regret that I have been unable to

offer anything more worthy of tlie subject and the occa-

sion, I beg to subscribe myself.

Your obedient servant,

A. LONGLEY.

Annapolis County, N. S.

Port Williams, Kings Co., Oct. 25th, 1881.

P. Barry, Esq., Chairman of General Fruit Committee of

the American Pomologiad Society, Rochester, N Y.:

Dear Sir:—At the request of C. E. Brown, Esq., I have

the pleasure of forwarding to you a few notes on the fruit

of this locality. On looking over the lists of standard

fruits for the Province I found so many changes necessary

that 1 have written the list nearly all out anew, and have

given reasons for the changes, and have made other com-

ments on the different sorts, showing their good and bad

qualities. This may make the report too lengthy for you.

If so, cull the information you want, and throw away
the rest. My object is to get the work done correctly, so

as to make the list a true record of fruits actually tested

and proved.

I have added to the list of native and introduced species

a large number of stars, and the names of several native

berries not on the list, and there are still some others, but

the thought occurred that I should in all cases of new
plants give the botanical name as well, and as I must, to

be correct, get some assistance for this work, I will go no

farlher; but if you think it advisable, write me, and I will

have it worked up.

I am, yours truly,

R. W. Starr.

Alexandci—Hardy; useful in tlie nortliern and sliore

counties. Baldwin—An old standard variety, good when
well ripened. Ben Davis—Promising well; colors high;

keeps well. Blenheim Pippin—Reliable as the tree gets

age; sells well in Loudon. Blue Pearmain—Not always

reliable ; sometimes cracks badly. Broadwell—One of the

best winter sweet apples. Calkins' Pippin—Native; sea-

son, early winter; hardy, reliable, profitable. Chenango
Strawbernj—Fine for table; too tender for profitable ship-

ping. Clyde Beauty—Not largely grown, but liked by
those who grow it. ColBert—Ra,lhev coarse but hardy, and
suits some localities, but cannot recommend it for general

cultivation. Brap d'Or—l find this starred, but it is going
out of cultivation; not profitable. Duchess of Oldenburg—
Very hardy, and will mature fruit wherever blackberries

ripen. Early Uarrcst—This apple has failed so that of

late years it is hard to get a good sample; no matter how
cultivated, they are covered with black fungus or spot, and
badly cracked, but when good it is " best." Esopus Spitz-

enberg—Does well on strong, warm soils, but is not reliable

in all situations. Fallawater—Promising well; vigorous,

hardy, handsome, keeps well. Fall Harrey—Only lately

brouglit into notice; very jjrolific; good. Fall Jenneting—
Going out of cultivation. B\ill Pippin—Quite largely cul-

tivated, but do not recommend it; not profitable. F'am-

cuse—I would take off the star for Nova Scotia; very

unprofitable; spots worse than any other. Fourth of July—
Promising well ; may take the place of Early Harvest. Oolden

Basset of Western New York—One of the best long-keepers we
have. Oravenstein—Has no competitor in its season.

Orimes' Golden—So far is doing remarkably well, llubhard-

ston Nonsuch—Great bearer; wants high cultivation; give it

another star. Hurlhut—Promising well. Jewell's Fine

lied—Hardy; prolific; profitable. Keswick Codlin—Valua-

ble in the shore counties. King of Tompkins County—

•

Strong grower, good bearer, but wastes from falling.

Large Yellow Bough—Best Summer Sweet. Lowell— Yig-

orous; prolific. Lyscorn—Valuable in the family, but oc-

casionally cracks and spots. Maiden's Blush—Does very

well, but we have others better. Marquis of Lorne^l fear

we have been too hasty in giving this a star; please set it

back to dagger for further trial; it has been cracking

rather badly late years. Mother—Ratlier feeble grower.

Munson Sweet—Very prolific; apt to overbear. Newtown
Spitzenberg—Sometimes spots and cracks; otherwise good.

Nonpareil Russet—Give it another star; one of the most

profitable of all, and the best long-keeper known to us.

Northern Spy—Very good, but not equal to the preceding.

Peck's PlcasaJit—If we have this correct, it is a fine apple.

Pomm£ Grise—Desseit only, except wheie known in mar-

ket. Porter—-If we had not Gravenstein, this apple would

be thought more of. Red Astraehan—Prolific ; hardy ; reli-

able. Bliode Island Greening—An old standard apple,

grown everywhere in the Province. Ribston Pippin—One
of our best and most profitable standard varieties; a regu-

lar bearer, and brings best prices in London. Roxbury

Russet—Very much lilied where known; sometimes mis-

taken for Nonpareil Russet. St. Lawrence—Very delicate,

handsome table apple. Saxton—Not profitable. Talinan's

Sweet—Hardy; prolific; keeps well. Twenty Ounce Apple

—Trees want some age to bear perfect fruit. Wagerwr—
Early and prolific bearer; ships well; .sells well in London.

Westfield Sceknofurther—Doea well on strong, warm soils;

ships well. Williams' Favorite—A first-class apple, ripen-

ing a little later than Astraehan. Yellow Bellejteur—Known
in our markets as the "Bishop's Pippin," and is a great

favorite in our local markets, but does not stand shipment

as well as some others.
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NEW AND OLD SORTS NOT ON THE LIST OF THE AMERICAN
POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Schaffer—Received from Penasylvania; doing remarlia-

bly well. Reynard—Received from C. E. Browa, of Yar-

moutli, N. S. ; a seedling, very large, round, oblong,

slightly conical; greenish yellow; very smooth and regular

tree; strong, vigorous, hardy, good bearer; good kitchen

and market; early winter. (Jo.r's Oniitge Pippin—Has a

high reputation in England as a dessert apple, and fully

sustains it here; is hardy and very productive. Cornixh

QiUiflowei—Another English dessert apple; succeeds well,

and is worthy of more extensive trial. English Golden

Basset—An old sort grown here for a long time; hardy;

reliable; keeps well; rich, high flavor; brisk, sharp acid;

looks a good deal like Hunt Russet, but is not the same;

Downing pronounces it " The best flavored apple yen ever

sent me." Flushing Spitzeuberg, or, as it is known in An-

napolis county, Vandenere. (Newtown Spitzenberg of Cata-

logue)—Very extensively grown in Kings and Annapolis

counties; stands shipping remarkably well, either to West

Indies or England, and, on account of its brilliant color

and handsome appearance, sells well in London.

CRAB APPLES.

Hi/slop, Montreal Beauty, Transcendant.—These are all

good and reliable sorts, and pretty well All the bill re-

quired of this fruit; but we have a native called Large

Red {Red Siberian) (?) that has some better qualities than

eitlier of them. It is as large as Transcendant, as round

and handsome as Clierry, keeps as well as fIysU>p, and is a

good des.sert fruit; tree very large and vigorous for a Crab,

and bears good, regular crops, without over-bearing.

APRICOTS

Are not much grown, but where tested generally succeed.

In a garden near by, a large tree, some fifteen years old,

of Large Early, is doing remarkably well, bearing full

crops three years out of live, unless destroyed by eurculio.

Doubtless other sorts would do as well, if tested.

BLACKBERRIES

Are but little cultivated, the markets being plentifully

supplied with wild fruit. From actual test I can recom-

mend for one star each the following on the list, viz.:

Dorchester, Kittatiny, Wilson's Early, and a native sort,

known as Green Cane, which is very hardy and prolific,

medium size and good quality, quite as early as Wilson's.

Laioton is a good fruit, but loo tender for general cultiva-

tion.

CHERRIES.

The past season has been, in many respects, unfortu-

nate for this fruit, almost every tree being loaded to its

utmost capacity, but only the early varieties perfected

fruit. Owing to the excessive wet weather, the greater

proportion of the medium and late varieties rotted on the

trees. I would recommend to advance Belle de Choisy—
handsome, prolific, good; Bigarreau—old, but very relia-

ble. The others I would leave as they at present stand,

except to add to Early Parple Guigne, Early Richmond,

Goi-ernor Wood, Morello.

CURRANTS.

For the past ten years we have had a continuous fight

with the currant worm to enable us to get any fruit what-

soever; and nearly all the old plantations, willi the careless

methods of cultivation, have passed away; but new bushes,

clean culture, close pruning, and constant attention, with

liberal use of hellebore, or some other insecticide, will

bring as good returns as ever. I would recommend Black

Naples, Cherry, La Versaillaise, Red Dutch, White Dutch,

White Grape.

GOOSEBERRIES

Are, of course, subject to the same insect enemy as the

currant, requiring the same treatment to subdue them and

secure crops. Mildew, which used to be very prevalent,

has not troubled us much of late years, probably owing to

better cultivation and pruning. I have on trial a number

of English varieties and some new American, also some

native seedlings of great primiise, which, when fully tested,

I shall report upon. Meantime, I cannot suggest any

change in the list.

GRAPES.

Native are almost a total failure this year from the cold,

wet weather and early frost. Of the new sorts tested and

worthy to add to the list for out door culture in this Pro-

vince, I would give one star each to Agawam, Champion

and Sakm. Several other varieties have been tested and

discarded, and many new sorts are on trial, and will be

reported in due time. Foreign grapes, such as Black Clus-

ter, Miller's Burgundy, White Sweet/cater and Royal Musca-

dine have been quite as successfully grown, and under the

same treatment ripened as fully as the American varieties.

Even Black Hamburg has occasionally, and under favora-

ble circumstances, been perfectly ripened in the open air.

NECTARINES AND PEACHES

Are but little grown, although there is no reason why they

should not be in ever}' garden of the central portion of the

Province, but only early varieties should be tested at first.

We frequently see plates of well-grown and ripened

peaches at our fruit shows at the last of September, but

there is seldom any name by which they may be recog-

nized.

PEARS

Are quite largely grown in this county, and great numbers

of sorts have been tested within a few years, and some old

favorites are being discarded, as well as new ones that are

failures. The following are the results of careful observa-

tion for several j'ears: Andrews— Very good, worthy

of more extended trial. Bartlstt—Most profitable of any.

Beurre Bosc—Very good ; should be highly cultivated.

Beurre Clairgeau—Good for market
; profitable

;
great

cropper. Beurre d'Anjou—First-rate; reliable. Beurre

Hardy—Ranks high, next to Barilett for profit. Clapp's

FaBorite—Handsome; good; requires care in marketing.

Brandy icine—Good amateur's fruit; too tender for mar-

ket. Duclii'sse d'Angoulenie—Only successful on the quince,

and with highest culture. Golden Beurre of Bilboa—Old,

but very good. Howell—Very vigorous, hardy and pro-

ductive; good. Kirtland—On trial, promises well. Louise

Bonne of Jersey—Good either on quince or as standard.

Marie Louise—I think we must discard this pear for gen-

eral use, however unwillingly, as the growth is so feeble,

and it is not reliable. Fteniish Beauty—This is also a fail-

ure three years out of four from cracks and spot. Onon-

daga—Generally good and reliable; occasionally knotty.

Osband's Summer—Not reliable; frequently worthless; do

not recommend it. Paradis d'Automne—Good; very pro-
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ductive. Seckel—Requires very high cultivation to give

size. Smivenlr du Congres—Vigorous, hardy, prolific; tliink

it will rank high. Stevens' Oenesee—Succeeds admirably

on warm, dry soils. Yiear of Winkfieid—Very hai'dy;

great bearer; fruit should be thinned to get size and per-

fection ; requires care in ripening. White Doyenne—Cracks

so badly that we must condemn it. Winter Nelis—Is the

best winter pear, without exception, that we have; the

fruit will alwaj's ripen and get full flavor. Windsor—Go-

ing out of cultivation; not as profitable as formerly.

Xatice sorts tcorl/iy of attention.—1st. Miiria—Medium,
round, yellow; very good for family and market; ten days

earlier than Burtk'tt ; hardy, prolific, reliable. 3d. Sutton's

Great Britain—Large, obtuse pyriform, yellowish green

and russet; good market; ten days later tlian Bartlett ; very

strong grower; great bearer; good market variety.

TLDMS.

I would add to the list starred for Nova Scotia the fol-

lowing: Columbia, Moore's Arctic, very hardy; Quackenboss.

QUINCES

Are grown to a limited extent, and generally succeed very

well. Of the different sorts the Apple or Orange stands

highest in the estimation of growers, Angers is the next,

Pear following closely. All are good, and worthy of cul-

tivation.

RASPBERRIES.

So far the black-caps have not proved as good as the red

or European varieties for this locality. I would star

Clarke, Fastolff, Franeonia, Hudson Biver Bed Antwerp,

Brinckk's Orange. 1 have tested both the Bed Antwerp and
the White Antwerp, but do not consider them equal to the

above list.

STR.^WBERRIES.

I must leave this fruit in the hands of those better quali-

fied to report upon the newer sorts, as I have only tested

some three cr four varieties, and they are already classi-

fied—the rage or fever for new sorts having passed me by.

Report from New Brunswick.

Species of fru-t grown in the Canadian province of New
Brunswick

:

In the northern sections of New Brunswick are grown
only apples and plums of the larger fruits. Peaches, pears,

and cultivated cherries are not grown to any extent.

The varieties found by experience best adapted to the

soil and climate of this province: New Brunswicker,

an apple that is said by Mr. F. P. Sharp to have

originated iu the Province ; very similar in appear-

ance to Wk Ductless of Oldenburg, but pronounced by him
to be of more free growth, uniformly larger, and when ripe

not so acid. Faineuse and Ale.eander, both of whicli flouiish

and mature finely. In the further north thrive the Pea-

body Greening, Bed Astrachan, Sops of Wine, Summer Har-
vey, Early Harvest, Peioaukee, Honey Pink, Kennebec Sweet-

ing, St. Lawrence, American Oolden Pippin, Northern

Oulden Sweet, Haas, Canada Baldwin. These are reported by
Mr. Sharp, tlie extensive nurseryman and fruit grower, in

their respective order of merit at Woodstock, N. B.

Further south on the St. John river, the following apples

flourish and fruit freely, viz: Ponnd Sweet, Pomm.e Oris,

(See Pumpkin Sweet), Bisliap Pippin, very similar to the

Yellow Bellflower of the United States, and I scarcely know
iu what respects it difl;ers from that variety, Bibston Pippin

and Canada Beinette.

Then there are several varieties of apples in progress of

trial, but not yet fruited to any extent : as Walbridge, Wealthy,

Scott's Winter. All varieties of crabs flourish and fruit

freely, Transcendant and Hyslop being the most cultivated.

Many of the larger varieties have been grown and fruited

successfully when tlie trees are turned down to the earth in

the fall, so as to remain covered by the snow, and tlius pro-

tected from the excessive cold and sudden changes of our

winters, then raised and staked up in the spring.

Moore's Arctic, a new plum said to have originated

in the Aroostook County, Me., is the most abundant
cropper and hardiest tree at the present time, although

usually "laid down" by Mr. Sharp, in his large plum
orchard. I have seen it fruiting quite as freelj' in some
sheltered places where left growing in its natural position.

This is a medium-sized blue plum, firm and meaty; well

adapted for carriage, and sought after for preserving. The
tree of Moore's Arctic is healthy, thrifty, and free from
black knot and other diseases incident to plums. The old

Blue Damson fruits well in many places, but is liable to

disease and death—black knot.

Small fruits of all kinds are grown extensively, and this

Province is getting quite noted in the Boston market for

late strawberries and raspberries, .shipped 300 or 3.50 miles

thence.

The chief obstacles to successful fruit culture are the very

cold winters. Bark louse and aphides are the only insects

to any extent to combat.

I have requested Mr. Sharp and other experienced fruit-

growers to give a synopsis of their methods of culture and

pruning.

Storing and keeping winter fruits.—Very little experi-

ence in this line has yet been had, up the St. John river

district, as most of the fruit is of the early fall and win-

ter sorts.

Nothing superior to barrels for packages has yet been

found. Apples are carefully selected and solidly packed

in, in some instances each one being wrapped in paper.

Great progress has been made in this section in the cul-

tivation of early fall and winter fruit; so much so that

nearly all the farmers are using the choice named varie-

ties to the exclusion of the old seedling apples, which are

now getting into disrepute.

Winter fruits have not been sufflciently tested to come

into general use.

C. B. Grosvenor.

Report from Maine.

P. Barry, Chairman General Fruit Committee :

The entire absence of any report from Maine in the

transactions of the American Pomological Society, for 1879,

together with the small number of varieties starred in the

column for this State in the General Fruit Catalogue, have

given rise to an erroneous impression in some quarters, that

the interest in Iruil cullure in the State is declining, and
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that the capacity of the State for the production of fruit in

great abundance and of superior (luality, has been over-

rated. We arc hajjpy to report that these impressions are

witliout foundation.

Ill MO previous year has there been so much fruit grown

in tlie State, nor in so great variety or of better quality than

in ISHO, and at no previous time has there been so much

interest taken by the people at large in fruit eidture as at the

present.

The State Poniological Society, now in the ninth year of

its existence, has dcmonstral,ed its ability and rinht to live,

and has been instrumental, through its publications, ex-

hibitions and meetings, in awakening a deep and wide-

spread interest in the subject of fruit-culture. On every

hand we see evidence of more intelligent care and greater

skill in the cultivation of tiuit than formerly. The subject

is discnssed not only at the meetings of the Society, but at

the Farmers' Clubs, at the State and County fairs, and

weekly by a score of practical and intelligent cultivators in

the columns of several of our leading newspapers. But

there is still abundant room for improvement, and much of

ignorance, prejudice, selfishness and quackery to be over-

come.

The capacity of the State for the production of fruit,

(especially late keeping apples, valuable for exportation), is

practically unlimited. We have thousands of acres of

good orchard lands as yet nniniproved.

The shipment of apples from l^orlland, last year, amounted

to about 40,000 barrels, consisting largely of the linld-

win, Itlwdc hl<i.iLd Oreeidnf/, Itihrhury Russet, Tidiiiaii'x Nwect

and Yi-U&w BeUthwer. Besides these, large quantities were

sent by rail to other points of shipment and consumption.

With respect to the fruit products of the present year, it

may be said that apples will be in al)out the average (pum-

tity. The grovvtli is now well advanced, and the quality

uniformly good. The old distinction between the " bear-

ing" and "oft' years" is becoming less marked than for-

merly. Pears and plums are abundant and good. Grapes

have fruited abundantly, but in some parts of the State

have mildewed badly. Peaches will be harvested in con-

siderable (piantitics; and the small fruits were abundant

anil excellent, as usual.

Referring to our rejxirt for 1877, we would repeat all that

is there .said, with slight modifications, as applicable to the

present time.

It is to be regretted that so few varieties of fruit have

been starred for this State in the recent number of the

Society's Catalogue. We have a carefully prepared and

sufficiently extensive fiuit list for the Slate, dividing the

territory into tlu'i'C great divisions, for each of which a

sufilcient number of varieties are recommended. The con-

ditions of climate and soil differ so much in these several

divisions that it is impossil)le to transfer to a single column

representing the entire State, a list which will be a safe

guide in all localities. But it will be the duty of our dele-

gates at the approaching session to recommend such

changes and additions to the list for Maine as will make it

represent aiipro.xiniately tlic larger portion of our present

fruit-growing area.

IIenkv McL.\l]0ULIN,

For the Committee.

rEACHES IN MAINE.

From the Report of the Maine Pomological Society's

E.xhibition, 18S1:

If the di.sphiy of plums might be justly called remark-

able, that of Maine Grown Peaches was certainly more

so. It lias been supposed that we could not grow peaches

in this State; but the evidences are coming to us every year

that we can, and do so to perfection and at a profit. Among
those exhibiting Maine grown peaches were, A. Smith,

Granville Fernald, Miss Alice Foster, Henry Gordon, Ly-

man, and Mrs. .1. Ma.xey, Gardiner. Of tho.se shown by

Mr! Smith the tree was purchased for a Crawford's Early,

but iMOved to be a seedling. Miss Foster's were the true

Crawford's Early. Mr. Fernald had Crawford's and Old

Miron, and those shown by Mrs. Maxey and Mr. Gordon,

were seedlings. The last named gentleman showed the

finest, largest and best looking specimens, but in quality

they were not quite so fine flavored or nice grained as the

Criuiford's exhibited by Miss Foster. Mr. Gordon has a

peach orchard which must, from its extent, resemble some

of the Marjiand plantations, as he will market this year

something like one tliousand baskets, or in all, $1,500

worth. This seems a little " romantic " for Maine, but a

gentleman who saw his trees last week informed us that

there were probably a hundred bushels of peaches on the

ground the day of his visit. Mr. Gordon markets them in

Saco, Biddeford, Portland and Boston, AVhat if peaches

should become a standard and profitable crop in Maine?

Witb our apples, pears, plums and peaches, we are sure to

become a famous fruit growing and fruit exporting State,

and " don't you forget it."

Report from New Hampshire.

Dover, N. II., August 1.5th, 1881.

P. Barry, Esq. :—It is somewhat difficult to make an

extended report of the condition of fruit culture every two

years from our State, as many of the statements made then

are equally true to-day, and as we are somewhat conserva-

tive the changes would not be so marked as in a younger

and more rapidly growing community. Then it is difficult

to find those interested enough in this subject to assist in

the report, so that often most of the labor must be done by

one. Notwithstanding this inconvenience, I have endea-

vored by observation and correspondence to ascertain the

condition of fruit culture, and can report that it is slowly

and steadily increasing in importance. As an instance of

our fruit production, I might mention the statement made
by President Wilder, in his last address to the Societ}', that

of the apples shipped from lioston and ports cast, one half

came from New Hamp.shire, The present crop of apples

will not be heavy, but fair, making four crops we have had

in succession without a year of scarcity.

In making this report, I have had the assistance of .lolin

A. Marston. Esq., of Centre Sandwich, N. H., and Charles

W. Dann, Esq., of Rochester, N. H., two practical fruit

culturists. James O. Adams, Esq., Secretary of the Board

of Agriculture, has also furnished me with valuable in-

formation, all of which I embody in the following report.

Without further prelude we will speak of the fruits, taking

them in the order of their importance.
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The Baldwin is still the great market fruit, nine-tenths of

all the apples exported being of this variety, and as the best,

should be marked with two stars in the catalogue. So

should the Gnicenstein, one of the best cooking apples, and

one that commands the highest price of any apple in our

markets, ripening at the same season. The Northern Spy

on good soil with good culture is a fine winter fruit, and

should have at least one star; so also should the Early

Strawberry (an excellent apple), and the Dancers Winter

Sweet. The Rnxbury Russet, our longest keeping variety,

should also be marked in the same manner. Of the varie-

ties worthy to be marked with a dagger, we should name
Peck^s Pleasant, Pewn.ukee, Mnnson's Sweet, Velhw Bellflower,

Primate and Tetofsky.

Of new native varieties, William II. Ilills, Esq., member
of tlie Board of Agriculture for Roekingliam Count}', ex-

hibited an apple which he calls the Calef Sweet, at the last

State fair. It attracted much attention, and is said to be

one of the best. I wrote Mr. Hills in regard to it, but have

received no reply.

TEARS.

Much attention is given to this fruit in the southern and

south-eastern portions of this State, and so many orchards

have been planted of late, that when there is a good crop

the prices are not more than half as high as they were ten

years ago. The BartUtt is still the best known variety

in the market, and is set more than any other, but the tree

is not as hard}' as some others. Many trees of the Sheldon

have been set, but this variety does not give the satisfaction

that it did when first introduced, as in some localities it

cracks almost as badly as the Flemish Beauty. The Beurre

d'Amanlis, which has two stars, I should erase altogether,

as unworthy of cultivation. Those which should be

marked with two stars are Louise Btniie ofJersey and Seckel,

as they succeed everywhere. Those which .should be

marked with one star are Beurre Hardy, Bl-oodgood, Brandy-

wine, and Manning's Elizabeth. Of the newer introduc-

tions, the Ooodale should be marked with a dagger.

Some attention is still given to this fruit, but the ob-

stacles to its successful culture, taken with the poor-

ness of the market, has hindered its culture much of

late. The mildew and the rose bug are the great draw-

backs. Of new varieties, the only one I have seen

fruiting is the Florence, sent me by Mr. T. S. Hubbard, of

Fredonia, N. Y. I like the appearance of the vine and

leaf, it appearing to have the characteristics of the native

varieties, but I see by Mr. Hubbard's catalogue that he has

discarded it. Of the older varieties, I think the Ices' Seed-

ling should be marked with two stars ; the Martha and

Warden each with one star ; the Brightf>n, Eumclan, and

Moore's Early, each with a dagger.

PE.\CHES.

There has been some progress in the culture of this fruit

witliiu two years, as people are learning that even New
Hampshire can produce tine specimens of this fruit

Usually the cold winters have killed the trees, but there are

many trees here the present year that are well loaded with

fruit, and trees that could withstand the extreme cold win-

ter of 1880 and 1881, I should consider hardy. Of the new

varieties, the Amsden is liked much, also Hale's Karly and

Early Crawford; but I have not seen enough of the dif-

ferent varieties to speak intelligently in regard to their ar-

rangement in the catalogue.

PLUMS.

The Washington and Green Qage, old varieties, should

each be marked with two stars, and the Lombard with one

star.

STRAWBERRIES.

In my last report I gave the opinion that the Wilson was

still the variety mostly grown. Since that time 1 have had

good reason to modify that opinion somewhat, as I think

there are many varieties that are superseding that variety,

although some cultivators still maintain that the WiUon is

still the best market berry. The Crescent Seedling \s highly

spoken of and is claimed to be more productive than the

Wilson. I should give this variety and the Charles Down-

ing each one star, and the Sharpless, Captain Jack, Miner's

Great Prolific, and Ulendale each a dagger.

CURRANTS.

The best varieties cultivated are the Cherry, La Versail-

laise and Red Dutch, each of which should be marked with

two stars.

GOOSEBRRIES.

The Houghton and Mountain Seedling should each have

one star.

OBSTACLES

Are about the same as in 1879. The Canker Worm
(.1 ni.^opteryj!2^ometfi,ria),n.va.ges our orchards about the same

from year to year, but have been arrested in some measure

by the use of Paris Green and London Purple. With pears,

cracking is the greatest obstacle, varieties being destroyed

from year to year that never suffered before from this

disease. The greatest enemy of the grape, the rose bug

(Melolontha), seems to increase from year to year.

In closing this report I would again speak of the lack of

thorough culture by many, although there is a manifest im-

provement from year to year. Our farmers still believe in

fruit culture, as many large apple orchards attest. If the

members of the Society, or those interested in pomology,

should exchange new varieties with each other, or if the

originators of new seedlings should send their plants to dif-

ferent members.on condition that they should test them and

report on their merits to the Society, much advancement

might be made, all be benefited, and the usefulness of our

Society extended.

Respectfully .submitted,

James M. Hates,

Chairman State Fruit Committee.

Dover, N. H., Aug. 17, 1881.

Mr. Barry;—Dear sir—I received the enclosed descrip-

tion of the Calef Sweet h-om Mr. Hills, of Plaistow, Rocking-

ham Co., the very day I sent the New Hampshire report,

and I wish to have it appended to that report, with this ex-

planation, that it is a very desirable acquisition to our list

of winter apples. Hoping it will find a place there,

I am, yours truly,

James M. Hayes,

P. O. Box 818.
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THE CALEP SWEET APPLE.

I herewith enclose an accurate representation of this

valuable winter sweet apple, sketched and engraved by a

well-known artist from a specimen of the fruit furnished

him. It does not vary one-si.xteentli of an inch from the

the nriginal.

This apple originated in Kingston, Rockingham County,

N. H. , on land now owned by Samuel Calef, of E.xeter,

formerly a part of the old Calef farm, from which it derives

its name. The farm was formerly owned and occupied by

a Rev. Mr. Calef, and enquiry a few years since led me to

believe that this, with two or three other choice varieties

found on the place, might have been brought from Rhode

Island.

Mr. Samuel Calef, however, informs me that the tree was

undoubtedly a seedling. It has been dead some forty or

fifty years, but was in fruit within his recollection. This

apple is known in a few localities as the Magoon Sweet, it

table fruit, its tine appearance, large size, and obvious value

as a cooking apple, will, we think, place it among the very

best of its kind for culinary purposes, as well as for mar"

ket. It is large (over Si inches in diameter), roundi.sh-

oblate, regular, smooth and fair, and remarkable for the

depth of the cavity and basin; light yellow, with a few

large brown or greenish dots; stem very short, reaching

only half the depth of the cavity; calyx rather small;

basin scarcely wrinkled; fiesh yellowish white, a little

coarse, quite sweet, and good in quality. It is much better

in quality and keeps much longer than the common green

Pound Sweeting, Lyman^s Pumpkin Steeet.

Scions of this apple have been disseminated by the

writer within a few years in seven different States, and the

trees grafted will soon prove whether the variety is worthy

of general cultivation.

WiLLiA>r 11. Hills,

Plaistow, N. H.

THE CALEP SWEET APPLE.

having been grown by a Mr. Magoon, of East Kingston,

N. H., and marketed in Exeter, and in Amesbury and

Haverhill, Mass. It is popular and highly prized wherever

known. A few fruit dealers in Boston market have be-

come acquainted with this variety, and speak of it as an

apple of superior excellence.

The writer is acquainted with most all the sweet apples

described in the books as adapted to the soil and climate of

New England, and knows of no other imnter sweet that

will at all compare with it in desirable qualities; it cooks

sweet and leaves an abundance of syrup in the dish. The

tree is perfectly hardy and healthy; the wood is short-

jointed and very hard, almost thornj', resembling In these

particulars that of the Danecrs and Green Stveets. It makes

a thick, well balanced top, requiring thinning, and bears

heavy crops of uniformly fair fruit. The fruit is inclined

to set in clusters of from three to five on a spur. Season

from November to March.

J. J. Thomas, to whom .specimens of the fruit were fur-

nished in the autumn of 1880, long before it was in best

condition, gives the following description and estimate of

its value : " Although it is not of the highest quality as a

Report from Vermont.

Acting with but short notice, little assistance, and under

various disadvantages, as a substitute for the regularly ap-

pointed Chairman of the Fruit Committee of the American

Pomological Society for Vermont, I am able to present only

a brief and imperfect report.

Vermont as a fruit growing State is naturally divided

into three sections:

1. The Champlain Valley.

2. The Lower Connecticut Valley.

3. The Highlands of North-eastern Vermont.

THE CHAMPLAIN VALLEY,

is unquestional)!}' our favored section. Nearly all the

varieties of fruits grown in Ma.ssachusetts, Connecticut and

New York, are found to succeed in this valley. The apple,

pear, plum and grape, are all grown on the commercial

scale, not only for home markets but for shipment. Near

the lake shore there are many orchards of from 500 to 1,000

trees, with a few of a greater extent, up to 5,000. The

Haldwin, B/wde Island Greening and Fameuse apple." ajg
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those generally grown for market. The Summer Pippin

(known here as Champlain or Paper Skin), is the favorite

apple of its season, which is early autumn. Of summer
apples, the Red Astrachan, Enrli/ llnrirst (known a.s"Olam

Apple"), Wittiiimx' Faroriie, Suinmcr Roue. Ameriean Sum-

mer Pearmain and Benoni, are generally planted and ap-

proved. Other fall sorts that meet with approval (besides

the "Summer" Pippin), are Grarensiein, Nurthern Siceet,

Maiden's Blush, Fall Pippin and Due/less of Oldenburg.

Among winter apples subordinate to those above men-

tioned as the chief market kind.s, yet of great value,

are Esopus Spihenbery, Jonathnn, Pomme Grise, Ne/rthern

Spy, Sieaar, Tabnan.i' Sweet, Willow Ticiy, Yellow Bellflower,

Ameriean. Golden Ru.i.'tet, and Rn.rbury Rus.<irt, the latter

not generally but occasionally profitable as a market

apple. The Tinmouth is a favorite local apple, yet

rarely grown for market. Grimes' Golden has been lately

introduced, and wins approval where it has reached

bearing age. Burlington Pippin, a native variety akin to

the Fameuse, is greatly liked, but is subject to spotting

and dry rot in some places. Netotown Pippin is seldom

fair. Porter, Primate, Baldwin, Ro.ebury Russet, Large

Yellow Bough, Esopus Spitzenberg , HubbarcUton Nonsueh,

Peek's Pleasant and Ribston Pippin, are reported as too

tender for the climate at the northern end of the valley,

even upon the islands in Lake Champlain.

Pears in the Champlain Valley are produced in sutBcient

quantity to supply the local markets, and are sometimes

shipped to markets out of the State, though not in large

quantities. The Bartlelt is grown and succeeds pretty well,

yet is marked " too tender '' by nearly all growers. The
Flemish Beauty is a general favorite, j'et it mildews and

cracks on old trees. Dearborn's Seedling, Rostieser and Ty-

son, among summer pears; Beurre D'Anjou, Paradis

d'Automne, Seckel,St. Ghislain, Surpasse Virgalien, Sheldon,

Piatt, Grand Isle (a native variety), Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Easter Beurre, Glout Morceau and Winter JVelis, are gener-

ally approved. Beurre Diet, Die, Marie Louise, Verte

Longue and Howell, are reported as being "discarded," on

Grand isle.

In Plums, the Lombardis the chief market variety. Jef-

ferson, Princes Yelloir Gage, Lawrence's Faeorite, Schenec-

tady, Catherine, Tlie Red, Bleecker's and Imperial Gages,

Washington, Coe's Golden Drop, Yellow Magnum Bonum,

Imperial Ottoman and Golden Gage (the latter a seedling

from Golden Gage, "better, smaller and earlier than its

parent,") are reported as successful sorts. " Green Gage

Seedling," is a new native variety highly approved on

Grand Isle, where it originated. As described by my friend

and correspondent, .Joseph T. Macomber, of Grand Isle, to

whom I am indebted for notes upon fruits in his vicinity,

the tree is hardy, a strong grower and good bearer. Leaves

darkgreen, rather large. Fruit medium to large, roundish,

rather small at the apex. Color light green with a bloom,

yellowish in the sun. Flesh light green, clings very slight-

ly, melting and very juicy. Flavor sugarj', e.xceedinly rich

and luscious; some say better than Green Gage. Season

last of August."

The principal market grapes are Hartford Prolific, Con-

cord and Delaware. There are no large vineyards in the

State, yet along the lake shore and on the island.-;, the crop

is a very sure one and the vines generally healthy. Eume-

lan is liked on the island, while the White Sweetwater is also

grown, but it is tender and suffers from mildew. Massasoit

has its friends, and Adirondac succeeds under favorable

conditions and is then highly approved. The new Vergen-

ni'.y Grape, a native seedling, is not yet much disseminated,

but is a good grape of the season of the Concord, or perhaps

earlier, and remarkable as being easily kept until late in

winter.

THE LOWER CONMECTICUT V.\LI.ET.

The fruit growing interest of this section is closely allied

to that of adj.iining parts of New Hampshire and Massa-

chusetts. Near the line of the latter State, and for 50 miles

northward, the Baldwin and Rhode Island Greening are

standard apples. Roxbury Russet, Dexter, Hubbardston Non-
such. Westfield Seek-no-furtlier, Vermont Winter Pippin.Pound
Sweet, Talman's Sweet, Early H(rrc.st,Porter,Sops<fWine and
Sweet Bough, are much cultivated for home use and near

markets. The Northern Spy, Yellow Bcllfiower, Swaar, King

(f Tompkins .Co., Grarenstein and Foundling have not been

tested so long, but promise well. The veteran fruit-grower.

Judge Crosby Miller, of Pomfret, to whom I am indebted

for a few notes, says: " We have too many varieties. If

you want coming generations to rise up and call you
blessed, impress it upon all within the reach of your voice

and pen, to cultivate but few varieties—the best, of course.

Pears in the Valley have not been grown to any great

extent for market, other than local. Judge Miller says:

"As to varieties of pears, I should only dare at present to

put a star after Flemish Beauty and Wood.'dock, and would
put as many stars as you please to those. I hope good
things of Clapp's Faeorite, Sheldon, &c."

Grapes are grown on the river and in the side valleys,

but not much for market. The nice varieties will not ripen

back from the narrow river bottoms. Plums and cherries

are very little grown, " cause, plums black-knot; cherries

winter-killing."

THE HIGHLANDS OF NORTH E.\STERN VERMONT.

This section, though not the most northern, is with

Northern New Hampshire, doubtless that part of New
England which has the lowest winter temperature. This

is due to its great elevation, averaging fully 1,:200 feet

above the sea level. It is the part of the State in which I

reside, and with which I am best acquainted. Fifteen

years ago it was universally believed that the Siberian

Crabs were the only apples which could be successfully

cultivated here. But "we have changed all that." No
varieties of apples grown elsewhere in New England are of

any value here. The hardiest, such as Sops of Wine, Red
Astrachan, Early Joe, Talman's Sweet, Blue Pearmain,

Wesffeld Seek-no-further, &c., &c., .survive our winters, if

they survive at all, only at " a poor dying rate," and yield

no profit, unless to the soul of the disappointed cultivator.

Tlie Russian varieties, Tetofsky and Duchess of Olden-

burg, were the first that proved to be an entire success.

Alexander stands pretty well, but is not "iron clad."

Among Lower Canada apples the:Fawe'«se stands about with

Alexander. Peach of Montreal, is a perfectly successful

variety, somewhat like Porter, but with a bright red

cheek. This is a September apple and very prolific.

The new Russian varieties imported by the National De-

partment of Agriculture, in 1870, find themselves perfectly

at home here, and are almost without exception strong,

vigorous growers and good bearers. The quality varies
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mucb, but among the two or three hundred of them are as

many good ones as would be likely to be found in a foreign

country among the same number taken promiscuousl}' from

New England. The principal lack is in winter varieties,

for though our winters are Russian, our latitude is some ten

degrees less, and our growing season consequentlj' much
longer. The same cause which makes our long-keeping

Rhode Inland Greeninr/, a fall apple in Virginia, reduces

most of the winter Russians to the same category. Yet,

there are a few keepers among them (notably " Borsdorff"

and "Little Seedling"), of fair (juality, but not yet well

tested. The first named is much like Bin Uarin in appear-

ance, but better in quality.

For winter apples we have been forced to look to the cold

northwe-st, and to native seedlings. From the former we

have received the Wealthy, which we find to fill the place

of the Baldwin in lower latitudes and elevations. As a

bearer, it equals both in earliness and profusion, the Duch-

ess of Okienil II ly. In beauty of form and color, and also

in size and quality, it loses nothing by comparison with the

Baldirin. (irown side by side with the Baldwin in Southern

New England, it would probably prove much inferior to

that variety as a keeper, but when grown here keeps as

well as southern grown Baldwins brought here—that is,

until the warmth of spring begins to penetrate our cellars.

The Wealthy is plainly to be our leading winter apple, for

general use and market. Two other varieties, the Mcin-

tosh Bed and tlie Northfield Beauty, compete with it in

beauty and productiveness, but the trees are inferior in har-

diness, about as the Baldwin is inferior to the Nodhead in

that respect. They are also inferior as keepers. The Magoy

Red Streak, a native seedling, bears about the same relation

to the Wealthy that the Yellow Bellflower does to the Bald-

win. It is a valuable variety, because hardy, productive,

and of good size, but must be less popular as a red-streaked

yellow apple will always be beside a red apple otherwise

equal. As a long keeper (aside from the yet untested Rus-

sian kinds mentioned above), we have the Seotfs Winter, a

red apple of the medium size (native seedling), as product-

ive as Faineuse, as hardy as Burhess, as good a keeper as

the Ro.ehury Russet, with a better (piality. It combines as

many merits as are to be found in one apple, its crowning

one for us being its perfect hardiness, without which all

other good qualities sink into Insignificance.

The new "Government Russians" present to us such a

vast variety tliat it will be long before the best will be

singled out, and made widely known. Of the 40 or more

sorts whose acquaintance I have made, the most promising-

are Yellow Transparent, Charlottenhaler and St. Peter's

(August); S'witser and Prolific Sweeting (September); and

Zolotoreff (October). Of new, hardy north-western sorts, I

find reason to expect Wolf Rider, from Wisconsin, a very

large and handsome early winter sort, to be valuable.

P«vTO«to' disappoints by lacking hardiness. Many others

are on trial. T. N. IIoskins.

Newport, Vt., Sept, 10, 1881.

Dr. Hoskins encloses the following to be added to his

Report

:

WINTER APPLES FOB VERMONT.

The Brattleboro Phani.e expresses surprise that we men-

tion Baldwins, Rhode Island Greenings, Ro.rliury Russets, as

apples that cannot be profitably grown for market in the

major part of Vermont. The Pha-nix quotes our statement

that it is as impossible in the northern part of the State

to grow* the above named apples for market, as it is to grow

peaches in the south part, and, seeming to infer that by

this remark, we meant that it was absolutely impossible to

grow peaches in Southern Vermont, commends to our atten-

tion the fact that Francis Lynde, of West Brattleboro, has

a bearing orchard of one thousand peach trees. The fact

is, that we had the Phcenix item about that peach orchard

before us at the very moment of writing. We were also

aware that peaches are successfully grown in Southern

New Hampshire and Southwestern Maine. And if the agri-

cultural editor of the Plianij will consult pomological

records, he will find that these limits also exactly define the

range northward of the Baldwin apple when root-grafted

or stock-budded. Top-grafted, it may be grown, on an

average, fifty or seventy-five miles further north; but even

as far south as Long Island Sound an exceptionally severe

winter will destroy or greatly injure all Baldwin trees

which are fully exposed to its action. Nevertheless, such

is the merit and popularity of the Baldwin as a profitable

market apple, that the struggle is maintained to push its

cultivation as far north as possible. This effort is attended

with extra hazard in the injury and loss of orchards, and

the advent of an apple possessing equal merit in other res-

pects, coupled with entire hardiness and health of tree,

such as we believe the Wealthy to be, is hailed by orchard-

ists in all regions where the Baldwin proves more or less

tender, as a great boon. The risk of losing one's orchard

by an extra liard winter is not to be run willinglj- by any

intelligent fruit grower, especially in Northern New
England.

The Rhode Island Greening and Roxbury Russet can be

grown successfully about a degree further north than the

Baldwin, but they even, are out of the question in all north-

ern New England. Though hundreds upon hundreds of

trees of these sorts have been p\irchased, we have never

seen a geniiine apple of any of these three varieties grown
in Orleans county. Occasionally we have heard of them,

but investigation has always shown that the grower was
mistaken in regard to the variety, and had something

else under those names. Even the still more hardy sorts

of well known apples, such as the Westfield Seek-no-further,

Ben Baris, Northern Spy, Willoio Twig, Jonathan, Blue Pear-

main and Taliniin's Sweet, though they can be grown in favor-

able locations, are not safe to set on a large scale in full

one-half of tliis State. We have tested them fairlj', setting

six or eight trees of each, and though we have raised some
apples from them, the fruit is small, scanty and imperfect,

and the trees un.sound and plainly short-lived under the

best conditions tliat can be given them. In Grand Isle,

Lower Franklin, Washington, Lamoille and Orange coun-

ties, these sorts do better, but the only ones among them

reported as perfectly hardy, even in Grand Isle, are Willow

Twig, Jonathan and I'alman's Sweet.

Nevertheless, orcliarding is prospering and increasing in

the very coldest localities in the State, where the Wealthy,

Magog, Red Streak and Scott's Winter have been set out.

There are still other promising " iron-clad " varieties which

may come soon to the front, especially among the Winter

Sweets. The Mann apple is reported on favorably from a

number of localities, and is a very good substitute for the

Rhode Island Greening. Scott's Winter is an excellent sub-

stitute for the Roxbury Russet.
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The PIkchU conclucies its article by saying; " If we liad

as good a pomologist as Dr. Hoslcins in tliis part of tlie

State, to do as much towards introducing hardy varieties

of the peach with fruit of good quality, as he has done to

introduce new kinds of apples adapted to the climate of

the northern part of the State, we might perhaps have a

hardy variety of the peach that could be grown here with

reasonable certainty of success." We incline to believe

that there are as good pomologists in Southern Vermont as

anywhere, though perhaps they have not had the opporlu

nity or the disposition to make their experience public that

has been ours in connection with our editorial work. Mr.

Lynde, with his orchard of one thousand peach trees in

profitable bearing, could no doubt furnish the most valua-

ble information in regard to the conditions of success, if

he would. Why don't our friend of the P/innix interview

him? A party in Maine who has had equal success in

peach growing was visited a few years ago, by the editor of

the Maine Fanner, who gave a full, clearand very instruct-

ive detail of the methods followed, with the result of giving

a considerable stimulus to peach-growing in that State, as

was fully manifested at the recent pomological exhibition

of the State Society at Gardiner.

We liave no doubt that by the growing of seedling

peaches, and the propagation of the more hard}' sorts so

discovered, peach culture maybe pushed much to the north-

ward. It is the same with pears, plums and cherries.

Already the Agricultural Colleges, especially those of Iowa
and Michigan, are doing good work in this direction, as

well as by importing the already discovered hardy sorts

from Northern Europe and Asia. The Ostheim Clieri-y, the

RiisKian. Apricot, Moore's Arrtie Plum, and several other

new fruits, are precursors of what we may expect in this

line. Our own recent discovery of an iron-clad pear of the

first quality, and perfect hardine.ss, is also an encouraging

indication in the same direction.

GU.\ND ISLE FRUITS.

Grand Isle is our great fruit country. It is stated that

the two towns of Grand Isle and South Hero, will alone

sell ten thousand barrels of apples the present season. Be-

sides these, a great quantity of pears, plums, grapes and

other choice fruits is grown upon the islands and the

Alburgh Peninsula.

Our valued friend Joseph T. Macomber, of Grand Isle,

has furnished us with a list of varieties grown upon the

long established fruit farm of his father, the venerable Ben-

jamin Macomber, which is highly interesting and valuable.

We subjoin it, contident that it will be studied with inter-

est by all of our readers who are concerned in fruit culture.

One star indicates approval, two stars high merit, and a f

recent introduction.

APPLES.

Summer VARIETIES.

—

**Early Harred {\oca\. name Gluss

Apple); *Summer Rose; *Benoni\ ** Williams' Favorite;

**Americaii, Summer Pearmnin; Summer Chandler; Sum-

mer Pearmain; Early Red Margaret; \Early Strawberry;

*Larrie Tetlow B'/iif/h, tree tender, best on sandy land; Red

Astrachau; Sine (^ua Xon, tree tender; Tetofsky; Primate,

tree too tender.

Autumn varieties.—**Vhamplain,—the Summer Pippin

of Downing, and the Paper Apple, or Paper Skirt, of others;

*Porter, tree tender; **6-racenstein, tree tender; **North-

rn Sweet; *Fall Pippin; Brittle Sweet; *Bailey Sweet;

*naii;ley; *Maide>i's Blush; Autumn Wine; *Dueheim of
Oldenburg; *Rambo; Twenty Ounce; *Mosher Sweeting,

tree hardy, hut fails on clay soil.

Winter varieties.—Danver's Winter Sweet; *\Dominie;
*Dutch Mignonne: English Russet, tree tender; **Esopus

Spitzenbery, tree too tender; **Fameuse; American Golden

RuKset, tree tender; Uubbardston Nonsuch, tree tender;

**Jonathan., superior in every respect ; Ladies' Sweet;

Lady Apple; Newton Pippin, fruit seldom fair; Northern

Spy, tree too tender; Peck's Pleasant, tree tender; *Pomme
Gris; Red {or Black) Oilliflower; Burlington Pippin, always
subject to dry rot in blotches under the skin; \Landon
Apple, originated with Buel Landon; South Hero, tree very

long coming to bearing; *Rhode Island Greening, tree be-

coming tender; Bibston Pippin, tree tender; Sicaar; **Tal-

nian Sweet, only winter sweet worth raising; Wme Sap;
* Yelhw Bellflower; \ Willow Twig, promising; \Orimes' Gold-

en; \Nickajack, poor; \Belle et Bonne, promising; jRawle's

Janet, poor; \Rome Beauty, poor.

pears.

Su.mmer Varieties.—Bartlett, tree too tender; Bloodyood,

tree tender: Buffum,has been A\sciirded\*Ve(irborn's Seedling;

Madeline; *Rostiezer; Ski7tless; **Tyson; 0.\b<ind's Summer.

Autumn Varieties.—**Beurre d'Anjou; Beurre Diet,

discarded ; Z*;'.;', discarded ;/)«n//io/-c.' Duchcsse d'Angoukme;
^Flemish Beauty, mildews and cracks on old trees; Fon-

dante d'Automme; Gray Doyenne, tree tender; Louise Bonne

of Jersey, tree tender; Marie iMuise, discarded; \Paradis

d'Automme, promising; Seckel, tree tender; *St. Ghislain;

Stevens' Genesee; *Surpasse Virgalieu ; Urbanise; Van
Mons' Leon Le Clere; Vert Long ue, discarded; Washington,

discarded; White Doyenne; Howell, discarded; **Grand
Isle; *Plalt: \Sheldon; \Jackson, over-bears alternate

years,

—

then fruit poor.

Winter Varieties.—*Easter Beurre, tree tender; *Glout

Morceau; Passe Colmar; Vicar of Winkfield; ** Winter Nelis.

PLUMS.

**Jefferson, August ;
* Washington, August ; **Prince's Yel-

low Gage, August; **Lawrence's FaroHte,AMg\isi; *Lombard,

August; *Coe's Golden Drop, September; *Yellow Magnum
Bonum, August; **Scheneelady Catharine, September; *Red

Gage, August; *Bleecker's Gage, August; Imperial Gage,

September; *6Ww;/«Aia, August; Red Diaper, August; Du-
ane's Purple, August; Huling's Superb, August; *Imperial

Ottoman, July; Orange, August; Siamese, September;
* Golden Gage, seedling of Yellow Gage, better, smaller and

earlier than parent,—not fully tested; **\Green Gage Seed-

ling, origin unknown. So clo.sely resembles Green Gage

that it is thought to be a seedling of that variety. Tree

hardy, rather large, strong grower, spreading with age, a

good bearer. Leaves dark green, rather large. Fruit,

medium to large, roundish. Color light green, with a

bloom, yellowish in the sun. Flesh light green, and clings

very slightly, melting and very juicy. Flavor sugary, ex-

ceedingly rich and luscious, some say better than Green

Gage. Season, last of August.

grapes.

Hartford Prolific; Israella, vine tender; Isabella, has

stood three winters without protection and borne full crops,

but it is too late to ripen well; **Concord, hardy; **De.la-

ware; Diana, discarded ; Wlnte Sweetwater, tender, mildews

badly; Creceling; *Eumelan; Allen's Hybrid, mildews;

Massasoit; Martha; Adirondac.
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Report From Massachusetts.

SrumfU'-iELD, Oct. 3o, 1881.

RoBT. M.\NSING, Esq., Boston.

De.\b Sir—Res|iondini;- to your request to send you

some notes on fruits in Western Massachusetts, similar to

those which I contributed to the Report of tlie Fruit Com-
mittee, in 1877, I shall write of special varieties only, leav-

ing varieties of local merit to the advocacy of those with

whom they are favorites.

APPIjES.

The apple continues to take tlie lead, and in the year

1880 the quantity was so abundant and the quality so ex-

cellent that wholesale buyers of Michigan and other

Western apples report that they could do no business in

that department. It was noted that the fruit possessed a

peculiar richness of flavor that has never been excelled.

Had a compensating price been paid for tliem it might

have encouraged many a farmer to

*' Plant trees, wlio never did Ijefore,

And lie who planted once, to plant the more."

Seventy-flve cents per barrel is not an exceedingl}' profit-

able price for prime winter apples. It is doubtful whether

holding them for higher prices proved to be much more

remunerative. The market was over-stocked. There was

too much fruit grown, or there was lack of system and

skill in disposing of it.

The present season shows the other extreme. Even
years produce a feast; odd years a famine, so far as it re-

lates to the apple harvest. Buyers are more ready to pay

$3.50 per barrel this year than they were to pay seventy-

live cents a year ago. A very pertinent and important

question arises as to our ability to equalize tliese crops that

our tables may never be witliout an abundant supply of

this "world-renowned fruit of the temperate climates."

Consumers want the fruit; buyers want their mone}'. How
cau au annual and regular product be supplied?

While referring this important question to the Scientitic

Department of our agricultural colleges, and asking " why
are these things so ? " we must continue, for the present

at least, to look to gardeners and amateurs for any practi-

cal information or results. It is an encouraging sign that

cultivators no longer look with incredulity upon the efforts

that are being made to induce trees to bear in odd .seasons.

Several growers in this valley of the Connecticut are culti-

vating for this purpose " odd year" Baldwim, and claim a

degree of success with that so called new variety. Scions

from such trees are credited with perpetuating the propen-

sity; and removing any fruit that may appear when we are

to have a superabundance also helps to produce the result

desired. Removing the blossoms has been attended with

various results It can scarcely be claimed that the prac-

tice has been so successful that a rule cau be made out in

its favor. It is confidently affirmed by some skillful culti-

vators that to continue the removal of the blossoms, or

what is easier, the embryo apples, for two even years, will

so determine the character of the tree that the barren

years can be depended upon for the largest products with

considerable certainty. The largest scale on which this

practice has been applied, that has come to my knowledge,

was in one of the hill towns, thirty miles northwest of this

city, where an enthusiastic old orchardist, at an expense of

sixty dollars, last year removed the blossoms from his

trees. As a result he has this season harvested 000 barrels,

which he has sold at his orchard for f2,100; a result that

contributed to the liealth, wealth and happiness of both

producer and consumer.

I pass by the long list of apples to mention one or two

whose good qualities ought to be known of all men, re-

marking that we invariably have too many apples and too

much fruit of all kinds in the month of September. Very
late keeping- apples are the varieties now most needed.

The nearest approach to a paying winter apple, continues

to be tlie Balilwiii, an old-time favorite, having more good

qualities and fewer defects than any other. While it

ripens too early in the rich soils and warmer climate of this

valley, it is the only apple to be planted in the hill towns

for profit. One reason is, that large buyers prefer to deal

in one staple article that has a reputation rather than in a

dozen, and but few of each sort. This idea cannot be bet-

ter expressed tlian by the owner of a prominent fruit

stand, when he said, " I label all my pears ' Baiilctt'\ it is

the only way I can sell them."

When apples are so abundant and so cheap as they were

in 1876, '78 and '80, some method of harvesting besides

haudpicking, ought to be and must be adopted. It is

noticeable that the bruising of the Baldwin apple does not

necessitate its rotting or decay. It apparently keeps as

well, and the loss is only the small portion which happens

to be crushed in falling, or by being pressed into the bar-

rel. Taking advantage of this peculiarity, one large

grower has invented and used pieces of canvass stretched

beneath tlie tree and between the larger branches, in the

form of inclined scaffolds, and then shaking the trees.

When fruit is abundant, tlie lo.ss is a mere bagatelle.

Further experiments, it is hoped, will produce a mechani-

cal contrivance for gathering apples yet more handy and

effectual.

The Rhode Island Orcvniny, on strong, rich soils, does

well, the apples being extremely large, golden in color, and
rich in flavor. On poorer soils, where the Baldwin would
produce paying crops, the Greening is apt to be small or

medium in size; tough, woody and somewhat too

acid. The Btxrhury liu/met does well in only a few
localities, and the Northern Spy is neither profitable nor

desirable. In our own grounds, where it grows to a large

size, it rots on the tree. The Habbardston Nonsuch is a good

bearer, and it has hosts of aristocratic friends, who discuss

its balancing between the sweet and sour varieties, with

refreshing vigor.

More extensive trial of the Ladies' Sweet has brought

that almost forgotten, high-flavored winter apple into the

front rank again. It has the present season produced a

large yield of very saleable fruit.

Two other apples which improve on acquaintance are the

Oldenburff (dismiss the title) and the Haas.

Prominent among pears stands the Beurre d'Anjou.

With our present information, this would be the one

variety that we should select were we to plant an orchard.

At the same time, an equally apparent profit can in this

State be obtained by planting another prominent variety

whose merits are well known. After the Anjou, follows

the Bartlett, Clapp's Favorite, Sheldon, and, with me, the
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Beurre Bunr. This is one of the few haudsnme pears of the

richest qualify, clinging to the tree with remarkable

tenacity anil deterniinetl to ripen however it may he

treated. It is a slow, and not an upright grower in the

nursery rows; hence, it will never be popular with nursery-

men. The best way for buyers would be be to bud the

branches of newly-planted pears of thrifty and hardy sorts

like the Clapp's Faeurite, F!(ini.t/i Biaut!/, and possilily the

.lapan varieties. I have high hopes of the Diichense rf' .In-

gouleme as a standard, provided the cultivation is such as

will compel the fruit to be of large size; for it is well known
that small .specimens of this most delicious pear are gritty,

tough and tasteless.

There are a dozen other sorts that the private garden

should not be without, but that stately new comer, the

Souvenir dii Conyrex, which we imported from France

with its stalwart mate, the Beurre de V Aummption, has not

attained rank among the older and popular sorts. It is a

slow grower, liable to blight, it is said, (though it never

does with me), and the fruit is not ver3' good.

PE.\C1IES.

Peach trees have been planted in large numbers for sev-

eral years, and the peach has been one of the best paying

crops, in the hands of skillful husbandmen, that has come
to our notice. The present season there has been a good

yield only in the hill towns. There were none near the

river in the valley, showing that it was not the greatest

degree of cold that killed the buds. The Alexander was ripe

and sold before August first ; last year at $6, and this year

at $8 per bushel, ('ntirfard's Eiirli/, is, however, planted

more extensively.

STRAWliERlifES.

Strawberries continue to occupy a large share of atten-

tion, since their cultivation is so well understood, and the

products so certain and abundant. That once valued sort,

the Wiho7i's Albany, has apparently lost its old-time vigor,

and is being superseded by nev; seedlings like the Crescent,

Kentucliji, Glendale, and others.

The S/iarjilem is a berry on which public opinion is

likely to be divided. Great subjects usually separate the

people into two parties. When grown on heavy land, it

ripens unevenly, with a green tip ; an objection which has

prejudiced consumers so much against the Monarch that

its cultivation has been generally abandoned. The Sharp-

less on such soil is apt to be soft, pale red, and often taste

less or insipid, while on ligliter soils it often becomes of a

rich mahogany color, and is of lirmer te.vture and of a

mild aromatic, slightly pine Havor, which is likely to make

it a favorite in family gardens. It has been grown in rows

in our grounds, and has not been very productive. It may
do better in hills.

The Glendale has a number of points to its credit. Its

fault has been that it has not produced enough. Its carry-

ing properties are the best, it being so firm that it could be

sent to Montreal and brought back again in good condition.

The Grand Duke, is a promising new sort, being large,

firm and productive, and the foliage ample, but not ex-

treme. It has been tried by only two or three parties in

different Stales. The Marvin is a complete failure.

GKAPES.

Some progress has been made in grape culture, especially

in learning what sorts to reject.

The Ommrd sX\\\ stands at the head. The IKoerfe/; always

does well, but does not grow as rapidly as the Concord.

The fruit is earlier, larger and better. The Early Amber
is very early, hardy, productive and sweet, subject to

no diseases, and is a reliable and valuable grape for the

family; for the market, it has no value.

Roger's Hybrids must be ruled out on account of their

tenderness and unproductiveness, caused in great part by

mildew. Of this long list, the Ilirherl is esteemed the

best.

The Criilon has failed everywhere. lona does well under

the protection of buildings, and the Delaware needs the

same treatment.

An elevation eight or ten feet above ground, on wires,

is recommended by some whose practice quite strongly

confirms their theory. Vines of hardy sorts, which have

taken possession of trees, produce with great regularity

and in abun lant i(ualities. The bunches, however, are

small and the fruit is later.

Progress in this department is so apparent and encourag-

ing that there is now no reason, save ignorance, why
every considerable land owner should not produce his own
grapes, of excellent qualifj- and in satisfactory quantities.

Respectfully,

.1. W. Ad.\.M8.

Report from Rhode Island.

P. Bakuy, Chairman General Fruit Committee America]^

Pomol/xjical Society

:

De.\r Sir:—In answer to your circular received, I have

appointed the following gentlemen as my associates on the

Slate Fruit Committee: Henry T. Root, Henry A, Rhodes,

Francis H. Peny and Edwin A. Briggs, to revise the li.st

cjf fruits recommended for cultivation in Rhode Island for

the year 1881, and we respectfully suggest the following

changes, the rest of the list to stand as last corrected, in

1879: [The changes in Catalogue have been made.]

Rhode Island, though small in territory, and its indus-

tries especially directed to manufacturing and mechanical

pursuits, maintains today a high rank in its devotion to

the interests of pomolog}'. Within its boundaries are

found the varieties of soil adapted to the .successful culti-

vation of most all classes of northern fruits, while its cli-

mate is equalized and mitigated by the vapors of the

Atlantic Ocean, wliich arise from the proximity to the

gulf stream, thus modifying the extreme rigors of a New
England winter.

It is but recently that geographers fixed upon Rhode

Island as the ancient " Vineland," and the historian will

regard the region round about Mount Hope Bay as so

named by the Northmen in the beginning of the Eleventh

century, on account of the abundance of grapes found on

its shores. William Blackstone, the earliest settler of

Rhode Island, in 1635 planted the first apple orchard, in a

spot named by him " Study Hill," in the town of Cumber-

land, near the banks of the river which now bears his

name. It is said " he had the first of that sort called Yel-

low Sweetings that were ever in the world; peihaps the

richest and most delicious apple of the whole kind;" and

some of these trees were known to bear fruit for more

than two hundred years. William Coddington, in 1639,

planted the second orchard at Xewporl, <'omprising si.\
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acres. These pioneers, assisted by the Indians, spread

their products tlirougliout the plantations, and witliin a

few years an " Indian orchard," so called, was frequently

found, whose trees have since been removed to give place

to an improved civilization. The oldest orchards are still

extant, bearing fruits on the farms at Mount Hope, the

last abiding-place of King Philip; and it is only within a

few years that the apple-trees planted by the earliest de

scendants of Roger Williams were removed, while it is

authenticated that the remains of our early founder were

buried under the shade of the orchard set by him upon his

farm on the eastern hillside of the city of Providence.

Rhode Island Greeninf/>i, from trees planted one hundred

and thirty years ago, were found in good condition at our

last autumnal State exhibition, and we thought we recog-

nized a higlier flavor of that esteemed variety in compari-

son with the modern apple which bears the same name.

Many of the earliest trees of this l^ind may still be found

in the vicinity of its origin on the island of Aquidneck.

But this evidence of an early interest in pomology has well-

nigh passed away. The proofs of a cultured people are

marked throughout our State's hi.story by the introduction

and growth of all species and varieties of fruit as soon as

they are commended for improvement.

The soil and climate of Rhode Island, we believe, are

adapted to produce the apple of surpassing flavor. Our
loams are well stocked with lime and potash; the former

to enter largely into the ash of the wood and bark, while

the latter is essential to the formation of the starch and

sugar which |iasses so largely into the fruit. The greatest

obstacle which we have to profitable culture is the habit

which mo.st of our trees have of bearing only on alternate

years. The crop is biennial, and the trees require each

alternate season to recuperate from the waste of the previ-

ous year's harvest. From excessive bearing most kinds

are unable to perfect but few fruit-buds for the next sea-

son. When we remember that only one blossom in about

forty perfects a sound apple, it is not strange that the

small number which make their appearance in the odd

j'ear are nearly all destroyed by the birds and insects. To
remedy this defect many select grafts from trees which are

productive only in odd years; others pick ofif the flowers

or young fruit in their bearing year. These experiments

have been tried in some cases with partial success, particu-

larly in young orchards which have not yet been prolitic to

any extent in the even years. Our people find it more
remunerative to grow those varieties that will yield uni-

formly, continuously and moderately—an annual bearer

that does not exhaust itself by the production of one exces-

sive crop as to require rest during the next season to recover

from an over-worked condition.

To your seventh item of information desired, I would
say tliat too little attention is given to the preservation of

late pears. The time for gathering must be left to tlie

character of the season, and if hot and dry, the fruit will

come to maturity earlier than if wet and cool. All late

pears should be carefully picked, sorted, and packed in

clean barrels or in shallow boxes, covered so as to exclude

the air, and tlien stored in some situation free from damp-
ness, where the temperature can be kept as near 40° as pos-

sible. Many failures occur in attempting to keep winter

pears at the time between their gathering and the setting

in of cold weather; for if during tliat period known as the

Indian summer thej' are allowed to become warmed
through, the ripening process will begin, and no subse-

quent care or skill can prevent or retard decay. The fruit

will either ripen prematurely, or will wither and become
of little value. By protecting the pears at this time from

free atmosphere, and preserving them in cool apartments,

we are enabled to delay the ripening. But there is a limit

to this preservation. The inherent tendency to decay

which pervades all organized matter prevents only a tem-

porary postponement, and it is evident that the proper

maturing of fruit thus preserved must demand .skill and

science. Different varieties require not the same degrees

of moisture and heat, according to the firmness of the skin,

the texture of the flesh, and the natural activity of the

juices. Thus, some pears will ripen at a low temperature,

and in a comparative dry atmosphere, while others mature

sooner in a warm and humid air. The condition of suc-

cess in ripening and preserving fruit has been briefly stated

to be "the perfect control of temperature, light and moist-

ure. The maturity of fruit depends on saccharine fermen

t.ation followed by the vinous and acetous. To prevent

these, and keep the fruit in all its beauty, freshness and

flavor, the temperature must be uniform, and kept below

the point at which the ripening process commences. Tlie

ripening is the completion of the chemical process by
which starch is transformed into sugar, and is the fir.«t

step towards fermentation and decay, from which we must

infer that whatever promotes fermentation will hasten the

ripening, and that whatever retards the same will tend to

its preservation." The several varieties of the pear require

different treatment in ripening them, .so as to obtain their

best color and flavor; yet the same general rules will apply

to all. Place them in a dark, warm room, with a moderate

degree of moisture in tlie air, and keep them covered with

woolen blankets to exclude the light and retain the heat

and gases which are generated. A correct knowledge

how to retard the ripening of our pears will enable us to

keep many of our best varieties, I am confident, long into

the new j'ear. The tables of our Easter festivals can be

ornamented with the same choice kinds, lu.scious and in

golden beauty, as fill the baskets on Thanksgiving and

Christmas holidays.

Respectfully submitted,

Joseph H. Boukn,
Memhei- General Fruit Committee,- for State of Rhode Inland.

Providence, August 12th, 1881.

Report from Connecticut.

West Cornwall, Aug. 6th, 1881.

P. Bakrt, Esq.

:

My Dear Sir:—In performing my duty as Chairman

of Fruit Committee for Connecticut, I called a committee

consisting of P. M. Augur, D. S. Dewey, 6. H. Hall, J. B.

Olcott aud H. L. Stewart. The committee met and held

an informal discussion of fruits and fruit culture in Con-

necticut, and at my request Mr. Augur has prepared the

inclosed, as embodying the result of our discussions.

Yours respectfully, T. S. Gold.

NOTES ON FRUITS FOR CONNECTICUT.
APPLES.

The apple crop in 1880 in our State was in excess of any

year recently, except the year 1874. The surplus was such
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as to lead people seriously to ask, How shall we save our

crop? and evaporatiujj, jelly-making and fruit-keeping

houses were much discussed, and to some extent adopted.

The year 1881 promises to be a year of less abundance in

apples. The following is an excellent list for Connecticut;

Oiie Still:—Early HarveU, Red Adraclmn, Fall Pippin,

Hiihhiirdston yonsuch, HiirUjuH, Red Caimda, Peek's Pleas-

ant, Qj-imes' Golden, American Gohlen Rasaef, CWs Late

Greening.

TiDo Stars.— Graoenatein, Faineuse, Rhode Island Green-

in;i. Rildioin, RiLvhuri/ Russet.

Among candidates for favor among late keepers is Cue's

Late Greening, which originated years ago in Middletown,

Conn. The tree is a moderate grower, makes a good head,

is hardy and productive. The fruit is uniformly smooth,

medium size, green, with a slight blush on the sunny side,

flesh fine-grained, firm, crisp, sub-acid, good. The apple

holds its flavor till June, and keeps, with ordinary care,

till May or June.
I'EA^KS.

The pear promises fairly in 1881 in our State. Many
young orchards have been planted within a few years, and

as a whole we have sulfered less from blight than many
other States. The following is a good list of varieties:

One Star.—Doyenne d'Ete, Beurre Giffard, Dearhurii's

Seedling, Tyson, Glapp's Favorite, Doyenne Boassock, Onon-

dnga, Howell, Beurre Bosc, Beurre Saperjin, Paradise d'Ati-

t/>iniie, Doyenne du Coinice, Duchesse d'Angouteme, Louise

Bonne de Jersey, Winter Nelis, Josephine de Malines, Easter

Beurre.

Iwo Stars.—Bartlett, Seckel, Sheldon, Beurre d'Anjou,

Lawrence.

Dagger.— Talinadye.

I desire to speak especially of the Talinadge, or Northford

Seckel, as a pear of much value, which originated in North-

ford, Conn. It is supposed to be a seedling of the Seckel.

The tree is one of much beauty, a good grower, with a fine

spreading head, very symmetrical, and it has been said by

those who know it best that the tree has never been known
to blight, and withal, it will attain more than double the

size of the Seckel. The fruit is somewhat larger than the

Seckel, of good quality, though not quite equal to the Seckel

in this respect. It is a heavy bearer, and is worthy of

trial.

PE.\CHES.

Although Connecticut is not considered a peach-grow-

ing State, much attention has of late been given to the

planting of this delicious fruit. The prime conditions of

success are, 1st, trees from healthy stock, free from the

taint of disease; 3d, a soil of medium fertility, well drained,

naturally or artificially, and with good altitude, where the

peach has not been raised within a period of twenty years;

3d, good, continuous shallow culture, with plenty of pot-

ash and lime are prime requisites for the peach. Equal

quantities of ground bone and unleached ashes, wet down
together in a pile and covered with peat or loam for a few

weeks, make one of the best manures for the peach. Pot-

ash and lime are requisite for the continued health of the

peach. Good, shallow culture is also important. A good

list of peaches is the following: Alexander, Waterho,

Early Ricers, Early Louise, Early Troth, Mountain Rose,

Oldndxon. Free, Crawford's Early, Crawford's Late, Stevens'

Rareripe, Moore's FaxorUe, Reeres' Favorite, Stump the

World, Beers Late, Ward's Late, Keyport White, Smock.

THE PH]>r

Can be easily raised under favorable circumstances. The
black knot and the curculio are the great drawbacks to its

successful culture. Concerning the black knot, the way
not to have it is not to allow it, but remove at sight. The

most feasible way to compass the curculio is by jarring

and catching repeatedly, or to make the plum orchard a

well-stocked poullry-j'ard. Experience and observation

show us that this is practicable and successful. A few of

the many good varieties are: Lombard, Green Gage, Reine

Claud de Bat'iiy, McLaughlin, Lawrence's Favorite, General

Hand, Hudson Riiier Egg. Imperial Gage. Bradshaw, Coe's

Golden Drop.
THE SRArE.

After the apple no fruit can be raised more abundantly

or successfully than the grape. A southern slope is desir-

able; a warm, dry soil, on disintegrated trap, shale or

limestone, is excellent, but any good, well-drained soil will

do. The Fuller and Kniffin systems of training are prob-

ably the best ones, according to exposure and locality.

For the vineyard the Concord is pre-eminently the grape.

Then a list including Hartford Prolific, Warden's Seedling.

Moore's Early, Ices, Wilder and Herbert may be added.

For a white grape for the vineyard the Martha has proved

most successful of those fully tried, and has become a mar-

ket grape, being really a white Concnrd. Of the many

new grapes on trial, some will undoubtedly be great acqui-

sitions; others will have to be discarded. Under very

favorable circumstances we believe the Isabella, Catawba

and Diana can be raised, and are valuable for their late-

keeping qualities, as well as their excellence for the table.

The WiUler (Rogers No. 4), and the Herbert, No. 44, will be

highly e.steemed by all who can raise them. The late-

keeping grapes, with a little care, can be kept nearly or

quite through the winter in a fresh state. An abundance

of fresh grapes should be consumed by every family as

long as the supply can be continued.

qUINCES.

The Orange, the Pear, Rea's Mammoth and Champion

are the principal varieties; under favorable circumstances

all are worthy of culture.

THE CURRANT.

This fruit is worthy of more attention. Heavy crops can

be raised. The best varieties: Red Dutch, Cherry, La Ver-

.viilkiise and May's Victoria—all excellent. The white

grape is productive and sweeter than any; but the market

does not call for a white currant in any quantity, .so its

culture is not desirable for market.

RASPBERRIES.

A good list of reliable varieties is: Soahegan, Centennial,

Doolittle, Seneca Blackcap, Gregg, Mammoth Cluster, for

Blackcaps; Highland Hardy, Turner, Reliance, Cuthbert,

for Red varieties.

BLACKBERRIES.

Considering hardiness and productiveness: Snyder, Taylor.

STRAWBERRIES.

For early berries, the Crescent, the Duncan, Duchesse,

Gypsy. Medium^C'/irt/'fes Downing, Miner's Prolific, Sen-

eca Queen, Chatnpion, Captain Jack. Late

—

Kentucky,

Glendale, Ijmgfelhw. Promising new varieties

—

Jersey

Queen, Manchester. Respectfully,

P. M. ArouR.
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Report from New York.

LocKPORT' 'n. Y., Sept. 1, 1881.

P. B.\^RRv, Esq., Rochester, N. Y.

From tl»e information I have been able to obtain, I report

as follows:

There seems to be no fniit of which there is a good crop
throughout the State, this season. The largest crop of

apples is in the southwestern part of the State, in Chau-
tauqua and Cattaraugus connties. In Niagara and Orleans

counties there was every promise of an abundant crop at

the time of blossoming, but heavy and continuous rains

while the trees were yet in bloom destroyed the blo.=som.

Plums and pears seem to be amoderate crop in this State.

Peaches are a poor crop, except in the vicinity of Cayuga
and Seneca lakes, and the south-eastern part of the State.

From present appearances the di.sease called the "yellows"
promises to be as destructive in this State as it has proved
to be in New Jersey and other southern localities.

Of varieties most successfully grown, I believe the fol-

lowing have proved to be most profitable, especially for the

western part of the State, viz:

Bdldwin, Rhode Inland Greening, King nf Tompkins County,

Ro.rbury Riisftet, all of which deserve two stars.

Bnrtlett, Diic/iess d'Angovleme, Beiinv d'Anjun, Lawrence,

two stars each.

PLUMS.

Lombard, Quaekenboss, Heine C/aiide, Bradahaw, Monroe,

Smith's Orleans, two stars each.

Early and iMie Crawford, Mountain Rose, Nance's Golden

Rareripe, Early Ale.vander, Early Rivers, two stars each.

CHERRIES

Are not grown to any great extent. The Napoleon Biyar-

reaii, Yellow Spanish. Black Tartarian, Coe's Transparent,

Elton and Early Richmond are most profitable in this

locality.

Of new varieties I cannot report, unless the Mann ajiple

may be considered new. It has been cultivated to a limited

extent for a number of years, but only until within two or

three years has it been particularly sought after.

I have been very favorably impressed regarding the

Mann apple as a valuable sort for orchard planting, for a

number of years, and have myself planted a thousand trees

into orchard, and if I were to have an orchard of only one
thousand trees, I slinuld plant at least six hundred of them
with the Mann apple. I have been convinced witliin the last

five years that the Mann, is fully as hardy as the JDnchess of
Oldenbiirg. The Mann makes a large and handsome
orchard tree, comes into early bearing, and the fruit keeps
as long as the Ro.i-bury Russet, or longer, and appears to

be more free from the attack of the Codling Moth than any
other sort that I have known. On account of its keeping
qualities the fruit .-ilways commands a very high price botli

in oiu- own country and in Europe. While on account of

its hardiness it .seems particularly adapted to the West, I

esteem it of equal value for the East. It originated in

Oswego County, and was formerly called the " Deiltz

apple," the name being given on account of the crop

having been stolen one season by a man named Deiltz.

Believing that it deserved a more honorable title, I pro-

posed the name "Mann apple" to the Western New York
Horticultural Society, which name was adopted.

Dr. Mann, of Niagara county, brought scions from the

original tree in Oswego county, and was instrumental in

its being disseminated, hence I proposed the name by

which it is now known.

In regard to question No. .5, in your circular, I cannot

make a reply that would be satisfactory to me or of value

to anybody else, as the " obstacles to successful fruit cul-

ture" are "too numerous to mention." I may say, how-

ever, that one serious obstacle to the successful culture of

the apple is the Codling Moth.

The method which I have adopted and which promi-ses

more success than anything else, is to shower the trees with

a .solution of London Purple. This should be done after

the blossom falls, and while the fruit is yet .small. I con-

tinue the process at intervals until the fruit attains a size

sufficiently large so that it will hang with the blossom end

down. While the fruit is small of course the blossom end

is uppermost, and any solution thrown into the tree settles

in the blossom end and where the Codling Moth establishes

the " seat of war."

I think it important that, in this locality at least, orchards

should be cultivated late in the season. This, I believe,

will kill many insects that have burrowed in the ground,

by exposing them to the cold. Late cultivation (by this I

mean as late as possible before it freezes up), I consider par-

ticularly desirable in plum orchards, for the destruction of

the Curculio.

In answer to your sixth question: I believe it has been

established, at least in this locality, that thorough cultiva-

tion pays best. From my own observation, I am led to be-

lieve that an orchard under good cultivation is in better

condition to withstand the effects of both dry and cold

weather. The roots not being near the surface, as is the

case in trees not under cidtivation, are not easily effected.

The chief obstacle to successful pear culture is of course

the Fire Blight, a remedy for which, I am sorry to say, I

have not been able to discover.

Seventh. I have had no experience with scientific fruit

cellars, and those which I have seen seemed to lack in some

particular, so that they were virtually worthless. Until

further developments, I shall consider best, a cellar made in

a side bill with a northern exposure. Such a cellar made
so as to be dry, and with proper ventilation, will answer

the purpose very well.

I have for several years practiced, with good results, the

plan of having both apples and pears picked and put at

once into a box holding a bushel. These boxes are made
with slats on bottom and both sides with open spaces of

al)0ut an inch. These boxes are carried immediatel}' into

the fruit cellar and stacked up until the time of shipment,

when the fruit is sorted and put into the package. In this

way the fruit is not bruised and seems to be in the best pos-

sible order for shipping or for storing.

The package most desirable for apples, is, in my opinion,

the flour barrel, as it is the package almost universally

used outside of Western New York. If you have noticed

the quotations from Europe, especially from Liverpool,

you have undoubtedly been convinced that the "pony
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barrel" has proved a mistake. Canadian apples in flour

barrels are quoted from fifty to seventy-five cents per bar'

rel more than New York State apples.

Ninth. The only statistics I can offer is of one orchard,

which is that of Peter D. Miller, whose orcliard is about si.x

miles north from Lockport. Mr. Miller planted five hun-

dred trees (apple) in the spring of 18.57, on eleven and a

half acres of land. From 1867 to 1879 he picked from this

orcliard 13, (ill barrels of merchantable fruit, besides about

10,000 busliels of cider apples, receiving for the whole

$32,231.

There are about seven and one-lialf acres of the oichard

planted with Bafdirin and Rhode I.ilniid Greening, and it is

from this part that almost entirely all of the profit has been

made.

Hoping that we may meet in Boston, 1 am.

Very truly yours,

Elisha Moody,
Cliitinnan Fruit Committeefor State of New York.

SMALL FRUITS IN THE HUDSON RIVER
DISTRICTS.

Tlie following letter is from Mr. Corney, superintendent

of E. P. Roe's fruit farm:

CoRNW.\LL-ON-HnDsoN, N. Y. , Sept. 3, 1881.

P. Bakry, Esq. :—Dear sir—I have been raucli disap-

pointed in not being aide to procure any definite informa-

tion as to the amount of fruit grown in Orange county, and

also information concerning the larger fruits, for which I

have written to several parties. I am compelled, therefore,

to send you only what I can tell you myself of the small

fruits in the county.

The leading raspberry has been the Hudson, River

Antwerp, but planters are now setting the (Jntkbert in place

of it. Ilighhind Uiirdy is also largely grown on account of

its extreme earliness, growers claiming that it is much more
profitable than late sorts. Aside from this it is worthless.

The Cuthbert has done remarkably well in this section. It

was quite hardy last winter, when the weather was very

severe and trying. The canes make a vigorous and strong

growth. Berries as large as the Antwerp, bright red, very

firm and of good quality. The canes are very productive.

Season medium to late. Some few I'urner, Brandywine

and PltHudelphia raspberries are grown here, but the main
crop is from those named previously. For early I find the

Uerstine the best, but the canes are only half hardy. For

late, we use in the home garden the Franconia, which is

tender. We also grow in perfection, Brinekle's Orange,

Saunders, Belle de Fontenay and Caroline. Here Cuthbert

and Queen of Market are identical. Among blackcaps

Gregg takes the lead. It is larger and later than Manun.oth

Cluster, but I <lo not think any more productive. Dovlittle

is grown for early. Daeimn's Ttuirnless is nf)t much liked.

A fine early variety is Centennial.

The leading strawberry for market in this section is

Charles Downing, which is rapidly superseding the Wilson.

By boat to New York it carries well, and it is a happy

thing for the consumer that it is so greatly taking the place

of the Wihon. The past year a large number of Sharpless

have been planted, and this fall some Bidwell. yhe prin-

ciple market varieties are, however, the Charles Downing

and Wilson, and in some cases the SetJi Boyden is planted to

some extent. Among the newer kinds, of course Bidwell

leads. It bore an immense crop of large, fine fruit this

summer, and the demand for plants is enormous. Itscliief

value is that it does so well on high dry land. Next to this

I think of most value the Triple Crown,, a very vigorous

and productive plant; berries medium to large, rery firm
and of high aromatic flavor. LongJ'ellow produces a good
yield of fine large berries, but the plant burns badly. The
earliest variety on Mr. Roe's place is the Crystal City,

and the latest a berry called Memphis Late.

The leading blackberry grown here is Kittatinny, and of

currants, Cherry and Victoria.

I regret very much that I cannot give you more full in-

formation, but I have, owiug to the pressure of business,

been unable to gather up details as I purposed doing when
I wrote you.

Yours respectfully,

H. GEOR(iE CoRNEY.

Report from Wisconsin.
In the onward march of Pomology across the continent,

our State was the first to present strong climatic contrasts

in the adaptation of the popular northern fruits.

The first twenty years of pioneer settlements on our

southern borders revealed no marked diifereuce in our

climate from that of New England. We planted favorite

eastern varieties of all the hardy species, and those first

failures were attributed to the " newness" of the soil. We
flattered ourselves that culture would remedy most of our

troubles.

In 1856 we awoke to the fact of peculiar conditions of

climate as well as of soil, and the next ten years was a

period of much study, experiment and observation of natu-

ral conditions affecting hardiness, and our capacity for

fruit growing. We found our new soils rich in humus,
producing a late growth of wood, unfit to bear the ex-

tremes of w'inter. This tendency was enuanced by the

prolonged autumn heats characteristic of the Northwest.

We also found the mean summer temperature of Pittsburg,

Penn., with the winter of Montreal, Canada.

These peculiar conditions of climate being attributable

to our position west of the great lakes, and within the

sweep of the dry southwest winds and of the cold noith-

ern wave (both modified by their passage over the lakes, to

the east of us). These peculiar climatic conditions we
were the first to experience, and we trust other Slates west

and north profited by our experience. We found the con-

ditions of success in growing the standard fruits narrowed
down to a few fundamental pomts.

First, we must have a good early growth, and early ma-
turity of wood; and second, we must depend on trial only

for our list. We now recommend only such varieties as are

found generallj' successful in similar conditions. Under
the finst point, we find on the exposed crown of many of

our highest limestone blurt's, from one hundred to four hun-

dred feet above the adjacent valley, as perfect orchards as

could be desired, up to latitude 4-li where a large variety of

our old eastern apples and pears are permanently successful,

while in the sheltered valley below nothing but the

Siberians and an occasional Duchess of Oldenburg remain,

showing that other conditions than latitude simi)ly, go to

make our success or failure.

Of insects we have our full share. The Codling, or

apple worm is the must ilreaded. because mosl dilticiill to
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destroy. A short crop in 1879 left few larvte for the ne.xt

year, and the enormous crop of 1880 was unusually free

from this worm. Neither bands for trapping nor poisoning

have been used to any extent. The free use of arsenic

water for the Canker AVorm has also seemed to clieck

the Apple Moth, and will be used largely for both

these main pests of the orchard. The Tent Caterpillar

is very common, but easily destroyed with a kerosene

torch light in early morning and cloudy days when the}'

are well housed and young. In some of the central and

eastern counties of our State, contiguous to extensive

forests, the native caterpillar, C Si/lvatifa, has come from

the forests in such overwhelming numbers that only the

most vigorous handwork with tar bands could save the

trees; but tliese are somewhat migratory and seldom affect

the same territory in succeeding years. Arsenic water,

1 to 100, or London Purple, 1 to 40, freely showered at the

time these worms first appear, is a cheap and sovereign

remedy. The Curculio often stings the young apples, caus-

ing them to be deformed, when near the native plum grove.

We find a remedy in cutting down the plum. The Cur-

rant worm has such complete possession of this fruit, that

only those faithful in the use of hellebore, or some of the

poisons, have any hope of perfecting this valuable fruit.

The Cabbage worm has this year prevailed unusually,

but a liberal application of black peppei- drives them away

speedily. Pyrethrum proves a sovereign remedy for tlie

whole insect tribe, of the garden and house, and when it

can be furnished at cheap rates must come into general

use.

The first half of .June, and most of .July were periods

of frequent rain fall, with great heat, consequently Fire

Blight prevailed everywhere, as the local conditions were fa-

vorable to its development. Tlie hard-wooded, close-grained

varieties and species were most afEected—the Siberians gen

erally and Go/den. Miis.wt, AlexaiuUr, Talman Sweet, among

apples, and all pears.

Considering it a disease of the organs of circulation, in-

duced by excessive flow of sap, we find it to prevail only

at such periods of excessive growth. The month of August

brought us the greatest and most continuous heat; but no

blight appeared. While the foregoing conclusions are

simply logical, they may not express all the conditions of

the cause of this malady. In any event, most exempt are

the airy liill-tops, with a lean soil or litle culture. We
advise all who are troubled witli this disease to try pasturing

the orchard, or a short greensward, frequently cropped

after the manner of our city lawns. Root pruning is an ex-

pensive remedy, while the "cutting back" so often recom-

mended, aggravates rather than prevents the spread of this

disease.

Next to blight in the order of obstacles, I will class the

itinerant tree peddler, who under fictitious names and at

exhorbitant prices, with the aid of enlarged specimens and

most specious promi.ses, ropes in the unwary farmers of our

State to the tune of many thousands of dollars annually,

leaving nothing of permanent value, but a blight of horror

of the very sound of fruit trees for years after. Education

is the remedy, and our various State and local horticultural

societies the centers of information for the people.

APPLES.

The apple is our main fruit. Such varieties as are

congenial to our climate and soil, are not excelled in qual-

ity and beauty anywhere. Our general report of varieties

will be found in its place in the Society's valuable catalogue.

Our State Society recommends tlie Ducheaa of Oldenburg,

Wealthy, Plumb's VUler, Fameiixe, Haii)<, Tetofsky, for hardi-

ness—the only test; a,AA\ngWidhndge,Pewaiikee, Utter, Astru-

c/tiin Red, Talman Sweet, Seek-».o-Fart/ier, Willow Twig.Qolden

liiixset, Price's Sweet, Fall Orange, Alexander, for general

culture. Of new varieties of home origin, we have several

promising, of which the M'olf Hirer, of Waupoca County,

and the McMahonh White, show extreme hardiness, and

being large and showy, sub-acid, good cooking, and pro-

ductive, will doubtless find a large place. In the Wealthy,

of Minnesota origin, we have more good qualities for the

north than in any other well-known variety. The new
Russians promise to add largely to our summer and

autumn lists of hardy cooking varieties of the Duchess

class, but tlie promise of a good winter variety of that class

is not fulfilled, and the writer questions the proba-

bility of such, from the nature of things, not here space to

discuss, but which we hope to present in full in some

future report.

The Siberian family have a large and growing place in

our nurseries, which mu.st continue, from the fact that

only about one-third of the area of our State shows a

capacitj' for growing even our hardy list of apples with

success. Continued advance in variety and treatment may
carry them to one-half our area. So the Siberian species

has yet a clear field of one-half of our great State, to sup-

ply home grown fruit of the Pyrus family. By hybridiza-

tion we have increased the size and quality of Pyrus baccata

from its original currant size to vie with our Fameuse,

Golden Russet, and Winesap, and exceeding them in culinary

value.

We have all flavors for dessert and cooking, and all sea-

sons from August to spring, retaining the fine texture and

conden.sed juices, small core and seeds of the original type,

with early and prolific fruiting and hardy tree. They

are at home in all the northern portions of our State.

They are increased in size and beauty by growing on the

strong mineral lands of the north, and their keeping qual-

ity vastly improved by a cool northern home.

Beyond the old Transcendent as a standard of culinary

excellence, we have Whitney, Sweet Russet, Briar Sweet,

Sylvan Sweet, Talfer Sweet, Homestead, Lake Winter, Winter

Golden Sweet, and others of value which give a succession

of tlie richest sweet and fine flavor; of size, one-third to

one-half larger than Transcendeul.

PE.\ns.

The pear in its most hardy standards follows closely upon

the apple northward, but is exempt from blight only on

the lean soil of the hills, where the subsoil is strongly

calcareous.
PLUMS.

The foreign plum is at home more in the Lake Shore

regions, and the improved natives are especially fine on the

Mississippi bluft's.

CIIEHKIES.

The early and late Richmond and Kentish do well on all

our light soils, the latter being much the hardiest, is uni-

versal in the south half of this State.

UERIilES.

The strawberry and all the raspberries are grown every
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where with great success. The Snyder hlackberry is

grown without protection in one-fourtli of our State.

Ancient Briton does well everywhere with winter protection.

Stone's Hardy, a new varict}', will compete with Snyder in

hardiness and quality, ripening some later. In Central

Wisconsin are thousands of acres of the finest native cran-

berry marshes in the world, most of which are now under

improvement. Blueberries are an important crop on the

sandy lands adjacent to the cranberry marshes, thousands

of bushels being sent to the great markets of the South and

East.

CULTDRE.

If there was no danger from climatic changes we would

ecommend the same culture for fruit trees as for corn; but

as the life and health of the tree is of the first consideration

here, we fiud only moderate culture and growth and early

and perfect maturity of wood to be the first conditions of

success. As we go north we find this more a necessity.

Therefore we recommend pasturing, or best of all, lawn

culture, for the bearing orchard.

Our most intelligent American growers are in favor of

low heads in this wind}' country, with the least possible

trunk to be blistered by our winter sun and frost.

Long-keeping apples are packed in barrels, and the bushel

crate is now much used for near market. These should

be carefully filled in the orchard. Hand-picking just be-

fore maturity is insisted upon, and a 'well-mntilated cold cel-

lar the best place in which the ordinary fruit-grower can

store his apples.

STATISTICS.

It was my duty in 1ST7-8 to prepare a plan and urge the

passage of a State enactment providing for the collection

of Agricultural and Horticultural Statistics, by our town

assessors. Our State Agricultural and Horticultural So-

cieties endorsed the measure, and it became a law. At

first it was deemed impracticable and burdensome. Some
were even afraid of its revelations. It is now the compul-

sory duty of the town assessors, and though by no means

perfect, it is becoming a source of information much prized

by those interested in the development of our industries.

To secure the acreage and yield per acre requires two years'

statistics, and it now forms the most reliable basis of esti-

mating our apple crop, in bearing trees and in bushels. It

gives our total orchardiug for 1880, as 67,192 acres,aud again

of li,7H acres over the previous year. Number of bear-

ing trees for 1880, 3,140,629, again of 239,000 over 1879.

Number of bushels for 1879, 718,687. If for 1880, the gain

in the State at large was equal to that of my own county

of Rock, we shall multiply by .5 and liave three and one-

half millions bushels for the great apple year.

Two interesting facts are brought to light by these

statistics: First.—The wide difference in the product of

counties in the same latitude but having a different soil.

Thus—Calumet, to the east, has 30,000 bushels against

8,000 bushels in La Crosse, to the west. Near by we
have Winnebago, 11,000; Waushara, next west, 6.000, and

three other counties on the same line with 1,000 to 5,000

each for 1879. These counties have expended nearly

equal amounts in tree planting, but the product given cor-

responds with the difference in natural conditions of soil

and topography. Other valuable lessons are to be drawn
from these statistics which will be a guide to fruit-growers

and an aid to science.

The second grand lesson of these statistics is, that the

ten counties lying north of the centre east and west line of

our State, whicii comprisi' over half our area, are reported

as giving but 1,932 bushels in 1879, or less than one three

hundredth part of the total of the State. The report of

1880 will show a still greater disparity. It is fair to as-

sume that three-fourths of the apples reported from these

four northern counties were of the Siberian speeies.and from
the facts before us we must conclude that they are to be

the main apple for home production, and therefore home
consumption, among the numerous population of this great

region.

From these hasty notes one can draw his own infer-

ence of the future of pomology in our State. The records

of the pa.st show that we are not defeated, but to have ulti-

mate success in growing good apples of some class to the

end of our borders.

J. C. Plumb,
Milton, Wis. Chairman ¥ruit Committee.

Report from Minnesota.

St. Paul, Sept. 1st, 1881.

P. Barby, Rochester, N. Y.

:

Dear Sir:—In submitting my report on the horticulture

of Minnesota, I must remark that the fruit growers of our

northern State are a brave lot of men, and that the vicissi-

tudes that crowd fruit-growing out of the profitable range

of productive industry only seem to nerve them to contin-

ued effort and experiment. All of them yet have faith

that out of their rough experience they will j'et produce

an iron-clad list that will defy the elements, and produce

for them an abundance.

To begin my report, I will submit in full the report of

President John S. Harris, as it conveys a clear expression

of the condition of our industry in Southern Minnesota,

wliich, so far as climatic conditions are concerned, present

the most favorable portion of our State for fruit growing:

La Crescent, Minn., Aug. 12th, 1881.

U. S. HoijLisTER, Chairman Minnesota Fruit Committee

:

Dear Sir:—I have received your invitation to act as a

member of Fruit Committee for this State, and would sub-

mit the following:

My report will only apply to seven or eight counties of

Southern and Eastern Minnesota, which are considered the

most favorable for fruit-growing of any part of the State.

The soil of this district is more or less limestone, clay

and sandy loam, rich in vegetable matter, and seems to be

well adapted to the growth of hard timber, that is evi-

denced by the growth of young oak that is springing up

everywhere since the fires are kept out. The fruits chiefly

grown here are apples and crabs, or Siberians (by many
termed Hybrids), grapes, native plums, strawberries, rasp-

berries and currants—all of which have been grown with

considerable success. There is still an uncertainty in the

minds of many of our people as to the growing of apples,

and this uncertainty is yearly increased, as the sale of trees

unsuited to our climate is increased, through the misrepre-

sentations of unscrupulous "tree peddlers."

In 1880, the crop of apples in Houston and Winona
counties was sufficient for home consumption, and a small

surplus, for the season covered, viz. : August to Ueceniber,
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and a scarcity of late-keeping apples. Large quantities of

the Siberians were allowed to go to waste, their great

abundance so overstocking available markets that they had

no market value. This season— 1881—the crop of apples

is very light, and the quality inferior. The Siherianx are

not up to the usual standard. The apples most succe.ss-

fully and extensively grown are: **D>ichr/is af (Jldenhury,

*Tetofi<ky, **M^eaUh!i, *St. Ijiin-eiice, *Haax, *G(il('en Riii-

le//, *Fameuse. ^Snpx of Wine, *l'(dinan Street, * Utter, and
* Walhriclge, or Edgar Red Streak—valued as indicated by

stars. TheiJe/i Daois, Fall Pippin. Gilpin, Gravenxtein and

Hawtlinrndeu are marked with a star in the Catalogue for

this State, but do not succeed here, except in rare instances.

Native grapes are being grown quite extensively in the

country bordering on the Mississippi River, and .some vari-

eties are succeeding well, giving us a much tiuer quality of

fruit than that shipped from tlie South. The C'unrord

leads a dozen sorts that are grown here, and is entitled to

two stars. The Delaware is ne-\t in value. Tlie Janexeilk

is an early and hardy grape, but not good enough to take

well in market. We want a grape as good as the Vi>ne<ird

and ten days earlier, and another liardy variety that will

keep well inln the winter.

I'I>i:ms.

The "tame "plum will not do witli us. The best na-

tives are largely cultivated, and doing finely. The De Sutu

is one of tlie best. Each neighborhood seems to liave its

favorite plum, and they are good enough for us.

STR.WVBEUHIES.

This fruit .seems to be doing unusually well. Wihuu'.t

AWany is the most popular; Charles Dawning and Dmrner's

Prolific next; Crescent Seedling is growing in favor.

IIASPBERRIES.

Diiiililtle, Seneca and I'urner each deserve one star.

ltUK.\NTS.

The Pied Dutch, the Vidnria and White Dutch each de-

serve two stars.

The interest in fruit growing is steadily on the increase.

The great obstacle is lack of hardiness in the trees. Intel-

ligent effort is being made to produce hardy seedlings of

value, and to improve the Siberian species. Of the latter,

we now have seedlings as large as the Faineusi that keep

well into the winter.

Central and Eastern Central jMinnesota was turned over

to .J. A. Grimes, of Minneapolis—an intelligent grower of

long experience in Minnesota—who reports as follows:

Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 20th, 1881.

U. S. HoLLiSTER—Dear Sir—In answer to the question.
" What species of fruits are doing well in your district? "

—

All the small fruits and grapes grown in the Northern and
Middle States can be raised here abinidantly, with proper

(^are and cultivation; but I suppose your in(|iiirics have
more direct reference to the

APPLE.

The ** Duchess and ** Wealthy are the only varieties that

I could at present recommend for extensive planting.

There are a number of nstive or seedling varieties that

promise well, but they must have more time to determine

their value and hardiness.

The greatest olistacles to .successful fruit culture are for-

eign tree peddlers, and our hot summers, followed by ex-

tremel}' cold, and often very changeable winters.

The .system of culture and pruning which I would rec-

ommend is to cidtivate some hoed crop that would mature

early, and then mulch aliout the roots for winter, until the

trees came into bearing. Then I would sow down to

clover, and do but little pruning, except to take out the

water sprouts. The extent and progress of fruit culture

here must depend in a measure on our State Horticultural

Society to dissenunate intelligent horticultural information,

without whicli, in this latitude, success is impossible. I

am happy to .state that with those of our school a satisfac-

Utxy progress has been made, and some are now reaping

the benefit of a long and dear experience in being able to

place on the market, apples by the wagon-load, and at

prices that would seem fabulous in the fruit States. It has

been remarked that "there is nothing so successful as suc-

cess.
"

As these two reports cover the old-settled portions of our

State, and up to date about all the ground on which any

great effort has been made to grow fruit, there is but little

left for me but to recapitulate.

THE SPECIES OF FRUIT GROWN SITCCESSFULLY IN

MINNESOTA.

Apples to a very limited extent; plums of the improved

native sorts; currants in abundance; grapes, strawberries

and raspberries need only be limited by extent of planting.

Of apples for general cultivation I can only name
**Duchess and ** Wealthy—the extreme cold of the two

last winters (1879-80 and 1880-81) having so injured all

other varieties tliat, if not already dead, the poor crop of

very inferior fruit they produce this season shows that they

are fatally hurt, and their demise is only a question of a

year or two longer. Our list of new seedlings, many of

which were considered very promising up to 1880, also

suffered to that extent that our Seedling Committee had

but little of encouragement to report at last winter's meet-

ing. We have one reported by Mr. Pearce, of Minnetonka,

now twenty-six years old, and still growing and doing well;

fruit much like the Belltfieur, and another, similar to the

little Red Romanite, that had stood sixteen years. Mr.

Harris reported two seedlings, grown by Mr. Myers, of St.

Peters, that he considers will yet prove valuable. All the

others that had previously received favorable reports are

now dead or badly hurt. The four named have stood the

cold, and will be watched carefully, and further report

made. The great obstacle to successful apple culture is

the extreme dry cold of our winters. Our summers are

very hot, and growth often continues late in the fall, and

wood does not ripen sufticienlly to resist the cold. We
have but little autumn weather, the transition from the

growing warmth to the rigor of winter sometimes occur-

ring within a week. That culture that insures slow growth,

and such pruning as will enable the tree to in a measure

protect itself, with northern or eastern exposure, seems to

give the best results.

Very respectfully,

U. S. HOLLISTER,

Chairuain Minnesota Fntit Committee.
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Report from Washington Territory.

Mr. P. Bakrv, Chairman of Pruit Committee :

Dear Sir:—I suppose a report is expected from me of

progress in fruit culture for tlie past two years, but I don't

know where to begin nor what to say, for during that tinu-

nurserymen and fruit-growers have experienced the worst

set-bacli they ever had in Wasliiugtou Territory. A year

ago last January we had such a snowstorm as never was

witnessed here before since any white man has lived here

—

from three to five feet. There were five feet in my nursery,

and it destroyed about 10,000 young trees; many of them
were broken off close to the ground, and of some varieties

lliere was not one left standing. I lost all of two years

labor. Two thousand dollars would not begin to pay my
loss, much more the disappointment. 1 felt like leaving

tills part of the world and taking a fresh start some where
else. The spring following was very lale, and we had late

frosts that cut off a great deal of fruit. This spring, in

some locations, fruit is a total failure, which I see (by the

papers) is the same in some locations in the Atlantic States,

1st. In regard to varieties best adapted to this section of

country it is impossible to state, for on one acre of land

you can find a dozen different kinds of soil. In planting

out an orchard I have planted peach trees three times in

the same place, and they won't grow, and then planted

cherries right in the same place, and they grew splendidly;

and it is just so with all kinds of fruits, but I cannot find

out the cause. I have tried several remedies, but failed as

yet; there is something in the soil that I know nothing

about; it all depends on location and soil. As to varieties,

some do well in one place, some in another; and, Mi.

Chairman, I think it will take a great many years of study

and labor to find out what varieties are best adapted to

this location and climate.

APPLES.

The varieties of apples raised here mostly for market
are: **ifed Aslrae/ian, *Early HarivM, Red June, *Fall Pip-

pin, **Oravenntein, Golden Sweet, *Baldirin, *Telloir Belle-

fleur, *King of Tompkins County, **Monmouth Pippin,

Telhno Neirtoirn Pippin, **Northern Spy, R<(mho, Golden

Russet, *Roxbiiry Rnssett, Siniar, Smith's Cider, Wine Sap,

Rhode Island Greening. Last year I fruited three other

varieties

—

Ribston Pippin, Hairlhnrnden and Sojm of Wine:

they were fine specimens and of fine fiavor.

PEARS.

The varieties mostly raised are Early Butter, *Madeln.ine

**B(frUett, *Sedcel, ** Winter Kelis, * Louise Bonne if Jersey.

I have fruiled Passe Colmur, and think it one of the finest

winter pears; and last year I fruited the Benrre Golden of
Bilboa ; it is a No. 1 pear here, and the tree is a strong

grower. All the pears seem to do well here.

PI.U-MS.

There were only three or four varieties bearing when I

came here first, viz. : Jefferson, *Green Gage, Street Damson
and Bradshaw. Now we have *Prunes, *Peaeh Plum and

**Columbia. Last year I fruited MeLauyhtin, Rtine Claude

de Baeay and Prinre Englebert, which I think better than

any of the fiistnienlioned.

CHERRIES.

The varieties mostly grown are May Duke, *Black Tarta-

rian,**Gorernor Wood, **Blark Repvhliran, **Roi/al Ann

(JS'apoleon), Kcnti.ih,* Tellow Spanish. The Black Repvhliean I

tliink Uie finest cherry I ever ate. I have it grafted on the

wild stock, six feet from the ground, which improves it very
much, and being a late black cherry, the birds bother it

but little. I consider it one of the finest cherries there is.

I don't see it advertised in the Eastern catalogues.

PEACHES.

Haven't much to say, for most of the trees were broken
down by that snow.storm, and the fruit on those left was
killed by the late frost this spring. I have a few this year;

there are a few trees in favored locations that look very
jn-omising.

NECTARINES.

1 had only one tree left after the snowstorm, and the frost

killed the fruit this year.

APRICOTS.

For the past two winters the young shoots have killed a
great deal. I have one standard (a .small variety) that

bears some every year, but they are too small. The Moor-
jiark won't do anything here. I have only one tree grow-
ing, and that is trained up to the building, and has one
fruit on it for the first time. They come into blossom too

early in spring, but am in hopes they will change with cul-

tivation.

QUINCES.

The trees grow well, but they, like the other fruits, have

been killed with late frosts for two years.

BLACKBERRIES

Grow splendidly, but they are not in demand as much as

some other fruits, as the country is covered with a wild

blackberry that is far superior in flavor to the cultivated

ones. Tons of them are gathered here in the summer to

preserve. This seems to be their natural climate.

RASPBERRIES AND CURRANTS.

The same as with the blackberry. Most everybody has a

garden, being of easy culture and no large rit)' near at

band to offer a market.

GOOSEBERRIES.

The foreign varieties all mildew. I have a seedling that

was raised here in a garden, the best that I have tried as

yet; it is larger than the Houghton, and does not mildew.

STRAWBERRIES.

Unlike the rest of small fruits, there is always a demand
for them. The varieties mostly grown are Trioniphe de

Gand. Peahody's Seedling, Wilson's Albany, Monarch of the

West and Jucunda. I have other varieties—the Seth Boy-

den, Charles Doirning, J.inrtun'x Seedling, Lawton's Pine-

apple and Rivers' Eliza ; but I think the best varieties for

profit are Triomphe de Gand. Monarch of the West and Rir-

er.*' Elka. For flavor alone, my Pineapple gets away with

them all. This year the crop has been very short, in some

places a total failure, owing to late frosts. I had some

promising seedlings, but the frost killed all the finit.

liRAPES.

This is not a grape country, especially this side of the

Territory, they have failed just the same as the peach, but

I have some fruit that looks very promising this season.

On the cast side of the Territory they can raise as good

peaches and grapes as can be raised anywhere; they have

ft warmer climate—that is, thev have it warmer in suniiner
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but colder in winter. I thiuk after the planets get settled

we may stand a chance to raise some more good peaches

and grapes. We have raised them here, and I don't see

any reason why we may not succeed again.

Now for the blight and insect: The blight is caused by

frost. Trees that make a vigorous growth in the fall,

when a sudden freeze comes on are often killed.

Some will .start to grow the following spring, and often set

their fruit, but just as soon as warm weather comes on they

die. These you can do nothing for, but just let them die

out and replace tliem with others. Plums, cherries and

peaches are affected the most; sometimes it will kill the

bark on one side, and then they will begin to bleed; but if

that dead bark is cut out and the wound covered with a

mixture of clay and cow manure, and then a cloth is tied

around, it will soon heal again. I have saved .several

large cherry trees and plum in this way—that is, if taken

in time.

The past two years we have been infected with a black tly

(aphis). They attack the apple worse than anything else.

Thej' don't make their appearance until the warm weather,

and they breed so fast that the young wood is just covered

with them, taking all the sap out, and stunting the growth
of the tree. And after the fall of the leaf the trees look as

though they had been covered with soot. They made
their appearance in my nursery last summer for the first

time, but only on a few trees, and this spring I find some
of the young trees perfectly dead. They also made their

appearance on two large trees, and on the following winter

1 cut off nearly all last year's wood and then washed them
thoroughly with Gishurst's Compound. This summer
you cannot see a sign of any on these two trees, while most

of the small ones that were affected and not washed,

(about 100 trees), one-third of them dead and the bal-

ance have made no growth this summer. It has again

made its appearance this summer, and I have made some
of the same compound into a liquid and dipped tlie ends

of the young trees into it, and that is the last of them.

Nearly all of my young apple trees are affected, and the

plums .somewhat. It seems to be a new insect, and if it is

not stopped it will kill a great many trees. Some have
used strong tobacco water, but it has no effect. Gishurst's

Compound is a sure remedy if rai.xed according to direc-

tions on the packages.

Mr. Chairman, I am sorry I cannot get others interested

in this matter, but when I ask them, they say they have no
information to give. I will try and have more to write

you next time.

Yours respectfully,

C. W. Lawton.
Seattle Nursery, Seattle, Washington Territory, July 'Z'tih,

lasi.

Report from Pennsylvania.

P. Barry, Chairman General Fruit Committee:

Dear Sib:—In making the following report I am obliged

to rely on my own observation, and general reports, as I re-

ceived but one respone from over half a dozen gentlemen
of whom I solicited information, to aid me in this matter.

Hence you will excuse defects in the following.

The status of pomology has not materially changed within

a few years in this State. This is, however, not to imply

that the Keystone State is making no progress in fruit cul-

ture. Our State Fruit Growers' Society, as also a number
of county societies, have been, and still are doing much to

disseminate horticultural knowledge. Among county so-

cieties, none has done more to stimulate progress in fruit

culture than the Berks County Agricultural Society, which

has offered and paid very liberal premiums on orchard

planting, and best management of orchards. Two exten-

sive fruit houses on the refrigerator principle have also

been erected at the county seat (Reading) which have

proven a success.

Fruit bouses of this kind seem to become more in requi-

sition of late, since the difficulty of keeping fruits has for

several 3'ears been greater than the growing of them. The
seasons of 1879 and 1880 were hot and dry during August
and September, which caused fruits to ripen and drop pre-

maturely; but the present season (1881) exceeds all for heat

and drouth for many years past. The month of August

had less than three-fourths inch of rain fall in some sec.

tions, while the mercury stood at 90° to 100" in the shade,

for sixteen days. September had less than two inches of

rainfall over a large area, while the mercury stood from
90^ to 105" for fourteen days (in the shade), the conse.

quence is, a poor prospect for keeping winter fruits; in fact

there are orchards which promised moderate crops, from

which the winter apples are hardly worth mentioning.

Although the off year, the apple crop was fair. Pears

are nearly a full one, while peaches were few on account of

extreme cold last winter. The latter were produced on

elevated situations only, which should be an index to

planters where to locate peach orchards.

Are more generally grown than any other fruits, and have

perhaps more varieties native to our Slate. We have few

that are generally popular, among which are lianiho, York

Imperial, Smokehoa^e, Smith's Cider, M'inennp, for winter.

Autumn, Mnidens Blush, Gracenstein, Fall Pipjrin, Porter,

Jefferis. Summer, Astraehnn, Dveliess of Okienbv ry , Straw-

berry, Street Boiirjh. Early Harvest, once the leading summer
apple, has become less popular on account of its liability

to crack. Baldwin, Rhode Island Greening, Northern. Spy

and other leading northern apples are popular only as fall

or early winter fruits, except in the northern sections and

higher altitudes. Among the promising varieties are

Grimes' Golden, Ben Davis, York Strijie, Slrlnestuwn Pippin

and others.

PEARS.

There are few extensive pear orchards in the State, yet

fr<mi a few to a few dozen trees are grown on many farms.

Bartlett, Seckel, Lawrence, Howell, Sheldon, Duchess, d'Anjou,

are leading kinds. Keiffer's Hybrid promises to become

popular. Dwarfs are not so extensively planted as

formerly.
PEACHES

Are planted more largely than pears, but with more varied

success, although in favorable localities they are a reliable

crop, and planters are slowly learning to select desirable

localities for peach orchards. The large number of very

earliest varieties that have been introduced in the last de-

cade, has caused some confusion as to which is really the

earliest. Should any one variety prove to be three to five

days earlier than any other, it will become popular.
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PI.DMS

Oontinue to be planted, notwithstanding their uncer-

tainty, at the same time in a few localities they prove suc-

cessful without any special care.

CHEKKIES

Succeed well only in certain localities. In heavy clay

soils few succeed well except Dukes. On sandy, loamy,

gravelly and slate soils, but especially in hilly districts, the

cherry is a certain crop.

GR.\PES

Continue to be planted as usual. But few seem to under-

.stand their proper training and management ; and wher-

ever they get proper care, no fruit crop gives a more cer-

tain and bountiful yield. The newer and seemingly im-

proved varieties have caused a fresh stimulus to vine

planting. Pt>cklini/ti>ii seems to lead, but Prentiss, Duchem,

Moore's Early, Jefferson, Ludy Wns/nnfftnii. Brif/hton and

others are being planted.

BLACKBEKRIES AND RASPBERRIES

Do not receive the attention which they deserve, except in

vicinities of cities and large towns. Kiflutinni/, WiUon and
Lairti/n continue to be leading kinds of the former, while

Snyder is being rapidly dis.seminated on account of its

hardiness.

Of raspberries, Oregg is becoming popular on account of

its size and productiveness. Among reds, Braiulywine has

superseded the once famous PhUadelphin, as a market

berry, at the same time, Cnthbert and other newer kinds

are planted. Turner has proven quite hardy, fair size and

of first quality.

CURRANTS

We find growing on almost every homestead, but as a rule

they do not receive the care and cultivation which they de-

serve. Cherry and White Grape are most planted at present,

but Red Dutch is still popular.

GOOSEBERRIES

Are not .so generally grown as currants, but as they yield

such bountiful and certain crops, they are of late years more
extensively planted, especially the American varieties.

STRAWBERRIES

Are more generally planted than other snmll fruits. The
many new fine varieties that have been brought before the

public of late, has caused quite a stimulus for planting.

Sliarpless seems to be most popular now, but Bidicell, Mt.

Vernon and others, are following with claims for su-

periority. Charles Doirning, Cumberland, Miner's Prolific,

Crescent and Wihon are still lending and popular varieties.

DISEASES

Of fruit trees are prevalent, but none specially new; blight

in pear, and yellows in peach are common; the latter is

quite a serious drawback in peach growing. Whether the

new (claimed) discoveries to ward off these diseases will

prove successful will require furtiier te-!ling.

Appear on hand continually, of which the Codling Moth
possibl}' does more damage than any other, and against

which there is little done except to turn in stock to eat up

the fallen fruit. Trapping the larva; with bands of hay,
straw, or canvas around the trees, is but little practiced,

although it has proved effective when properly attended to.

Curcidio is destroyed to some extent by the jarring pro-

cess, but only the few attend to it, and very few do it

thoroughly. Dusting the trees with ashes, or hanging on
rags or corncobs saturated with gas tar is practiced to some
extent, but has not been proven reliable. Borers in apple
trees are prevalent only in some localities. A heavy coat-

ing of lime whitewash is perhaps as good a preventive as is

known; but after the borer is in the tree, he should be fol-

lowed with wire. Peach tree borers seem to be wherever
the peach is growing, and many trees fail from neglect to

keep them out or follow them with a pointed knife. The
latter is generally effective when properly attended to in

spring and fall. A successful peach grower in this counly
says he does not fail to keep out cut borers by a mixture of

fresh cow dung mixed with lime, spread on the butt of the

tree near the roots. Borers in the blackberry roots have
been quite destructive in some localities. They are more
difficult to keep out than those in the peach trees. Bark
lice stunt many trees (especially those of apple and pear),

but at the same time neglected trees seem to invite it. Lye
or strong soap suds applied in May or early in June will

destroy it. Bark louse on raspberry canes we have effectu-

ally destroyed with a wash of lime and sulpluir applied

early in spring.

NOMENCLATURE.

It is to be regretted that there is so much confusion on

account of the same fruits passing under different names,
and not a few varieties under the same name.

The American Pomological Society has done much
toward correcting this inconvenience, but much is yet to be

reformed. In the Society's Catalogue for 1879, Fallawater

is double starred, which is (in my estimation) too high, as it

has lost much of its popularity. Ilnnt Russet is also**,

but has not been .sufficiently tested in this State to justify

said mark. Rhode Island Oreening is also **, but in Eastern

Pennsylvania almost drops its fruit prematurely. Among
grapes, Lindley and Salem should certainly have **. Of
peaclies. Beer's Smoek and Reeees' Faeorite deserve **.

Respectfully submitted.

Marietta, Pa. H. M. Engle.

Report from New Jersey.

P. Barry, Esq., Ohairnuin Fruit Committee, American
Pomological Society.

Dear Sir—The geographical position of the State of

New Jersc}' in relation to the best markets in the world for

all kinds of fruits, enables our people to dispose of their

products on the most advantageous terms. This in itself

prompts them to pursue fruit culture under circumstances

that would in many other States be considered quite dis-

couraging. Much of the soil in this State is naturally light

and poor, but the very markets which take the products of

the soil also fui-nish abundant material for restoring its

fertility, an advantage not wholly neglectefl by our fruit

growers and farmers.
apples.

The apple tree thrives in nearly all parts of the Slate,

except upon some of the light sands along the seashore.
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But while the trees grow thriftily, aud bear abundantly,

insects cut short the crop, and upon the whole make our

apples greatly inferior to those grown in many other of the

Northern States. The codling moth is the great enemy of

the apple in this State ; and while l)0th early and late sorts

are equally infested, the former are the most protitalile to

the raiser, because he can usuall}' dispose of them in our

large cities, worms and all, before a better quality comes in

from more favorable apple-growing regions Winter vari-

eties, owing to the depredations of this insect, seldom keep

well under the most favorable conditions; consequently are

in great part used for feeding stock, making cider or the

beverage of the country—cider brandy. With our present

knowledge of the natural history of the codling moth it

would be an easy matter to check its depredations, provided

all farmers and fruit growers would unite in making war

upon it; but unfortunately ignorance and indolence make
such a warfare impossible at the present time. New vari-

eties of apples are quite numerous throughout the State,

but I have seen none of late superior to older sorts, or

worthy of special notice.

PE.\KS.

This fruit appears to succeed better than the apple, when
the trees are given the requisite care. The trees may not

thrive any better, but so far as my observation extends the

fruit is not so liable to the attacks of noxious insects. The
codling moth, however, has of late years been more trouble-

some than formerl}-, aud in some localities it is quite

destructive to late varieties of the pear, as well as of the

apple. Leaf-blight and rust on the fruit are our worst

enemies, but they seldom do much injury on deep soils,

and where the land among the trees is kept free from weeds

and grass. What are called wood and twig blight seldom

attack trees growing in light or well-drained soils.

The old sorts, such as Biirllt/t, Biiirre tV Aiijuii, I)iir]iix>f

d'AiKjiiiiUme and tiirkri, are still the leading favorites for

home use and market, but some of the more recent intro-

ductions aie commanding <-onsiderable attention, aud

especiall}' what are known as the Jdimn pears. The trees

grow rapidly and fruit profusely, but it can hardly be said

that the quality of these sorts is such as to make them very

desirable for dessert fruit. They will no doubt command
good prices in market on account of their hand.some appear-

ance and value for cooking, but can never equal our old

and standard sorts of European origin. The trees of these

Japan varieties are extremely' vigorous, but are not e.xempt

from blight and other prevailing diseases.

PE.VCIFES.

There was a time when New .Jersey was famous for Uer

peach crop, but insects aud diseases appeared in such

numbers that the cultivation of this fruit has of late years

been a success ouly in a few of the most favored localities.

It is my opinion, however, that failure is due more to

impoverished soils than any other cause. By giving the

trees plenty of fertilizing materials, and especiallj- potash,

they will thrive as well as ever in all parts of the State, and
while insects may thin out the crop, there will still be

enough left to remunerate the grower for his outlay in

money and labor.

PLUMS.

Owing to the abundance of the plum curculio, and the

difficulty in keeping this insect in check, plum culture has

been abandoned over the gr<'ater |)art of the Slate. The

improved varieties of our native species succeed better than

those of the foreign, simply because the young green fruit

is more Arm, with a tougher skin, thereby partly resisting

the attacks of the curculio. In gardens where both the

native aud foreign varieties are grown, the former will

often escajje the attacks of the curculio, simply in conse

quence of her preference for the latter. If the fruit grower

will plant a tree of the best foreign sorts for the curculio,

aud one of the native for himself, he will in most cases

secure a moderate crop of the latter.

UASPBEKUIES.

Considerable progress has been made in the last few years

in ra^|)berry culture, principally in consequence of an

almost general discarding of foreign varieties, and the taking

up of our native species and varieties. There are few loca-

tions or soil in the State where anj' foreign variety can be

raised during a series of years with profit, but we now have

several native sorts which succeed in either light or heavy

soils, bearing heavj' crops for an indefinite number of years

if given proper cultivation. Among the most profitable of

the red rasplierries, I name Cullibcrt. Tnnwr and Wiliniiig-

tfin. The first is probably the largest and most profitable

market variety that has yet appeared, at least for the State

of New Jersey. The Tni-ner is a most excellent variety,

|)lanls exceedingl}' hardy, protluctive and vigorous, but the

fruit is somewhat smaller than the Ciithbiii, aud not quite

as firm. The Wilmington is a large, handsome, firm fruit,

but the canes rather dwarfish and not quite as productive

as the Turner and Cuthbirt. Of the Black Cap raspberries

we have no new varieties superior to those in general culti-

vation ten years ago, although there are several probably

equal to some of the older and better known. Multiplication

of names is far too often considered as synonymous with

progre.-is in fruit culttu'e.

STU.\WP.EURIES.

With this fruit, the introduction and dissemination of

new sorts has been pursued most persistently, and I might

say successfully, so far as regards numljers, but it is very

questionable if we have made much progress during the

past decade. The S/it(rpk:is is certainlj' a very excellent

variety, being productive, hard)- and of excellent quality,

but its distorted, ugly form is against it as a market fruit.

The Grmf Aincrieiiii is also another somewhat noted variety

of recent introduction, while the Manc/ii'nter is a more

recent production, and upon the whole a promising variety.

The old Wilmii'ii Albany is still pojuilar as a market fruit,

while the Charles Dawning has no stiperior for beauty, pro-

ductiveness, fine color and flavor, and in addition it

succeeds well on all our light soils as well as on the heavy.

C.K.VPES.

All of the standard sorts do moderately well, although in

some seasons the blac^k rot is quite destructive, and I have

not noticed that there was much difference in regard to

varieties in resisting this malady. Miner's Seedlings, con-

sisting of some half-a-dozen or more white sorts, promise

well, as they were all raised from the seed of the Cuneord.

and resemble the parent in everything except the color and

quality of the fruit. Out of the nuiuber in cultivation, two

or three might be selected which wovild jirove valuable

wherever the Concord succeeds.

Respectfully submitted,
A. S. Fuller,

Cliairniiin </i nenil Fruit Coniniittee fur Xiic Jersey.
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Report from Virginia.

P. Barry, C/ifin-mcni Genvnil Fruit Committee. American
Pomolngired Simett/.

Dear Sir—Tlie year 1881 li:is not lici-n iiltogcther a favor-

able one for the fruit grower of Virsi-inia, the extreme

cold of the past winter liaving in soirie sections of the State

not only destroyed the fruit buds, but severely injured the

wood of the peach, cherry, pear and some other trees.

Many peach trees on the north border of the State were liilled

outright. When a failure of tlie fruit crop occurs in this

latitude, it is generally caused l)y spring frost after the liuds

Iiave opened, or soon after the fruit has set. Very seldom

have we seen injury from cold while the buds were in so

<Iorraant a state as they were the past winter. We fre-

quently have warm spells during the winter months, which
cause the buds to swell, but this did not occur the past win.

ter. The great area of the State, with its varied altitude

and proximity to the ocean and Chesapeake Bay, insures a

crop in one section or another every year. Following the

extreme cold winter we have had a drought of unusual

severity, commencing in .Tune and continuing almost un-

liroken up to this date. Tlie value of the fruit crop has bi'en

lessened very much thereby, es)iecially jieaches, which have

not attained nearly their usual size. Late apples are dropping

prematurely, and cannot be expected to keep well.

Enrli/ Ripe, York Imperial and S/n/cklei/ are all gaining

favor, the latter mainly on account of its great productive-

ness and long keeping.

I'EARS.

The Biirtlt'tt gives more general satisfaction tlian any other

sort. It is a very sure bearer, and is a good mai-ket fruit.

Cliinp'K Farorite is an excellent pear, but the tree blights a

good deal. Seekel arxA /yri/r/Yv/w hold their own, Mniiiiiiin's

Eliziiheth is gaining ground, is an excellent pear, tree hardv

and a good bearer. Hmrell and Biierre ff'ffurd do well.

Le Conte and Keiffer'x Hybrid are being jilanted in a small

way, but time is required to test their value.

There have been so many new sorts, especially \ery early

ones, brought out during the last few years, and the origin-

ator or disseminator of each claiming great superiority for

his particular one, that the planter is puzzled to determine

which varietj' to select. There is great similarity between

many of these we know, and the sooner the relative value

can be determined the better it will be for all concerned.

So far, we can see no difference between Amsdea and Alex-

under, neither in growth of tree, time of ripening, size and

appearance of the fruit.

lioinrx E irl/l and \V,ttrrlii,> closely resemljle Ainnelen and

.4fec iiider. Bothare very good. Jiuirer'x AV/Y// has given very

great salisfa<-lioii where it has fi'uited. We have much failh

in its taking a place amongst the largest and best veiy early

sorts. Wiiterhii has not been so well tested here, but coming

as it does, so well recommended, we have confidence in its

proving a success. Enrli/ RcerH is an excellent peach, and

will be largely planted for home use. The same may be

said of Early Sitrer. It is an ex(.-ellent peach. Sallie Wor-

rell is a new pea<-h from Wilson, Xorlh Carolina, of tin'

very largest size, some samples having measured 14 inches

in circumference; color creamy white, shaded and splashed
with red; flesh .iuicy and delicious. Begins to ripen 1st of

August, continuing a long time.

The Wild Goose. De Soto and others of that type, are being
planted to a con.siderable extent. The crop is reasonably
certain, and the fruit sells well in the market, 15 cents iier

quart being about the average price for the Wild Goose.

RASPBERRIES.

Cuthhert and Brandymine are perhaps the best of the red

sorts; the foliage stands the sun well and they are good
bearers. Turner and ReWmee we think will do well. Gregg
is the largest and most valuable of the Black Caps.

STRAVi-BERRIES.

Wil.«7n'.'< Alliaiiy st\\\ holds its place as the most pro(hicti\-e

and jirofitable shipping berry. Xeunan's Fi-olifie is being

])lanted considerably about Norfolk; it ripens early and car-

ries well. Cumberland Triompli gives general satisfaction;

plant vigorous and productive, fruit large and very good.

Slirirpless Seedling is the most promising of the newer sorts;

plant very vigorous, fniit of very large size and excellent

flavor. Cannot tell yet about it productiveness, l)ut hojie

it will bear well.

.lAPANESE PERSIJIMON.

The introduction of this fruit has been looked upon with

interest here, and the indications are that it will prove of

\'alue, at least in the eastern and southeastern parts of the

State. In the northern and western portions the winters

are too severe for most of the sorts yet introduced. Still,

we think that varieties may be had that will stand our

climate, for in some portions of Japan, about the fortieth

degree of latitude, snow fre(|uently falls in December to th<'

depth of three to four feet, and remains on the ground until

.Vpril. Yet the persimmon does well there. Some trees in

the vicinity of Norfolk bore this sea.son and the fruit is said

lo have been as large as a man's fist, of beautiful appear-

ance and of good quality. Trees imported from Japan in

the spring of 1880 fruited this year, .showing a tendency to

very early bearing. We commend it for trial wherever it

will be likely to stand, for in addition to its fruit beiu-ing, it

is quite an attractive ornamental tree.

Before closing this report we think it piopiT to call your

attention to tlie jiear orchard of the Old Dominion Fruit

Growing Company. The farm upon which this orchard

stands is located on the south bank of James River, in

Surrey county, about 75 miles below the city of Kiclimond.

It contains 500 acres, land mostly sandy loam, underlaid

with a bed of shell marl from Ave to fifteen feet below the

surface, land well drained naturally. L'lion this farm about

18,000 peach trees were planted from 1800 to 1867. A few

pear trees were planted in 1862 and 1863. The peach

orchard was not a success, on account of the fruit rolling,

and but little notice was taken of the pear trees until about

1871, when it was seen that they were producing nice fruit,

and that it brought a good price in market. The then owner

of the place made up his mind that this was the place for

pear growing, so planted out 1000 Bartlett trees in the sjiring

of 1872. The following spring he set out 400 more Bartletts

ami 600 Clnpp's FaeurJes. In Ihc fall of 1873 a charter was
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jji-anted to the aliove named Company, an organization was

completed, aud the farm passed into its hands. Tlie capital

stock was $30,000, divided into 200 shares of $100 each.

Nine thousand trees were jilanted iu the spriug of 1874, aud

near the same number in 1875, with a few hundreds since

that time. The orcliard at present numbers upwards of

twenty thou.sand trees, all standards, and covers about 300

acres of land—over 19,000 B^nikils, 600 Cldjijin Fiin>rite.\

100 Tioi/km'.t June. The balance comprises a few trees of

many kinds. Tlie trees when planted were mostly one and

two years, and cut back to within ten to tiftecn inches of

the ground, then allowed to grow pretty much at will.

Little pruning was done, except occasionally to cut off a

water sprout. They arc, of course, vei-y low headed,

shading not only the very .short trunk, but the ground over

the roots also, which is thouglit to be an advantage in this

climate. Twenty to thirty acres are annually planted with

corn, and about the same area with pea nvits. These crops

insure good culture to tlie ti-ees. The remainder of the

orchard is plowed very shallow about twice in the spring,

then in Jime is sowed with black peas, to be plowed >mder

in the fall. This, with the marl found on the place, are

about the only fertilizers used.

Pear gathering commences with BiH/Miii! Jinif about the

30th of June, then Ckipp'n Fnmrite ten days later, and

BiirtUti about the 10th of July, the heaviest pickiug being

from the loth to the 25th of the month. The fruit is care-

fully sorted into two grades, prime and culls, ami

marked accordingly. Bo.xes holding one Iiushel each are

used. They are made of 5-8th dressed lumber, put together

almost water tight. It has been found that tlie fruit not

only carries better, but also ripens up better in a close box

than in an open crate. The ]>ears are pulled from the trecf

ten days or so before ripe, and shipped while they are firm,

.so that the commission mi-rcbant has time to handle them,

and the retailer to arrange for tlieir disposal by the time

they are ready for the consumer. The pears are shipped

by sail from the farm to Norfolk, and from thence by
steamer to New Yoi'k and Boston, costing 21 cents per box

to former and 34 cents to latter from the orchard. •

Now for results. The company paid $13,000 cash

on the farm, leaving eight thousand of their (-apital to

stock the place, purchase trees, plant and take care of them.

This, with tlie crops produced, paid current expeu.ses. No
dividend was paid until la.st year (1880). The pear crop

that year brought $4000. whieli. witli a lialance in tlie

treasury from the previous year, enabled the Com])auy to

pay a cash dividend of twenty (20) per cent, on the capital

stock. The present year the number of boxes sliipped was
4000, and the net returns received were $18,648. From this

a dividend of fifty per ccni. h.i-^ lieen paid to tlie .stock-

holders, and an additional ten ]ii'i-ceul. lias been set a.side

for other Ihiin rurrriit expenses, niakiiii; llie profits of 1881

equivalent to sixty per cent. Upwards of 18,000 of the

trees havi' been planted during the last eiglit years, and are

comparatively small; in fact, many of them are not yel in

bearing. So it is reasimalile to sup|)0.se lli.-il I lie pniduel

will greatly increase in the near future, ami lli;il llic |)riirils

will be correspondingly large.

Very res|5ectfully. Fi{ANKI^in Davis,

Chairman State Fvu.lt ComtiiiMee.

Uicii.MONU, Va., Beptember, 1881.

NOTES FROM NORFOLK.

D T> , T? Norfolk, Va., June 32d, 1881.
r. 1d-\R11Y, lliS(|.

Mv Dear Sir—Your favor received, and as I am kept

in doors by a much needed rain, give myself the jilcasure

of a prompt reply.

The lately introduced new varieties of strawberries,

peaches and pears have not been .sufliciently tested to make a

reliable report.

Mr. J. L. Babcock, of Princess Anne County (Norfolk

P.O.) is an energetic young man, and is testing the new

\arieties of strawberries, jieaches, grapes and pears. He is

from Jlichigan, and married the dau.i;hter of the oldest

pomologist in Princess Anne county. He will probably go

to Boston in September.

The Neunaii's SeedUiig (Charleston berry) has been tested

here, and I have pleasure in reporting favorably upon its

merits. J. R. Young (possibly the largest strawberry

grower in the world), after testing it with the Wilxoii for

several years, has substituted it entirely for market,

as there was more money in it tlian in any other

variety. From testing it on my own grounds, and cor-

roborated by Mr Young's views, I regard it as a lietter

carrier, usually one week earlier, equal in size and quality,

will bear twenty-four hours more neglect in picking without

detriment to its market value, than the Wilmns. The vines

will hold out in bearing at least one year longer than the

WiUoiix. Mr. Young cultivates in stools until about the 1st

of September, they being rampant runners. I think our A. P.

Society should recommend that it lie tested in its southern

divisions.

The pear blight is again upon us. I have noticed for the

past eight or ten years that when we have a warm spell,

inducing a vigorous saji flow, followed by warm days and

cool nights, showing thirty and upwards degrees of tem-

perature between the night and day, this twig blight will as

surely set in as the division of night and day. Now, what

causes this with so much certainty? I am not alone in the

view that it proceeds from an interruption of the sap-flow,

a species of congestion.

The fact is, our Virginia climate has been demoralized

for the past eight years, aud unless we can get a southern

Vennor to adjust this matter, pear-growing will not succeed

as formerly in this tidewater section.

Within the past week bad reports came in from the

surroundings. Apples, pears and ]ieaches are dropping

prematurely.

The market gardening interest has suffered immensely by

the crooked season, which has brought Virginia, Mainland,

Delaware, New Jersey and Long Island all in together.

L'p to this date grapes look promising, but we generally

have a wet spell about the harvesting season.

Norfolk, which has been regarded as indulging in an

endless na]i. lias at last become aroused by the infusion of

northern capital and energy. Her buried wharf sites are

being resurrected and utilized. More buildings will be erect-

ed the coming season than during any two previous years,

and the suburban villages arc going ahead. Several jiieccs

of jiroperty that changed hands less than a year ago, have

recently changed again, in some instances at four times the

price. In fact, real estate may be fairly put down as booming.

No reports to make on foreign fruits.

I hope to be in Boston at the September session.

Yours truly, G. F. B. Leigiiton.
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Report from Ohio.

Glendai.e, O., August 20th. 1881.

P. Barry. Esq.. C/im'nnitn (Jenind Fruit Cnmtnittee.

Upon the receipt of your circular notifying me of my
appointment, I proceeded at once to find associates located

in different portions of the State to aid mc in the work I

was called upon to perform, feeling that alone and unaided

I was wholly incompetent to report full}' upon so great a

State as Ohio, with her wide expanse of soil, so fertile and

diversified as to be adapted to the successful growth of

special varieties of fruits in certain sections that are wholly

out of place in others seemingly as well situated. After

some delay I succeeded in obtaining favovahle responses

from four, whose reports entire or quotations therefrom will

lie appended.

SUDDEN AND E-KTRKME CII.\KGES OF TEMPEKAT0RK.

Since the close of our last fruiting season we have in this

.section passed through a severe ordeal of early or sudden

and extreme changes of temperature. Winter setting in

with such sudden severity as early as the 17th of Xovember
last, caught many of our fruit trees and plants unprepared,

and the result is (by reason of frozen sap) dead branches

and decaying trees to such an extent as lias not been wit-

nessed for a great number of years. Even the hardy Sayilei-

Blitrkberry (which endures extreme low temperature when
properly prepared), was in some cases killed to the ground.

Again, the unparalleled heated term of over one week in

duration jirevious to July 14th, when the mercury ranged

rroiu i)8" to 104° in the shade, finished the work of destruc-

tion on many trees whiehpromised with seasonable weather

to recover from the partial damage done by the early and

severe winter. Thus the supply of fruit in this vicinity,

especially for the Cincinnati market, lias been very limited,

and were it not for the railroad facilities now extending

into the south (from which .section considerable supplies

have been drawn) the citizens of that city would have con-

sidered they were in the midst of a fruit famine.

SPECIES OF FRUIT.

This State as a whole cultivates to a greater or less extent

all the species of fruit incident to this latitude. For instance,

the apple is grown for profit in nearly all sections; peaches

are almost entirely abandoned, except in the north, along

the Lake Shore, and we in this vicinity derive our main
supplies from Kentuckj' and Indiana, in clo.se proximity to

.Madison in the latter State, which seems its present home
and well adapted to make the business a successful enter-

prise. The pear succeeds nearly everywhere when on soil

adapted to it, and orchards are scattered in sections all over

the State. The plum succeeds also gcnerallj' well, but the

culture of it has been pretty well abandoned on a large

scale. Indeed, I know of no large orchards within the

range of ray acquaintance. The cherry flourislies throiigli-

out the whole limits of the State, and in sections where
there is a good market convenient, is quite largely gi'own

for profit. Grapes flourish everywhere, but their home, and

where they seem to arrive at the greatest perfection, is in

the north along the Lake Shore, and on the islands adjacent

thereto. This corner of the State was many years since the

seeraingh' favored spot, but, alas! with the evolution of

lime, which so often works wondrous changes, the gloiy of

Catawba departed. Strawberries, raspberries, ciu-rants and
gooseberries are successfully grown in all portions, so far

as I am aware. The blackberry, though flourishing every-

where, is becoming tuore and more neglected, ami we are

again dependent upon the wild fruit for the main supply,

and how much inferior they are to a well-ripened Lairtnn

or Kittatiiiiiy!

VAUIKTIES OK KKIIT.

For this section the following apples should in my opinion

be**; Heiiiiiii, TcUmt? BMefimr. Ben Dae/x, SDiit/i'x Cider.

Wine Sap, Ttome Beaiity. In peai's and i)eaches, plums and
cherries I have no change to rejiort. In grajies, /-'/rfy should

have one *, Noah \. In raspberries, (ireyy should have t^^o

** and Turmr onti^. lu blackberries, Kiftatiiiy fi\io\x\A be

reduced to only one *. In currants and gooseberries, I had
no change to suggest. In .strawberries, Cainherland IViumph.

Sliarplesa and Charlex Doiminy should have one * and Ken-
tacky one * instead of a f. hinyirorlh'a Prolifie should be

reduced to one *. Jnrnnila should have one * for the Lake
Shore region:

XKW VARIETIES.

Coming under my own immediate observation I can only

report the Pinrh Prolifir Strawberry, originating with Lewis
Finch. Plainville. Hamilton county, O. It was an accidental

seedling, and is su]ipo.sed to be a cross between the Wilson

and Riim'l! Pmlip'e, as he was growing no other varieties at

that time. It certainly surpasses the Witsnn here in the

aggregate qualities which are necessary to make a popular

and successful market berry.

SYNONY.MS.

Under this head I have nothing to suggest or change.

OBSTACLES TO SnCCESSFUI> FRUIT CCl-TURE

.Vre greater and more formidable than is pleasant to con-

template. In a general way the sudden and great changes

of temperature are the most damaging, by reason of de-

stroying or impairing the vitality of our trees. As to apples

the codling moth is destructive to the fruit, and the cheap-

est and most successful mode of prevention is by pasturing

the orchard closely diu'ing the fruiting season with sheep

and hogs.

Peaches.—Borer to the tree, low temperature in winter

to both buds and the tree.

Pears—Fire blight of the branches and trunk. The only

succes.sful remedy seems to be, to plant those varieties which

seem wholh' or nearly exempt.

Plums—Curculio and then rot of the fruit after the labor

of saving the crop from the little Turk. The successful

remedies are jarring and dusting with ashes or road dust.

Black knot has recentlj' destroyed all our large orchards of

Damson plums.

Cherries—Low tem|ierat\u-e m winter and severe spring

frosts killing the buds, especially of the Heart and Bigar-

rean varieties. The light crop of early May was this spring

ruined by the curculio in consequence of the fruit lieing so

far behind on account of the late spring.

Gooseberries and Currants—The borer and currant worm
upou the foliage. The latter yields easily to the white helle-

bore remedy.

Raspberries and Blackberries—Destruction of the canes

or their vitality by low temperature in winter and rust upon

the foliage of the latter, espe(;ially the Kittatiny. No
remed\- has vet come to mv kuowle<lge.
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Strawberries—Spring drounlits aud late spring frosts de-

stroy the early bloom.

Grapes—Rol of tlie fruit in tliis locality. No remedy

yet known.
Cl'l.TURK .V^D I'KUNLNG.

Vei'v little pruning after the first two or three years, or

until the tree seems well established, is now acknowledged

to give the best results. Culture or non-culture of the soil

is governed by its fertile or non-fertile condition in con-

nection with a moderate and healthy growth of the trees.

STORtNG .\ND KEEPING WINTER Flil'ITS.

I have no knowledge of a house in this vicinity built es])e-

cially with reference to the storage of fruit dining winter.

The common practice is to place fruit in a common house

cellar in barrels and boxes, and regulate the temjierature as

well as may be by the windows.

I>.\rK.\«ES.

Xo fruit is sbipprd from this vicinity to Europe. Possibly

from the Lake Shore a little may be done in that direction.

Apples are generally placed in barrels ; peaches, pears and

plums in boxes, containing one-fourth to one bu.shel each;

cherries and other small fruit, stands, each composed of

four drawers, containing one peck or half a bushel each.

ST.\TISTICS.

I have nothing at band by which 1 can ftunish accurate

or reliable information. In my judgment, however, by

reason of the difficulties heretofore enumerated, fruit cid-

ture is retrograding in this State, or at least is not keeping

]iace with the general growth and advancement of other

industrial pursuits.

I have now taken up .sirintiiu the points indicated in your

circular upon which information was especially desired, and

believe I have faithfully answered them to the best of my
ability, and with as much brevity as possible. I trust,

therefore, it mav meet with your approval.

GEORGE W. DE.VN, ESQ.,

Of Kent, Portage county, ()., one of my worthy a.ssociates,

desires to call the attention of members and the public to

the damage done to the apple crop by the plum cureulio.

He says: "I think it is not very serious in large orchards,

and especially in those where hogs and sheep are allowed

to run. It is very destructive in mixed orchards, especially

in off years, when fruit does not need thinning. For more

jiarticidars reference may be made to niy paper on the sub-

ject in the thirteenth annual report of the Ohio State

Horticultiu-al Society, for the year 1879 and 1.S80. Prof.

Kiley, at the last meeting of the State Society, held at

Columbus, O., December, 1880, seemed to take issue with

me that any damage was done to the apple by the plum

cureulio. He has since admitted to me in a private letter

that my observations were carefully made and worthy of

credit. Geor,ge W. Campbell recently told me he knew I

was right, for he had been investigating himself." He says

further: "The enclo.sed gives the changes in the catalogue

for this part of the State that I would recommend: Peaches

that promised half u croj) are now nearly all gone. Apples
—Di/rr or PoKiiiie Rui/al **, <Triines' Golden **, lihadi

fdaitd Greening '^'*, 8irnar *. Crab apples

—

Hi/nhip *.

Tranxnendant*. Pears

—

Tyson**. Peaches

—

II/H's (7iil/*.

Lemon Clin;!*. Hoiieyn^ell, stricken out (think it identical

with Briyr/s' May). Blackberries

—

Kittatiny *. tlurrants

— Victoria. sXx\^/ie out. Raspberries

—

Gregy**, Reliance],

(Uithhert \. Seir Tiochelle. \. Strawberries

—

Bnrr's New
Pine *. Cii\tt(iin Jiick (market) *, Ohamputn, (market) *

Charles Doicninfi * Col. Cheneg (market) *, Crescent Seed-

ling*. Cnniherlnnd T'riinnph**. Dnchess*. Dnjican*, Golden

I)efiance **, yfonnrch of the Wext *. Ilervey Dacis ]. Miner's

Fro1i1ie\. Windmir Chief]. Wilsnn's Albany * All of which

is respectfullv submitted."

George W. Campbell. Esq.. of Delaware, Deleware,

couuty. O.. another of my honored associates, sends the

following report: "I herewith send you as concise as pos-

sible such amendments to the Fruit Catalogue of the

-Vmerican Poraolo.gical Society as suggest themselves to me:

Ap|)les

—

Finli\ veiT tine for cider; 7jV« Z>i«/7s,** for har<li

ness and market; Smilli Cider.** for market and profit;

Tetof.'tkii *. Vmrli-rrir *. Crab Apples

—

Transcendant *.

ITyslon*- Pears — '///.s"/; * *. Blackberrie.s

—

Kittatiny *.

rusts badly ill most places. Ras]iberries

—

Gregg**. Turner*.

Ciithhert I. (|iiality very good; Brandyinne. take out*, too

jioor: lieliancr]. Strawberries

—

Cinitherla n'l Trininnh**.

Charles Downing *. Triinnnh d,i- (fand* Dunfitii f, Ihrrey

Daris\. Jticnnda*. Kentucky*. Miner's Grea,t Prolific \. Mon-

arch of the West*. Sharjiless*. Seth B-iyden*. T,ennig's White.

take out star. Gra|ies

—

Barry *. Brighton *. Chaninhm.

abominable in ((uality. winter killed in 1880 and 1881 ;

Cyiithiana. ** for red wine; Diana*. Ihrhert*. the best

black of all Rogers' hybrids; Hartford Prolific, take out *.

too \mm:,Lady *. valuable for hardiness, earliness and fine

i(iiality. very good : Moore's Early
-f, Noah f. Warden *;

should be added to the grape list as promising new varieties;

Lady Washington f, large size, form large, roundish oval,

color white, ()uality be.st, use table and market, .season

medium, orisrin .\merican: Poeklington f. Prentiss]. Jejf'er-

ion \,Herl>ert [Roger's 44) *. Concord shouM be marked in

(|uality G. instead of V. (i.. or else Warden. L^adi/. Salen).

.\oali, Moore's Early, Martha. Mas.ta,soit. Lindley, Esse.r

and /)<(//7/ should be advanced to V. G., for these are all

certainly o" good in i|iiality. and many of them better than

(•oncord

.

N. OlimiM'. E.sq., of Dayton, Montgomery county, Ohio,

another of my esteemed associates, and one who is widely

known as a practical and successful fruit grower, sends me
the following account of his estimate of the fruits grown

by him and oljservalion of the same. He says: "I estimate

apples in my portion of the State as follows: Early Harrest.

Red Astrachan. Snmni-r Queen, Maiden Blush, Ranibo, Wine
iSV^/j, Smith's Cider nnd TTeires Tri. Crab {for cider) ** each

;

Baldwin, Northern Spy and Yellow liilhfieor (quality of all

good but not ])rofitable) * each.

Pears— I have made this fnnt a specialty and value tlieiu,

qualitv and profit, as follows, giving the varieties in about

the order they ripen with me. I cultivate my trees until

they commence to bear fruit, then sow clover and cease the

cultivation. Have 4000 trees, some 20 years old, and but little

hWghX: Doyen ned'Kte**, Bloodgood** , Rostiezer**, Tyson**.

Bartlett**, Seckel**, Belle Lncratire **
. Flemish Beauty**.

Oswego Bnerre*. Louise BonneofJersey **, Swan's Orange*.

WIdte Doyenne*. Ducla-.isd'Angouleine**, Puerre d' An,jou**.

f.awrence **. Vicar of Winkfield *.

Quinces

—

Orange or Apple **. Reas' Seedling **, Pear *.

Portugal *, Angers *. If circimistances are favorable the

cultivation of this fruit can be rendered profitable.

Raspberries—My estimation of the value of this fruit is

about as follows : Black varieties

—

Gregg **, Manmaith
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Cluster *. Red xaricties

—

Tanuii-**. Cathberi **, Tlrwack**,

Bniiidymite *, Reliance **, New Roehelle *, Philadelphia *.

In the foregoing I have given you mj- estimation of tlie

fiuit named as grown by m3'sclf. I could have named
others, but did not believe it necessary. I could have graded

them more minutely, but concluded not to occupy space.

For instance, Telhir Bilhjleiir I thinli one of oiu' best apples,

but with me it is not profitable, therefore put it down with

one *. Swan's Orange Fear is a profitable variety, but not

good enough, so gave il one *. This by way of illustration

what I might have done.

"

G. F. Newton, Esq., of Millersburg, Holmes county, O.,

another of my highly respected associates, and who is de-

votedly attached to fruit culture, sends me his report so

full, complete anil interesting in its details, that I forward

it to you, hoping space ma_v be found to piiblisli it just as

he has made it out.

In closing, allow me to say that I have made this report

at greater length than orginally intended, liut cannot see

now where to condense, I hope, however, it will meet

with your approval.

Respectfully siilimitted,

Geo. W. TROWBRroGE,
Chuiniinn Ohio State Fruit Committee.

REPORT FROM HOLMES COUNTY.

To Geo. W. Trowbridge, Chairman of the Ohio State

Fruit Committee of the National Poinolorjieal Society.

Sir—In compliance with your reiiuest and instructions,

as a member of that Committee I beg leave to submit the

following report

:

SPECIES OF FRUITS.

In this (Holmes) and most of the surrounding counties,

apples, quinces, grapes, strawljerries and raspberries are

succeeding better than other fruits, and are now receiving

especial attention in their cultivation. Pears, peaches,

cherries, gooseberries and currants are grown, but not so

extensively as in former years.

VARrBTIES OP FRUITS.

Apples.—The apple is our staple fruit, and is extensively

cultivated for home use and exportation. A large portion

of the surface of our lands being at an altitude of 1000 to

1400 feet above the level of the sea, apples are generally

smooth and high colored. Unfortunately they, like all our

cidtivated fruits, ai'e subject to disease and insect depreda-

tions, and which I will notice hereafter. One of the great

drawbacks in apple culture is the biennial bearing of the

trees. This alternating of the crop makes the fruit so

abundant the bearing years as to glut the market, and the

price received, after paying the expenses of shipping, etc.,

leaves little or no margin of profit to the grower. When
apples are very low in price, many of our farmers feed their

surplus to stock, which to some extent helps the commercial

apple gi-ower.

Much difference of opinion exists as to the number of

varieties of apples to be grown to make the business profit-

able. Doubtless a much greater number of varieties are

grown than are necessary, many of which are worthless;

but when I hear il said, as I sometimes do, that six or eight

varieties are as many as should be grown if it is desired to

make the business profitable, I conclude such person is

farther from the proper estimate than he who advocates the

10

growing of a hundred varieties. Thirty varieties may be

sufficient for the commercial fruit grower or a community.

Fifty years" experience in apple-growing has taught me that

much less than that number will prove insufficient for all

seasons of the 3'ear. Not confining myself to my own
orchard, I will give the names of some of the varieties that

do the best here, classifying them for quality, profit and

the different seasons of the 3'ear, designating them with one

star for good, and two stars for very good or best.

StTMMER.—Quality considered: Early Harvest, **, Red

Astrachan *, Chenango Straioberry **, Sweet Bough *, Jer-

sey Sweet *^, Qraeenstein*. Profit considered: Red Astra-

chan **, Early Harvest *, Keswick Codlin *, Duchess of

Oldenburg **, Chenango Strawberry **. Lowell *, Maiden's

Bln.^h **, Crracenstein *.

Fall axd Early Winter.—Quality considered : Ohio

Nonpareil **, Cooper *, Fall Pippin *, Belmont **, Grimes'

Golden **, Hubbardston Nonsuch *. Profit considered:

Cooper **, Orange Sweet *, Cayuga Red Streak (20 ounce) *,

Smokehouse*, Belmont**, Grimes' Golden**, HuMardston

Nonsuch **, King of Tompkins Co. **, R. I. Greening *,

Wagener *.

Late Winter.—Quality considered: Grimes' Golden**,

Baldwin **. Red Canada **, Culp **, Wcttfeld Seen-no-

further*, Peck's Pleasant*. Profit considered: Grimes'

Golden **, Red Canada **, Rome Beauty **. Baldwin *,

Roxbury Russet *, English Golden Russet *, Westfeld Seek-

no-further *, White Pippin *, Stark **, Peck's Pleasant **.

Late Keepers.—Stark *, Red Canada *, Ben Davis *,

Ben tley's Sweet ** Willow Twig **.

It will be observed that in several of the classes I use the

same apple. I do so believing it worthy of mention there.

PEARS.

In this part of the State the pear is not eMensiveh' culti-

vated. Occasionally some very fine specimens are produced.

I will not attempt a classification of the varieties grown,

and only give the names of some that do the best here, and

perhaps the least affected by blight and other diseases. The
stars are not so much intended to denote quality as that of

success : Bartlett *, Belle Lucratice *, Bloodgood *, Clapp's

Favorite*, Doyenne Boussock**, Duchesse d'Angoulemc *

,

Flemish Beauty **, Howell **, Kirtland *, Lawrerux **

Lo^iise Bonne of Jersey **, SeekM **, Sheldon * Vicar of

Winkfield *, Winter Nelis **, and Wash iuyton *.

peaches.

This rich and once abundantly grown fruit is not now
extensively cultivated here. Disease and insect depredations

are among the causes of failure. A disposition to rot on

the trees has become alarming to cultivators. It is

most fatal %vith the early varieties, and clings rot worse

than freestones. The varieties least affected by rot have

the two stars: Crawford's Early *, Crawford's Late **,

Ijarge Early York *. OldmLvon Free **, Oldmixon Cling *,

Cooledge's Favorite *, President **, Stump the World *,

Smock **, Susquehanna *, Ward's Late Free **.

cherries.

A few- years a,go this fruit was very abundant, so much
so that it brought but a trifle in our markets: now it com

mands higher prices than most of our small fruits. The

destruction of the trees by black knot, insect depredations,

and rotting are the principal causes of failure. The vari-

eties jnost cultivated are: Early Richinond **, Mug Duke ** •
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Bockport **, Black Tartarian *, Boyd's Early Black **, Bed

Jacket *, Ohio Beauty *, Red MoreUo **. The Black Morello

is now seldom sceu.

PLUMS.

The cultivatiou of Ibis delicious fruit is uearly abandoned

in this part of the State. In a few neighborhoods the Cier-

man PruM is cultivated, principally Iiy Germans. The

Prune and Dammn are the only varieties that meet with

partial success. All others are failures.

QUINCES.

The Angers, Orange and Portugal quinces are very suc-

cessfully grown, but not as extensively as their success

merits. An apparently new variety has made its appear-

ance in this (Holmes) county. It is very large and beautiful,

and exceedingly prolific.

GRAPES.

This fruit does well under good cultivatiou. It is becoming

second in importance to the apple. We get the best satisfac-

tion where small quantities of the vines are cultivated

together, and not grown too long on the same land. The

varieties succeeding best are: Concord **, Hartford ProUjk*

Delaware *, Ives" Seedling **, Martha ** and Clinton **.

Merrimac, Salem, Wilder, Agawam and Brighton were giving

good satisfaction until this year, the vines of which were

nearly all killed last winter.

CUKRANTS AND GOOSEBERRIES.

These fruits gave very satisfactory returns until their

destruction by the worm. The varieties most cultivated

are: Currants—i?«? and White Dutch, WJiite Grape and La
Versaillaise. Gooseberries

—

Downing, Houghton and Whitc-

smith arc all prolific. Some persons complain that the latter

mildews. Such has not been the case with me for fifteen

years.

STEAWBERRIES AND RASPBERRIES.

The cultivation of berries is rapidly increasing. It is

not uncommon to see nice patches in farmers' gardens, as

well as acres cultivated by commercial growers, yielding

good profits. The Agricnlturist *, Captain Jack **, Col.

Cheney **, Crescent*, Forest Rose *, Jucunda **, Kentucky *,

Olendale **, SetJi Boyden **, Wihon ** are most grown.

Monarch and Star of the West, Sharpless, Lincoln and Long-

fellow, though grown, are not yet tested. Raspberries : The
Black Caps are preferred ; Doolittle **, Mammoth Cluster **,

Oregg **, Philadelphia *, Tuner *.

NEW VARIETIES.

The presentation of new varieties of fruits by fruit grow-

ers over anxious to make money continues to increase, the

majority of which after a few years' cultivation fall into

disrepute. I know of no new varieties worthy of cultiva-

tion excepting the quince already mentioned. I am told it

is from a sprout coming up from the root of a dwarf pear

tree.

SYNONYJIS.

To give the names by which varieties of fruit are known
would be tedious, and perhaps of little benefit. So long as

professed pomologists practice the calling of a variety by
different names—for instance, to speak of its name as Bel-

mont and Gate, and to write the name Fallawater and

Tidpehockeii—so long there will be confusion. How can

it be otherwise?

OBSTACLES TO SUCCESSFUL CULTUBE.

As before stated, disease and insect depredations are the

chief causes of failure. Climatic influences sometimes

sweep away the entire crop. Apples, peaches, pears,

cherries and plums are all injured by the curculio. Some
years the codling moth does considerable damage to the

apple, especially the Roxbury Riisaet. The scab affects the

peach, pear and apple, sometimes so badly that they are

entirely worthless. Of apples, the thin skinned, light

colored varieties are the most liable to become affected by

it. Rotting on the trees is a malady seriously affecting all

our fruits; occasionally some varieties of apples do not

escape. The large biennial production of apples is another

drawback. Sometimes the fruit is so abundant that the

price obtained is little more than the expense of picking

and shipping to market, leaving no profit to the grower.

The remedies for these drawbacks are: Plant on deep,

rich, loamy land, on which the sugar and poplar trees grew

when in a state of nature, or on the high chestnut ridges.

Give good cultivation, but not such as to force the growth

of the tree too rapidly, and do not allow them to bear too

young. Keep tlie top open by moderate pruning. Thin

out the fruit when the tree is heavily laden, so that they do

not become biennial bearers. After the trees come into

bearing cultivate the land occasionally, and keep down the

weeds, to let in the sunlight and the free circulation of air.

In the spring of the year scatter lime and salt under the

trees, making the mixture two parts lime and one of salt,

and use about half a peck to a large tree. The obstacle to

pear culture is blight, for which I know of no remedy.

Mildew and gall-louse affect our grape vines, but not seri-

ously unless they ai-e planted in large quantities. During

the past few years the rose beetle, Maerodactylus subspinus,

has done considerable damage, eating both the foliage and

blossoms of the grape—sometimes the young fruit. They

come by the million. I know of no remedy but to hand-

pick them. Since the introduction into this country of the

European saw fly, JVematus ventricoiis, many persons lose

their entire crop of currants and gooseberries. This is

easily remedied by syringing the bushes a couple of times

in the fore part of the season by a solution of white helle-

bore root. Strawberries and raspberries, as yet, are not

much troubled with diseases nor insect depredations.

STORING AND KEEPING WINTER FRUIT.

To have fi-uit keep well, it must not ripen on the tree,

but be gathered as soon as fully grown. The picking should

be done by hand, and all diseased and imperfect fruit

dropped. While picking, the apples may be stored in the

orchard, secured from the sun and rain: or put in a con-

^ient outbuilding, keeping them cool until ready for storing

them for winter. On the approach of cold weather store

them in well ventilated, cool cellar or fruit-house—one that

the cold air may be let in and the warm air excluded at

pleasure, and secure from frost. When apples are kept at

a very low temperature the ripening process is slow, and

consequently decay is slow also. The cellar must be kept

scrupulously clean, and vegetables of no kind stored in the

same apartment with the fruit. Straw, leaves nor litter of

any kind .should go in the bins or barrels with the apples.

They draw damp and promote decay. The fruit may be

stored in bins, boxes or barrels, as convenience requires. If

put together in large quantities they keep green and fresh,

which prevents ripening and prolongs their keeping.
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MARKETING.

Barrels are the most conveuieut aud safe packages. They

should be well hooped and perfecth' clean on the inside.

Apples when marketed, if moved but the shortest distance,

should not shake about while in transit. Shaking bruises

them, after which they soon decay. When packing, put

none but perfect fruit in the barrel. In doing so, select

half a bushel of smooth fruit, uniform in size. Lay

them in the barrel with the hand, stem down and close

together, after which they may be emptied in carefully

from the measure. As the barrel is filled, shake it a little,

giving it sharp raps on the floor to pack the fruit. When
full, level up with small sound apples, letting them extend

half an inch above the staves, lay on the head and

force it down with a lever or screw-press, tighten

the hoops, secure the head m its place by cleats

on the outside, turn the bottom end up, and mark it for the

top. Now put on this end the name of the variety and

quantity of fruit, being careful to give good measure.

Should there be any extra large apples in the lot to be

packed, put them in the middle of the barrels; they pack

better there and favorably deceive the purchaser when

opened. Unless on special order, put but one variety in

the barrel. If the shipping is to be done during winter, line

the barrels with paper, sides, bottom and top, and if well

done they may be sent with' safety a very considerable dis-

tance in cold weather.

Respectfully submitted, G. F. Newton.
MiLLERSBCRG, Holmcs Couuty, Ohio, )

August 1st, 1881.
S

Report from Indiana.

Indiana fruit-growers have more to discourage them than

at any period since 1856. At tliat time many orchards

were badly damaged. I believe, however, tlie injury this

time is greater tliaii at tliat time. To heighten the disaster

this time we are in the severest drouth we ever had. Trees,

and especially nursery stuff, and young orchards that were

injured, but might have recovered under favorable circum-

stances, are rapidly succumbing to this dry weather. In

some places hal f the orchard is killed outright, and in a

very few instances it is claimed that the whole orchard is

uined, though I have seen no such wholesale destruction.

The-iC remarks apply to apples, pears and cherries, and the

peach is in a worse condition; but with us the peach is not

a reliable crop, except on the hills in the southern part of

the State. Strange to say, however, some locations escaped

almost entirely uninjured. I account for this condition by

referring the cause to local influences, altitude or dryne.'S,

or anything that favored thorough maturity of the wood
last fall. In one of my orchards little effect is to be seen,

while in another, mostly Ben Davis, I shall lose fifteen or

twenty per cent. No clue seems to be obtained toward

ascertaining what varieties stood the cold the best. The
Wine <S«p—usual l_v an iron-clad with us—is in many in-

stances killed outright. The Cldyton, heretofore so famous

for succeeding in low or wet situations, and which in

twenty five years I had not known to be injured by frost

or bark bursting, is this j'ear, in a few instances, reported

to me entirely killed; while the Baldwin, so proverbially

tender with us, has the best crop on my premises I ever

had. Maiden's Blush and liambo are badly damaged gen-

erally, yet on my place Maiden's Blush has a good crop,

and the trees look well. Fullawater and King of Tompkins

County will eventually be laid aside. They were both

known to be tender heretofore, and there are not many of

either of these varieties that are not injured or killed out-

right now.

The crop of apples I would not put above one-fourth,

but that is only my guess. Many farmers that had consid-

erable orchards will not have apples enough for their own
use. There is noticed an evenness and smoothness that is

worthy of remark, and the size is certainly below the aver-

age. I believe I shall have more Bellejleurs this year than

ever before.

PEARS.

Of pears, the Anjou is among the hardiest but not the

best bearers; Mount Vernon has a full crop; Bartlett—
everybody's pear—has a one-third crop; Flemish Beauty,

one-half a crop; same of Buffurn ; Clapj)'s Favorite same

as Bartlett. The trees do not show as much damage from

frost now as the apple.

PEACHES.

The peach in the vicinity of Madison, in Jefferson

county, is yielding an immense crop, which commands a

high price.

CHERRIES

Were badly injured. We grow little else except Early Rich-

mond.

SMALL FUniTS.

Of small fruits the strawberry yielded a moderate crop.

On old ground the Wilson requires thorough manuring or

it is not a success. Many of the newer varieties are being

tried, and we shall be ready to report in a year or two.

RASPBERRIES

Set a fair crop, but did not mature it. The injured condition

of the canes and dry weather was the cau.se. The leading

variety heretofore has been the Mammoth Cluster, but we
think the Qregrj will supersede it eventually. It (the Gregg)

certainly promises well, but being new we will try it thor-

oughly before recommending it too highly. I, however,

am planting little else for market. Red berries are not in

demand in our market. The Thicack was the only rasp-

berry on my place that appeared wholly uninjured.

My report must he necessarily imperfect, as I received

little official assistance in making it up; but I have thus

briefly furnished such information as was within my reach.

I am truly, A. Furnas.

D.\NVILLE, Ind., Aug. 23, 1881.

Report from Kentucky.

Mr. p. Barry—Dear Sir:—In obedience to my duty I

again furnish report of Kentucky for the American Pomo-

logical Society. I am neither, by experience or observa-

tion in the last two years, enabled to make any very

material changes in my report of '79. In 1880 we had full

crops of nearly every variety of fruits of very superior

quality. This year (1881), with the exception of strawl)er-

ries, gooseberries and plums, the crop has been very meagre

and of very inferior quality.
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A large per cent, of the apple trees bloomed profusely,

and seemed to set good crops, but the young fruit fell pre-

maturely, and before the season for ripening had been half

reached most of the trees had shed their entire crop. The

Eaiiy Hiirceat and Red June ripened very good crops and

of fair quality. In recommending a variety for general

cultivation I think we should consider as much, or more,

the vitality and bearing qualities of the tree as the

excellency of the fruit it bears. There are varieties of

most all the classes that bear one or two crops of most ex-

cellent fruit, and just as the cultivator has reached the

point to reap the reward of his labor, he sees his trees

blast, wither and die, More especially do we find this

among apples, and more frequently in those varieties that

form pyramidal or erect heads, thereby giving the scorch-

ing summer's sun and piercing winds of winter full vent

at their trunks, causing the bark to become rough and to

crack open, giving ingress to worms and other insects to

prey upon the wood. The fate of the tree is now sealed

;

the bark on the south-west side of the tree, from the

ground to the tirst branches, begins to die first; then the

southwest branches, and soon the entire tree follows. I

have never found any means to restore one after it has

been affected in this way. As a preventive I have wrapped

straw and placed boards around the trunks, but in both

cases I have found that the exclusion of the air and light,

with the nice harbors for insects the straw and boards

afforded, worked to the injury of the trees. To overcome

this grievous obstacle (for with us it has become a very

grievous one), I would recommend the planting of those

varieties that form low or spreading heads. Chief among

them are the Early Harvest, Summer King, Maiden's Blush.

This apple, by some of our most eminent pomologists, is

placed in the list of fall apples, but with me it ripens the

last of July and first of August. The American Summer

Pearmain and Red June form erect heads, but their trunks

seem to be iron-clad; therefore, 1 would give them, for

general cultivation, two stars with the other three varieties

named above. For fall I would make the list short by

planting the Ferris and Full Queen ; both of these varieties

are hardy, and make good trees. The Ferris is an early

and abundant bearer; it begins to ripen its fruit about the

first of September, and continues in good eating order until

the last of November. At the clo.se of this period many
of tlie early winter varieties are ready for use. For

early winter, from the first of November to the first of

January, the Green Cheese, Ben Daris and Rome Beauty de-

serve two stars each. The trees of these varieties are

hard}' and very productive. The Winesap, one of our

most valuable and popular apples, is good from the first of

January to the first of March. From the first of March to

the first of May the Shockley, Limber Twiij and Abram are

excellent varieties. It is true that the fine flavor of these

varieties does not recommend them, but the hardiness and

productiveness of the trees, with the superior keeping

quality of the fruit, render them indispensable. There

are many valuable apples that might be added to this list if

the orchardists wish tliem, that I liave omitted, but vvitli a

judicious management of the trees, and proper care of the

fruit, it will afford us apples from the 15th of June to the

1st of the next May.

PEACHES

On the low or valley lands are not a success, but on the up

or knob lands they seldom fail to produce good crops. In

this portion of the State seedlings or native sorts are

mostly cultivated, hut wherever the budded sorts are

planted on favorable situations they succeed nearly as well

and are far more profitable. The famous Prewett's Knob
Orchard is situated on the north side of the above-named

knob, in Barren County. Some of the trees are twenty-five

or thirty years old, and the most of them are still hardy

and productive. The Commercial orchards near. Horse

Cave, in Hart county, and those on Muldrove Hill, are

planted with budded trees. These orchards are very re-

munerative. Ripe peaches were shipped this season from

Horse Cave about the 15th of June, and early peaches

always command good prices in our cities. On the knobs

around the Mammoth Cave the common native sorts begin

to ripen about the first of July, and they sell in the country

markets for 50 cents to .fl.OO per bushel.

PEARS.

The dwarfs do not succeed as well with us as the stand-

ards. The trees grow very well for a few years, when

they seem to become diseased, and many of them die. The

standard trees are as a general thing quite hardy, and at

the age of twelve or fifteen years begin to bear good crops.

The Bartlett is the leading variety.

CHERRIES.

The Morrellus succeed the best.

PLUMS.

The Wihl Ooose is the best for all purposes. In some

portions of the State Damsons are cultivated for market.

APRICOTS AND NECTARINES

Are not profitably cultivated.

GRAPES

Succeed well. The Concord, is the leading variety; the

Ires Seedling next.

8TRAWBEKHIES

Do well, and are the most profitable of all our small fruits.

Charles Downing and Kentucky succeed the best with me.

Near Horse Cave, where large fields are cultivated for

commercial purposes, the Wilson's Albany seems to be the

favorite.

GOOSEBERRIES,

Like the strawberries, are the most reliable fruit we have;

they never fail to produce good crops of fruit.

CDRRANTS
Are a failure.

RASPBERRIES

In the greater portion of the State do well. The Blackcap

varieties are mostly cultivated.

BLACKBERRIES

Grow wild over the most of Kentucky; consequently, they

are not cultivated.

NEW VARIETIES.

Quite a number of new seedlings of the different classes

have been produced in various portions of Kentuckj', and

.some of them promise exceedingly well, but as yet the

Kentucky Horticultural Society has not recommended any

of them for general cultivation.
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OBSTACLES, &C.

Under this heading we have several disadvantages to

successful frait-growing. Chief among them are the dif-

ferent species of insects that prey upon the fruit and tree;

climatic influences, such as scalding by the piercing rays

of the summer's sun, and the alternate freezing and thaw-

ing in winter. But I think tlie most serious drawback is

the careless manner in which the orchardist selects his

varieties and buys his trees, and the mismanagement of

the orchard. Often he buys them of some tree-peddler

who, perhaps, has no conscience, and if he has any he has

no knowledge of the variety of fruit he is handling. Lit-

tle does he care and as little does he know whether the

variety he is selling is suitable for his customer's soil and

localit}' or not. Often the buyer purchases his trees from
a reliable nurser3'man, and receives full instructions liow

to plant and cultivate. Instead of following them, he

sows the land in oats or wheat. The following summer
the trees die from the effects of the dry weather, or are

choked out by the grass and weeds.

To the 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th questions I am not prepared

to give correct answers.

Respectfully, W. A. Huggins,

Cave CIitt, Ky.

REPORT OP MR. M. S. COMBS, SHEPARDSVILLE,
KENTUCKY.

In answer to inquiries in circular sent me, the following

are submitted:

1st. Species of fruit cultivated with (varied) success in

this vicinity are the apple, peach, pear, plum, cherry and
grape. Small fruits are not cultivated here to any extent,

the cultivation of fruit being confined chiefly to commer-
cial orchards.

3d. Varieties of fruits, &c. : Early Hiin-est, Benoni, Amen-
can Summer Pearmain, Porter, Maiden's Blush, Fall Queen,

Pennsylvania Red iSti-eak, Ben Bams, Borne Beauty and
Winesap are found to succeed the best in this portion of

Kentucky. These varieties, when they all fruit the same
season, will furnish a succession of ripe fruit from June
25th to the first of ne.xt April. To prolong the season

the family orchardist might, in a small way, add Shockley

or Lansiiigbiirg, or both, if he prefers. Of the two. Shock-

ley is in quality much the superior, while in size it is much
the inferior. Both have been greatly overestimated, and
need further trial to determine whether or not their culti-

vation will be profitable.

PEACHES.

Plant lightly of Amsden's June, Early Beatrice, Early
Louise, Early Ricers, &c., but plant largely of Troth's

Early, Large Early Tork, Qeorye the Fourth, Oldmixon

Cling, Oldmixon Free, Ward's Late Free, Snmck's Late Free

and Heath.

PEAKS

So far are not considered profitable. The Bartlett is the

most popular.

CHERRIES
Generally have failed.

PLUMS.

Wild Goose and Newman are the only successful varieties

as yet tried.

GRAPES.

Ives' Seedling and Concord are, so far, the most reliable.

NEW VARIETIES.

None yet that we are ready to recommend.

OBSTACLES, &C.,

Are chiefly climatic, though insect depredations are becom-
ing more and more extensive. The chief of insects are the

Curculio and the Codling Moth. Native varieties of plums
to some extent resist the attacks of the little

'

' Turks. " No
effectual remedy against the Codling moth has been found.

PEAR BLIGHT

Is the chief obstacle to pear culture. As yet no remedy
has been thoroughly established. Its causes and remedies
are unknown. It is said that linseed oil is a remedy, but
on this subject I am skeptical.

6th, 7th, 8th and 9th. The experience of this locality is

not sufticient to answer correctly these questions.

Respectfully, M. S. Combs.

REPORT FROM KENTUCKY.
By Thomas S. Kennedy, President of the Kentucky State

Horticultural Society.

The unprecedented season through which we have just

passed, will long be remembered for its many days of

sultry lieat, during which the thermometer ranged from
90" to 100'^, and on several different days the temperature
was up to lOo*' and even 110° in some localities. Accom-
panying this great heat there was a continuous drouth,
during which the earth became hard and dry two and a

half feet down, and the fruits of the orchard and vineyard
withered and shriveled on the trees and vines. The drouth
and heat extended over a wide range of States, taking in

the Ohio Valley and extending down the Mississippi river

spreading over Arkansas and Te.xas. Of course such a sea!

son, preceded by a severely cold and wet winter, was
disastrous to fruits ripening in the summer and fall, and
the reports from different portions of the State will show
a general reduction in crops, the best and the only one ap-

proaching a fair average yield being the peach crop in

Trimble county. The strawberry and raspberry crops
througliout the country were very fine and abundant, but

black-cap raspberries and blackberries were quite a failure.

It should be remarked that a belt of country extending
from the northwest across the lakes to tlie Atlantic has
been visited with floods, waterspouts, tornadoes and heavy
storms, with destructive lightning during the time we have
been suffering with heat and drouth; and in New Eng-
land all kinds of vegetables except potatoes and cabbages,

have been actually ruined by the ceaseless rains. It is a

matter for rejoicing to know and feel that we have safely

passed through the trying ordeal of the past season.

Of course but little progress has been made in fruit cul-

ture under such unfavorable circumstances, and we can
only look forward to the coming season with hopeful
anticipations.

While the drouth was withering the grapes in the vine-

yards all over the State, those persons who had vines grow-
ing in the city were able to obtain a magnificent crop of

splendid grapes by watering the vines and the ground.

Never before has the advantage of a bountiful supply of

water in advancing the grape crop to perfection been so

manifest, and I am pleased to stale that the grapes grown
in this city l)y Col. Bennett H. Young, and tlie peaches
grown at Fern Creek by Jlr. .J. Decker, each took the
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liigliest premiums al the exhibition held on tlie 7th of Sep-

tember, in Cincinnati, b}' the Mississippi Valley Horti-

cultural Society.

The interest in horticulture is increasing every year, es-

pecially at those places where there are located enterprising

and pushing nurserymen and florists to supply the demand

for trees, vines and plants. In this city (Louisville) there

are over half a dozen florists who are doing a large and pay-

ing business; and it is estimated that thousands of dollars are

paid to tree peddlers every year for fruit trees and vines

that would be bought of any home nursery that would keep

them for .sale at reasonable prices.

In regard to local societies, tlie Fern Creek Association

has held two very successful exliibitions, and has made

money by them. I have observed that the Warren County

Horicultural Society has been doing much good at Bowling

Green, and will, with better seasons in the future, be an

important aid to the Slate Society. Our friends in Shelby

and in Henry counties, so earnest and so enthusiastic in the

cause of horticulture, have been discouraged this season

and sorely disappointed in their fruit crops. Next year

will doubtless be more propitious, and will reward their

labors with a bountiful harvest.

It is hoped more local .societies will be formed, and that

all will co-operate in gathering and disseminating useful

and profitable information on the culture of fruits and

tlowers.

EFFECT OF DROUTH AND HEAT ON STRAWBERRT VINES

IN 1881.

By A. D. Webb, of Bowling Green, Ky.

At the close of the last fruiting season I reduced my
varieties from about forty to twenty-tive. These, without

an exception, have all suffered more or less, according to

location, culture, etc. My greatest loss, in proportion to

the number of plants, has been confined to the Bklwell.

Last spring I obtained one dozen plants of this variety, set

them in good ground, and gave them special attention. I

think at the close of the season I will have just about as

many plants as I started out with last spring. This is the

only variety on my place that I found it necessary to use

water freely in order to save them—rather a bad record for

the coming berry. It may do better with a more favor-

able season. The next greatest sufferers about in the

order named, were Boyden's 30, President Lincoln, Captain

Jack, Windsor Chief, Miller's J\'os. 5 and 7, Essex Beauty,

and Black Defiance. Those that have suffered least, in the

order named, as near as I can place them: Monarch, Cum-

berland Triumph, Warren, Olendale, Longfellow, Charles

Downing, Kentucky, Forest Roue, Crescent, Netc Dominion

and Belle. Mt. Vemoyi and Finch's Prolific, two new

varieties set last spring, withstood the scorching rays of

the sun very well, both proving themselves rather on the

iron-clad order.

From my observation during the .season all varieties re-

ceiving good culture—that is, frequent stirring the soil,

either with the cultivator or hoe— the loss in original plants

with most varieties has been light, while the increase of

plants has been very limited.

Those of us that shaped up our old patch after fruiting

by plowing, and leaving very narrow rows, expecting them

to fill up and spread as usual, have been disappointed; the

consequence is, we have very narrow rows with a large

surplus of vacant space between.

The outlook for the next crop will justify the prediction

that it will be very short, proportioned to the destruction

of plants. The producers that are so fortunate as to have

a surplus of fruit next season may reasonably calculate on

good prices. I speak particularly as to my own locality,

where many patches that have secured little or no cultiva-

tion are burned entirely up.

Report from Tennessee.

Gadsden, Tenn., Aug. 27, 1881.

ilr. P. Barry, Chairman General Fruit Committee, Ameri-

can Pomological Society.

Dear Sir:—In compliance with your request, I take

pleasure in making the following report from Tennessee.

As a fruit-growing State, diversified as it is in soils and

localities, she is peculiarly adapted to the growth of most all

such fruits as apples, peaches, pears, plums, cherries,

quinces, apricots, nectarines, grapes, currants, raspberries,

blackberries, gooseberries, dewberries, and strawberries.

Tennessee is separated into three natural divisions. That

portion between Alleghany and Cumberland mountains is

called East Tennessee; is rather rough and mountainous,

and noted for its mining wealth, and is peculiarly adapted

to the growth of peaches and apples.

From the Cumberland mountains to the Tennessee river

is called Middle Tennessee; is gently undulating, generally

rich in soil, and produces the finest fruits.

From the Tennessee river to the Mississippi river is

called West Tennessee, and is varied in its soils, a large

portion of it gently undulating, with rich soil and solid

clay subsoil, adapted to fruitgrowing. Large quantities

of fruits are raised annually along the line of the principal

railroads, and shipped to northern and southern cities.

Centrally located as we are, we have the advantage of mar-

kets both north and south. Tennessee fruits have not been

known in northern markets more than ten or twelve years,

but our early fruits are sought for and command the high-

est market price. We cannot say that Tennessee can com-

pete with the northern States in late apples, as our seasons

are too long and fruit ripens too early.

The apple and peach borer and curculio, leaf and twig

blight, fungi or root rot, are all more or less troublesome,

but yield to the .same treatment as in other sections. Pear

blight, however, has baffled our skill, and annually claims

our choicest trees.

This year's fruit crop has been, on account of late frosts,

below an average in quality and quantity, and yet we have

shipped and are still shipping large quantities of fruit to

northern markets.

We have no new varieties that we deem worthy of a

place in the catalogue of fruits, and we desire to change

the status of Tennessee 'fruits only in the following cases

(the others we wish to remain as designated in the Ameri-

can Pomological Society's Catalogue of Fruits for 1879):

Peaches, Ale.nimler**, Amsden.'s June*. Strawberries,

Crystal City\. Cresce?it*, Forest Eose\.

Hoping you will appreciate brevit_y, yet fully understand

my report, I am
Very respectfully and fraternally yours, &c.,

J. W. ROSAMON,

Chairman Fruit Committee of Tennessee.
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Report from Iowa.

Denmark, la., Aug. 17, 1881.

P. Barry, Cliairman of General Fruit Committee of Ameri-

can Pomological Society

:

Dear Sir:—Having given you in my last report a list of

the fruits best adapted to tlie several fruit districts of our

State, viz: Southern, Central and Northern, I will only in

this mention such alterations and additions as have been

deemed best Ijy the experienced horticulturists of our State.

In the Soutliern district we are enabled to grow many
varieties of fruits too tender for the trying climate of the

Northern district, consequently the attention of our horti-

culturists have been turned towards obtaining hardy varie-

ties adapted to the colder regions of the State; hence the

most of the changes will occur in the lists for the Central

and Northern districts.

The following varieties of apples are entitled to two

stars, viz.

—

Beti Davin, Fameuse, Alexander and Plumb's

Cider for Northern district.

One Star.—-Buckinghnm, Chenanrjo Strawberry, Colcert,

Cracking, Wyth; and for Central and Northern, Clyde Beauty

and Soulard.

Are not grown with any degree of success in the Northern

district, and for the Southern portion of the State we would
recommend only the following varieties: White Doyenne,

Flemiih Beauty, Seckel, Skeldan, Beurre d'Anjoii, Hotoell,

Bnrtlett, Buffurn, Clupp's Fa write, and Lawrence.

PLUMS.

Miner's, De Soto and Lombard.

CHERRIES.

Early Richmoiul and English Morelh are the only reliable

varieties.

PEACHES

Can be grown only in Southern Iowa, and with but partial

success.

grapes.

Moore's Early a.nA Lady shovXd. be added to our list for

general cultivation, and the Goe for trial

RASPBERRIES.

The Oregg is tlie best of the blackcaps, and Cnthhert the

most promising new red berry.

STRAWBERRIES.

Crescent Seedling stands at the head of our list of straw-

berries for general cultivation. Bidwell, Marvin and Tjong-

fellow are the most promising new varieties.

Among the

NEW NATIVE VARIETIES OF FRUIT,

The Coe grape is worthy of mention. After a trial of

fifteen years, it is pronounced by some as tlie best hardy

early grape that has fruited in the Central and Northern

portion of the State. While tbe berry and bunch issmaller

than the Uarlfnrd. it is better in quality, does not crack,

does not drop prematurely; its leaf stands the summer heat

and is hardier every way than any variety of the Labrusca
with which we are acquainted. On

SYNONYMS

We have only to report that quite recently we have found
the Dominie apple under the name of Sutton; and the

Lombard plum is quite extensively disseminated in the

central part of the State, and sold at fabulous prices as the

Spanish King.

Blight, especially on pear trees, has made its appearance
with unusual severity in localities hitherto comparatively

free from this dire di.sease.

The apple crop of 1880 was the heaviest known for many
years; while the crop of this year, 1881, is the lightest, and
in some portion of the State, where thousands of barrels

were e.xported last year, there is not enough to supply

home demand. Prom the

CENTRAL DI.STRICT

Prof. J. L. Budd writes: WV//J<ecr apple should be added
to the list as having established value for northern culture.

Yellow Transparent has also been tried widely enough to

give it a place on the northern list. The fruit much re-

sembles the Early Harvest in size, appearance and quality.

It matures earlier than I'etofsky.

PEARS.

We have no success to report with our common varieties.

Even the Flemish Beauty is so lowered in vitality by our

winters that it rarely produces a perfect specimen of fruit,

and sooner or later the blight destroys the tree. The
Chinese Sand pear and its American crosses failed to en-

dure our past severe winter.

The pears received from Moscow stand the winters so far

about as well as the Oldenburg apple. Some of the varie-

ties have as large and nearly as thick a leaf as the Sand
pear, and show no sign of injury from our dry, hot sum-
mers. Some time must ehipse, however, before we can de-

cide that any of them will prove acquisitions.

The European varieties have proven nearly total failures

in the central and nortliern parts of Iowa. The Min-er, Wild

Goose, and other varieties of the Chickasaw plum have

been widely planted; but paying crops of fruit have been

realized but rarely. We have in the State a few varieties

of our natural wild plum which are attracting much at-

tention, as the fruit is pronounced valuable for dessert and

culinary use by those familiar with the best European

varieties. One of these, the Be SoP.i, has borne quite regu-

lar and heavy crops in the northern districts. We are ex-

perimenting with some of the plums of Sloe origin, grown
in the Steppes .sections of Northern Europe.

CHERRIES.

In the northern parts of the State the Early Richmond
and English Morello can scarcely be called hardy. With
the introduction of the northern forms of the Morelh, we
may hope for better success, as the Oslheim (a well-known

north German cheiry) has proven hardy at St. Peters,

Minnesota.

PEACHES.

No attempt is made to grow any of the varieties of this

luscious fruit in the northern parts of the State. Yet as

showing the possibility of future peach growing, I may
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state that what is known to the trade as Prunus Simonii,

which in leaf, bud, wood and fruit, is far nearer a peach

or nectarine than a plum, endured our past test winter

perfectly.

GRAPES.

The Coe, Moore's Early and Warden we regard the most

promising new varieties.

R.\SPBERRIES.

The Orcgg should be added to our list of blackcaps.

STRAWBERRIES.

The varieties most successfully grown are Wilson, ClniHes

Doicninr/, Red Jacket, Kentucky, Green Prolific, and Crescent

Seedling. C'uinhcrlfirid lYiumpli has given the best satisfac-

tion among the newer sorts widely tried.

CURRANTS.

Ijmg Bunched Holland holds its foliage during August

and brings a late crop of fine sized fruit. It should be

added to our list.

Very truly yours,

G. B. Brackett,

Chairman Fruit Committee.

Report from Nebraska.

Nebraska City, Aug. 32, 1881.

P. Barry, Rochester, N. Y.

Dear Sir:—The apple crop of this year is about one

fourth of an aveiage crop ; size of fruit scarcely medium

in consequence of our extremely hot and dry weather;

quality very good. We have a good market for our apples

at fair prices.

Pears have not done well for the last two years. Trees

have blighted badly, and the fruit was not so good as

formerly. Growers are a good deal discouraged with their

expeiience in pear culture.

Peaches are an entire failure this j'ear. Trees are doing

well and we hope for success next year.

Grapes are bearing well this year with but very little rot

or mildew.

Cherries, apricots and plums were almost a failure.

Blackberries and raspberries bore a very fair crop of

fair fruit.

At a meeting of the Fruit Committee we decided upon

the following changes in our fruit catalogue; Changes

in catalogue made as directed.

There is not so much twig blight on our apple trees this

year, as for years past.

I hope you will have a good meeting at Boston. I should

be pleased to be with you if I could, but I don't see how I

can. Yours truly,

J. H. Masters.

Report from Kansas.

Lawrence, Ks., Aug, 0, 1881.

P. Barry', Chairman Fi'uit Committee.

Dear Sir—Y'our circular informing me of mj' appoint-

ment by the American Pomological Society to the office of

Chairman of the Fruit Committee of the State of Kansas,

was received in proper time, and it affords me pleasure to

perform the duties expected of me, and which are performed

in the following report, which I respectfully submit to your
consideration.

FIRST—SPECIES OF FRLIT.

Apple, pear and cherry trees are successfully gTown in

every county, and fruit abundantly at the proper age. In the

southern tier of counties the peach is easily and successfully

grown, and the plum would be fully as successful if means
were used to prevent the destruction ocsasioned by the

attacks of the curculio. The sand plum, which is indigen-

ous to the western counties of this State, is to some extent

exempt from the ravages of this insect, and when placed

under cultivation is very much improved in size and quality.

There are several varieties known, and among them are

found varieties possessing some excellent qualities and in

size equalling the Wild Goose. I have one of the largest size

now fruiting, and although the trees are not to exceed three

feet in height they are laden with a mass of fruit excelling

in every respect the fruit of the Miner. The tree possesses

a remarkable endurance of extremes of both heat and cold,

and all manner of exposure. From this variety may yet

be produced, by intelligent methods, a class better adapted

to a prairie country than any now in cultivation.

SECOND—VARIETIES OF FRUITS.

Their degrees of merit will be found in the Catalogue of

your last report (1879), as there has been no change in the

catalog'ue of the State Horticultural Society, from which

the report for this State was made.

THIRD—NEW NATIVE VARIETIES.

There are many seedling varieties of Kansas origin now
fruiting in this State of the apple and peach, and some fine

seedlings of the pear. Among the apples are found very

promising varieties, having tine size, beautiful form, excellent

flavor and late keeping quality. A seedling orchard of several

hundred trees growing iu Wabjumsee Co., and now fruiting,

is attracting considerable attention from the orchardists of

this State. The trees were produced from seeds gathered from

Rawle's Genet apples. Among the fruit from this orchard

are to be found autumn and winter ripening varieties, supe-

rior in quality, size, and inheriting those desirable traits of

productiveness and late blooming peculiar to the parent.

This latter feature, with people in this State, is one of great

value, in view of liabilities of injury to crop by late spring

frosts. The fruit growers of this State are making special

efforts to produce from seeds varieties more suitable to the

climate and exempt from the defects of the older varieties,

and especially having fine late keeping qualities.

FOURTH—SY'NONTMS.

It would lie a fruitless attempt to name the synonyms of

the numerous varieties of fruit grown in this State. Some
varieties have just as many synonyms as the unscrupulous

tree-peddlar has time and disposition to manufacture. I will

mention one instance as an illustration. A highlj- honor-

able nurseryman when at home in Ohio introduced to this

State iu 1879 what he called Conorer's Sceilling Grape, a

variety which he claimed bore a bunch of immense size,

and in quality e[{ual to the California Malaga. When
crowded to the w;ill by his friends at home, to mitigate his

evil deed he admitted that he had been deluded by some

other nurseryman, and that the variety offered was the

Lady. From this occurrence hereafter we in Kansas must

accept Con-DPcr's Seedling as a synonym of the Lady.
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FIFTH—OBSTACLES TO SUCCESSFUL PEUIT-OULTURE.

The tree-peddler aud the codling moth are the most

notable obstacles. By the first the innocent and unsus-

pecting are beguiled into the purchase of worthless stock

and ^•iU•ietie^. to be followed by discouragement and disap.

pointment, and by the second the product of years of labor.

care and capital is ruined. The soil and climate of Kansas,

so far as time aud experiment has been able to reach, have

proven to be all that can be desired. The size, beauty in

form and color, aud excellence of quality of fruits produced

by intelligent culturisfs have been of a superior character,

and afford every encouragement to the future planter.

SIXTH—CULTUKE AND PRUNING.

Cultivation should be thorough and constant during the

fore part of the growing season. Pruning such as is neces-

sary to form a low spreading head sufficiently open to atlmit

the light and air, and yet sufficiently dense to break the

intense rays of the sun.

SE\'ENTH—^STORING AND KEEPING WINTER FRUITS.

Very little of any other classes of winter keeping fruit is

as yet produced in this State aside from apples. These are

more generally stored in shallow 1)ins in cellars safe from

frosts. In this dry climate they require guards against too

rapid evaporation, otherwise the fruit wilts. There is a

growing disposition to carefully sort from the tree and pack

in barrels, which are stored in cool cellars, and there remain

undisturbed until their disposition in the market, at which

time they are assorted.

EIGHTH—PACKAGES.

Apples—Summer varieties, ventilated crates ; winter

varieties, close barrels.

Pears and peaches—Ventilated crates.

Grapes—Nine and twenty pound baskets, with covers.

This State does not ship eastward, but westward.

NXNTH—STATISTICS.

This State was one continuous tract of uncultivated land

in 1854, and the tirst orchard plantation outside of the

Indian agencies was made in the spring of 1855, The
official returns of (!ounty Clerks to the State Department

for the year 1880 show- the following totals:

Number of fruit trees in bearing, 1880

—

Apple 2.386,813

Pear 94,653

Peach -5,091,549

Plum._ 304,106

Cherry 637,138

Number of fruit trees not in bearing, 1880

—

Apple 3,978,317

Pear 179,370

Peach - -4,786,383

Plum 283,193

Cherry 683,073

Acreage in small fruits and vinejards

—

Raspberry.. _ 3,219.17

Blackberry 2,590.08

Strawberry 886.90

Vinej'ards 5,539.06

Fully three-fourths of the entire planting has been made

since the spring of 18()9.

Yours respectfully, Gr. C Brackett.

The foregoing report has been made up from the data on

file in this the secretary's office of the State IIorticult\iral

Society. B.

HISTORY AND NOMENCLATURE OP THE

MISSOURI PIPPIN.

This variety of apple was originated by Mr. Brinkley

llornsby, of Kingsville, Johnson County, Missouri. Mr.

llorusby settled at the above-named locality in 1839, and
was one of the very first settlers in Western Missouri. He
became extensively known and esteemed for the interest he

took in the pursuit of horticulture. Like many other pio-

neers settling in the west, he brought with him from his

native State seeds of the various orchard fruits, with which
he made his first beginning of a fruit farm, aud his home
during his life.

In those early days very few orchardists practiced propa-

gation b}" grafting or budding, hence Mr. Hornsby's first

apple orchard was composed entirely -ot the seedling class.

Many of these, when fruited, proved to be of a local value

at least, and desiring to disseminate such he commenced
propagating and growing them in ntirsery form. Prom
that time on he followed the double pursuit of an orchard-

ist and nurseryman. He early accepted the theor3', that to

choice seedlings of Western origin the Western planter must
look for a successful list, and with this belief he was always

careful to preserve and carry into fruiting any seedling tree

occurring in the nursery row, by failure of the graft in

propagation, which developed promising features, and in

this manner the Missouri Pippin was obtained. The parent

tree fruited for the first time in 1854, but Mr. Hornsby was
not fully satisfied with the results until the fruitage of 1859.

My attention was first called to this variety by the origin-

ator in January, I860, during his visit to one of his relatives

(Levi Ferguson) living near Lawrence, and a near neighbor

of mine. Among several other .seedling specimens which

he had brought with him from Missouri for me to examine,

was a specimen of this variety, which he called his dollars

and cents. He said of this that he had thought of naming

it the Missouri Orange, when I suggested that Missouri

Pippin would be more appropriate. Before parting I re-

quested a few scions of his dollar and cent variety. In the

spring following Jlr. Ferguson handed me a package of

scions, saying that they had lieen sent to me by Mr. Horns-

by. This package was lal)eled Missouri Pippin., and in

parenthesis, Missouri Oranr/e. From that time to this it has

been extensively propagated and disseminated throughout

this State and Western Missouri, as one of the most profit-

able western winter apples.

At the third annual meeting of the Kansas State Horticul-

tural Society, held at Ottawa, Fi'anklin county, December

14, 1869, this apple was on exhibition. Dr. John A.

Warder, of North Bend, Ohio, was present. I called his

attention to it. He readily recognized its identity with the

specimen furnished him by Col. N. J. Coleman, of St.

Louis, Mo., which he hadnamed Missouri Keeper, and had bo

published it in his work, "The American Pomology." I

repeated its history and the desire of its originator that it

be named Missouri Pippin, and he assured me that in case he

should ever revise his work, he would adopt that name.

That it is a seedling produced by Mr. Hornsby there can be

no doubt.

The work of correcting the confusion existing in the

nomenclature of fruits in Kansas has been placed in charge

of a Board specially created for that purpose by the State

Horticultural Society. This Board was instructed to co-
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operate with the American Pomological Society, and to

conform its work to the published catalogue of fruits, and
whenever the variety in question is not mentioned therein,

to use "Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America" as

authority for its work. Therefore this Board most respect-

fully asks that this variety, so long and familiarlj- known
in Kansas and Western Missouri, be placed in the catalogue

of your Society under the name it is entitled to, viz., Mis-

souri Pippin, and not as a synonym of any variety.

Yours with respect, G. C. Bbackett,

Cluiinnan Board of Nomenclature for Kansas.

Report from Utah.

St. Geobge, Utah, August 14, 1881.

P. B.\RRT, Chairman Fruit Committee.

Dear Sir—For the last two years the interest in the

propagation and culture of fruits has greatly flagged, and
for several reasons. First, the lack of railroad facilities to

take fruits to a market, and lack of uecessarj" home demand.
Second, the codling moth has been a ruinous pest all over

the Territory to the apple crop, and this insect also attacks

the pear, and sometimes even stone fruits. Third, the

green fly in many instances, has nearly ruined vineyards;

heavy freezes have killed all the fig and pomegranate trees,

and late frosts in spring have for two years nearly cut off

our almond crop. These, with other causes, have conspired

against extending fmit culture in Utah.

The codling moth pest has done much to weaken our re-

liance upon the apple and pear crops, and the cold weather

of the past two winters has destroyed all confidence in the

growth of figs and pomegranates. Peaches and plums,

apricots, nectarines and prunes, seem as yet to have the

fewest enemies and still keep up their former prestige.

In case of the grape, the leaves are attacked by myriads
of the little, hopping, whitish-green fly (thrip). These
stay all winter in the vineyard in small numbers, but

as soon as the foliage appears, the increase begins, and they

become innumerable, sapping the prosperity of the plant,

which in -July shows lack of growth, sere and yellow foliage,

and worthless fruit. This insect is by no means general,

but when it attacks a vineyard it is only a matter of time

as to its ruin. It seems to thrive Ijest where the soil is

sandy and hot, where growth is slow.

Last year the wine crop was 50 per cent, above the ave-

rage. The present will probably be quite below on account

of the insects described. The higher counties of Iron,

Beaver, Cache and others, that have heretofore raised little

or no fruit, for two years have been producing apples,

plums, and even peaches, in tolerable abundance and of

good quality, generally free from codling moth or other

injurious insects or enemies.

Quite a number of apparently valualile seedlings of grapes,

plums, apricots, almonds and peaches are carefully noticed,

and will 1)6 reported upon when more fully tested.

For reasons set forth, California is and has been supplying
the northern cities of Utah with early fruits that grow in

abundance here, and with railroad facilities, which happily

are now about to lie extended. Southern Utah could supply

not only her own territory, but for shipment east. Until

these conveniences are attained, interests in fruit growing
in this Territory will remain paralyzed.

It is with deep regret that I am not able to make a better

report of the fruit interests of Utah.

Very respectfully, J. E. Johnson,

V. P. for Utah.

Report from California.

P. Barry, Esq., Chairman Oeneral Fruit Committee, Ameri-

can Pomolugical Society:

Dear Sir—The advances lately made in safe and rapid

transportation of perishable products, so favorable to com-
mercial intercourse, change the whole aspect of trade and
its requirements, spurring industry to extraordinary efforts

in new fields of action.

To hear of peaches, apricots and plums steamed over

from Sacramento to New York, arriving in merchantable

condition at paying rates, staggers the faith of the small

farmer in the dribble routine of wheat-raising for a foreign

market; and when the demands of a single cannery con-

sume the produce of a thousand acres in sweet corn and
fine vegetables, and the hillsides begin to be clothed with
the vine—the purple juice of the grape gushing from over-

burthened presses and the golden nectar filling the cellars

to overflowing—it requires but a little thought to convince

him of the benefits of mi.xed husbandry, and the possibility

of gaining a fuller recompense for his laljor with less of

burdensome toil. Perhaps he brings the fruits of a few
trees to market, and finds it to be not the variety wanted

—

his first lesson in horticulture ! But when he sees the pro-

duct of an acre of fine prunes, apricots or raisins overtopping

the sales from a large wheat field, he easily becomes an

ardent disciple in Pomona's kingdom. Such are the

agencies which gradualh' but .surely modify the tenor of our

ways, and what has been a pleasant pastime and by-work

on the farm may be turned to a grand money-begetting

power, beuiguantly felt through all the channels of

human activity, an efficient promoter of human happiness.

This is the effect within our State; exhausted wheat fields

are being rapidly converted into thrifty vineyards. Every
available spot is carefully scanned for au apricot, prune or

peach orchard. There is no end to pears, neither are

rosy-cheeked, crisp apples forgotten. The citrus family

keep full sway, rapidly gaining in production to till all the

demands of distant markets. The ancient olive tree is being

planted in large groves, and readilj' furnishes the golden oil

as of old. " for cakes tempered with oil."

Most persistent efforts are made to import and propagate

the best reputed varieties of fruits grown in foreign lands.

Noticeable advances in that line have been made by the San

Francisco BulUtin Co. for free distribution to their sub-

scribers, as concisely stated in a communication by G. P.

Risford, hereto appended. The Commissioner of Agricul-

ture, W. G. Le Due, consigned last spring to the California

Grangers' Business Association a large assortment of Japan-

ese trees, bulbs and seeds. They were promptly distributed

with care, and are now growing all over the State.

Great interest is taken in raising new varieties from

seeds or trying those originated abroad. The lamentable

death of Bernard S. Fox, the successful propagator of

several valuable seedling pears, may further delay the

bringing forward these new acquisitions.
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In addition to Briggs' Med May peach, several of more or

less excellence have been brought out. The Advance, a

seedling of Bale's Early, grown by G. W. Hinckley, of

Winters, was the earliest peach in market this season;

another, but later ripening, the Golden Cling, raised by Dr.

Ellis, of Fresno, large and fine, and a host of others of local

repute.

Several seedling apricots are claimed as earlier, or in

some respect superior to their parents.

Shaw's Apple, a seedling of the Spitzenberg, is of great

merit.

The climatic peculiarities, governed by mountain ranges,

altitude, ocean currents, the situation and constitution of

the ground, affecting the ripening of the fruits, make it

possible to keep a given variety of fruit for several months

in the market, and this obviates in a measure the necessity

of having a succssion of ripening varieties in each orchard,

and the foreign demand for green fruit, also for drying and

canning, restricts itself to a few popular kinds. Thus large

orchards are planted for special uses, comprising a few

species. There are only four or five varieties of apricots in

demand, comprising the Royal, Peach, MoDrpark, Breda

and Large Early.

The canners prefer the Crawfords and a few Clingstones;

for local uses Alexander, Briggs' May. Amsdrn, Crawfords.

Solmay aud Chinese Cling are most in demand. Apparently

it will soon be difflcult to find a Tillotson. George, or a

Mehcotoii peach.
ArPLES.

Red cheeked varieties are highly prized; and next, large

sour for cooking. Bed Astrachan, Bed June, Strawberry.

Vandevere. Newtown Spitzenberg, Wine Sap, Maiden's Blu.sh,

Spitsenberg, Baldwin and Newtown Pippin.

PE.\R8.

Bartlftl.*. Winter Nelis. Clairgeaus. are all the go.

PLUMS.

Yellow Egg, Goe's Golden Drop, Large Gage and Prunes

for drying, the Prune d'Agen is a universal favorite.

CHERRIES.

The popular Black Tartarian is under surfeit. Canners

need the Holland. Napoleon Bignrreau and other white

varieties.

QUINCES

Are in good demand.

POMEGRANATES.

Pomegranates are abundant.

FIGS.

The large White Genoa is well adapted for drying, and is

claimed by some to be as good as the Smyrna. The Mission

tig is superior to all other black varieties grown here.

NECTARINES

Are beginning to be appreciated.

ALMONDS.

Some seedlings are superior to the old paper shell.

WALNUTS

Of several varieties, and pecans grow thriftily.

SMALL FRUITS

are in abundance.the newer varieties supplanting the old ones.

GRAPES.

Hundreds of varieties are now in bearing, giving fine

opportunities to judge of their quality, either for wine,

raisins or table. The Golden Champion grape, after six

years of weak growth, is a surprise in the beaut}' and clear-

ness of the berry and earlj- ripening. The bunches are

rather small, but if the improvement continues it may prove

to be a good shipping grape. So far the only vine refusing

to respond favorably to California soil is the Scuppernong

.

The vine makes a good growth, blossoms abundantly in

June and July without setting a berry, and late in the sea-

son the leaves get rusty. Apparently the air is too diy.

To apprise you fully of the great advance in viticulture in

California, I submit with this the first annual report of the

Board of State Viticultural Commissioners.

The advance in orange culture is not less interesting.

Florida and California, on the extremes of the semi-tropical

belt, are now readv to satisfy Uncle Sam's children with

tlie golden apple of the Hesperides. I have been fortunate

in obtaining a sketch of said culture in Southern California

by Mrs. Dr. E. S. Carr, which is hereto appended. It is a

remarkable coincidence that two ladies, Mrs. H. Beecher

StoweinFlorida.aud Mrs. Dr. Carr in Pasadena, Los Angeles

county, are both leading minds in orange culture in their

respective States. It is too late in the season for a citrus

display, still I hope to forward to you a few specimens to

grace your meeting on the 14th instant; also a few bunches

California grapes, sorelj- grieved that owing to the long

journey we must select only small bunches and a few

varieties.

With the extent of horticultural enterprise, and the easy

interchange with foreign countries promoting importation,

insect enemies begin to make rapid inroads. Codling moth,

pear slug, cherry slug, woolly aphis, red spider, thrips,

the whole family of borers, scales of great variety and

caterpillars without number, with mildew and fungoid

growths, admonish us to constant watchfulness and per-

sistent efforts for their destruction. The injury from this

source being so serious and alarming, has induced our

Legislature to organize a Board of Viticultural and Horti-

cultural Commissioners, under a chief health officer for

each branch, to examine into these evils and take steps for

their abatement. Happily the means employed in older

communities are serviceable here. Alkaline and soap

washes, with admixture of sulphur, coal oil, refuse of soap

and gas factories, sufficiently diluted, are remedial bases,

and effective in the destruction of insect pests. Applied

judiciously during the winter the}' can be used most effec-

tively in a concentrated form, which later would destroy

foliage or blossoms. During the breeding season of the

moths, which are mostly night-flyers, brush fires at dark,

also open lamps of cheap construction, destroy many.

Clean culture of the soil, scraping and pruning the trees

and Inirniug all trash accumulating in or arotmd the orch-

ard, are all needed to attain perfect success.

Spores of the different varieties of mildew and fungoid

growth filling the atmosphere, require only favorable con-

ditions for their development to destroy plant life. The

best preventives are a healthy, robust growth, free exposure

to sun and air, pruning off aud burning of the infected parts.

Some varieties of fruits are more injuriously affected than

others, and the most resisting should meet our selection.

In many instances dusting with sulphur is a sure remedy
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against oidiums. Washes of sulphate of copper and of

iron, the removal of the fungoid growth, are remedial so

far as ascertained. Eternal vigilance is the price of raising

tine fruit.

J. Strentzkl,

Chairman Fruit Cmnmittee. California.

Alhambr.\, Sept. 18S1.

THE APRICOT.

The following excellent essay on the apricot was written

1)3' Dr. J. Streufzel. of Martinez, and read at the last meeting

of the State Horlicultural Society:

The bonanza tree of California, with its glossy foliage,

blossoms of snow and rose, the golden nutritious fruits

ri\-aling the famous apple of the Hesperides in beauty and

ancient renown, is at the present time one of the most ex-

tensively cultivated and highly prized fruits of Central

Asia. Our climate is favorable to its growth ; our commer-
cial facilities and enterprise admit of its distribution as an

article of trade to all the marts in the world; and the exteiU,

of its culture, and. consequently, the augmented prosperitj-

of our people b}' this industry, can scarcely now be fully

appreciated; hence any information regarding its growth

and propagation is of great interest to everj' land-owner.

The habit of the tree of early blossoming subjects it to

injury by late spring frosts. To avoid this, a sheltered

location is required, a gently rising hillside of western

aspect is proved to be best adapted in warding off the morn-

ing rays of the sun; a certain haziness in the atmosphere,

artificially produced by smoke, andnattu-al near large bodies

of water, has the same effect.

A rich, mellow, loamy soil is required to produce a good

growth, the fertility to be kept up by the free application

of ashes, bonedust and nianure. Ample space should be

given for the spread of the branches and full exposure to

the sun's rays, or rather abundance of air for tireathiug—2.5

feet distance between trees is needed.

The tree belongs to the natural order of Itnnacnv and the

genus Priin.us. Its relationship with the plum and peach ad-

mits of using either for stocks to graft or bud the apricot upon,

as the seedling apricot dcjes not do well on many soils. Some
prefer the plum for its reputed adaptability to grow in heavy

or cold ground ; but it suckers badly and its wood is of slower

growth. Both these objections are avoided by using peach

seedlings of healthy, stocky growth. Craioford's Seedlings

are well adapted. To secure the desired success, only select

trees should be planted in the orchard. The majority of

nursery trees are stinted, thorny brush, requiring a couiile

of years' growth to bring them into shape. I find two-

year-olfi peach seedlings, budded and transplanted early in

.season, m the dormant bud, preferable to older growth. A
single stem only should be allowed to grow, favoring the

symmetrical development of the branches forming a perfect

low cone easily shortened into a desired form. This treatment

•secures an abundance of regularly distributed bearing wood,
and stoutness of limb to uphold a reasonable quantity of fruit

which is accessible to the picker, and fully exposed to light

and the sweetening rays of the sun. All the preceding labor

would be lost if the trees grown arc not of the quality best

adapted to our uses.

It is fully within the scope of fact that a tree of choice

fruit in the sixth year from planting will secure a revenue

of |5, a .sum ri'presenting interest on a capital of $50, cer-

tainly an ample incentive for exertion, and of vast signifi-

cance in a monetary point of view, when there are vacant

spaces to raise a million of trees on spots now producing

inadequate returns for hard labor in scanty grain crops or

rank weeds. The enterprise in its beneficial effects is so

astounding, as there is no danger of over-production, that

some without knowledge may consider the statement over-

drawn, in plain parlance a California yarn ; whereas it is

under the mark, as can be amply testified by members of our

society. The simple fact that our State may secure the

monopoly of supplying the canned and dried fruits of the

apricot to the greater part of the United States and Europe,

because it cannot be grown economically by them, and no

other fruit is more sought for and in demand, resolves the

question. The slow progress heretofore made in its culture

can be ascribed to the many worthless, unproductive

varieties first introduced, and lack of canning and drying

estalilishmcnts. Now ample trial has proved the kinds

desirable to raise, and the canning establishments are insuf-

ficiently supplied.

VARIETIES TO CULTIVATE.

The Bri'ild is an old variety, of small size and delicious

fiavor, unsurpassed for jellies and jams, and its sweet

kernel is very palatable—an additional source of income.

The Large Karly, a large, showy fruit,but a shy beai-er,found

through Central California. The Royal is accepted as most
profitable to raise, prolific and of good quality. The Peach

—fruit of the larger size, fine color, of delicious flavor, a

good bearer—is superior to all others in quality. The Moor-

park is a little inferior to the above, and a shy bearer in

places; it can be improved on by careful pruning—its large

size is the main recommendation. There are many old

varieties named in the books, also some good seedlings

grown in California not yet fully tried. Some of the above

named varieties do exceedingly well at one point, and are

of less repute at another, but they can be considered as

"standbys" for extensive orchard planting—veritable bo-

nanzas, without "slickens," to secure for our people a well

deserved prosjieri ty.

[Appendix No. 1.]

FOREIGN FRUITS RECENTLY INTRODUCED.
By G. P. RisFORD.

THE PISTACHIO NUT.

Probably the first crop of Pistachio nuts ever grown in

the State is growing on my trees this year. The trees were

imported from the north of France in 1875. The nuts are

borne on the female trees in clusters somewhat like grapes,

but more .scattering, and sell in this market at forty cents

per pound. They are used chiefly by French confectioners.

The kernel is perhaps the only harmless ingredient that can

be used to give a green color to ice cream and candies.

The tree grows vigorously in Sonoma, and I have no doubt

its cultivation in the milder portion of the State will be

profitable.

CAPERS.

In 1875 caper plants were imported from Lyons, France,

and are thriving and producing annual crop.s.

PIjUMS.

.Japanese plum was imported a few years ago by Mr. Hough,

of Vacaville. It has been propagated and cultivated princi-

pally by John Kelsey, of Berkeley. It is a very large plum,
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specinifiis two inches in diameter being common. It is

reddish purple splashed with green, with a light violet

bloom. It is notable as standing drought better than most

other varieties.

PEARS

The Siuid or Le Cant pear of the Southern States has

recently been introduced. The ease with which it grows

from cuttings renders its propagation easy and rapid.

Several of the newer eastern varieties have been intro-

duced during the past year or two, principally with a view

of their propagation for wine making and phylloxera re-

sisting stocks upon which to work our vitin cinifera varie-

ties. The prominent varieties for the latter purpose, which

have been most extensively introduced, are the Diijlor,

Jitcgiies and CUntun. Those being experimented with for

wine are Cynthiniui, Norton's Virginia, IIerbe»iont,RHlri>idei;

Elvira, Uhland, Missouri Riesling, and among the newer

varieties Transparent, Amber, Pearl, Bacchus, Etta and

Green's Seedling.

KOREIGN GRAPES.

A large quantity of cuttings of the famous shipping

grape of Almeria, Spain, were imported by the Bulletin

Company, last spring, and extensively distributed. This

grape is known in Spain as the Loja. It is the variety

which is exported to the United States and England in im-

mense quantities, packed in ground cork, and is undoubt-

edly one of the best keeping and shipping grapes known.

In view of our increasing fruit trade with the Easstern

States, the introduction of this grape is of much import-

ance. Some of the wood thus distributed, which was

grafted upon strong stocks, has this season borne a small

quantity of fruit.

Two years ago two of the leading varieties cultivated in

Asia Minor were imported, and the small stock of them is

thriving. One, the Tacmack, is a large, black grape, from

which a fine red wine is made; the other is the Rosaki, a

white or amber grape, from which the famous Rosaki

raisins are made.

KLAT PEACH OF CHINA.

Within two years the Flat Peach of China has been quite

generally distributed.

CHESTNUTS.

Several of the choicest varieties in cultivation in France

and Japan have been imported. Those from France in-

clude Marron de Lyon, Marron Combale and Marron Merle.

Two varieties have been introduced from Japan, the most

valuable of which is the Mammoth variety of that country,

probably the largest variety' known. The little sweet

chestnut of the Eastern States is bearing in several localities,

viz: Nevada City, and Winters, Yolo County.

CAROB TREE.

Seeds of this valuable tree were extensively distributed

during tlie spring of 1880, by the Bulletin Company, and

thousands of young trees are now growing in the valleys

of Northern and Central California.

GRANADII.IjA.

One of the Granadillas, Passijlora edulis, has been dis-

seminated to some extent, and is found to be perfectly

hardy, trained to walls, in most parts of the State. Its

purple fruit is pleasantly acid, and should be as common
here as in Mexico and Australia.

THE SOUDAN VINE.

This vine, quite recently discovered on the banks of the

Niger, in Africa, and which has excited so much interest

in France, has been introduced into (.California. Five or

six seeds were received by C. A. Wetmore, last spring,

from which plants are now growing. The vine is an

annual, but has a tuberous perennial root, is nevertheless

said to be a true Vitis. The seeds are much like other

grape seeds, except being a little longer. The leaves re-

semble some of the rotnndifoliu: varieties of the Eastern

State.s.

WALNUTS, ETC.

The Pra'parturiens walnut, a variety which originated

about thirty years ago in France, has been introduced into

this State and promises to be a valuable acquisition, not

alone on account of its quality of early bearing, but the

more valuable one of resisting frosts that are very injurious

to the common English walnut. At Sonoma and Stockton

last winter the common walnuts suffered severely, having

a large part of their tops killed, wliile the Pra?parturiens in

the same rows came out witliout a bud being injured. The
shell is rather hard, but the kernel is delicious, resembling in

shape and taste the butternut of the Eastern States. It

deserves to be more extensively cultivated.

SMTRNA FIG.

A small shipment of Fig trees from the Valley of Ardin,

in Asia Minor, where the choicest figs are grown, was im-

ported two years ago by the San Francisco Bulletin Co.

Tliese trees are being propagated as rapidly as po.ssible

with a view to tlieir gratuitous distribution. In order to

further increase tlie supply a shipment of several thou.sand

cuttings has been ordered, and it is hoped will reach us in

good order next winter.

Eastern hickory nuts, butternuts and pecans are all bear-

ing in different parts of the State. The hickory grows as

thriftily on the rich alluvial soil at the Wolfskill place at

Winters, as anywhere in the East.

Two large trees of the Von Siebold walnut, Jiiglans

Sieholdiana, of Japan, are thriving vigorously at Tower

House, Shasta County, and annually produce two or three

bushels of nuts each. It is much more hard}' than the

English Walnut, and is one of the handsomest trees of the

family. Nuts grow in clusters of five to ten, like grapes.

[Appendix No. 2.]

REPORT ON ORANGE CULTURE IN SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA.

By Mrs. Dr. E. S. Carr, of Pasadena, Los Angeles

County, California.

Seedling orange trees, and a few small orchards have

fruited continuously in this State as far north as Butte

County, while budded oranges, and especially the more

delicate varieties from the Mediterranean, are not profitably

grown north of Santa Barbara.

In Los Angeles and San Bernardino Counties probably

one-half tlie trees are budded, and it is difticult to imagine
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a more beautiful sight than these J'oung orchards present

in tlie lirst tliree months of the year. The leading varie-

ties are the Mediterranean Sweet, the large and small <S^

Michael, Malta Blood, the recently introduced and showy
WaKhington Navel, Konah, propagated by the late B. D.

Wilson; San Marino, an immense orange, originated by I.

Dc Baith Shorb, SiTiAWolfskiWs Bed. In San Diego ^•l,>i/((7''.'<

Bed is highly esteemed.

What is called the semi-tropic belt will no doubt be en-

larged, and the naturalization of all the fruits peculiar to it

extended, by plantations in .sheltered situations among the

foothills of the southern portion of the Sierra Nevada
range. The planting of a screen of evergreen timber trees,

not unfrequently makes the necessary protection from

winds and frost, in more exposed places.

In 1834, there were in Los Angeles township two orange

gardens, yielding from five to six thou.sand oranges in

their season, owned by Louis Vignes and William Wolf-

skill. At other points a few trees adorned the adobe walled

court yards, but the cultivation of this tree for profit was
unknown. In 1874, of the 90,000 bearing trees in the

State, Los Angeles County produced 34,700; San Ber-

nardino, 30,000; San Diego, 5,370; and Santa Barbara,

3,876. Since then the increase in each of the above named
counties has been enormous, especially in Los Angeles

and San Bernardino.

The Wolfskin orchard in the city of Los Angeles covers

one hundred acres, mostly of seedling trees, though every

desirable variety of citrus fruit may be found there. One
of the best oranges among the budded varieties is the

Wolfskin, a high flavored, deep colored fruit of medium
size, and excellent keeping qualities, which has yielded in

some years .1400 worth of oranges per tree. The large

trees of the older portion of the orchard were planted in

1841; the "great orchard," which most captivates our

eastern and foreign visitors, is twenty years old; each tree

a pyramid of glossy green, in which is set the golden,

fragrant clusters of luscious fruit. Skillful pruning has

enabled the owner to dispense with artificial supports, and
looking within the leafy tent one may see how well it has

been braced and bridged with its own branches. Although
there are plantations of twice the size, Mr. Wolfskin's must
long remain the model orchard, as it has thus far been the

most profitable in California, if not in the United States.

A table which accompanies this report will answer nianv

of the questions which are naturally asked, concerning

orange culture in Southern California, though it contains

the statistics of a section of country not more than three

miles in width, by ten in length; and the shipments from
a single railroad station. Large shipments are also made
from the city of Los Angeles, from Orange, Colton, and
other points.

When it is con.sidered that Riverside and other portions

of San Bernardino County, not to speak of Orange, Po-

mona and other localities, are covering an equal if not

larger area than the San Gabriel fruit belt, it may be

asked, " Is there no danger of over production?"

It is believed that when all the railway connections with

the eastern markets are completed, California oranges,

lemons, and limes may be placed upon the London mar-

kets in perfect condition, and that the present plantations

will not furnish one box for each thousand people who
will depend upon California for a supply. Population is

pouring into the new States of the north and northeast, to

sny nothing of Arizona and New Mexico.

The highest profits of orange culture in this district

during the last four years have been .f1,000 per acre. The
fr\iit was exceptionally good; and our growers are con-

vinced that this is the only fruit which can pay the large

expenses of production, transportation and commissions.

The keeping qualities of our citrus products are such, that

with foresight, a glut in the market may be avoided here-

after. Yet even in this case, there are many new open-

ings which allay the fears of over production, such as the

manufacture of conserves, marmalades, &c., in our

canneries.

The culture of the lemon and lime is at this moment at-

tracting more attention than that of the orange. Hitherto

the same discrimination has been made in home and eastern

markets against our lemons and limes, that has made it

necessary to put foreign labels upon our Port and Cham-
pagne, and for the same reason, viz: So much compara-

tively w'orthless stuff was put upon the market. Now,
" Sicily" lemons, grown in the San Gabriel fruit belt, from

imported buds or trees; or " Mexican" limes grown in the

orchards of Sierra Madre, are taking rank with the foreign

products, wherever care in assorting, curing and packing

has been given. Mr. S. Richardson, of San Gabriel, pro-

duces a lemon which commands the highest prices.

Several new and promising varieties of lemons are under

trial, among which the Eureka and Wolfxkill XX, deserve

notice. Other varieties subjected to close analytical tests

at the laboratory of the State University, as well as the

tests of committees of State and County Societies, are

highly spoken of, viz- the Olivia, originated by Mr. Swan,

of San Diego; the Bouton, by Wolfskill, and the Bonny
Brae, by Mr. H. A. Higgins, of San Diego. It is not certain

that the very superior limes grown at Riverside, will prove

to be permanent new varieties.

This department of citrus culture is peculiarly adapted

to small holdings, as the constant ripening of limes and

lemons ensures a constant income. In many of our young
colonies, the limes used as hedges are a source of profit.

Tlie citron of commerce and the China lemon, as also

the Seville and Bergnmot are now in request by manufac-

turers. A perfumery farm has lately been started in Santa

Barbara County, and a large planlation made of the

Bigitrade, or flowering orange. While these are among
the minor outlooks of the citrus industry, they deserve

mention as indicating the enterprise of our people.

These notes would be incomplete, if I forbore to speak

of the drawbacks and discouragements to which the citrus

culture is exposed. I might use stronger words and say

that ignorance on the one hand, and selfishness on the

other threaten its very existence. The same insect ene-

mies which have proved so destructive to the orange

orchards of Florida are upon us, and parasitic fungi are

not wanting. The evil has already become so great that

stringent measures for its prevention and cure were passed

by the last legislature. But while capitalists are investing

fortunes in orchards and vineyards, and settlers of mod-

erate means are by hundreds seeking homes in this favored

climate, there are few of any class patient enougli or per-

severing enough to wage elTectual war upon scale bug or

phylloxera. It is to be feared that an excellent law, and

the zealous fulfillment of the duties of State Horticultural
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officers will fail of their beneficent objects, through the

ignorance or apathy of the very classes who would re-

ceive all the benefit.

One is reminded of the boy sunning himself on a coun-

try fence, to whom a traveller called out: " Boy, tlie hogs

are getting into your potatoes." "Well, I guess them's

our hogs," replied the bo)', grinning. "But see," perse-

vered the traveller, " they'll spoil your whole crop of po-

tatoes!" "Well, I guess them's our taters, too," retorted

the youngster, without stirring. "Them's otir 'black

scales' and red scales, them's our codling moths and bark

lice," is still the reply of empirical art to the warnings of

science.

These gardens of the Hesperides are no exception to the

almost universal need of societies for the diffusion of hor-

ticultural knowledge among the people. Unrivalled in the

extent and variety of their productions, so placed that the

markets of the world are at the gates, increa.se of knowl-

edge of the laws governing production and exchange of

products seems the one thing needful to complete success.

Jeanne C. C-4J{r.

Pasadena, Aug. 34, 1881.

Report from Georgia.

Augusta, Ga.. Aug. 20, 1881.

P. B.\RRT, Chairman General F'ruit Committee American

Pomological Society :

Dear Sir:—In former reports a full description has been

given of the general outlines of fruit culture in Georgia,

and to avoid repetitions I beg leave to confine the present

report to such facts as bearing more particularly upon the

points named in your circular, together with others which
the past two years have brought to our notice.

1st. Our State comprises three main geographical as

well as distinct climatic zones, while our coast belt and that

immediately joining Florida permits the successful cultiva-

tion of many of the sub-tropical fruits, such as Oranges,

Bananas, Er}'obothr3'as, etc. The mountain region is well

adapted to the production of all the fruits cultivated in the

Middle States. It is, therefore, impossible to give in this

report a detailed list of all the fruits which are grown suc-

cessfully in Georgia, as each of the three zones has par-

ticular varieties best adapted to it. For instance, few

apples maturing later than July are of any value for the

coast belt, while in the mountain region we can grow most

successfully all varieties, ripening from the earliest to the

latest winter sorts. Again, early peaches are the insst

successful in the coast belt, late varieties seldom proving

of any value; whereas in the mountain region every vari-

ety, from the earliest to the latest, may be cultivated suc-

cessfully. This climatic difference has necessitated our

State Horticultural Society to divide its fruit catalogue in

three divisions, viz. : Coast, Middle and Mountain Regious.

Each division contains complete lists of all the fruits

adapted thereto, and I respectfully submit a copy of this

catalogue as my answer to the first and .second queries of

your circular. I would mention in this connection that

this catalogue can be obtained by addressing T. L. Kinsey,

Esq., Secretary, Savannah, Ga.

3d. There are but few varieties of fruits of great prom-

ise and of recent origin. Our lists of peaches and grapes

are already so extensive in numbers that the efforts of our

fruit-growers have in a measure been, not to increase, but

rather to eliminate the doubtful kinds from the most meri-

torious. Unless a new fruit possesses transcendent points,

our State Society has been most careful not to accept

it. In apples, the Simnums Bed and IIilye\'i Eureka

have been added to the list of promising well. In peaches,

the Elherta, a seedling of Chinese Cling, the Lula, a very

large July cling, have been similarly recommended.

4th. The Committee on Synonyms of our State Society

report the Ams(Un peach to be a synonym to Alexander,

and take the latter name as entitled to priority. Again,

while there are slight characteristic differences in a large

number of very early-maturing peaches, such as size of

flower, shape of gland of leaves, or their absence, there is

so little difference in the size, shape, color, texture of

flesh, quality, and period of maturity, that if there is dis-

tinction it consists merely in a name. We are satisfied

that these new early kinds are all distinct seedlings, origin-

ating in localities far distant from one another, still the

slight differences in flower and foliage seem to be their

only claim to a distinct name, and lead to the conclusion

that nearly all are offsprings from Hale's Early. We have

had excellent opportunities to observe the fruiting of many
varieties during the past three years, and excepting the dif-

ferences above mentioned, no difference could be detected

in the fruit of such varieties as Downing, Saunders, Wilder,

Honeywell, Musser, Cumberland, Gov. Garland, etc., etc.

As these are evidently all slight deviations from a common
type, efforts of progressive pomologists, whose aim is to

improve the list of very early peaches, should be based

upon different material than Bale's Early, as the latter pro-

duces offsprings having too much similarity.

5tb. The main obstacle to succes.sful peach-growing as

annual crops is the liability of injiuy to the fruit by spring

frosts. This, however, can be partly or entirely overcome

by smoking the orchard at the time frost is anticipated.

The object is to create a dense smoke, by using material

suitable for the purpose, either green brush, sawdust or

leaves. In small orchards, coal-tar burned in iron vessels

gives the best results. The borer (ageria e.rHiosa) is easily

managed by hilling up the trees early in spring, leaving

the cone of earth undisturbed all summer, and leveling

again after frost. A handful of unleached ashes applied

to the collar of the tree will destroy any larvse that may
have found lodgings in the spongy bark. The Phylloxera

has made its appearance in a few localities in Georgia. At

Atlanta and West Point slight traces of its presence have

been found, but so far no visible injury has been detected

upon the vines. The curculio is everywhere abundant, and

prevents the successful growing of nectarines and plums,

other than those of the Ghickasaio type. Fungoid diseases

sometimes injure the crop of June and July peaches. This,

however, never occurs unless the early part of June brings

a series of rainy da3's. The application of sulphur has

been tried with success upon peaches, especially the Hale's

Early, and when applied upon grapes as early as the begin-

ning of May, and repeated a fortnight afterward, fruit has

invariably been free from rot. Pear blight has of late

years disappeared from our State, at least in its zymotic

form. While we find occasionally a tree that is affected,

wholesale destruction of whole rows or whole orchards, as

formerly, is now seldom heard of. Slitting the bark in

spring has been extensively tried, and with excellent re-
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suits. Others have found beneficial results from the use of

a wash made with lime and flowers of sulphur. In several

sections the Sawyer (oncideres rinyuliitux) is very trouble-

some to pear trees. The only remedy so far suggested and

used is to burn the severed branches, and thus de.stroy tlie

prospective brood of insects.

6th. Culture and Pruning.—Peach orchards are usu-

ally planted in rows 20 feet each way. Cow peas are sown
in May or .June. If cut early, the stubble soon grows up

again, and a second crop of vines is produced. This is

plowed under in fall. Cotton is sometimes grown in orch-

ards witliout injurious effects to the trees. Trees are

pruned in winter by cutting off one-half or one-third of

tlie previous season's growth. Grapes are usually planted

in rows 8 by 8 or 10 by 10 feet, and trained upon trellis.

The pruning is usually that of annual renewal of wood.

Some growers have successfully practiced the self-support-

ing system. Vines are trained to one main stem, allowing

this to increase annually in height, and using stakes only

for three or four years, when they are no longer needed.

This system is advi.sable only upon soils of moderate rich-

ness in plant food.

7th. Very little difficulty exists in keeping many varie-

ties of apples through winter. The requisites are, to be

stored in a room where an excess of moisture or cold is

avoided. Some of our best fruit-growers use half or third-

bushel fruit crates, carefully sort the fi'uit and store in a

dry cellar, occasionally examining the apples through

winter. In this manner perfectly sound fruit is kept until

the early varieties mature the following summer. Our best

keepers are Sliockky, Romanite, Santa, Black Win'rior, Ben
Davit, Cannon Pearmain, CJuittahootchee Oreening, Etoirah,

Horn, Maverick, Moultrie's, Stevenson's Winter, Tates, etc.

8th. Our State depends more upon the peach crop for

shipping to Northern markets tlian that of other fiuits

One-third bushel crates for peaches have been found the

most desirable. Long tree moss (TiUandnia Usneoides), the

seed of Catalpa speciosa, or Erceluor are used for packing,

At the beginning of the season, say from May 30th until

June 20th, three layers of peaches are packed in each crate;

a layer of either of the above packing material is placed be-

tween each layer of fruit. After June 20th the peaches

then maturing become of larger size, and only two layers

of fruit are used. Grapes are packed in two, three and

five-pound boxes, the Delaicare and Ives being the earliest

varieties used for shipping. They mature in South Geor-

gia as early as July 4th. Pears—Growers of the Le Conte

pear in Thomas and adjoining counties have shipped their

crop in bushel ci'ates. This size seems to be preferred by

the Savannah and Middle Georgia pear-growers. Straw-

berries—The Savannah, Charleston and Florida Steamship

lines and the Atlantic Coast Railroad line have increased

the number of fruit refrigerators, which have allowed the

succe.ssful transportation to New York, Boston, and other

Northern cities, of the strawberry crop grown in South

Geoigia. Fruit grown in Middle and Upper Georgia has

been shipped to Chicago, Cincinnati and St. Louis by ex-

press. Quart and pint boxes are used, the former mainly,

and shipped in thirty-two-quart crates.

9tli. Statistics.— It is very difficult to state the progress

of fruit culture as regards increased acreage. From partial

reports sent to the State Department of Agriculture by its

correspondents, we are safe in saying that the increase in

acreage for the years 1880 and 1881 is fully ten per cent,

above the ratio of 1878 and 1879. The demand for fruit-

trees and grapevines has been unprecedented since 1865.

There is a manifest increase in the knowledge of selections

of varieties. Planters are evidently better acquainted with

the best varieties than they were before ; the result is that

our markets are supplied with better fruit and in much
greater abundance, causing the inferior grades, heretofore

the great bulk of our supplies, to become unsalable and

discarded.

GRAPES

Have yielded abundant and excellent crops; the whole

State brings them to perfection, but e.specially is this fruit

at home in the middle and upper sections. For several

years past there has not been any loss from rot wherever

the vines were properly cultivated, and numerous wine-

making establishments are in successful operation. In

former reports allusion has been made to some of our most

successful growers. All of these are still progressing, and

adding annually to their vineyards and capacity of wine-

making.
PEACHES.

The peach crop of 1881 was a partial failure. Some sec-

tions suffered a total loss; others were blessed with an

abundant crop. The first (Alexander) were shipped from

Georgia on May 30th, and were sold in New York for the

enormous sum of !|32 per bushel. The average price of

Ale.rinuhr from May 80th to June 20th was !J!lO per bushel.

Hale's netted but little less. Crawfords, Thiirber, Fkita's

St John, Oldmi.ron, Mountain Rose, sold at prices ranging

from $2 50 to $4 per third-bushel crate. Chinese Clings,

and other extra large peaches, sold at from 10 to 15 cents

per peach. The prices have been unusually high, choice

fruit bringing handsome returns, and demonstrated that,

notwithstanding the New York market may be overstocked

with ordinary fruit from Delaware and Maryland, for

which quotations are given at from $1.50 to ,|;2.50 per

bushel, our fruit-growers can readily obtain from .|2.50 to

$4 per third-btishcl if they send their choicest peaches. We
have to ship by express by inland all rail; some of us ship

to Boston, nearly 1,500 miles, and yet we find it a profita-

ble venture, when using due care in selecting varieties,

good cultivation, careful gathering and sorting, and, above

all, careful packing. The following list of peaches is rec-

ommended as being the most desirable for shipping to

Northern markets. They are named in order of maturity:

Alexander, Beatrice, Louise, Hide's, Tillvtson, fleita's St.

John, Mountain Rose, Tuskina Cling, Crawford's Early, Old-

rniron Free, Chinese Cling, Gen. Lee, Stonewall Jackson,

Thurber, Susquehannah, Stump the World.

PEARS.

The peai' crop has been very small, owing to heavy rains

at period of blooming. Thomas county growers have

shipped largely of LeConte, at prices of $3.50 to |4.50 per

bushel.
PLUMS,

Especially Wild Goose, have again proved a profitable crop,

and large orchards are now coming into bearing. The
average price has been $2.50 per third-bushel crate.

.JAPAK PERSIMMONS

Have fruited in several localities, and bid fair to be suc-

cessful in the middle and coast regions of Georgia.
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Were injured by severe frost of December 28, 1880, during

which the thermometer fell to a point not recorded since

1833. In the latitude of Augusta, on that date, 5° above

zero was recorded; in Atlanta, 2' below zero, and in the

mountain range as low as 8° below zero.

Did not suffer materially in Lower Georgia or on the coast,

where they were protected from the cold winds by belts of

timber.

RASPBERRIES

Yielded good crops. Those who have cultivated the Ciit/i-

ht'-rt report it a desirable variety.

Numerous letters are received from persons residing in

Northern States, asking for detailed information as to profits

of peach-growing in Georgia, best localities, prices of land,

etc.. etc. While it is difficult to give minute descriptions

and full answers to such queries, we desire to state that we
are satisfied the best peach-producing belt of the Southern

States extends through South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama
and Mississippi, between the 33d and 34th degrees, and

that the sandy loam formations in that belt produce the

most perfect fruit. Railroads make .shipping fruit an easy

matter. Lands are not high-priced, but rapidly rising in

value, and the climate is healthy and delightful.

Respectfully submitted,

P. .1. Bekckmans,

Chairman State Fruit Committee.

SPECIAL LISTS.

Recommended by the Georgia State Horticultural Society.

Leading varieties of apples for market orchards:

Sdm.wer—Red Astrachan, Red June, Early Harvest,

Family, Red Margaret of the South, Horse, Julian, Hom-
ony, Sops of Wine.

AuTDMN—Buncombe, Carter's Blue, Equinetelee, Hoo-
ver, Taunton.

Winter—Ben Davis, Chattahoochee, Greening, Etowah,

Hocketl's Sweet, Mangum, Nickajack, Romanite, Shock-

ley, Stevenson's Winter, Yates, Sauta, Black Warrior.

PEACHES.

Several imjjroved seedlings of Chinese Cling have been

introduced, less liable to decay than the original. The fol-

lowing new varieties, originated by Mr. Rivers, of Eng-
land, are all inferior in quality to the Mountain Rose,

which ripens at same season, viz. : Early Alfred, Early Al-

bert, Early Silver, Magdala, Dr. Hogg. Prince of Wales.

The early ripening varieties are reported best for the

coast region, all those maturing after Crawford's Late be-

ing liable to decay.

Leading market varieties in order of maturity—Alexan-
der, Beatrice, Louise, Hale's, Early Tillotson, Fleita's St.

John, Tuskena, General Taylor, Mountain Rose, Foster,

Early Crawford, Chinese Cling, Oldmi.xon Free, Susque-

hannah. Stump the World, Columbia, Lemon Cling, Indian

Blood Cling, Gaylord, Picquetts, President Church, White
Heath Cling, Eaton's Golden, Baldwin's, Austin, Darby's,

Bustians.

11

PEAKS.

Best varieties for market in order of maturity:

On Quince —Beurre Giffard, St. Michel Archange,

Beurre Superfin, Howell, Duchess d'Angouleme, Seckel,

Beurre d'Anjou.

On Standard—Doyenne d'Ete, Clapp's Favorite, Bart-

lett, Belle Lucrative, LeConte, Flemish Beauty, Beurre

Clairgeau, Lawrence, Beurre Easter, and Winter Nelis.

grapes.

Best Varieties for Market—Concord, Ives, Dela-

ware, Hartford, Wilder, Diana, Perkins.

Best for Wine— Reil—Jacques, Lenoir, Clinton, Con-

cord, Ives, Norton's Virginia. White—Delaware, Diana,

Warren, Scuppernong, Thomas.

Report from Indian Territory.

Fort Gibson, I. T,, Aug. 15th, 1881.

P. B.\RRY, Rochester, N. Y.

Herewith I enclose a brief report upon the subject of

Fruit Culture in the Indian Territory. I regret its imper-

fect character, but have no present means of improving it

materially. So I send it as a beginning. The freeze of

the 18th of November, which came before the season's

growth had matured, killed or injured a great many
orchards. There is but little fruit this year. I have about

•'00 Concord vines, about ten years old, which rarely fail

to produce large crops, that were all killed to the ground.

Budded peaches were generally killed. Among apples,

early summer and autumn varieties suffered most. I have

not heard of a Ben Davis tree that was injured.

A preliminary organization for the promotion of Horti-

culture in the Territory, was effected a short time since at

Muscokee. If it can be perpetuated and sustained it will

accomplish good. The drawbacks are sparse settlements

and lack of men who have time and means to devote to the

subject.

I desire to thank you for a copy of the Proceedings of

yom- Society, received some time ago.

In reporting upon the Fruit products of the Indian

Territory, it is proper to state that there is no organiza-

tion, but an incipient one, devoted to the interests of

Horticulture, within its limits. Individual views, and not

those sanctioned by an association, are those only that can

be offered. It should be further remarked that the charac-

teristics of the eastern portion of the Territory, respecting

soil, streams of water, forests and topography, differ from

those of the western. The former bear a close resemblance

to those of Western Arkansas, the latter to Western Kan-

sas. In the eastern portion are the reservations of the

Chickasaw, Choctaw, Creek, Seminole, Cherokee, Osage,

and a few smaller tribes of Indians, and extending from

Texas to Kansas. The fruit culture of the Territory is con-

fined chiefly, if not altogether, to the.se Indians and to this

portion of the country, but I believe it is nowhere a,^wcial1y.

A few good orchards were planted and cultivated in the

Territory between forty and fifty years ago, but they have

mostly disappeared, and the orchards of today are those

that have been set out since the war, and chiefly within six

or eight j^ears. Within that time a very lively interest has

sprung up among the people upon the subject of fruit cul-

ture, and a large number of trees, mostly apple and peach.
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were set out. How far this ardor is to be chilled by the

disasters to all kinds of trees, beginning with the freeze

the 18th of November last, when the mercury at the signal

office, at this place, indicated 10^ below zero, and continu-

ing to the present dry and heated term, with the mercury
in the shade at 105°, remains to be seen. The death of

hundreds of peach and apple trees which were last year

laden with delicious fruit—the reward of years of care and
labor, is, to say the least, in its effects, not extremely ex-

hilarating.

In response to your circular, I desire to say:

TUB SPECIES OP FRUIT,

Introduced or indigenous, found in the Territory, are

apple, apricot, cherry, nectarine, grape, peach, plum, pear,

liawpaw, mulberry, quince, strawberry, goo.seberry, rasp-

berry, blackberry, serviceberry and fig. Of nut bearing

shrubs and trees, are the hazel nut, chinquapin, hickory
nut, black walnut and pecan.

APPLES
Are successfully grown.

For summer, Eaiii/ ILireest, Carolina June and Red A)s-

trachan, I would think are entitled to two stars.

For autumn, Maiden's Blush, Rnmbo, two stars.

For winter, Winemp, Iiaiole\s Genet, Ben Davis and
Limber Twig (for its keeping qualities.)

The Ohio Pippin, American Summer Pearmain, and Bald-

win are also worthy of cultivation. The Ohio Pippin,

called here the Shannon apple, is perhaps the finest apple
in appearance, size and flavor, but a shy bearer.

PEACHES

Grow rapidly and abundantly. Trees are mostly seedlings,

and some of large size and excellent quality. Among the

budded varieties, while there are others of equal quality,

I would give Alexander, Hale's Early, Crawford's Early and
Heath's Cling two stars.

PEARS.

While there are some trees within my knowledge, from
thirty to forty years old, the pear, both as dwarf and
standard, is subject to blight, and but few are grown. I

cannot designate the best.

PLUMS

Grow profusely over the country. They are fif the Chicka-

saw family. The Wild Goose is mostly commended. The
finer kinds are not planted, except in a few instances.

The old Pie cherry is tlie most reliable. The Early

Richmond is deserving of culture. The May Duke and
Tartarinn have been unproductive and short lived, at least

with me.
QUINCES.

I have seen the quince of large size and tine appearance,

but I know of no hearing trees at present. Insects, and

summer drought and heat soon destroy it.

THE GRAPE,

In its wild state is at home in the Territory. In some of

its varieties it is found on the sides and summits of the

highest timbered lands, fringes the borders of the streams

and festoons tlie loftiest trees in the river bottoms. There

is but little vineyard culture. The Concord, on account of

hardiness, productiveness, and freedom from disease, is

worthy of two stars. The Isabella is good, Hartford Pro-

lific poor.

PERSIMMONS

Ai-e abundant in a state of nature, and are of different

qualities, size and date of maturity. Their propagation

has not been attempted, although worthy of it.

SMALL FRUITS.

The small fruits are indigenous, and grow profusely in

some localities. Among the cultivated varieties, the Hough-
ton gooseberry, Wilson strawberry, Miami raspberry, and
Lawtou blackberry, are the best known. The Houghton,

Miami, and Wilson are deserving of two stars.

Whortleberries grow on stony, timbered ridges, and
some years yield large crops of excellent berries.

THE NUTS

Mentioned are products of the forest. The Pecan is the

best, and grows from north of this place to Red River.

Those in the southern part of the Territory are supposed to

be nearly equal to those of Texas.

NEW NATIVE VARIETIES.

Seedliug apples and peaches are not uncommon; but I

have nothing special to offer imder this head.

SYNONYMS.

A few of the more common synonyms are the Kentucky

Red for the Ben Davis; Black Twig for Winesap; Tulpe-

hocken for Fallatcater; Little Romanite for Gilpin; Shannon

for Ohio Pippin. There are doubtless many others, but

correct nomenclature is but little understood.

OBSTACLES TO FRUIT CULTURE.

I am aware of no special obstacles to fruit culture pe-

culiar to the country included in this report. Late frosts,

sudden and extreme changes of temperature, and severe

droughts in the heat of long summers interfere with the

regularity of crops, the full development of growth of

trees and the uniform ripening of the fruit. Twig blight

occurs to a small extent in apple trees, which also begin

to decay, sometimes near the ground, and is probably

caused by too much moisture in a retentive clay subsoil,

and throwing too much earth aroimd the body of the tree.

Yellows I have not observed among peach trees.

Insects abound in this prolific climate. Flat and round

head borers, canker worms, codling moths, curculios, tree

crickets, June bugs, basket worms, wasps, limb girdlers,

.sometimes the Rocky Mountain locusts, are known to the

ordinary observer. The entomologist would readily ob-

serve others. The warfare carried on against them is by

numerous birds and friendly insects. Hogs are sometimes

turnedinto orchards to eat fallen fruit. The knife is used

to kill borers, and ashes placed about the roots and the

bodies of the trees washed with soap and water, to aid in

the work. Rabbits also destroy many trees.

CULTURE AND PRUNING.

The preparation of the soil is done by plowing and har

rowing. Heavy twohorse plows are used in bre iking tli
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ground, going twice in tlie same furrow when deemed
necessary, and thus effecting a partial subsoiling. Apple
trees are planted from twenty-five to thirty feet apart;

standard pears about the same, and peaches something less.

Apple trees are headed from three to four feet. Pruning
consists simply in cutting out interfering branches and
give a little opening to admit light and air through the

branches. Corn and cotton are usually cultivated between

the trees until they come into bearing and are so large as

not to readily admit growing crops. Afterwards the weeds

are kept down by plowing or mowing.

STORING .\ND KEEPING WINTEU FRUITS

Is done in cellars, or by piling them on the open ground in

suitable heaps and placing over them enough straw, earth

and boards to protect them from cold and rain. In season

there is more or less cider-making, drying, canning and
preserving done.

SHIPPING.

But little fruit is shipped. What there is, is done by
rail and ordinary farm wagons. No particular package is

used.

ST.^TISTICS.

There are no statistics of fruit culture and product cov-

ering the portion of the Territory referred to in this report.

Among the Chickasaws, Choctaws, Creeks and other

tribes are good orchards; but I have no information as to

their number and extent. In the Cherokee country, ac-

cording to the census taken by their own authorities, last

year, there are more than three thousand acres in orchards.

The fruit product of the Territory is small—its capability

very great.

Will. P. Ross.

This is the first report from this Territory, and is full of

promise.

—

Com.

Report from Arkansas.

To P. B.\uRY, Esq., Chairman General Fruit Committee,

Rochester, y. T.

Dbak Sir: The report I made to you, two years ago,

published in the transactions of the last meeting of the

American Pomological Society, embodies all I can say in

answer to the queries contained in your recent circular.

A frost in April destroyed the peach crop of the present

sea.son, except on the high hills, all over the State. The
excessive hot and protracted dry weather has killed a con-

siderable number of fruit trees and greatly retarded the

growth of the others, in many localities this summer.
My attention has been given to native grapes of late

years more than to any other class of fruits; and I find that

of the some three hundred sorts that have been commended
and more or less disseminated, there are not more than

thirty worthy of cultivation anywhere, and not more than

ten that it is advisable to plant in any single locality.

Here, Ives, Delaware, Perkins, Norton, Cynthiana, Her-

mann, Scuppernong, Tlwman and Flmrerx, all succeed ad-

admirably, whereas Concord, Martha, Herljemont, Louidana,

Ilmnboldt and other elsewhere popular sorts are invariably

destroyed by rot.

It is very essential to avoid planting varieties of grapes

in which the rot originates in juxtaposition to others. My

Irex and Delamirex that are away from any other kinds,

have been perfectly free from rot, while those on a few
vines of each that were in ray little experimental vinery

and near to HerbtniontK and others that spontaneously pro-

duce rot, were themselves badly affected. With the right

sorts, in the right situations, there is no branch of horticul-

ture that is more satisfactory or profitable than grape-grow-
ing at the South.

My experience inclines rae to the opinion that the best

plan of vineyard management in the Southern climate, is

to train the vines on an arbor, which admits of plowing
them both ways. After they come into bearing it is better

to cultivate only in the early part of the season and pasture

sheep in the vineyard during midsummer and fall, to keep
down grass and weeds; by the arbor system the fruit and
foliage of the vines being out of reach of the sheep.

Very respectfully,

S. J. Matthews.
Moulicello, Drew County, Ark., August 8th, 1881.

Report from Mississippi.

Canton, Miss., Sept. 2d, 1881.

P. Barry, Vhainnan General Fruit CoianUtUe, Rochester,
New York.

De.\r Sir—In response to your printed circular of April

last, I beg leave to submit the following bi'icf rejiort—brief

for two reasons:

First—Most of the (juestions were answered in our last

report, and it is not deemed necessary to repeat those

answers here. Secondly—For the pa.st three seasons there

have been failures in the fruit crops, extending more or less

all over the State, especially the larger fruits, viz., peaches,

pears and apples, so that a comparison of varieties, in order

to test their respective merits, could not be had. In peaches

especially, some of the varieties of recent introduction,

such as Ooi\ Garland, Watsrho, Wilder, Downing and

others, would have borne this season, but for the general

failure, which affected them as well as older varieties. In

the last twenty-five years, I do not recollect three consecu-

tive failures of the peach crop. The failure this season was

not due so much to the general severitj' of the past winter,

the thermometer here (Canton) reaching six degrees above

zero, its lowest point, as to a cold spell which occurred the

latter part of March and early April, when, after a north

wind of several days' duration and increasing cold, the

thermometer fell to 36 degrees, or six degrees below the

freezing point, on the 2d of April. Peaches and plums had

set unusually heavy crops of fruit, apples were in blossom,

and pears about through blooming. So far as I can learn,

only an occasional tree or orchard escaped, and these were

favored doubtless by some natural protection. Seedlings

fared no better this season than budded kinds, but it. not

infrequently happens that seedlings bear good crops when
fruit of the Imdded kinds is killed by frost. In view of

this fact, and the uncertainty of the seasons for several

years past, and at the risk of a frown from my brethren of

" the budding knife," I would encourage a judicious plant-

ing of peach seedlings, in quantity sufiicient at least as a

'reserve" in case late spring frosts should kill the budded

varieties. With some effort in collecting, varieties of fair

quality can be obtained, extending more than half through
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the season, that will reproduce themselves with tolerable

accuracy. Possitilj' a list might be made covering the

entire season. In times of great scarcity we are not so par-

ticular as to quality in fruits. For certainty of crop and
abundance of yield, "progress"" with the peach seems to lie

in that direction. The same idea will apply to the plum also.

PEAR BLIGHT.

Last season I tried linseed oil, applying it with a piece of

cloth or rag over the body and larger limbs. I selected

trees of the Rartlett, on both pear and quince stocks, that

were then blighting, and after cutting off the blighted

branches well into the sound wood, applied the oil. These

trees have grown well this season, and have shown no

blight. The disease, however, is less prevalent this year

than usual, notwithstanding the severe and protracted cold

of last winter. This season has been a drj' one. We have

most blight in wet seasons.

SY^'ONYMS.

In peaches, Yellow Sf. John is also called Mail Binnty;

Healli Cling, the English Peach; and Cdhim/jia is called also

Pace and St. Step/u'n'n.

In pears. Mr. R. Jackson, a cvdtivator near Sardis. men-
tions the John Williams variety as keeping all \vinter. Sev-

eral years since I obtained several trees of this variety from
the neighborhood of Memphis, and about the same time

from about tifty miles south of this scions of what was then

known as the Lyons Chrislinas Pear. I have not fruited

these yet. but their growth and appearance indicate that

they are the same and identical with a variety that has been

grown in this county (M:idison) for over twenty years as the

CohiiiiMa, a pear of good size, pyriform in shape, yellowish

green color, and having a smooth glossy skin. This is the

best winter variety so far tested here, superior to Easter

Beurre or Doyenne d'Akncjyn, but trees are somewhat sub

ject to blight.

STR.\WBERRIES.

I notice that Wilson's Albany has but one star. Give it

another by all means.

On further trial Captain Jack and Cuinberlanri Triumph

are found worthy of a star. They do well on good clay

soils. One star for Monarch of thfi West. On deep, strong

soils it is tine, but will hardly bear carriage to distant

markets.

Table of native and introduced fruits, nuts, &c.—Give

one star each to Beech, Black Walnut, Red and Black Mul-

berry, Wild Bed and Yellow, also Chickasaw Plums; Ap/de,

American Crab; Black Cap Ttaspberry. Deicberry and
Chinquapin.

SUH-TROPICAL FRUITS.

For information concerning these I take great pleasure in

referring you to a report from W. A "Whitfield, Esq., of

Bay St. Louis, on the Mi.ssissippi Gulf coast, which rejiort

I enclose. His lon.s experience and observation in cultivat-

ing this class of fruits, entitle his statements to great con-

fidence, and this jiaper fills up a gap imavoidably left o])en

in our former reports. I enclose also letters from several

correspondents in other parts of the State, which may be of

service. Wishing you a pleasant and profitable session, and
regretting that I cannot be with you in person as I certainly

.shall be in spirit.

I remain, very respectfully.

Wm. H. Cassell,

Chairman State Fruit Committee.

Errata,—In my last report, when mentioning the

intensity of the cold here and at Jackson, Miss., I wrote

—4° and —8°, meaning 4° and 8° below zero, the coldest

ever known here. It is printed without the— , which means

aboce zero. The expression G° in same connection is printed

correctly. C.

REPORT ON SUB-TROPICAL FRUITS.

Shelby, Bay of St. Louis, Miss. /

August 18th, 1881. f

Wm. H. Cassell, Esq.

Dear Sir—My experience of a third of a century does

not correspond exactly with some of the florid accounts

found in our papers relative to the growing of sub-tropical

fruits upon the Mississipiii Gulf coast. And as severe truth

is always better in the long run than pleasant fiction, I shall,

in complying with your request, proceed upon the basis of

what has been done, rather than of what can be done. The
time has been when I could go into my garden and gather

a basket of fruit of several different kinds every day in the

year; but much of it I now find it is cheaper to buy in the

New Orleans market. The growing of pine apples, lemons,

limes, guavas and bananas, so far as profit is concerned, is

a failure. The tig, pomegranate, orange, and in some fav-

ored localities, the Jajjanese plum, grow well and bear large

crops, but still are not invariably a success. The fig rijiens

its second and always largest crop at the beginning of our

summer rains, which renders the fruit more or less insipid

and unhealthy, and as it docs not bear transportation, and

is not rendered any better by canning, it is hardly a success.

Three trees well grown will supply a large family from

June to November, sa.y a Celestial or Lenwn for the earliest,

Green Tschia for mid-season, and Late Smyrna for the fall.

I have often gathered a bushel at a time from a single tree

in the month of September. The pomegranate does equally

well, ripens its fruit finch", and is very healthy and refresh-

ing; coming when other fruit is scarce, and having strong

astringent properties, it is well adapted to its season of

maturity. But as there is but very little demand for it

at)road. it can hardly be called a success. I think, though,

the time is coming when it will be shipped by the thousand

boxes to the fever district farther north. The Mesjiilus or Ja-

panese Plum, as soon as we can get a seedling that will bloom

a month earlier or two months later, will be a success.

The difficulty is not so much in the tenderness of the plant

as in its vuiforlunate time of blooming. I have had delicious

fruit in December, and equally fine in June, the one the re-

sult of a late fall, the other of an early winter.

This brings us to the orange, and that we in most varieties

l)rune severely down. All foreign varieties tried (a few

seedling Cirilian excepted) have fallen before the frigid

weather of last winter. I have trees of this character that

are twent.y-five years old and a foot iu diameter that have

never given me a bushel of oranges. But, sir. there is

nothing in this to regret. We have in Louisiana all that

we can ask—hardy trees, large, delicious, beautiful fruit,

unsurpassed by any in the world. Do not misunderstand

me. I do not intend to say that all Louisiana oranges are

hardy, or large, or fine flavored, but that progress is in that

direction. We have many trees bearing No. 1 fruit that are

much hardier than the old Bitter Sweet, which has been

grown so long as an ornament when it was supposed that

the Sweet could not Uve. And as it is a well known fac
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o fruit-eaters, that the further north any fruit can be grown
to maturity, so much the richer iu Havor will it be. so our

best kinds, when coming iu competition with each other, no

matter from what quarter, have invariabl_v taken the praise.

Many j-ears ago I suggested the rejection of all tender kinds,

and the grafting from the most hardy. Those who have

followed this plan, with other simple precautions, I believe

have succeeded. My place is farther north than any other

on which the orange has been grown to any considerable

extent. It is entirely without water protection, and my
trees are open to the glare of a mid-day sun. Yet I have

tive hundred trees, every one a choice kind, which passed

the last severe winter with only the lo.ss of their leaves and

tlower-buds. One crop in twenty-seven is a faihire. Mj-

|)lan has been to plant my seed from hardy kinds only,

in nursery rows, where they are suffered to remain for three

years. Every one that is winter killed is rejected as bad.

Every one %vith small leaves or large pinnate lobes is set

aside for grafting. The remainder, if unsold, are planted

fifteen feet apart each way, trimmed low and encouraged

to branch near the ground. This plan has many advantages.

It requires two freezes to kill a tree whose body is entirely

covered with leaves. The first must make the tree bare, the

second does the work; and as it takes considerable time for

the leaves to fall, the chances wiU be that the winter will pass

without the exposure. The fruit is much easier gathered.

and the collar disease more easily managed by inarching

over the affected parts. The soil should be moderately moist,

not wet, and the ground frequently stirred or thoroughly

mulched through the summer, so as to induce a strong,

vigorous growth. A healthy tree will pass a freeze unhurt

that would kill a neglected one. The orange has two sea-

sons of growth, the early spring and summer. It can be

removed at any season of the year, but is best done just

before it begins to grow. It buds readily when in growth,

and grafts in late winter near the ground, when the wound
covered with moist earth, and well nursed, will begin to bear

in tive or six years. A man satisfied with a competence can

make it among us by growing oranges. He can have good

health when he finds good water, and contentment when
there are but few mosquitoes; but he who comes expecting

to reap ten dollars for every hundred cents worth of work,

had better have gone elsewhere. Last year's crop, about

5000 barrels; this year, not one.

Tours respectfully,

W. A. Whitfield.

NOTES FROM CRYSTAL SPRINGS.

Crystal Springs, Sept. 1, 1881.

W. H. C.\S8ELL, Esq.

Dbar Sir—Owing to killing frosts in the spring, and

severe drought since, we are unable to make a very satisfac-

tory report of the fniit crop. We don't think we were ever

visited by as many disastrous frosts, and followed by a

worse drotight.

PEARS.

Pears have been almo.st a failure during the last few years,

except some varieties in certain localities. Blight seems to

be our great enemy. They seem to be more subject to the

disease in rich bottom lands than where the pears are culti-

vated. We have .seen some of our old native varieties

growing out in the pa.sture uncultivated, thirty and fortj-

years old The Duc/iesse seems to do best, and to be less

liable to blight.

GRAPES

Were cut short this year from drought and cold weather.

Concord, Delaware and Ive's Sfedling are the leading varie-

ties. Messrs. Brown, from Annie, Illinois, introduced a

white amber grape, which seems to suit our climate remark-
ably well. They ripened about ten days before the Concord

and brought about fifteen cents per pound in the Chicago
market. I think it is the Perkins or similar to it. Birds

depredated badly on grapes this season. I tried paper bags,

but even these they picked off and then devoured the fruit.

Our experience with paper bags is a failure. They harbor

in.sects and dont protect from rot.

PEACHES.

We had a splendid prospect t(jr peaches till the 2d of

April, when the entire crop was killed by severe frost. The
early varieties are the most profitable

—

Amsden, Alexander

and Beatrice, the latter too small but a great bearer and free

from rot. The Graces peach, originated by Mr. Graves, of

Hazlehurst, is said to be about a week earlier than the

Alexander, and a remarkably fine peach, equal in size or

larger than the Alexander or Aiasden. Among the late,

Sfinsoii's Late, which ripens about the last of October, is

the finest we have ever seen. It was originated by Mr.

John Stinson, of Meridian. Miss. Peach growing has not

been ver}' encouraging, owing to disastrous frosts.

STRAWBERRIES.

Owing to the terrible drought of two or three months,

.strawberry plants have suffered worse than any other plants.

Wilson's and Charleston (JVeunan's) have stood the hot sun

better than any other varieties. Cajrtain Jack, Slxirpless,

Charles Downing, Mrjnarch of the WestaaA Crystal CV/y could

not stand the summer's drought. Captain Jack died out

worse than any other. The grub seems to be worse during

dry seasons. Plants which were well worked resisted the

drought better than plants which were not worked.

PLUMS.

The WUd Goose seems to be the favorite variety. They
have been very much troubled by a small insect, which

begins to prey upon the leaves of the trees as soon as thej'

begin to put out. The leaves turn white, as if they were

blighted.

JAPAN PERSIMMONS.

Where the trees have been planted thej' seem to do well,

although none have fruited in this immediate locality. We
have seen the fruit raised near Natchez, Miss. , which is a

few miles south of this. We think that wherever the native

persimmon grows as luxuriantly as it does here, the Japanese

persimmon will do ecjually as well.

Taking fruit culture on the whole, we think there is much
progress in the business. New orchards are being planted

out, and fruit growers are becoming better acquainted with

the business. The acreage of strawberries has been largely

increased, and during some years has been quite remunera-

tive. Respectfully,
S. H. Stackhouse,

H. W. Stackhouse.

NOTES FROM SARDIS.

Sardis, Mi.ss., August 2.3, 1881.

Dear Sir—Yours of the 3th received. In reply, I would

state that there is verj' little interest taken in fruits iu this

part of the State. The following kinds do well here:
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STRAWBERRIES.

Wilitoti. Ciiptain Jack, aud C'hiirles Duirniiiy. Sharpkss I

have tried two years, and it will not stand this climate. It

is a failure with me.

R.\SPBERRIES.

In lilack, the Mninninth Cluster and Senecn, and in red,

Britnttywine and Philadelphia, do best with me.

GR.\PES.

Conrtird, Harlfurd, let's Seedling, Bnghtnn and Deliima-c,

all do well. I have not fruited Ladi/ yet.

PE.\KS.

Biiiihtt, Diicliesse, Limise Bonne, Hoircll, Jnhn Willinnis*

(this is a winter pear, keepini; all winter), Easter Benrre.

For blight 1 make the following mixture; One peek of

lime, one ounce of crude carbolic acid, dissolved in one

gallon of water, one quart salt. Ajtply with ^^llite wash

on body and limbs. Trees where applied look healthy.

For peach borer—In spring clean aroimd the collar of the

trees, and apply half a bushel of a.shes around each ti-ee.

First with a knife clean out all borers.

The ]Vitd Ofiuse takes the place of all other varieties liere.

The peach and pear crops are a failure here this year.

Strawberries were about half a crop. Kone were shipped

;

the)' were sold in home markets at prices ranging from 20

cents to 25 cents per quart.

Respectfully, li. Jacicson.

Report from Texas

P. Barry, Chairman General Fruit Comnuttee, American

PoniaUjgical Society

:

Dear Sir:—The State of Texas is so large, and its pro-

ducts so varied, it is impossible to give a list of fruits suit-

able to every part of the State. I think it is best to give at

least three reports, one for South Te.xas, one for Middle

Texas, and one for North Texas. Mr. G. Onderdonk, of

Victoria County, has, at my request, written a report for

the coast section, and Mr. Munson, of Denison, for North

Texas. I hope this will be satisfactory to you and the

Society.

In this section of the Stale, we can grow nearly all the

varieties of the peach, and a number of apples, pears,

plums, grapes, strawberries and some raspberries.

We had a severe frost on the night of April 13th, of this

year, that extended over nearly all of the State, and our

peach crop was nearly all destroyed. Apples escaped, and

our trees are well laden. We have a fair crop of pears.

Grapes were nearly all killed, but the trees and vines were

not injured beyond the loss of the fruit.

Here we grow to perfection Ah.rander, Amsdcn, Ilak's

Early, Mountain Hose, Troth's Early, Stirmp the World, Old

Mixon Free, Crawford's Early and Late, Reeves' Favorite,

SuM/uehanna, Old Mixon Cling, better known here as Con-

gress Cling, Chinese Cling, Bronoiigh Cling. Lemon Cling,

Amelia, and we have a number of the new sorts tliat prom-

• Prol)ably Columbia.

ise well. Akxander sold this year at the rate of |2.50 per

peck. Other sorts have sold at about .$1.00 perpeck box in

the markets of Austin, Hou.ston, and Galveston.

We have some large orchards. Dr. E. N. Fielding, of

Houston, has about 10,000 trees, and he is well pleased

with results. Mr. Bowen, of Mexia, has large orchards,

mostly Duehesse d'Angouleme, and finds them very profitable.

Of all the sorts I have tested, I find Howell and Bartlett

best this year.

.vpples.

Most of the early sorts do well; Bed Astrachan and Early

Harvest as well as in any country.

We cannot grow the older sorts, but all of the Cldekasnir

family do well. Wild Ooose is perhaps the best for market.

In Eastern Texas there are a number of seedlings from the

Green Oage that bear large crops of fine fruit.

strawberries

Grow splendidly aud bear well when planted in rich, natu-

rally moist soil. Wihon, Charles Downing, Sharpkss,

Hcxamer's Seedling. Boyden's No. 30, are the best here.

mulberries.

We find the New Ameriam, a sort sent out several years

ago, by Mr. Perry, of your State, to do admirably. It

makes a fine tree, and bears immense crops. Doicning's

Everbearing is good, but although like the other, is not so

good a grower.
FIGS

Grow everywhere; all the sorts we ever tried have done

well.

.TAPAN MEDLARS

Make fine ornamental trees, and we have fine crops of

fruit in mild seasons. As the fruit ripens here In Febru-

ary and March, it is often destroyed by frost.

.JAPAN persimmons.

We have some grafted on the wild or native persimmon,

that are growing well; have stood last winter's frost, and

the terrible hot, dry weather of this summer. I have trees

growing vigorously that bad no rain for eight weeks, and

the mercury from 90° to 104'" in the shade. All the plants

I imported have died out; but we have not lost one on the

native roots. I do not know how they would stand trans-

planting; we have not yet tried the experiment.

GRAPES.

We grow mostly the same sorts you do in New York;

and with a little care we can grow nearly any kind. After

looking over the catalogue, I do not wish to make any

change.

We have a number of new peaches on trial. Some of

them are very good; but I think we ought to be very

cautious in recommending any: our list is long enough now.

Saunders, Wilder, Downing, Honeywell, Briggs' May, Bow-

ers' Early, and Thurber might bo marked as promising.

Hespeetfully submitted,

WiLLiAJi Watson,

Brenham, Texas.
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REPORT FROM MISSION VALLEY, VICTORIA
COUNTY, TEXAS.

Mission Valley, Texas, July 25, 1881.

Mr. P. Barry, Chairman General Fruit Committee, Ameri-

can Pomological Society.

Dear Sir:—I am requested by Mr. William Watson, of

Brenham, Texas, to act for this section for the State Com-

mittee, of which he is chairman. I have made to him as

complete reports as I could well do, with the request that,

if possible, he should procure the division of this State

into three divisions, each to be reported separatel}-—North-

ern Texas, Middle Texas, and Southern Texas. And in-

deed the opposite facts of the different sections would

make it quite impossible to make a combined report in the

usual form which would give a fair presentation of facts.

I can readily see that a single set of statements would do

for Massachusetts or any one of the New England or

Middle States; but Texas is forty times as large as Massa-

chusetts—is larger than all New England, the Middle

States and Maryland added—embracing more than ten

degrees of latitude. The contrasts of Texas climates is

still more intensified by the fact that what would be, even

otherwise, the warmest, is rendered still hotter by being de-

pressed to the level of the sea. On the other hand her

northern parts are still colder than otherwise, because of

the considerable elevation. These intense climatic con-

trasts should be considered. While reports by States may
work very well in general, yet when applied to Texas

would involve grave inaccuracies, as what would be true

of one part would be wholly false when applied to another.

As I have said to Mr. Watson, I do not imagine that you

or he are unable to see these difficulties; but what I seek

is some tangible remedy, and it seems to me that a separate

report for each of the three great natural divisions of the

State, according to climate—Southern, Middle, and North-

ern Texas, would give remedy. I therefore made my
papers to him distinctly for Southern Texas, asking him to

present them in that form. But thinking it (the request)

might be inconsistent with his instructions from the Gen-

eral Committee, / hate prepared revised reports to fortrard

directly to yourself, with the request that Southern Texas

have a fair representation by their acceptance as a separate

report for that section, which is so unlike the upper por.

tions of the State.

I regret that I have not the Society's Catalogue, that I

could compare my own experience with its indications. I

have not seen the report of the last meeting.

Respectfully,

G. Onderdonk.

FUNGOID GROWTH ON FRUITS.

In Southern Texas we notice on the surface of apples

and pears, a small spot, which is generally attributed to the

sting of an insect. It begins to appear when the fruit is

not more than half grown, and continues till the close of

the season. It seems, at first, to affect only the skin, which

becomes black, in small circular spots. When the spot has

attained about the size of a silver dime, then the flesh be-

neath this spot shows decay, which extends to every part.

Usually there are only one or two spots upon the same

specimen, but sometimes several appear.

Having subjected affected apples and pears to the test of

good lenses, a fungoid growth is clearly seen to be the

cause. The fact that some varieties are more subject to

attack than others, while others are exempt altogether,

suggests a point for study. I have seen no case of pear

blight in Southern Texas. We await with interest, sug-

gestions of a remedy.

APPLES FOR SOUTHERN TEXAS.

Experience in Southern Texas has developed the follow-

ing results;

1st.—For the first three or four years apple trees main-

tain an enormously rapid growth, exceeding anything I

have ever seen at the North.

3d.—After this excessive growth they take a dwarf habit.

I should judge their duration would prove to be about

twenty to thirty years, according to variety.

3d.—The dwarf apple or anything but a standard stock

is totally impracticable.

4th.—Few varieties prove productive.

.5th.—Most varieties are more or less subject to rot, caused

by a very minute fungus on the surface of the fruit. (See

report A.

)

Gth.—That some varieties are so far exempt from attack

as to be worthy of cultivation—and one Southern Texas

seedling (Stevens) is entirely exempt. Our list for dissemi-

nation in the coast region consists of *Red May, *Early

Harvest, *8iJinmer Queen; Southern Texas seedlings, *Sa.n

Antonia,*Stevens, *Jones' Favorits; **Lincoln's Wojider and

*Sally Grey, from Kentucky thirty years ago. Early Red
Mnryaret, Ben Davis and Shockley are promising well here,

and are reported as successful in Middle and Northern

Texas. Past experience suggests that future experiments

will enlarge our list.

PEAR CULTURE IN SOUTHERN TEXAS.

Experience and observation continually strengthen our

confidence in pear culture for this region. I have seen no

case of blight. I have seen half standard trees thirty years

old, still in vigorous health. I planted my first trees in

1870. The first planting did so well that I increased my
orchard. Continued success has induced continued plant-

ing, till I have an orchard of seven hundred trees, dwarf

and standard. Every year strengthens the belief that our

best final results are to be obtained with standards.

I have experimented with about fifty varieties, but am
concentrating upon the following: **Bearre Base,*Bart

lett, **I>iic!iess6 d'Angouleme, ^Doyenne d'Ete, **Harvest {?)

\Le Conte.

PEACH CULTURE IN SOUTHERN TEXAS.

An experience of thirty years in Southern Texas has

convinced me that we can successfully raise peaches in the

extreme South of Texas. But we have found that the

varieties of the common or Persian strain, such as are gen-

erally cultivated north of us, are all unprofitable here. 1

have here known no orchard of those varieties that has

not run itself into debt. As we go northward we find the

old strain doing better, but have seen no region far below

the middle of Texas, where it is thoroughly reliable for

productiveuess.

Yet this is a good peach country if we confine our plant-

ing to varieties of the Chinese and Spanish strains. The

Chinese varieties are hardy and productive side by side

with the orange and lemon, the guava and banana, where
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all varieties of the common strain are utterlj' vvoitbless.

Of the Chinese strain we would call attention to llie

Honey and tlie Pecii-to, or Flat Peach of China, for extreme

southern regions. We are indebted to Mr. P. J. Berck-

raans, of Augusta, Ga., for both of these varieties, which

he obtained from seed from Asia. Some new Chinese

varieties are in the hands of horticulturists, and will soon

be offered to the public. While this strain is of vast im-

portance to the extreme south, yet we doubt its value for

higher latitudes. I enclose an engraving of the Peen-to,

or Flat Peach of China, the engraving being about an

inch below size.

Of the Spanish strain, there are already about eight or

ten varieties of superior value to this region, and we be-

lieve that this type of peaches offers an interesting field of

enterprise for the southern horticulturist, and in connection

witli the Chinese, is destined to play an important part in

the future pomological resources of the extreme south,

and perhaps may profitably be introduced to the northern

limit of peach culture. Trees of one variety (Oiidirdonk^s

Fiu-urite) are now bearing in the hands of Mr. John Niesch,

of Malvern, Arkansas, who reports it a valuable introduc-

tion, enduring frost even better than those of the common
strain. Trees sent to Southern France lliree years ago are

so promising as to induce orders last winter from that

country. My confidence in the superior vigor and longev-

ity of the Spanish strain of peaches leads me to hope that

it will prove a valuable acquisition to American pomology.

I"t,UMS IN SOUTllERK TEXAS.

All varieties of European plums are a failure here.

Yet a resort to the Pruiius Chickasuw is giving a very

good list, among which are **\V-ild Goose and **Indm,n

Chief; also of hj'brids *De Caradeuc, *Brill and *Miner.

A number of new varieties are in the hands of horti-

culturists, soon to be offered to the public. The fol-

lowing new valuable varieties are being disseminated;

\Africtin—Large, round: russet when ripening; dark

red with small specks when ripe; juicy, sub-acid; ripens

about June 1st. Origin, Dewitt County, Texas.

\ Jennie Lucas—Large, ovate; clear bright yellow; very

juicy, sub-acid; ripens about May 1.5th. Originated at the

Mission Valley nurseries, in Victoria County, Texas, and

first disseminated in 1879.

\ Early Red—Large, globular, obtuse pyriform; pale

red; subacid; small seed; ripens about May 5th. Origin-

ated at Mission Valley nurseries, Victoria County, Texas,

and first disseminated in 1879.

We have a variety showing ripe samples in April, but

the quality and habit of tree is such that it has not been

offered to the public. We have a flattering prospect of a

much improved list at an early day.

GRArES VOK SOUTHEKN TEXAS.

The only thoroughly and permanently successful varie-

ties of grapes found valuable here belong to the Jistivalis

class. The northern ^Bstivalis evidently do not belong to

the extreme south of Texas. While authorities have not

subdivided the southern jEstivalis (called by some " Vini-

fera like") group, yet the climate of the gulf coast of

Texas points out distinctions which we cannot ignore.

We are too far down for the varieties which, from the

want of an authoritative name, we may here designate the

Rulander division—including the Rulander, Louisiana, Vun-

ninyham, Black- July and perhaps some others.

That portion of the Aestivalis group, which from want

of an authorized name we designate the Herhemont division,

is perfectly at home in Southern Texas, and seems to be

successful all over the State. This class includes the

**Lenoir and" **Herbemoni of tried value, and, besides some
new varieties in the hands of horticulturists, soon to be

di.sseminated, we have the following already before the
public:

f Harwood—harge, nearly double the size of Herbemont;

lighter purple (no pulp like all others of its class). " Sucks

ofWine"—bunch large, shouldered, compact; would make a

wliite wine; joints short, leaf quite like that of Herheinoni,

ripens four or five days earlier; quite a Herhemont of

t'litatvbd. size. Does not grow readily from cuttings.

Obtained from Major Harvard, of Gonzales, Texas.

\Dunn—Berry about eighty per cent larger than Herbe-

mont; fruit of similar quality, but paler, and about ten or

fifteen days later. Has Herbemont foliage, wood, and gen-

eral habit. Grows freely from cuttings. We obtained

this grape from Mr. Dunn, Western Texas, and have called

it after his name.

^ McKee—Berry considerably above size of Herbemont;

pale amber; quality quite similar to Herbemont, ripens

about a week before it, and has similar leaf and habit.

Originated on the premises of a Mr. McKee, in Northern

Texas, and is probably a seedling of Herbemont.

At one time the Sireetwater, a white grape of much ex-

cellence, of the V. Vinifera group, was successful all over

Southern Texas. During the last few years it has failed

in most places, probably on account of phylloxera.

The isothermal lines governing the boundaries of the

different groups has not been closely determined in

Texas, but could readily be done by a system of re-

ports from the different belts from the Gulf to Red
River. All divisions of the ^Estivalis are evidently

at home at Denison, Texas—(T. V. Munson). The La-

bruscas are not a full success at Waco, Texas—(E. W.
Krause). The Rulander division will probably be found

successful in the isothermal line passing near Austin. Ex-

plorations do not show how far south the Herbemont

division will succeed. But it is doing well in latitude 26°

SYNOKTMS.

HerliciMnt— Warren.

Lenoir—Jacques, Black Spanish, Cigar Box (incorrectly),

Burgundy, El Paso.

FIG CULTURE.

Southern Texas seems well adapted to fig culture. We
scarcely cultivate anything that yields such large returns

for so little labor as the fig. They will probably prove

profitable without protection as far up as the thirtieth

parallel, and with slight protection the fig would be prac-

ticable all over the State.

Fig culture for export has not been pursued by any of

our people, but here is surely a tempting field for enter-

prise. The variety most valuable here for general cultiva-

tion is what we call the Magnolia, and which I am quite

convinced is the Brown Turkey of Georgia.

Respectfully submitted,

G. Onderdonk.
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REPORT FROM NORTH TKXAS.

Denison. Texas, August 1st, 1881.

Wm. Watson, Chairman Fruit Committee for State of

Texas, Brenham, Texas.

Dear Sir—Below I attempt to comply with your iiiiuc^t

to act for this sectiou of the State.

Hcferring to the questions in P. Barry's circular iu order,

I reply;

1st. specfes of fruit, .vnd 3d. varikties.

The .Vpple is only moderately successful. It sutlers from

summer heat, the tree scalding on the southwest side in

winter and arouud the collar in summer, unless the head

is very low, or some shade is employed, some of the varie-

ties suffering much more than others. Blight is also quite

destructive in some seasons and soils. Root rot occurs in

land where water stands long after nuu-h rain, and is

remedied by thorough drainage.

Early varieties generally do best, ripening before the

severe heat of summer, while late varieties are apt to sun-

scald, rot and drop prematurely. Crops such as sweet

potatoes, cotton, whip-poor-will peas, melons, &c., are

usually grown in young orchards of apples, as also in peach.

|ilum. jie.ir, &c.. till the trees are too large.

V.\RIETIES.

In giving varieties, I follow the list of fruits recom-

mended by the North Texas Horticultural Society, with

revision of my own. warranted by further experience since

its compilation.

Early Harvest *, Carolina Red June **, Red Astrm-han **^

Hominy *, Summer King *, Julian *, Cooper's White *,

American Summer Pearma in *
, Maidens Blush*, Duchess

of Oldenbvrg *, Horse *, Carter's Blue **, Equinetelee (Buck,

inghnni, Bachehr, iS^c.)**, Hoover*, Taunton*, Shannon
(Ohio Pippin by some) *, Bailey's Sweet *, Jonathan *, Bun_
c«mbe (R. W. Pearmain)*, Ben Davis **, Kentucky Streak**

^

Mangum*, Wine Sap*, Riides Oenet*, Stevenson's Winter**.

Etowah *, Shockley **, Small Roinanite *, Limhertiriri *^

Yif-tes **.

Ckabs— TrA(Y;«!y, Xo. 20 **, Hyslop **, Transcendent *.

1 know of few new varieties of apples here worthy of

introduction. One originating with .Judge .Jos. Bledsoe, of

Sherman, a summer apple of sure and prolitic habit of

bearing, of good size and quality, is worthy of mention.

I have not had a full description, and shall have to learn

more of it to speak advisedly.

THE PEAR

Suffers chietly from blight, especially in "dead land"

(soils needing drainage and subsoiling), otherwise the pear

would be as successful here as anywhere in the world, as

the fruit acquires very line quality in our red and gypsum
soils.

Varieties

—

Cha.mbers f, Le Contt f, Bartlett **, Clapp'"

Favorite **, Fkmish Beauty *, Louise Boioie de Jersey *,

Duchesse d'Angouleme **, Hoioell *, Beurre d'Anjou **, Shel_

don *, Seckel **, Keiffer f , Laiprence *, Beurre Easter *.

peaches

Arc a most successful fruit here, never having entirely failed

since the settlement of this part of the country. This applies

chiefly to the Post Oak lands, bordering on Red River and

its tributaries, with the head-waters of Trinity River, than

which a tiner region for the iierfect development of the

peach probably does not exist. Denison peaches have alreadv

acquired quite a reputation throughout the western markets.

Borers and curculios arc about our only drawbacks, such
things as yellows, leaf blight or mildew not being known.
•Root rot" occurs in "spring lands." For profitable

market culture, the earlier varieties are most largely planted,

but the season will mature peaches from May l.jth to Nov-
ember 10th.

Varieties—.4;;;/t(f f, Alexander **, Baker's Early f (nume-
rous other extra early being tested). Wilder **, Bower's

Early f, Excelsior f, Larkin's Trophy f, Hynes' Surprise \,

a perfect freestone of the same season with Early Rivers,

of similar color and size with Akxander; Early Rivers **.

for near market; Early Lydia f, a perfect freestone of sizi'

and color of Hale's Early, and of better quality; Hale's

Early **, in high, dry soils; Yclhic St. John **, Harrison's

Early**, Mountain Rose**, Large Early York**, Family
Favorite f , Foster, very fine fruit, hut liable to rot, too tender

for market,and like nearly all the Melocoton family of peaches,

has small blossoms, which arc very sensitive to extremes of

temperature, making it an uncertain bearer. Though this

group of varieties is usually so large and tine in quality,

and sell in market at high prices, yet on account of their

frequent failures they are of little value to the orchardist in

comparison with other varieties of same season. Crairford's

Early, Recces' Favorite, Oldmixon Free **, Moore's Far-
orite **

, Thurber **, Ocn. Lee Cling f , Chinese Cling *,

Oldmimn Cling**, N.T. Large White Cling**, Sylphide

Cling f , Columbiii **: considering all things, this with its

many varieties is far more valuable than the Crawford or

Melocoton type. Crawford's Late, Wheatland or Rogers' Gol-

den Mammoth f, Stumji the World *, Druid Hill **, Mrs.

Brett f , Princess of Wales f, Acme f. The four last named
are all white fleshed, with fine blush cheek, large, finest

quality, and sure bearers. Ward's Jjite **, Brandywine.

too shy, otherwise excellent; Boggy's Mammoth f, of Colum-
bia type, has probably produced the largest peach on record,

l^i inches around. It ripens two to three weeks later than

Crawford's Late, to which it is fully equal if not superior in

quality, and it is a surer cropper, very firm, and most excel-

lent for canning or drying. Infant Wonder \, similar to

Boggy, liut a week later, more prolitic and not (piile so large,

Heath Cling**, JVelson Cling*, sweeter than Heath, but tree

lacks vigor; Ringgold Mammoth Cling*, Steadley**, Picquett's

Late**. All things consiiiered 1 regard this as the best yellow

peach in cultivation. It is a cross between the Crawford and

Columbia, v!\X\\ large flowers,.sure abundant bearer, exceeding-

ly vigorous, long lived, of equally fine size and color with

Crawford's Late, with better cpiality and tinner, three weeks

later. There is no use for Smock when wc have Picquelt of the

same season. October Beauty Cling\, Crimson Beauty Cli?igf,

Levy's Late or Henrietta f, all tine, late Clings; Salway **,

nearly equal in value with Picquett, but not so large. Bilyeu's

Late October f was recommended as a valuable succession to

Salway, but it proves too small and poor in quality. Bonanza^

with repeated fruiting here on original tree, is about all one

could desire or e.xpect in so late a peach. It begins ripening

a week or two after Salway and continues several weeks.

It is white, with fine blush, large, excellent, freestone, small

pit, veiy prolitic; tree exceedingly vigorous. Nixe's Late

Cling **, Yelhw Cobbler f, originated iu Grayson county.

Texas, is the best very late peach known to me; Miss May f,
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from Southern Texas, will uo doubt prove valuable 20U

or 300 miles out from the gulf, but will not often ripen north

of that, November 1st to loth.

The above list is compiled with reference to the greatest

number of valuable points contained in each variety for its

season. It could be greatly extended but is sufficient for all

purpo.ses for this latitude.

PI^UMS.

The Chirkaxii ir species of plum is perfectly at home lierc,

and few other kinds seem to be of any value. Of late some

valualile additions have been made to this cla.ss. They are

troubled little by any disease, and are comparatively free

from attacks of curculio. As the cherry is of little or no

value here, the earlj' Chiccmne plums readily and satisfac-

torily take its place, which could not be tlie case witli any

other plums, even if they .should do well, being too late.

Gilbert Onderdonk, of Victoria county, A. M. Ramsey, of

Burnet county, and some growers here, have added valuable

varieties to the Wild Goose; the earlier ones not so large but

l)eginning the season the middle of May; the later ones as

large or larger, and extending the season into September.

It is reported by reliable parties, that in far Western Texas,

on the Pease River and other streams, and on the Wachita

River in Indian Territory, and other tributaries of Red

River, groves of the Chickasaw phun are found native

(though Dr. Gray in his "Manual of Botany" regards the

Chickasaw species as naturalized from some other country),

and some varieties in these wild thickets are larger and

better than the Wild Goose. I give below a succession:

EoHi/ lied, .May 10th to 20th here, from G. Onderdonk.

CoMo Chief, May 1.5th to 25tli here, from G. \V. Stoner,

Shreveport, La.

Yellow Transparent, May 25lh to June 1st here, selected

from a seedling orchard of 2000 trees planted near Denison,

Tex., by J. L. Freeman.

Jennie Lucas, June 1st to June lotii, from G. Onderdonk.

Wild Goose, June 15th to 25th.

Arkansas Lombard, after Wild Goose, from .1. D. Morrow,

Arkansas.

Clinton, Jidy, seems to be a hybrid between Chichisnw

and Prunus Americtinu, size of Wild Goose, but globular,

good quality, very thick skin, entirely curculio proof.

Siiwanee, ."Vugust, from A. M. Ramsey, Mahomet, Texas.

Said to be larger and finer than Wild Goose.

Golden Beauty, Xngust and Septeml)er,from G. Onderdonk.

Little atteution is given to other jilums here.

CHERRIES.

The climate is entirelj' too dry and the .summers too long

for the successful growth of cherries, and especially of

the sweet varieties. The common Black Morello does best of

all. then Early Richmond, and a few others of the Morelh>

class sometimes bear a little.

.\piiicors

Grow finely and occasionally produce well, but extreme

earliness in blooming renders them an uncertain fruit.

Breda, Moorpark and Peach are the varieties mostly planted.

NECTARINES,

Being peaches without down, are very subject to attacks of

curculio, and on this account the earlier varieties are of

little value, but very late varieties, like late peaches here,

are free from injury from curculio. I would mention but

two varieties, both of Texas origin, quite successfully

grown: John Green, introduced by G. Onderdonk; Dams,

introduced by A. M. Ramsey, both of large size and good

quality; come at the right season for preserving and

canning,
GR.VPES

Flourish in all the timber lands of Texas, and some varie-

ties do well on prairie lands. The varieties which have

continued to give good results for long periods belong to

the ^Estiralis species, and especially to the southern section,

represented by Herbemont, McKee, &c. However, here in

the Red River hills, all classes have so far done finely, and

even several varieties of vinifera have produced fair crops

some years.

The " Fuller .svstera " of training, together with all other

methods down to '"let-alone" style have been practised.

The two wire "fan-system" and single stake are most

common, and with proper spaciny according to varieties,

generally give best satisfaction. Rot prevails to a greater or

le.ss extent, according to care of vines, drainage, &c., and

the moisture of the season. Varieties most affected are:

Black Eagle, Concord, Rogers' Hybrids (excepting Lindley

and Goethe), Hartford, Isabella, Catawba. Those least

aSected axe: Delaware, Elvira, Norton- s Virginia, Cynthiana,

Triumph, Ice's Seedling, Taylor, Noah, Perkins, Martha,

Lady, Moore's Early.

Varieties in order of ripening, for table or market:
* Talman (Champion)—Better and earlier than Hartford,

but still is abominable to eat. It •<ells, however, and brings

money.
** Moores Early—So far the best very early fruited here,

and I think is destined to stand a long time as the early

market grape, owing to fine size, fair quality and excellent

shipping qualities.

** Perkins—Promises far better than Ice's.

* Ire's—Will produce good crops, and for those stomachs

which can hold a mass of hard sour pulps for five or six

hours without fermentation, will tolerate it.

** Delaware—Is a success here, and we are all thankful

for it. The brightest gem among American grapes.

* Brighton—If it had no tendency to rot would certainly

entirely displace Delaware. Qualitj' perfect.

** Martha and Lady—Very similar to one another; good,

but too foxy.

** Lindley—Is a magnificent grape; some rot.

** Concord—Still have to give it two stars.

Wilder—Too much rot.

* Elmra—Too compact on the bunch, too tender in skin

;

otherwise the best pure American white grape.

** Noah—Though not quite so good in quality as Elmra,

yet almost free from its defects named above.

** Goethe—Very fine, late.

** Triumph—So far has been a wonder here in vigor,

productiveness, size of bunch and berry, freedom from rot,

and excellence of quality, being equal to the best foreign.

For wine—* Herbemont—Rots some seasons, but so vigor-

ous, long-lived, productive, fine quality, we could not let it

go if we had not the

** McKee—Of Texan origin, which is some earlier, larger

and a little sweeter, of same color—a dark purple.

** Norton's Virginia and Cynthiana—Never rot, make
the finest red wine, but it would add greatly to their value

if they were larger and more juic;y.
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New under trial

—

Lady Waahiiiytoit f , Ducheasc f, Pren-

tiss f, Walter f, Truing f, Jefferson |, Montrjonicry , PoekUng-

ton f, Hancood \, Dunn f, Rodiester
f,

Purity \, aud many
others.

BLACKBERRIES.

A perfect success, except when affected by " rust."

** Bnni.tcm's Early, immensely prolific, two weeks earlier

than ** Kitfatiny, our main variety. We have no need of

others.

R-^SPBEUKIES

.Vre not profitable, but sometimes bear. * Turner, ** Ci(th-

liert. roots deeply and endures drought well; ** Gregg.

STR.VWBERRTES

Are a great success some seasons, and others almost a

failure, owing to the burning out of plants in July and

August. With irrigation it would be our most successful

fruit. After testing over thirty of the most highly recom-

mended varieties, would come down to Capt. .Turk, Greseent,

Diinean, Gumberland Triumph. Miner's Prolific (thoiigh

rather soft and variable in size), and probably Marvin, and

Bidwell with present appearances of vine ; also Ghanipion.

Varieties discarded

—

Wilson, Downing and Forest Hose,

rust and burn out ; Prouty, burnt up cutirelj' first hot spell

;

Warren, Longfelloir, Boyden, Endicolt No 2, Star of the West^

President Lincoln, Pioneer, Sharpless, Durand Bmtity, Conti-

nental, Monarch of the West, Col. Cheney, Crystal City, are

either burnt out, too small, soft or nonproductive.

CURR-\NTS AND GOOSEBERRUiS

Are an entire failure, owing to the long, dry, hot summers,

EVER-BE.ABING MULBERRIES

Are very successful, especially Hicks', and are excellent for

tarts, pies and food for poultry, bearing about two months

in succession.

PIGS

Are of little value above an ornamental shruli, though thej'

grow well and often go through winter uninjured, or comi^

uji and ripen fruit same season.

As to the other (juestions in Mr. Barry's circular, they are

mostly answered above, and yoiu' own answers to these will

do equally well for our section.

Very respectfully, T. V. Mcnson.

Report from New Mexico.

Mesilla, N. M., Aug. 13, 1881.

P. B-\RRT, Chairman General Fruit Committee, Aineriean

Pomological Society.

Dear Sir—"Respecting your circular inquiry of this year

I will state that the species of fruit grown here are apples,

pears, peaches, plums, quinces, apricots, cherries, grapes, &c.

All of these are well adapted to this climate. Although the

grape and quince show a raarl^ed superiority in quality over

these fruits east of this point, apples and pears grow to a

large size, and arc full}' equal in every respect to anj' such

fruit gi'own in the United States. The later varieties of

apples generally do best.

All fruit as above should be designated in degree of excel-

lency with one star, except grapes and quinces, which

should have two stars.

There are no new varieties hire I hat I know of.

I have never known or heard of any damage l)eing done

to fruit in this Territory, by any insect or disease, and the

only obstacle to the i'ult\ire of fruit is the early frost of

March and April.

Fruit is best preserved packed in dry sand. Expo.sure

to our dry atmosphere tends to wilting in a short time.

Altogether this valley is as especially adapted to fruit

culture as any spot in the world.

Very re-spectfully, Tiios. J. Bull.

Future reports will inform us what varieties succed best.

—Com.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE

ON

REVISION OF THE CATALOGUE OF FRUITS.

The committee on revision of the Catalogue of fruits,

respectfully report the following changes in the Catalogue

of 1879—chiefly on recommendation of State report. The

starring has also been carefully revised.

REJECTED.

Apples.—Transparent Zoar.

Strawberries. — Burr's New Pine, Boston Pine, Early

Washington, Fillmore, French's Seedling, Large Early

Scarlet, Mary Stewart, Stirling,

ADDED.

Bluckberrki.— Wachusett.

Native Orapes.—-Brighton, Champion, Cot tage,Cynthiana,

Elvira, Lady, Moore's Early, Noali, Worden.

Quinces.—Champion, Pear.

Raspberries.—Delaware, Gregg, Smith's.

Strawberries.—Bidwell, Capt. Jack, Champion, Crystal

City, Crescent, Cumberland Triumph, Duchess, Duncan,

Forest Rose, General Sherman, Glendale, Glossy Cone,

Golden Defiance, Great American, Hervey Davis; Miner's

Great prolific, Neunan's Prolific, Pioneer, Prouty, Rocky

Hill Triumph, lius.sell's Advance, Seneca Chief, Seneca

Queen, Sharpless, Springdale, Windsor Chief.

The following varieties were recommended in reports,

but as they seemed to possess only a local reputation,

many of them not being described in any book or publica-

tion of authority and perhaps synonymous with other sorts,

it was thought best to place their names on record and

leave them for farther investigation.

.\PPLES.

Soutli Carolina.—Algers, Flushing. Imperial, Thomp.sons'

Morris, Augustine, Banham, Crayton Seedling, Perkins,

Green Horse, Epling's Winter, Snyder's Large.

West Virginia.—Archie, Davidson, Quincy Early, Shell,

Summer Seek-nofurther, Waldona or Waldron, Seymour,

Black, Dan Pry, Mammy Apple, Five Square, Barn, Ked

Winter, Striped Winter.

(?««j'^M.—Darby, General Taylor.

Connecticut.—Burnham Sweet, Belden Sweet, Palmer.

Greening.

Iowa.—Allen's Choice.

Wisconsin.—Price's Sweet, Whitney Crab, Lake Winter

Crab.

Ohio.—Kincaid.

Utah.—Higgin's Red Winter.

PEARS.

West Vigiuia.—Fletcher.

PLUMS.

Kansas.—Purple Egg, Sand.

GRAPES.

Iowa.—Doder or Washington, Janesville.

Maim.—Allen's Hybrid.

/lrfe«/!,w(.?.— Flowers, Sugar, Tenderpulp, Thomas.

CHERRIES.

Connecticut.—Black Bigarreau.

Kansas.—Black Slorello.

Micldgan.—Sparhawk's Honey.

Respectfully submitted,

Marshall P. Wilder, Pres't, Ex officio.

P.\TRicK Barry,

josiah hoopes,

Charles Downing,
Robert Manning.
P. J. Berckmans,

Committee.

September, 1881.
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Report from Massachusetts.*

Tlie season of 1880 was remarkable for its carliness and
for its long continued periods of beat and dryness, which
injured the crop of strawberries, both in quantity and

quality, wliile they were particularly favorable to the rip-

enins^ of native grapes. The winter set in unusually early,

but no permanent damage resulted therefrom. The season

of 1881 was uncommonly late, and during the early part

of the summer so wet that for some weeks it was almost

impossible to destroy weeds. The month of August was
generally dry, and though we had many very warm days

in September, the season as a whole was so cool that no

fruit gained its usual Havor. On the .5th and 6th of Octo-

ber we were visited by sudden frosts of extreme severity,

which, in exposed situations, froze the grapes on the vine.s

and late peaches on the trees. Even the Concord grape

generally failed to ripen.

Having in these general remarks endeavored to give an

idea of the character of the two seasons under review, we
will now proceed to mention such points in regard to the

different fruits as have not been noticed in former reports.

STRAWBEURIES.

The Hcrrey Dams is undoubtedly the best of all the

kinds raised by John B. Moore, and can safely be recom-

mended as hardy, vigorous, and, productive, and the fruit

is of excellent quality. We cannot advise the planting of

any other of Mr. Moore's seedlings. Very fine specimens

of the Sliarpless have been ."hown by several cultivators.

It ajipears to partake largely of the C'/iili blood, and pos-

sesses some of the worst characteristics of that species,

viz: extremely irregular form, and the habit of ripening

the base of the fruit while the apex is still green. It is of

very vigorous growth, and the bright green foliage is

entirely distinct from the grayish, hairy foliage of the

C/iili strawberry. In regard to quality, while it is free

from any objectionable characteristic, it is somewhat
coarse and deficient in flavor. It is not only monstrous

in size, but a monstrosity botanically considered, the flow-

ers (at least the first ones, which produce the largest

berries) having many more than the normal number of

pelal.s, and the flattened stems showing fasciation. This
last mentioned characteristic I have al.so observed in the

President Lincoln, though I have not had the opportunity

to observe the flowers. I have no doubt, however, that

they jiossess the same character as those of the S/mrpless,

which I have never seen noticed by any writer. The
Crescent Seedling, though exceedingly vigorous and a most
abundant bearer, is of too poor quality to be tolerated; it

is inferior even to the Wilson. Tliis last named variety is

losing its jjopularity by reason of having been subject to

blight for a few years past. Miner's Great Prolific has
found favor with one of our best cultivators as a market
berry. The Cutter's Seedling is still prized by some for

family use. Next to the Wilson, the Charles Doioning is

more largely cultivated than any other variety. It is in

season a good while, and may be considered both early

and late.

The experience of President Wilder has been that the

Prouty tillers and overbears. The President Lincoln is

uncertain as to crop. The Pioneer is the only one of

• Received too late to Ije inserted in the proper place.

Durand's seedlings that has proved valuable with President

Wilder. It is of vigorous growth and good habit and easy

of cultivation. Cumberland I'riiinijih is an excellent type

as regards form. It is nearly as handsome in form and
color as the President Wilder, but not of as good quality.

and is fairly productive.

The strawberry has been cultivated more extensively in

Dighton, Bristol County (about thirty-five miles from Bos-

ton), than in any other town east of the Hudson river. In

1877 there were 772, (iOO quarts produced in the town. In

1878 and 1879 the crops were small, owing to the depreda-

tions of the larva; of the May beetle. In 1880 about a

million quarts were produced, which was about two thirds

what the crop would have been but for the drought, which
was, with one exception, the severest known during the

strawberrj' season for fifteen or sixteen years. The best

crop produced was in 1877, on an acre and three quarters

of land (half being an old bed, which does not produce as

well as a new), that yielded 17,000 quarts. Another half

acre yielded 6,400 quarts. The average of old and new
beds in 1877 was about 5,000 quarts per acre. In 1880 the

strawberries avera.ged eight cents per quart at wholesale,

out of which the glower had to pay the cost of growing
and picking, freight, commission, and rent of land. The
crop of 1881 was fair, but not profitable. The business

did pay. but is now overdone, and the quantity raised will

be reduced rather than increased. The variety chiefly

raised is the Wilson. It has deteriorated within a few years,

and is suliject to a blight on bolh fruit and plant, which
destroys it—sometimes in a few days. The Charles Down-
ing is cultivated more largely than any variety except the

Wilson, and if firmer would supplant it. None of the new
kinds are so productive as the Crescent, but it is smaller

and .softer than the Wilson, and not of as good quality.

The Turner's Beaxity, from Southern New Jersey, has

failed two years out of five, but the other three years it

was equal in productiveness to any kind, and of superior

quality.

The above facts have been derived from a statement by

A. W. Paul, of Dighton, at a meeting of the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society.

OTHER SMALL FRUITS.

Of curiants, the Versaillaise and Dana's White I'rans-

parent take precedence of other varieties, though some

continue to prefer the Red Dutch over the Versaillaise for

its superior quality.

Raspberries are becoming more generally cultivated for

market, as, owing to their softness, they cannot be trans-

ported long distances, and therefore there is less competi-

tion from distant growers. The Franconia is perhaps the

most popular variety for market culture. The Clarke is

less in favor than heretofore, and the Saunders and Ilers-

tine are growing in popularity. Of the ]iale varieties, the

Brinc/de's Orange is still cultivated by amateurs for its fine

quality, and the Souchetti is gradually being introduced

and is one of the most desirable.

The Dorchester blackberry takes most of the premiums

of the Massacliusetts Horticultural Society for this fruit,

but it is so tender that it cannot be relied on for a crop

without covering. The Wachusett, though not of the

largest size, continues to increase in favor on account of

its hardiness. Possibly a variety might be produced by

crossing these two wliicli would combine the fine quality
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of tlie first with the hardiness of the second. At present

Southern j;ro\vn blackberries furnish almost the whole

supply in the markets.

The Downing and Smith's Seedling goosebeiries are the

favorite varieties. They are larger than the Houghton and

of better quality than the Mountain Seedling.

CHERRIES.

I du not know that there is anything new to mention

concerning tliis fruit. The most approved varieties are

Knight's Early Black, Coe's Transparent, Black Tartarian,

Black Heart, Black Eagle, Elton, and Dmoncr. Mr. Fenno's

seedling, the Norfolk, continues to meet with favor.

The chief point of interest in connection with this fruit

continues to be whether the Baldwin and other varieties

which give a superabundance of fruit in the even year can

be made to bear in the odd year; and the best opinion still

is tliat the change can be effected by picking off the blos-

soms in the even year while the trees are young, and also

that trees grafted from "odd year trees" will l>e likely to

bear in the odd year. The crop in 1880 was very large,

and the quantity exported larger than ever before. The
kinds most liighly recommended for exportation are the

Oramnslein, Huhharrlstoti Nonsuch, Baldwin, Rhode Island

Greening, and Roxbnry Russet, three of which are natives

of this State. We would repeat what was said in our last

report, for it cannot be too strongly enforced; " We would
urge upou all growers and exporters of apples, as a matter

of the utmost importance, that the reputation of American

fruit should be kept up to the highest standard. To secure

the highest profit, only the best cultivated and most per-

fect specimens, picked and packed in the most careful

manner, should be shipped." Improvements are needed

in the ventilation of the steamers in which the apples are

exported, and also in other respects, but as the quantity

exported increases such improvements will come.

For amateur cultivation a greater variety is desirable

than for market, and an idea of the kinds most esteemed

can be gained from the following list, for which prizes

were offered during the last two years by the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society: Early Harvest, Large Yellow Bough,

Red Astrachan, Williams's Favorite, Foundling, Gravenstein,

Porter, Baldwin, Cogsirell, Danvers Winter Sweet, Duchess

of Oldenburg, Dutch Codlin, Fall Orange or Holden Pippin,

Fameuse, Garden Royal, Golden Russet, Hubbardston Non-

such, Hunt Russet, King of Tompkins County, Lady's Sweet,

Leicester Sweet, Lyscom, Maiden's Blush, Mother, Northern

Spy, Pumpkin Sweet, Rhode Island Greening, lioxbury Rus-

set, Talman's Sweet, Washington. SIrawberry. Crab Apples:

llysUip, Montreal Beauty, Oblong, and Transcendent.

The crop of 1880 was the small(;st known here for sev-

eral years. That of 1881 was very abundant, but the

quality was inferior. Much disappointment was felt by

our pear growers that the crop should be so inferior in

(piality when the Pomological Society met here, as they

would have been much pleased to show what they could

(U) in a good pear year.

There is little to be said of new varieties. The Eurle's

Bcrgamot, a seedling raised by the late John Milton Earle,

of Worcester, is highly esteemed there. It is of medium

size; globular obtu.se pyriform; skin thick, dull green,

sometimes yellow, with a brownish red cheek and patches

of lironzey rus.set in the sun; in the shade thickly sprinkled

with ru.sset dots. Flesh greenish white, very melting and
juicy, with a rich and pleasant flavor. "Very good."

Ripe the middle of September, and was exhibited at the

meeting of the American Pomological Society in 1881,

The Clapp's Favorite is still the handsomest large early

pear. If gathered early enough, there will never be any
trouble with its rotting at the core. Though Messrs.

Clapp's orchard of this variety has been destroyed by
blight, in other gardens it has been uninjured. Beurre

Giffard is still earlier, and no other pear of Its season can

compete with it. Supreme de Qiiimper is a very fine early

pear, which has not been as much cultivated as It deserves

to be. The Pinneo or Boston is of very fine quality and
makes a fine tree. Souvenir du Congris ripens with the

Bartlett, and the fruit is quite as large and quite as good;

nevertheless it is doubtful whether it ever di.^places the

Bartlett. I cannot agree with the statement In Jlr. Adams's

Report on Fruits in We.stern Massachusetts, that it is a

slow grower. I have found it a strong grower—much more
vigorous than the Bartlett. The Doyenne Boussock Presi-

dent Wilder finds one of the most profitable market pears.

He picks half the fruit the last of August, before It Is

fully grown, which allows the remainder to grow larger.

It makes a magnificent tree. But I would rather have for

profit two hundred Bartlett trees tlian a hundred Bartlett

and a hundred Doyenne Boussock. The Buffum, Merriam,

and Paradis d' Automne, Mr. Wilder finds among the most

profitable for market. They are all vigorous growers and
productive; the last is of finer quality than the other two.

When grown on favorable soils, the Buffum ripens yellow

with a handsome red cheek, and is of good quality; but

on unfavorable soils it is bronzy green and brown and

utterly worthles.s. It is not esteemed by cultivators gener-

ally as highly as it Is by President Wilder. The difference

noted above in the Buffum Is also to be observed in the

Beurre Ctairgcau; on favorable soils the color Is brighter

and the quality superior to that developed on others. Its

size and beauty commend it for market, and they are pre-

ferred by restaurant and hotel keepers to Beurre d' Anjou

because they last longer. I doubt whether any connoisseur

in pears can be found who ever ate a whole Beurre Clair-

geau. The Beurre Hardy and Beurre Superfin are very

valuable. The former makes a tree of the largest size.

The Urbaniste is fine, but apt to produce a large propor-

tion of inferior fruit, which must be thinned out. It does

well on the quince, and should be planted on that stock,

as it is so long coming into bearing on the pear. The trees

of Beurre Diet are mostly grafted over, but sometimes

magnificent fruit is exhibited, and when such can be pro-

duced there is nothing superior to it In quality.

The Frederick Clapp Is not of handsome shape, but verj'

Ine grained, very spirited, and keeps a long time after

ripening. It will rank as " best." The Harris, another

seedling of the Messrs. Clapp, resembles Beurre Hardy.

Few excel it In quality or color; It will also rank as

"best."

Doyenne du Cornice is very rich, and, when well grown,

magnificent in size; but the tree is not all that can be

desired. The Due de Brabant, which was liitroduce<i here

more than forty years ago under the name of Merreilk de
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Gharnenx, is a fine, large, pyriform, very sweet autumn

pear, and a good grower, but it is to be feared that it Inis

lost its opportunity.

Beurre d' Anjou is still increasing in favor as a market

pear, and promises to be as popular in its season as the

Barilett.

It is now thirty years since the Dana's Ihivey was first

shown, and it is only now becoming gciuraUy recognized

as a pear of the highest quality—equalled by few and

excelled by none. The tree is vigorous and robust, with

fine glossy foliage. The fruit grows in clusters, and to

secure the best results it must lie thinned. The Joiiephini;

de Malines has waited even longer than the Dana's Horey

for recognition of Its merits. It is certainly the best late

winter pear, succeeding the Beurre d' Anjou, Lawrence,

Winter Nelis, and Dana's Eovey.

The Vicar of Winkfield is of little value as a table fruit,

but it is a good cooking pear, and the tree is a vigorous

grower and makes an excellent stock for grafting other

varieties on. The Beurre Clairgeau is said to do particu-

larly well when thus double worked. One large grower

has lately set out five hundred trees of Vicar of Winkfield,

most of which he intended to graft, as some farmers have

set out Baldwin, apple trees and grafted with Roxbury

Basset, finding they can get a tree of the latter in this way
in half the lirae it takes to rear one from the nursery.

A good selection for an orchard is Clapp's Farnrite, Bart-

left, Sheldon, Beurre Base, Beurre Clairgeau, Duchesse d'

Anyouleme, and Beurre d' Anjou. Those who wish a greater

variety may select from the kinds for which prizes were

offered by the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, which

during the last two years were as follows: Doyenne dj^'le,

Beurre Oiffard, Clapp's Favorite, Bartlett, Manning's Eliza-

heth, Eostiezer, Tyson, Andrews, Doyenne Boussock, Belle

Lucrative, Beurre d' Anjou, B. Bosc, B. Clairgeau, B. Diel,

B. Hardy, B. Langelier, B. Superfin, Dana's Uovey, Dr.

Beeder, Doyenne dn Cornice, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Fulton,

Glout Morceau, Ooodah,Uo^oell, Lawrence, Louise Bonne ofjer

Key,Marie Louv<e,Merriain, Mount Vernon, Onondaga, Paradis

d' Auioinne, Prat!, Seckel, Sheldon, Soueeiiir da Congrh, St.

Micluif.l Archangel, Urtmniste, Vicar of Winkfield, Winter

Nelis, Beurre d' Aremberg, Josephine de Malincs.

A glance at such a list as the above will show the reason,

if one be needed, why so few additions are made to the

list of pears recommended for general cultivation. It

would be of no advantage to any one to displace any of

these by varieties no better, and to raise or to introduce a

variety superior to those on the list (with a few exceptions)

is not an every day affair. Moreover, these have taken

their place, and it would be a work of time to dispossess

them even by varieties acknowledged to be superior.

When pears could be sold readily at from two to five

dollars per bushel, there was no way in which an amateur

could derive a revenue from his garden more easily than

by planting pear trees enough to afford a surplus for sale,

and with this view the most profitable sorts were naturally

chosen. But last year pears were dull of sale at a dollar a

bushel, and it .seems to me that this change must lead to

the planting by amateurs of such delicious kinds as Ott's

Seedling and Beurre d'Aremberg—the former as good as the

Seckel and ripe a month earlier, and the latter to my taste

the finest of all jiears, but bolli neglected becau.se com-

paratively unprofitable.

It may be interesting to mention here, for comparison

with the list given above, and also as supplementary to the

sketch of the history of fruit culture in Jlasf^achu.selts

given two years ago, the names of the varieties which took

the prizes of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society for

collections of pears in 1851, 1857, and 1873, as they hap-

pened to be recorded in those years. In 1851, four

prizes were offered for the best collections of twelve varie-

ties each. The first prize was awarded to Josiah Stickney

for Andrews, Bartlett, Belle Lucrative, Beurre Diel, Colmar

d' Aremberg, Di.r, Duchesse d' Angouleme, Fltinish Beauty,

hiuise Bonne of Jersey, Napoleon, Thompson, and Vicar of

Winkfield. The second prize to Samuel Downer, Jr., for

Bartlett, Beurre Diel, Chaumontel, Columbia, Duchesse d'

Angouleme, Oh>ut Morceau, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Napoleon,

Pa.ise Colmar, Urbaniste, Van Mons Leon le Clerc and

White Doyenne. The third prize to Marshall P. Wilder,

for Beurre d' Anjou, Beurre Diel, Columbia, Duch-

esse d' Angouleme, Dunmore, Qlout Morceau, Golden

Beurre of Bilboa, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Passe Coil-

mar, Urbaniste, Van Mons Leon le Clerc, and Vicar of

Winkfield. The fourth prize to John P. Cushing, for

Beurre Diel, Catillac, Duchesse d' Angouleme, Eiuter Beurre,

Gansel's Bergamot, Glout Morceau, Gray Doyenne, Louise

Bonne of Jersey, Seckel, St. Andre, Wliite Doyenne,iind Winter

Nelis. Less than half these varieties would now bethought

worthy of a place in a prize collection and some have gone

entirely out of cultivation.

In 1857 three prizes were offerred for collections of thirty

varieties each. The first was taken by Marshall P. Wilder,

with Abbott, Andrews, Adams, Auguste Benoist, Belle Ijucra-

tire, Beurre d'Anjou, Beurre Diel, Beurre Langelier, Beurre

Sterckman, Beurre Superfin, Barronne de Mello, Belle

Epine Dumas, ColumbUt, Gonseiller Bamtrez, Dallas, Doyenne

Buus-tock, Dunmore, Gloat Morceau, Golden Beurre of Bilboa,

Jersey Gracioli, Jalousie de Fontcney Vendee, Lawrence,

Lodge, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Nouveau Poitea.u, Onondaga,

Pie IX, I'riomphe de Jodoigne, Vicar of Winkfield, and Win-

ter Nelis, The second prize to John Gordon, for Andrews,

Bartlett, Belle Lucratiw, Beurre d'Amanlis, Beurre d'Anjou,

BeurreBosc, Beurre Diel, Beurre Langelier, Brown Beurre,

Bonne d' Ezee, Buffum, Doyenne Boussock, Die, Duchesse

d' Angouleme, Easter Beurre, Flemiih Beauty, Glout Morceau,

Golden Beurre of Bilhoa, Gray Doyenne, Heathcote, Jersey

Gracioli, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise, Napoleon,

Passe Colmar, Paradis d' Automne, Urbaniate, Vicar of

Winkfield, Winter Nelis, and White Doyenne. The third

prize to Hovey & Co., for Adams, Bartlett, Belle Lucrative,

Beurre d'Anjou, Beurre Bachelier, Beurre Bosc, Beurre

Clairgeau, Beurre Diel, Beurre Langelier, Beurre Mont-

geron, Beurre Supeifin, Doyenne Boussock, Duchesse d' An-

gouleme, Duchesse d' Orleans, Dumnore, Flemish Beauty,

Fulton, Gerando, Glout Morceau, Henkel, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Lawrence, Marie Louise, Nour.eau Poiteau, Ononda-

ga, Passe Colmar, Paradis d'Automne, Sheldon, St. Michael

Archangel, and Urbaniste.

Eight varieties, the Betirre d'Anjou, Belle Lucralive, Beurre

Diel, Beurre Langelier, Doyenne Boussock, Glout Morceau,

and Louise Bonne of Jersey, were contained in all three of

these collections. The Seckel was not in either of them.

The Uenkel is hardly surpassed by .any pear now culti-

vated, yet it is never heard of now, and perhaps the same

remark might be made of others. As to such inferior
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kinds HS Colmar d'Aremherr/, and Nuvedu Poiteau, the won-
der now is that they could ever have been admitted to a

prize collection.

In 1873 four prizes were offered for the best twenty
varieties. The first was taken by Hovey & Co. with

Adams, Andrews, Bartletl, Belle Lucrative, Beurre d'Anjou,

Beurre Busc, Beurre Hardy, Beurre Siiperfiii, Dana's Hov-

ey, Doyenne du Cornice, Howell, Maiie Louise, Merriam,
Moore's Pound, Onondaga, Paradis d'Automne, Pratt, Seckcl,

Sheldon, and Urbaniste. The second prize was taken liy

Alexander Dickinson, -wilh Bartlett, Belle Lucrative, Bcrirre

d'Anjou, Beurre Bosc, Beurre Clairr/eau, Beurre Hardy,
Beuri'e Lunyelier, Beurre Superfin, Dana's Hovey, Duclnsse

d'Angouleme, Huioell, Lawrence, Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Marie Luuise, Merriam, Onondaga, Seckel, Sheldon, Urban-

iste, and Winter Nelis. The third prize was taken by

Marshall P. Wilder, witli Bartktt, Beurre d'Anjou, Bevrre

Bosc, Beurre Clairgeau, Beurre Hardy, Beurre Superjin,

Clapp's Favorite, Doyenne Boussock, Doyenne du Cornice,

Howell, Lawrence, Marie Louise, Merriam, Mount Vernon,

Onondaga, Paradis d' Antomne, Seckel, Sheldon, Soueenir

du ConijrlH, and Winter Nelis. The fourth prize was taken

by William R. Austin, with Bartletl, Belle Lucrntire,

Beurre d'Aujou, Beurre Bosc, Beurre Clairgeau, Beurre

Diet, Beurre Hardy, Beurre Langelier, Beurre Superfn,

Doyemie Bouvsock, Doyenne du Cornice, Duchesse d'Angou-

kme, EuJiter Beurre, Lawrence, Ijouise Bonne of Jersey,

Onondaga, Passe Colmar, Sheldon, Urbaniste, and Welling-

ton. Here we find a greater similarity between the

collections than before, showing that cultivators were
coming to an agreement as to the best varieties. Since

1875 the prizes have been offered for single liishes of

specified varieties, which is deemed an improvement over

the offer of prizes for collection.?.

Have succeeded better for a few years past than previously,

and are being more generally planted, and some very fine

crops have been produced; but it is difficult to get healthy

trees free from the yellows. There is sunie evidence that

potash, in wood ashes or other form, will restore affected

trees to health. Such a case was mentioned in Thacher's

"American Orcliardist," more than fifty years ago. The
best variel ies for market are the Crawford's Early, Crawford's

Late, and Oldmixon Freestone, the last perliaps the most
profitable of all. Crawford's Late is sometimes frosted.

The Foster is very much like Crawford's Early. The
Morris's lied Rareripe, Large Early York, Walters Early,

Oeorge the Fourth, Hoffmann's, and perliai)s otliers, are all

sul)slantially the same, and all of very fine quality. They
are erroneously cultivated under the name of Orosse Mig-

nonne, but are superior to the true variety, which may be

distinguished by its large flowers. Other fine varieties are

Alexander, Hale's Early, Early York (serrate), Cooledge s

Favorite, Nivctte, Late Admirable, and Oldmixon Cling.

Noblesse is most delicious but a poor bearer.

I' I, U.MS

Continue to be more fi'ee from the black knotthan in years

past, and with care can be kept from the depredations of

the curculio. They liave succeeded well when planted in

a hen yard. Some of the best varieties are Drapd'Or,
Oreen Cage, Washington-, Jefferson, Smith's Orleans, Law-
rence's Favorite, Imperial Gage, Kirke's, Lucombe's Non-

such, McLaughlin, Heine Claude de Bavay, and Coe's Oolden

Drop. Pond's Seedling, Bradshiiw, and Lombard are not of

so fine quality but areproductiveantl will do for market, but

tho.se who rai.se fruit to eat will, if the}' are wise, plant the

first named kinds in preference.

The season of 1880 was one of the best, and that of 1881

one of the worst we have ever had for grapes. They
were never so much injured by mildew as in the latter year,

and the freeze of Octol>er.3th and 6th, cut short their ripen-

ing. The Brighton continues excellent,and gives fine bunch-

es. President Wilder says that the more it is known the bet-

ter it will be liked. Of Rogers's Hybrids he has found

the Wilder, Barry, and Lindley among the best; they were

good with hiin even in the very unfavorable season of 1881.

Moore's Early is as early as any kind, not excepting the

C?iampion, and earlier than the Hartford Prolific. It colors

all through, while the Champion colors irregularly. The
Warden continues to find favor. It begins to color as

early as Moore's Early, but does not ripen as early. Eatun's

Seedling maintains the character given it in our last report,

producing very large, hand.sorae bunches, and is of good

quality. Tlie Francis B. Hayes is of fine quality and

prond.ses to be of mucli value as a white grape. It is not

a very vigorous grower. I visited the grounds of Jolm

B. Moore, the originator, last September, and saw this and

the Moore's Early when ripe, and notwithstanding the

injury done by a severe Iniil storm in July, tlie crop of

both was sucli as to indicate that they vvill be valuable

additions to the list of grapes for cultivation here at the

northern limit of that fruit.

I have much gratification in appending to this report,

one on fruits in Central Massachusetts, by O. B. Hadwen,

and one on fruits in Western Massachusetts, by J. W.
Adams.*

Robert M.-vnning,

Chairman «/ Conimiltec for Massachusetts.

Salem, Mass.

REPORT FROM CENTRAL MASSACHUSETTS.

The apple is more largely grown than any otlier fruit,

and receives min'e discriminating care each season. Al-

though the area of the orchards is not materially increasing,

the products show an increase of merchantable fruit which

undoulHedly arises from the better knowledge relating to

the care and growth of the apple, and to the application

of the best modes of cultivation. The facilities for

obtaining knowledge to properly cultivate and care for

fruit, and all the conditions necessary for successful cul-

tivation, are perhaps greater than at any period in the his-

tory of fruitgrowing. Information is freely and widely

disseminated by pomological and horticultural societies as

well as by farmers' institutes and clubs, where subjects

pertaining to fruit culture are intelligently discussed. The

crops produced have far exceeded the home demand, but

increased facilities for exportation, and a foreign demand

for choice' American apples, have taken the surplus at

remunerative prices. The new sorts that are proving well

are Sutton Beauty, Washington Royal or PUmer Greening,

and Leicester Sweeting.

The Pear is largely grown, both in the garden and on

* For this report see page 130.
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the farms near cities. The many sorts tried twenty years

ago are gradually giving place to the fewer sorts that have

proved most desiral>le and been found worthy of cultiva-

tion, and have become popular in the market.

The Pear has not proved as remunerative as the

apple, but its tendency to bear in the odd seasons, when

apples are scarce, stimulates an increasing demand and

consumption yearly. Among the newer sorts that promise

well are Earle's Bergamoi, a Worcester seedling, Fred-

erick Clapp, and Dana's Hovey.

The Peach is receiving more attention and is lieing

more largely planted during the past ten years, and

is producing crops of very excellent fruit, which com-

mand good prices Although but three crops are pro-

duced from one planting, tlie trees being sure to be de-

stroyed by the disease known as yellows; the arta planti'd

to the Peach is on the increase.

The Plum is becoming more largely cultivated, and

mostly l)y those who are willing to give it special care and

attention. The black wart having nearly disappeared

there remains the curculio, the greatest enemy and dis-

couragement to the cultivation of the Plimi, excepting

u here checked by proper care and attention. The Plum
thrives in this section, bears abundantly, and the fruit is

especially desirable either directly for the table, or canned
and preserved for future use.

Small Fruits in their variety are quite extensively culti-

vated, and by nearly every one having lands suitable.

They have come to be regarded in almost every family

as indispensable to good living, and are largely grown for

private use as well as for the market. But few new seed-

lings of either the Strawberry, the Raspberry, Grape, or

Currant have been produced in this immediate section

worthy of cultivation or dissemination when compared
Willi the popular varieties of each of the foregoing sorts.

Pomology and its cognate interests have added vastly to

the health, well-being, anil good living of a very large

population in Central Massachusetts.

O. B. Hadwen.
Worcester, Mass.
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PLAN OF THE CATALUaUE.

The arrangement of the names of varieties in the Catalogue is ali^habetical and according to the

nomenchxture adof)ted by the .Societ_v. Synonyms are given in a few instances where it seemed

necessary, and these are pLiced under tlie adopted names in italics.

The columns are arranged thus: In the first, the names of varieties, in the next seven columns

the description, and in the remaining columns the States or Districts.

The State or District columns are not placed in alphabetical order, as in the octavo editions,

but are grouped in Divisions somewhat similar in climate, and other characters affecting fruit culture.

Thus: 1.— Northern Division—between 42° and 49". 2—Central Division, between 35° and 42.

3—Southern Division—between 28° and 35°.

The State or District in which a fruit is recommended for cultivation is designated by a star (*),

and if the variety is of great superiority and value, two stars (**): if new nr recently introduced and

promising, by a dagger (f ).





I . —A P P L E S ,

Explanation of Abbreviations.—The Size is understood by 1. for large; ru. for medium, and s for small. Tlje

Form—r. c. for roundish conical; ob. for oblong; r. ob. for roundish oblate; fl. for flat or oblate; r. for roundish. The

Color—y. r. for yellow and red; r. s. for red striped; g. y. for greenish yellow; rus. for russetted; y. rus. for yellow

and russelt. The Quality—g. for good; v. g. for very good; b. for best. The Use—F. fruit valuable for all family

purposes; K.M. valuable for kitchen or market purpo.ses: F.M. family and market. The Season— S. for summer; E.A.

for early autumn; L. A. for late autumn, and W. for winter. All the.se characters of course only designate leading

positive features, and vary in their distinctness according to soil and climate in which they are grown. The Origin is

shown 1)3' Rus. for Russian; Eng. for Engli.sh; Am. for American; Ger. for German; F. for foreign.
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CATALOGUE OF FRUITS APPLES.

m
a
S
p

124
125
120
127

128
129
130
131

132
133

134
135
136
137
138

139
140
141

142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151

152
153

154
153

156
157
158
159
160
161
162

163
164

165

166

167
168
169
170

171

172
173
174
175
176
177

178
179

180
181
182
183
184

185

DESCRIPTION.

NAMES.

Grimes' Golden
Gully
Hall"

Hamilton
Haskell Sweet
Hawllioi lulen —
Hartford Sweet
Hewe.s' Virginia Crab
Higby Sweet
Hlglitop Sweet -

.

Sweet June.
Hocketl's Sweet -.

Holland Pippin
Holly
Hoover {Black Coat)

Horn
Hor.se (ILian)

Hulibardston Nonsuch
Hnnt Uusset
Huntsman's Favorite ..

Hurlbut
Irish Pippin _

Jeffeison County . .

Jefferis

Jersey S weet .....

Jewett's Fine Red
Jonathan .

Julian
JunaUi.skee
Kentucky
Kentucky Red Streak

Bradford's Bed.
Keswick Codlin
Key'sFall.
Kinnaird's Choice
Kinney's Winter
King of Tompkins County
Kirkbridge White
Klaproth
Lady Apple
Lady's Sweet
Lan.singburgh .

Large Yellow Bough..
Siimiiirr Sweet Bough.

Late Strawberry
A iititmn Strawberry.

Lawyer
Lindjer Twig
Long Island Russet
Loudon Pippin
Lowell

Orange, Tallow Pippin, Queen Anne,
Michigan Golden Pippin.

Lyscom . - -

Maiden's Blush
Major.
Mangum
Mann
Manomet
Maiy Womac
Marquis of Lome
Marston's Red Winter
Ma.son's Stranger
Mattamusket
Maverack Sweet
Maxy . ..

McAfee's Nonsuch ...

Large Striped Pearmain.
McLellan



CATALOGUK OF FRUITS—APPLES. XI

and 49°.
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XVI CATALOGtIE OF FRUITS APPLES CRABS.



CATALOGUE OF FKllTS APPLEtS CKABS. XVll

and 49°.



XVIU CATALOGUE OF FRUITS APRICOTS AND BLACKBERRIKS.

III.—APRICOTS.

The column.s fxpliiin iis folluws: Size—1., large; m., medium; s., small. FonM— r. . roiindisli ; r. f., roundish Hal-

tened; r. o., roundish oval; ob. c, oblong compressed. Color—y. o., yellow, shaded to deep orange in the sun; o. r.,

orange, with a red cheek; o., orange. Quality—g., good; v. g., very good; b., best. Use—All Apricots being valued

for the dessert, the letter F will signify that it is e.xtra for the dessert, and F. M. that it is valued for the dessert and at

the same time protilable for market. Season—E., early; M., medium; L., late in season of ripening. Oiugin— F., for-

eign; Am., American.

s

p
^21

1

2

4

5

6
7

8
9

10

11

NAMES.

Breda
Early Golden.-

.

Hemskerk .

Large pearly...

.

Laige Red
Jloorpark
iMusch Jhisch ,.

Peach
Red Masculine .

St. Ambroise.-

.

Turkey _.

O

r.Ill

s. r. o-

1. r. f.

ni. ob. c

1. r. o.

1. r.

s. r.

1. : r. f.

s. ! r^

1. r. f.

m.i r.

DESCKIPTION. j



CATALOGIIK OF FRUITS APRICOTS AND BLACKBERRIKS. XIX

III.—APRICOTS,

The columns explain as follows: Size—1., large; m , medium; s., small FoiiM—r., roundish; r. f., roundish flat-

tened; r. o., roundish oval; ob. c., oblong compressed. Color-y. o., yellow, sliaded to deep orange in the sun; o. r.,

orange, with a red cheek; o., orange. Quality—g., good; v. g., very good; b., best. Use—All Apricots being valued

for the dessert, the letter F. will signify that it is extra for the dessert, and F. M. that it is valued for dessert, and at

same time profitable for market. Season—E, early ; JL, medium; L., late in season of ripening. Origin— F., for-

eign; Am., American.



XX CATALOGUE OF FRUITS—CHERKIES,

v. — CHERRIES.

The columns explain asfollows: Size— 1., large; m.. medium ; s. small. FouM—ob. li., obtuse heart shape; r. ob. li.,

roundish obtuse heart shape; r. h., roundish heart shape; r., roundish, or round. Color—1. r., lively bright red;d. r..

dark red, almost black; a. m., amber mottled with red; y. r., yellow ground shaded and marbled with red. Class—H.,

Hearts, or tender tieshed sweet cherries; B., Bigarreau, or firm tleshcd cherries; D., Dukes, having a character in tree

and fruit midway between tlie Hearts and Morellos; M., Morellos, having acid fruit, and the tree of small, slender

growth. Use—F., family, for dessert; F. M., family or market; K. M., for cooking or market; M , market. Season—
E., early; M., medium; L., late. Origin—F., foreign; Am., American.

a
2
S

7

8
y

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

28

29
30
31

32

33
34
35
3(!

37
38

NAMES.

Arch Duke
Belle Magnifique
Belle de Choisy
Belle d'Orleans
Bigarreau

Gi-dffion, Yellow Spanish.
Bigarreau of Mezel

MoN.ifreiiSf de Mezel, Birjarrenii Omibdlis.

Black Eagle
Black Heart
Black Republican, Luelling

Black Tartarian
Buttner's Yellow
Carnation ...

Coe's Transparent
Donna Maria
Downer's Late . .

Early Purple Guigne
Early Richmond
Elton
Empress Eugenie
Governor Wood.
Hovey
Knight's Early Black
Late Duke
Late Kentish ..

Louis Phillippe...
May Duke
Morello .

.

English Morello, Large Morello.

Napoleon
Royal Ann, in California and Oregon,

Osceola
Ohio Beauty ..

Olivet
Plumstone Morello
Pontiac
Red Jacket
Reine Hortense
Rockport
Royal Duke
Tecumseh

m.
m. i

m.
m.
m.
m.
s.

P5
O

ob. h.

r. h.

r.

r. h.

ob h,

ob.h,

ob. h.

r. h.

r. h.

r. h.

r.

r.

r.

r. h.

r. h.

1.
I

r. h.

m. robh
1.

!

r. h.

1. r. h.

1. 'ob.h
1. ob. h
m

I

r.

1. I r.

1. Tobh
1. ! r. h

1. robh

1.
!
r. h.

1. ob.h.

1.
j

r.

1. r.

1. ob. h.

1. job. h
1. ' r.

1. irobh
1.

I

r.

m.'ob. h.

DESCRIPTION.



CATALOGUE OF FRUITS—CHERRIES. SXl

V.~CHERRIES.

The columns explain as follows: Size— 1., large; m., Medium; s. , small. Form—ob. b., obtuse heart-shape; r. ob. h.

roundish obtuse heart shape; r. h., roundish heart shape; r, roundish or round. Colok— 1. r., lively bright red; d.'r.,

dark red, almost black; a. m., amber mottled with red; y. r., yellow groimd shaded and marbled with red. Class—H.,

Hearts, or tender fleshed sweet cherries; B , Bigarrcau, or firm fleshed cherries; D., Dukes, having a character in tree

and fruit midway between the Hearts and Morellos; M. Morellos, having acid fruit, and the tree of small, slender

growth. Use— F., family, for dessert; F. M., family or market; K. M., for cooking or market; M., market. Season—
E. , early; M. medium; L., late. Origin—F. , Foreign; Am., American.

and 49°.



xxu CATALOGUE OF FRUITS CURRANTS—GOOSEBERRIES.

VI.—CURRANTS.

The columns explain: Size—1., large; ra., medium; s., small. Form—with reference to form of bunch— 1., long;

V, 1., very long; s., short; m., medium. Color—r., red; b., black; w., white. Quality—a., acid; m. a., moderately

acid; V. a., very acid. Use—K. M., kitchen and market; P. M., family and market; M., market. Season—E., early;

M., medium; L., late. Origin—F. , foreign.

9

10
11

12

13

NAMES.

Black Naples
Cherry
Common Black

Black Ei,rjliiih.

Fertile de Palluau .

Fertile d'Angers
Knielit'.-i Large Red
La Versaillaise

Prince Albert
Red Dutch
Red Grape ._

While Dutch
White Grape
Victoria

Rnhy CitMle.



CATALOGUE OF FRUITS—CURRANTS GOOSEBERRIES. XXUl

VI. —CURRANTS.

TLe columns explain: Size— 1., large; m., medium; s., small. Form—with reference to the form of bunch— 1., long;

V. 1., very long; s., short; m., medium. CoLOii— r., red; b., black; w., white. Quality—a., acid; m. a., moderately

acid; v. a., very acid. Use— K. M., kitchen and market; F. M., family and market; M., market. Season—E., early;

AI., medium; L., late. OniGiN—F. , foreign.

and 49°.



XXIV CATALOGUE OF FRUITS GRAPES, NATIVE.

VIII—GRAPES, NATIVE.
The columns explain as follows: Size—with reference to the berry, 1., large; m., medium; s.. small. Form— with

reference to buncli and berry: s. r., short bunch, round berry; 1. r., large and round; m. r. o., medium buncli, roundish
oval berry; m. r., medium bunch, round berry. Color— b., black or nearly so when fully ripe; r., reddish or coppery-
brownish red; g., greenish white or yellowish. Quality—g., good; v. g., very good; b., best. Use—T., table; M.,
market; VV., wine. Season—E. , early; M., medium; L., late. Origin—See next page.

PS

n
a

9
10
11

18

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31

32
33
34

35
36
87

38
39
40
41

42

43
44
45
46
47

48

49
50
51

52

NAMES.

Adirondac
Agawarn— Rogers' No. 15

Alvey
^M'cy—Rogers' No. 43
Brigliton

Catawba
Champion

TuUman's Seedling.

Clinton
Coe
Concord
Cottage
Creveling
Croton
Cynthiana
Delaware
Diana
Duchess
Elsinburg
Elvira ,

Essex
Rogers' No. 41.

Eumelau
Goethe

—

Rogers' No. 1

Hartford Prolific .

Herbemont, Warren, etc.

Herbert

—

Rogers' No. 44 .

lona
Isabella
Ives -

Jefferson

Johnson _

5. C Seedling.

Lady
Lady Washington
Lindley

—

Rogers' No. 9..
Massasoit

Rogers' No. 3.

Martha
Maxatawney
Merrimack

Rogers' No. 19
Moore' Early
Noah
Norton's Virginia
Perkins
Peter Wylie

Doctor Wylie.

Pocklington
Prentiss

Rebecca
Salem Rogers'

Scuppernong
Telegraph

Christine.

Union Village

—

Ontario .

Walter
Wilder

—

Rogers' No. 4
Worden

DESCKIPTION.

m. r.

1. r.o.

m. r.

r.

r.

m.r.o
r.

m. r.

m. r,

1. r.

r.

m.r.o
1. r. o

r.

s. r.

s.r.o.

ra. r.

m. r.

r.

r.

r.

l.r.o.

m.r.o
m. r,

1. r.

m.r.o
m.r.o
m.r.o
m. r

H

<
p

b.

b.

d.p
r.

b.

b.

b.

b.

b.

b.

g-

b.

r.

l.r.o

m.r.o
m. r.

s. r.

m.r.o
s. r.

r.

r.

m. r.

r.

r.

1. r.

m. r.

s. r.

r.

r.

m.r.o

s.r.o.

s. r.

1. r.

r.

V. g.

g-

V. g.

g-
V- g-

b.

b.

" g-

V- g-

" g-

V. g.

V. g-

V- g-

g-

^- g-

V- g-

b.

g-

g-

V- g.

V. g.

g-

g-

g-

g-

V. g.

V. g.

V. g.

g-

g-

V. g.

g-

b.

V- g-

g-

T.
F. M.
T.

T. M.
T.

T.M.W
M.

T. W.
T.

T.M.W
T. M.
T.

T.

W.
T.M W
T. M.
T.
T.

W.
T. M.

T.
T. W.
M.

T. W.
T. M.
T.M.W
T. M.
M.W.
T. M.

T. M.
T. M.
F. M.
F. M.

M.W.
T.

M.

T. M.
W.
W.

T. M.
T.

T. M.
T.M.
T.

M.
W.

T. M.

M.
T.M.W
T. M.
T. M.

i5
O

»
CO

E.

M.
E.
M.
E.

L.

E.

L.
E.

M.
E.

E.
E.

M.
M.
L.

M.
E.

L.

M.

M.
L.

E.
L.

M.
L.

L.

M.
M.

E.

M.
M.
M.

M.
M.
M.

V. E,

L.

L.

E.

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
E.

M.
M.
M.
E.

O

Labr.
Hybr.
^st. X
Hybr.
Hybr.
Labr.
Labr.

Rip.
Laljr.

Labr.
Labr.
Labr.
Hybr
Jist.

?x
Labr.
Hybr
^3t.
Rip. X
Hybr.

Labr.
Hybr.
Labr.
^st.
Hybr.
Labr.
Labr.
Labr.
Hybr,

?

Labr.
Hybr.
Hybr.
Hybr,

Labr.
Labr.
Hybr.

Labr.
Rip. X
^st.
Labr,
Hybr.

Labr.
Labr.
Labr.
Hybr.
Vulp.
Labr.

Labr.
Labr
Hybr
Labr.

i.-NORTHERN DIVISION-Between ii°

O S

«»

1 Unreliable. 6 Suited only to clayey loams and
3 Too small. 7 and 31 Valued for earliness and
5 Ahybrld variety of great excellence. a very poor quality.

8 Hardy everywhere.

certain localities. 10 Successful over a wider range of soil

hardiness, but of and climate than any other variety.
13 Bunches loose.
13 Fine quality, but uncertain.
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VIII—GRAPES, NATIVE.
Origin.—This list contains such grapes only as are of American origin ; they are either cultivated varieties of one of the follow-

ing American species of native wild grapes : Vitis Hiparia, Vitis /Estivalis, Vitis Labrusca, Vitis Vulpina, or crosses between varie-
ties of these species, or hybrids between these and the Vitis Vinitera (foreign grapes). And as it is believed that the species native
to any locality are best ada|>ted to produce satisfactory results in that locality, it has been thought useful to designate in the column
for origin the species to which each variety belongs, as follows : Lab., Labrusca, native of New England ; extends to South Caro-
lina and into the Alleghany mountains. --Est., .iistivalis, nativeof the Middle and Southern States ; on uplands. Kip , Kiparia, native
of Lower Canada ; cvtends west to Nebraska, south to Texas ; prefers river banks. Vulp., Vulpina, native of the Southern States,
not further north than Maryland, Tennessee and Arkansas, x after one of the species denotes a cross with a variety of some other
species, Hybr., Hybrid, between a foreign variety and one of the native species.

and 49°.
|



XXVI CATALOGUE OF FRUITS GRAPES AND NECTARINES.

IX. — GRAPES — FOREIGN.
As tlie Foreign Grapes are for cultivation under glass, they are not subject to those variations induced by climate of

soil, and therefore they maybe regarded as equally ad'apted to all localities. Very few of the local committees have made
any report in reference to these Grapes. The list below contains such as have l)ecn already adopted by the Society, with

a few others very generally esteemed. In California, Utah and sections of the Southern Slates, they require no artificial

protection or heat; it has, therefore, been thought unneccessary to tabulate the States and Territories relative to them;
liut, taking the old catalogue, and simply adding to it a column relative to variety as adapted to a cold house, or its want
of fire beat, in our Northern States, the old form is continued.

The columns explain; 1st—The Color of the fruit; ^M—FijAVOr; 3d—Season of maturity; 4th— Cold, for a variety

that does well without lire heat—Hot, for a variety wanting fire heat. In flavor, the only distinction is between those

that are simply sweet, as the Chasselas or Hamburgs, and those having a distinct musky aroma, as the Muscats.

No.



CATALOGUE OF FRUITS MULBERRIES, FIGS, POMEGRANATES, NECTARINES. XXVll

X. —MULBERRIES—FIGS—POMEGRANATES.

The following list of mulberries, figs and pomegranates was prepared by Mr. P. J. Berckmans, of Georgia. In

California and many sections of tlie Soutliern States, the fig and pomegranate are grown as readily as the apple in the

Middle States.

No.

9
10

11

12

13

14
15

16

17

18

NAMES.

MULBERRIES.

Hick's Everbearing
Downing
Persian IJlack

Persian White
Johnson

FIGS.

Alicante - -

Angelique
jaune HatUe.

Brunswick
Madoniui, Constantinople.

Black Genoa
Black Ischia

Brown Smyrna
Celestial _

Green Iscliia.

While lachia, Green Italian.

.laune Hative (see Angelique) .

Lemon
Violet, long _

Violet, round - .

Nerii
Pregussata
White Marseilles ,

White Genoa
Superfin de la Sausaye
Turkey

Brown Turkey.

POMEGRANATES.
Sweet

.

Acid ..

Violet.
Dwarf

Season.

Early.
Early.

Late.

Medium.
Medium.

Medium.
Early.

Early.

Early.

Medium,
Medium.
Medium.
Early.

Early.

Medium.
Medium.
Late.

Medium.
Medium.
Medium.
Late.

Early to late.

Early.
Early.

Late.
Late

COIyOR.

Black.
Black.
Black.
Lilac.

Black.

Yellow.

Violet.

Blue.

Blue.
Brown.

Pale Violet.

Green.

Yellow.
Violet.

Violet.

White.
Purple.
White.
White.
Brown.
Brown.

Reddish.
Reddish.
Violet.

Red.

Quality.

Second.
First.

First.

Third.
First.

Second.

First.

First.

First.

First.

First.

First.

First.

Second.
First.

First.

First.

Good.
First.

First.

First.

Third.
First.

Second.

Size.

Medium.
Small.

Very Large.

Medium.
Medium.
Medium.
Small.

Medium.

Medium.
Large.
Medium.
Small.
Small.
Medium.
Large.
Medium.
Large.

Large.
Very Large.
Very Large.

Small.

Mulberries—No. 1 Bears 3 months. No. 2 Best. No. 3 Very tart.

XI. NECTARINES.
Explanation same as for Apricots.

and 49°. 1



xxvin CATALOGUE OF FEUITS ORANGES, LEMONS AND PEACHES.

XII.—ORANGES AND LEMONS.



CATALOGUE OF FRUITS ORANGES, LEMONS AND PEACHES. XXIX

XII.—ORANGES AND LEMONS,



XXX CATALOGUE OF FRUITS PEACHES.



CATALOGUE OF FRUITS PEACHES. XXXI

and 49°.
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Catalogue of fruits—peaches— peaks. XXXlll

and 49°. .|



XX XIV CATALO(iIIK OF FRUITS PEARS.

S
a
s
p

18
19

20
21

22
33
24
35
36
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
84
35

36
37
38
39
40
41

43
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

63
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

70
71

73
73
74
75

76
77
78
79

80
81

82

DESCRIPTION.

NAMES.

Heurre Langelier.
Beurre Precoce
Beurre Superfln _

Blooclgood
Bonne du puits Ansault.
Brandywine
Briabnont .

British Queen
BuJTum
Caen de France
Catillac

C'lianiljcr.s .

Clapp's Favorite
Columl)ia
Dallas
Dana's Hovey . ...

Dearborn's Seedling....
Dix
Dr. Bachman (local) .

.

Dr. Reeder
Dr. Lindley.- ..

Doyenne Boussock
Doyenne d'Alencon.
Doyenne du Cornice
Doyenne d'Ete
Duchesse d'Angouleme
Duchesse de Bordeaux
Duchesse Precoce
Easter Beurre
Eastern Belle
Emile d'Heyst_
Flemish Beauty
Foster's Seckel ....

Frederick Clapp _ . _

Fulton
Golden Beurre of Bilboa . . .

.

Glout Morceau
Goodale
Gray Doyenne -

Harris
Helen Gregoire
Henkel
Hosenschenk

—

Moore's Pound
Howell
Jalousie de Fontenay Vendee
Jaminette .

.

John Williams
Josephine de Malines.,...
Julienne
Kingsessing
Kin land _

Knight's

—

Knight's Seedlinc/.

Lawrence
Louise Bonne de Jersey
Madeleine .

.

JIadame Andre Leroy
Madame Eliza
Madame Treyve
Manning's Elizabeth
Marie Louise
McLaughlin .

Merriam
Mount Vernon
Napoleon
Nouveau Poiteau

ob. p.

ob. p.

r. p.

r.

ob. p.

r. ob.

oh. p.

ob. p.

r. o. p.

oh. p.

r. a. p.

ob. p.

ob.o.p.

r. o. p
ob. p
r.ob.p.

r. p.

ob. p

y- r.

y. r.

y- r

y- r.

y. r.

y-g-
y- "•

. r.

y-g-
y- >-

y-

y-

y-g-
y-

y- g
y- g
V.

y-

r. o. p.
r. ob.

r. o. p.

r. p.

r. o. p.

r. o. p.

ob o.p.

r.

P- y r.

r.ob.p.

ob. p.

ob. p.

rob p.
ob. p.

r.ob p.

r. ob.

P-
ob. p
ob. p

r.

ob.o p.

r o. p.

rob p.

r. ob.

r. p.

r. a. p.

r. ob.

r.ob.p.

r. ob.

ob. p.

r. ob.

r. ob.

r. o. p.

ob. p.

P-
ob.o.p

r. a. p
r. o. p
ob. p.

P-
ob. p.

r. oh.

r. o. p.

ob. p.

P

y-

y-

y-g-
y- >•-

y- 1-

y-g
y I--

y-

.y-g

y- '-

y- r-

y- '-

y-

y-

y- '•-

y-

y- '•-

y- g
y- g
y- '-

y- r-

y. r.

y- '-

y-
!•

y-g
y- >•-

y- '-

y.

y-

<

V. g.

g-

V. g.

V. g.

b.

" g
V. g.

'*'• g-

g-

g-

V. g.

g-

V. f

,

'b°

V. g.

b.

F. M.
F. M.
F.

F.

F.
F. M.
F. M.
F. M.
M.

P. M.
K. M.
F. M.
F. M.
M.K.
F. M.

F.

F.

F. M.

b.

V- g-

V. g.

V- g-

b.

V. g.

"' g-

g-

g-

V. g.

V. g.

b.

V. g.

b.

b.

V- g-

^'•g-

g-

V. g.

b.

V. g.

V. g.

V. g.

g-

V- g-

V. g
V. g.

V. g.

g-

f. g.

V. g.

" g-

F.

F.

F. M
F. M
F. M.

F.

F. M.
M.

P.M.
P.

P.

P.

F. M.
F. M.
P. M.

P.

P.

F. M.
P.M.

F.

F.

P.

M.
F M.
F. M.
P.M.

P. M.
P.M.
F. M.
P.M.
M.

F. M.
F. M.
P. M.

P.

P.M.
F.

P.

P.

F. M.
P.M.
P.M.
M.
M.

<

W.
s.

A.

S.

L. S.

S.

A.
A.

E. A.
VV.

W.
S.

s.

w.
L, A.
W.
s.

L. A.

L. A.
E. A.
E. A.
W.

L. A.
S.

A.
W.

E. A.
W.

E. A.
L. A.
E. A.
E. A.
E. A.
A.

E. A.

L. A.
A.

L. A.
E. A.
E. A.
E. A

S.

E. A.

A.
W.
W.
W.
S.

E. A
E. A.
A.
W.

E. A
S.

E. A.
A.

L. S.

S.

A.
W.
A.

L. A.
A.

L. A.

F.

P.

P.

Am.
F.

Am.
B.

Eng.
Am.
F.

P.

Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
P.

B.

"p.'

B.
P.

P.

P.

B.

Am.
B.

B.

Am.
Am.
Am.

Am.
P.

Am.
F.

B.

Am.
Am
F.

Am.
P.

Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
F.

P.

F.

B.

F.

B.

Am.
Am.
Am.
B.

B.

I.-NORTH. OIVISION-Betweea 42°

37 Delicious, luit too small to meet the present 64 Supposed to be Columbia.
market wants. «:'> The tine.«t late winter melting- pear, where

56 Fails in Eastern States. it suc(-ee(ls.

63 An old variety : very healtli.v and pruduu 70 A hard.v tree ; \-iiUiable.

live. 71 Very productive and prutltable.

72 Some say liable to blight.

77 A capital pear, but unreliable.
78 Hardy and promising.
79 Valuable for market.
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XXXVl CATALOGfE OF FRUITS PEARS PLt'MS.

83

84

85
86
87
88
89
90

91

92
98
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

102

103

104
105

106

107

108

109
110

111

113
113

114
115

NAMES.

Onondaga .

Swan's Orange.
Osband's Summer...
Ott
Paradis d'Automne.
Passe Colmar
Petite Marguerite
Pinneo or Boston .

.

Pound
Belle Angevin^, Winter Bell, IfredaWx

St. Oermain.
Pratt
Reading
Rostiezer
Rutter
St. Gliislain ...

St. Michael Archange
Seckel
Sheldon
Souvenir du Congres
Sterling

Stevens' Genesee
Supreme de Quimper
Therese Appert . .

Triomphe de .lodoigne
Tyson...
Upper Crust (local).

Urbaniste
Vicar of Winkfield

Le Cure.

Washington
While Doyenne

Virgaliev.

Wilbur.. _

Willermoz
Winter Jonah
Winter Nelis _

Windsor
Summer Bell.
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xi CATALOGUE OF FRUITS QUINCES AND RASPBERRIES.

XVI.-QUINCES.
Tlie columns explain: Size—1., large; m

r. ob. p., roundish obtuse pyriform. Color-
Use—IC, kitchen; M., market. Season

, medium; v. 1., very large. Form—ob. p., oblate pyriform; r. , roundish;
y., yellowish or yellowish green. Qdality—t., tender; h. t., half tender.

E., early; E. to L., early to late. Origin—Am., American; F., foreign.



CATALOGUE OF FRUITS QUINCES AND RASPBERRIES. xli

XVI.—QUINCES.
The columns explain: Size— 1., large; m., medium; v. 1., very large. Form—ob. p., oblate pj-riform; r., roundish;

r. ob. p., roundish obtuse pyiiform. CoLon—y., yellowish or yellowish green. Quality— t., tender; h. t,, half tender.'
Use— K., kitchen; M., market. Season—E., early; E. to L., earlv to late. Origin—Am., American; F., Foreign.

and 43°.



xlii CATALOGUE OF FRUITS—STRAWBEEKIES

XVIII. -STRAWBERRIES.

The coUinins explain: Size— 1., large; s., small; m., medium. Sex—H., hermaplirotlitc; P., pistillate. Color—
(1. c, deep crimson; d. h., deep scarlet; b. s., bright scarlet; w. t., whitish tinted with red; 1. c, light eiiiiisiin. For.m—
r c, roundish conical ; o. c, obtuse ccraical or coxcomb form; c, conical; r,, roundish; r. o. c, roundish obluse conical.

Flesh—s., soft; f., firm; m., medium. Season— E., early; M., medium; L., late; E. L., early to late. Origin—Am.,

.American; F. , Foreign.

8
y

10

11

13

IH

14
1.")

Ki

17

18

19

30
31
33
33
34
3.5

36
27
38
3!)

?A\

31

83
3ri

34
3.i

30
37
38
39
40
41

NAMES.

Affricullurist...

BiiUvell

Bhiek Defiance
Captain .Jack __

Champion
Charles Downing . ...

Col. Cheney
Crystal City -.

Crescent.
Cumberland Triumph
Duchess...
Duncan
Forest Rose...
Golden Defiance
Great American
Hervey Davis
Hovey's Seedling
.Jersey Queen
Jucunda
Kentucky
Lennig's White
Longworth's Prolific .

Miner's Great Prolific .

Monarch of the West.
Neunan's Prolific .

ChavUtton.
Nicanor
Pioneer
President Wilder ,

Prouty ,

liussell's Prolific ,

Uu.ssell's Advance
Seneca C'hief

Seneca Queen
Seth Bojden.
Sharpless
Springdale
Trioniphe de Gand
Triple Crown ,

Victoria
Wdson's Albany
Windsor Chief ..

DESCRIPTION.

'A

P.

H.
H.
H.
P.

H.
P.

H.
P.

H
H.
H.
H.
P.

H.
H.
P.

P.

H.
H.
H.
H.
H.

H.
H.
H.
P.

P.

H.
H.
H
H.
H.
H
U.
H.
II.

II.

P.

d c

b. .s.

d. r.

d. r.

d. c.

d. s.

b. s.

1. c.

b. s.

b. s.

b. r.

b. r.

b. s.

b. r.

d. r

b. s.

b. s.

b. s.

b. s.

b s.

vv. t.

1. c.

c.

b. r.

h. s.

c.

b. s.

b r.

r.

c.

d c.

d c.

r.

b. r.

b. c.

1. c.

(I.e.

1. c.

d. c.

d c.

fe

r. o.c.

r. c.

r.

c.

o. c.

c.

r. c
r. c

r. c

r. c

c.

r.

r. c

o. c.

r.

r. c

o c.

r. c.

r.o.c

r.

r. c
r. o. c.

c.

r. o. c.

r.o.c.

c.

g-

r.

c.

c.

o. c

o. c

c.

o. c.

c.

r. c

r. <•

r.

.J

f.

f.

f.

f.

m.
f

f.

m.
m.

s.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

s.

f.

m.
f.

f.

f.

ni.

f.

m
R.

f.

f.

m.
f.

f.

s.

f.

f,

f.

f.

f.

o
<

M
M.
M.
L.

L
M.
M.

V. E
M.
M.
E.
E.

M.
L.

M.
M.
M.
L
L
L
M.

L. M
M.
M.
M

E. L
M
M
M.
M.
L.
L
L
M
M.
M
M
M.
M.

E. L
L

Am.
Am
Am
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Anr
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
F.

Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.

Am.
Am
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
F.
Am.
F.

Am.
Am.

I

l.-NORTH, DIVISION -Benween 43°.

S C
tj i

5 and 41 valiiahle late sorts,

8, 11 and 12, promisius: early varieties.
15 Needs ?ond soil and hlKh culture. 21 Only valued for the amateur.
1" Au old and hig-hly valued sort. 20 One of the best early sorts, and flue for canning:.
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XVIII .—S TRAWBERRIES.

The columns explain: Size— 1., large; s., small; m., medium. Sex—H., hermaphrodite; P., pistillate. CoLOU

—

d. c, deep crimson; d. s., deep scarlet; b. s., bright scarlet; w. t., whitish tinted with red; 1, c, light crimson. Form—
r. c, roundish conical; 0. c, obtuse conical or coxcomb form; c, conical; r., roundish; r. o. c, roundish obtuse conical.

Flesh—s., soft; f., firm; m., medium. Season—E., eail.y; M., medium; L., late; E. L., early to late. Origin—Am..
American; F., foreign.

and 49°.



xli^ CATALOGUE OF FRUITS AUD NUTS.

CATALOGUE
OF

NATIVE AND INTRODUCED SPECIES OF FRUITS AND NUTS,

In the United States and Canada.

Note.—The following Catalogue is intended to include all species of introduced Fruits and IS^i'tx growing or culti-

vated in the open air in any part of the United States or the Dominion of Canada, that have proved to be or promise

to be valuable to the grower.

The " starring " of this first table has necessarily been done with insufficient data, and any information lliat will help

to perfect it or to make additions to the list itself will be thankfully received.

1

2

3
4
.5

6
7

8

9

10
11

13

13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
80
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

43
43
44
45
46
47

NAMES.

BOTANICAL.

Achas rapota .

Amelanciiier Canadensis
Ananassa sativa _ .

.

Anona Cherimolia
" squamosa
" muricata

Asiraina triloba

Berberis vulgaris

Cactus opuntia ,.

Carica Papaya
Car^'a Alba
Carya olivseformis

Carya sulcata

Casianea vesca - -

Castanea Americana
Castanea pimiila

Citrus Aurantium
Citrus Limonum ...

Citrus Linietta

Citrus medica . . .

Cocus nucifera
Corylus Americana
Corylus Avellana
Corylus rostrata

Cydonia vulgaris _.

Cydonia Sinensis

Diospyros Virgii]iana .

Diospyros Kaki ..

Diospyros Texana .

Fagus ferrnginea
Ficus Carica -

Fragaria vesca
Fragaria Virginiana .-.

Fragaria Chilensis

Gaylussacia resinosa ..

.

Gaylussacia frondosa
Grias cauliflora

Juglans cinerea
Juglans nigra
Juglans regia

Laurus Persea
Jlespilus Germanica ...

Morus rubra ..

Mcirus nigra _.

Morus alba
Musa paradisiaca
Musa sapicnium

COMMON.

Sapodilla Plum .

Service -

Pine Apple
Cherimoyer
Sweetsop
Soursop ,

Pawpaw
Barberry .

Indian Fig
West Indian Pawpaw .

.

Shell bark Hickory
Pecan
Large Shell bark Hickory...
European Chestnut ..

American Chestnut
Cbinquipin
Orange
Lemon ...

Lime .

.

Citron
Cocoa-nut
American Hazel
Filbert

Beaked Hazelnut
Quince
Cljinese Quince
Persimmon
Japanese Persimmon
Black Persimmon
Beech
Fig ... ,.

Alpine Strawberry
American Strawberry .

South Ameiican Strawberry
Black Huckleberry
Blue Danglelierry

Anchovy Pear
Bntternnt -

Black Walnut
European Walnut
Avocado, or Alligator Pear.
Medlar ":

Red JIulberry...
Black Mulberry
While Jhilberiy
Plainlain

Banana

N.

N.

N.

I.-NORTHERN DIVISION-Between «"

N.

S E£
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CATALOGUE.
OF

NATIVE AND INTRODUCED SPECIES OF FRUITS AND NUTS.

In the United States and Canada.

Note.—The following Catalogue is intended to include all species of introduced Fruits and Nuts growing or culti-

vated in the open air in any part of the United Stales or the Dominion of Canada, that have proved to be or promise

to be valuable to the grower.

The " starring" of this first table has necessarily been doue with insufflcient data, and any information that will help

to perfect it or to make additions to the list itself will be thankfully received.

and 49°. |
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xlviil FRUITS REFEKREU TO AND RECOMMENDED IN REPORTS, BUT NOT IN CATALOGUE.

Fruits Referred to and Recommended in Reports, but not in Catalogue.

•m< 4 » i»

The following varieties are recommeiided or referred to

in the State Reports in this volume. It was thought

proper to defer placing them in the Catalogue until fur-

ther trial and investigation. The Committee on Revision

of the Catalogue agree in recommending that no fruit be

placed in the Catalogue until its identity has been clearlj'

established, a description of it published, and its merits

well established by experience. The rapid increase of

new varieties seems to render this course imperative.

APPLES.
NAME. WHERE RECOMMENDED.

Bishop's Pippin, New Brunswick.

Identical with Yellow BellJU>wer.

Coe's Late Greening, Connecticut.

Cornish Gilliflower, - Nova Scotia.

Dutch Codlin, Massachusetts.

Engli.sh Golden Russet, Nova Scotia.

Hilye's Eureka, Georgia.

Honey Pink, New Brunswick.

Kennebec Sweeting, do.

Leicester Sweet, Massachusetts.

McMahan, Wisconsin.

McMahan's Wliite.

New Brunswicker, New Brunswick.

N. Golden Sweet, do.

Peabody Greening, do.

Reynard, Nova Scotia.

Schaffer, - do.

Summer Harvey,... New Brunswick.

CRABS.

Pawnee, Nebraska.

CHERRIES.

Norfolk, - - Massachusetts.

CnRRANTS.

Dana's White, Massachusetts.

PEARS.

Beurre d'Aremberg . Massachusetts.

Earle's Bergamot, ^ do.

KiefEer's Hybrid, North Texas.

Le Conte, -. do.

Maria, Nova Scotia.

Sutton's Great Britain, ._- do.

Talmadge, Connecticut.

Northford Seckel.

PLUMS.

De Sota, Iowa, Wis. , Minn.

Lucomhe's Nonsuch, Massachusetts.

PEACHES.

Acme, North Texas.

Alpha, do.

Baker's Early, do.

Bilyer's Late October do.

Bonanza, do.

Bower's Early, do. and Texas.

Boggs' Mammoth, do.

Crimson Beauty, do.

Downing, Texas.

Early Lydia, North Texas.

EUierta, Georgia.

E.\celsior, . North Texas.

Family Favorite, do.

PEACHES.
NAME. WHERE RECOMMENDED.

General Lee, - -- Georgia and Texas.

Golden Mammoth, North Texas.

Graves, Mississippi.

Harrison's Early, North Texas.

Hoffmanns Massachusetts.

Hy ne's Surprise, North Texas.

Infant Wonder, do.

Larkin's Trophy do.

Levy Late or Henrietta, do.

Lula, Georgia.

Mi.ss May, - North Texas.

Morris Red Rareripe, Massachusetts.

Mrs. Brett, - North Texas.

Moore's Favorite, do.

Nelson Cling, - - do.

Nivette, -- Massachusetts.

Nix's Late Cling, North Texas.

October Beauty, do.

Ringgold's Mammoth, do.

Saunders, Texas.

Stlnson Late, ... Mississippi.

Steadley, - North Texas.

StonewallJackson, Georgia.

Sylphide, North Texas.

Walters Early, Massachusetts.

Wilder, North Texas and Texas.

Yellow Cobbler, do.

liRAPES.

Dunn, - - North Texas.

Eaton's Seedling. Massachusetts.

Francis B. Hayes, do.

Harwood, North Texas.

Irving, - do.

McKee, - - - do.

Purity, - do.

Rochester, - - - do.

Triumph, do.

BLACKBERRIES.

Brunton's Early. North Texas.

Green Cane, Nova Scotia.

RASPBEBHIKS.

Burns, Nebraska.

Centennial, - Connecticut.

Highland Hardy

Narragansett Seedling, Rhode Island.

New Rdchelle, Ohio.

Souchetli, Massachusetts.

Thwack,
Wilmington, - - New Jersey.

STR.\WBEKRTE8.

Cutler's Seedling, Massachusetts.

Finch, Ohio.

Gypsy, Connecticut.

Hervey Davis, Ohio.

Longfellow, Iowa and Rhode Island.

Manchester, Connecticut.

Marvin, Iowa.

Turner's Beauty, Massachusetts.

Warren Rhode Island and Conn.



INDEX.

Page.

Adams, J. W., Massachusetts Fruit Report 120, 121

Address of President Wilder 17

Advantages of Cross Fertilization 20

Almonds 147

Apple—Abram 140

Alexander 109, 111, 113, 117, 126, 143

American Golden Pippin _ 113

American Golden Russet 109, 117, 119, 123

American Summer Pearmain 117, 119, 140,

154, 161

Andrew's Sweet 108

August Pippin.. 110

Aulumn Wine 119

Bailey's Sweet 119,161

Baldwin, 111, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 120,

123, 124, 120, 130, 136, 137, 139,

147, 154, 106

Belle et Bonne 119

Belmont _ 137

Ben Davis. ..Ill, 118, 128, 130, 135, 136, 137,

139, 140, 143, 152, 153, 154, 159, 161

Benoni.... 117, 119, 135

Bentley's Sweet 137

Bishop's Pippin 111, 113

Black Warrior 152, 153

Blenheim Pippin 109

Blue Pearmain 110, 111, 117, 118

Boatman's Seedling 66

Borsdorff 118

Briar Sweet Crab 126

Brittle Sweet 119

Broadwell 111

Buckingham 143, 161

Buncombe 153, 161

Burlington Pippin 117, 119

Cabashea. 110

Calef Sweet 115,116

Calkin's Pippin 110, 111

Canada Reinette 113

Cannon Pearmain 152

Carolina.Tune 154, 161

Carter's Blue 153, 161

Chaniplain 119

Charlottenhaler 118

Clial tahoocliee .• 1 52, 153

Chenango Strawberry Ill, 137, 143

Clayton 139

Clyde Beauty 110, 111, 143

Coe's Late Greening 123

Colvert Ill, 143

Concord Pearmain 110

Page.
Apple—Cooper _ 137

Cooper's Wliite 161

Cornish Gilliflower 112

Cox's Orange Pippin. 112

Cracking _ 143

Gulp ._ 137

Danver's Winter Sweet.. ...115, 119, 106

Dexter 117

Drapd'Or.. Ill

Domine. _. 119

Duchessof Oldenburg, 109,111, 117, 119, 120.

126, 128, 130, 137. 101, 166

Dutch Mignonne. . _ 119

Dyer 136

Early Harvest, 111, 113, 117, 119, 123, 129, 130,

136, 137, 140, 153, 154, 158, 159, 161, 166

Early Joe 117

Early Red Margaret 119, 159

Early Ripe 133

Early Strawberry .115, 119

Edgar Red Streak 128

English Golden Russet 112, 137

English Russet _ 119

Equinetely 153, 161

Esopus Spitzenburgh Ill, 117, 119, 147

Etowah 152, 153, 101

Fallawater Ill, 131, 139

Pall Harvey. 111

Fall Jenueting 109, 1 11

Fall Orange _. .126, 166

Fall Pippin. .111. 117, 119, 123, 128, 129, 130, 137

Fall Queen 140

Fameuse, 108, 111, 113, 110, 117, 119, 123, 126,

128, 143, 166

Family 153

Ferris 140

Fink --. 136

Flushing Spilzenburgh 110, 113

Foundling 1 17, 166

Fourth of July Ill

Fruits Referred to and Recommended in Re-

ports, but not in Catalogue xlviii

Gilpin 128

Golden Russet .111, 126, 128, 129, 166

Golden Sweet 109, 129

Gravenstein, 108, 109, 110, 111, 115, 117, 119,

123, 125, 129, 130, 137, 166

Green Cheese 140

Grimes' Golden Pippin, 109, 111, 117,119, 123,

130, 130, 137

H:ias, or Gros Pommier 113, 120, 126, 128



1 INDEX.

Page.

Apple—Hawley 119

Havvthornden 138, 129

Hockett's Sweet 153

Holley 108

Homestead Crab 186

Horainy 153, 161

Honey Pink 113

Hoover 153, 161

Horn 152

Horse 153, 161

Hubbardston Nonsuch, 109,110,111. 117,119,120,

123, 137, 166

Hunt Russet.. 112, 131, 166

Hurlbut ..Ill, 123

HyslopCrab 113, 136, 161

Jackson's Seedling 66

Jefferis.. 130

Jersey Sweet 137

Jewett's Fine Red Ill

Jonathan 117, 118. 119, 161

Jones' Favorite 159

Julian 153, 161

Kennebec Sweeting 113

Kentucky Streak 161

Keswick Codlin 109, 111, 137

King of Tompkins County, 109, 110, 111, 117, 124,

129, 137, 139, 166

Lady Apple .119

Lady's Sweet .119, 120, 166

Lake Winter 126

Landon Apple 119

Large Yellow Bough Ill, 117, 119, 166

Lincoln's Wonder 159

Limber Twig 140, 154, 161

Little Seedling 118

Lowell... Ill, 137

Lyscom Ill, 166

Magoon Sweet 116

Maiden's Blush, 111, 117, 119, 130, 136, 137, 139,

140, 147, 154, 161, 166

Major Sweet 108

Mangum 153, 161

Mann 118, 124

Marquis of Loine Ill

Maverick 153

Mcintosh Red 118

McMahon's White 126

Jlenagere 30

Missouri Pippin 145

Monmouth Pippin 129

Montreal Beauty Crab 113

Mo.'iher Sweeting 119

Mother Ill, 166

Munson Sweet Ill, 115

New Brunswicker , 113

Newton Pippin 108,117,119, 147

Newtown Spilzeuburgh 112, 147

Nickajack 119, 153

Nonpareil Russet .. Ill

Northern Golden Sweet 113,117, 119

Northern Spy, 109, 110, 111, 115, 117, 118, 119,

120, 129, 130, 13G, 166

Paoe.
Apple— Northtield Beauty _ 118

Ohio Nonpareil 109, 110, 137

Ohio Pippin 154, 161

Ontario.. 109

Orange Sweet 137

Paper Apple 119

Peabody Greening 113

Peach of Montreal.. 117

Peck's Pleasant Ill, 115, 117, 119, 123, 137

Pewaukee 113, 115, 118, 126

Plumb's Cider 126, 143

Pomme Grise Ill, 113, 117, 119

Porter Ill, 117, 119, 130, 166

Pound Sweet ..113, 117, 166

Primate... 115, 117, 119

Prince's Sweet 126

Prolific Sweeting 118

Rarabo 119, 129, 130, 136, 139, 154

Rawle's Genet 119, 154, 161

Red Astrachan, 110, HI, 113, 117, 119, 133, 126,

139, 130, 136, 137, 147, 153, 154,

158, 161, 166

Red Bietigheimer 30

Red Canada 123, 137

Red Gilliflower 119

Red June 129, 140, 147, 153

Red May 159

Red Siberian Crab 112

Reynard 108, 112

Rhode Island Greening, 111, 114, 116, 117, 118, 119,

120, 122, 123, 124, 129, 130,

131, 130, 137, 153, 166

Ribston Pippin ..110, 111, 113, 117, 119, 129

Romanite 152, 153, 161

Rome Beauty ...119, 135, 137, 140

Roxbury Russet, 111, 114, 115, 117, 118, 120, 123,

124, 139, 137, 166

Sally Gray 159

San Antonio 159

Santa 152, 153

Saxton Ill

Schafifer. 112

Scott's Winter 118

Shannon 154, 161

Shaw's Apple 147

Shockley 133, 140, 152, 153, 159, 1 61

Simmon's Red 151

Sine Qua Non 119

Smith's Cider 129, 130, 135, 136

Smoke House 130, 137

Sops of Wine 113, 117, 128, 129, 153

Soulard 143

South Hero 119

Stark ,-..- 137

Stevens 159

Stevens' Winter 1.53, 150, 161

.St. Lawrence Ill, 113, 128

St. Peter's 118

Strawberry 130, 147

Strinestown Pippin 130

Summer Chandler 119
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Sweet Bough... .117,130. 137
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Switzer 118
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Talman'a Sweet. .111, 114, 117, 118, 119, 136, 128, 166

Taunton 153, 161

Tetofsky ...115, 117, 119, 126, 138, 136
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Vandeveve 136, 147
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Willow Twig 117, 118, 119, 126, 137

Winesap, 119, 129, 130, 135, 136, 139, 140, 147, 154, 161
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Yates... ...152, 153, 101

Yellow Bellflower, 111, 114, 115, 117, 119, 139, 135,

136, 139
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York Imperial 130, 133
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Zolotoreff 118
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Catalogue of vi

Crab ...113, 113, 136, 128, 136, 161

Crab, Catalogue of... xvi
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Rejected in Catalogue 104
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In California
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Indian Territory
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144
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Banana, Culture of in Florida
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Discussion of 88
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Stone's Hardy 127

Taylor 123
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88
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Bull, T. J., New Mexico Fruit Report 163

Bush, Hon. Isidor, Our Catalogue of Fruits, 78

-Buswell E. W., Treasurer's Report 28
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CanUer Worm 126
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Carr, Mrs. Dr. B. S., Orange Culture in California. .. 149

Cassell, William H., Mississippi Fruit Report 155

Catalogue, Plan of 167
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In California 147
Indiana _ 139

Indian Territory 154
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Nebraska 144
New Ycirlv 124
Nova Scotia 113
Oliio _. 137

Pennsylvania 131
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Holland (Napoleon) 147

May Duke 139, 137, 153

Napoleon Bigarreau 134, 147
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Olivet - 30

Ostheim 148
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Red Morello 138

Rockport Bigarreau 138

Royal Ann (Napoleon 129
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Chestnuts in California 149

Circular calling Meeting 5
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mittees 107
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Codling Moth (see Insect.s) 124, 126

Colmiin, Col. N. J., Speech at Banquet 104
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Cross Fertilization, Advantages of 20,31
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Currant, Clierry 115, 123, 125, 131

Dana's White Transparent 165

La Versaillaise 115, 123, 138, 165

Long Bunched Holland 144

May's Victoria 133, 135, 128, 136

Red Dutch 115, 123, 128, 131, 138, 105

Wliite Dutch 128, 138

White Grape. 131, 138

Currants, Catalogue of xxii

In Connecticut 123
Iowa _ 144
Kentucky _ _ 140
Minnesota. 128
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Nova Scotia 112
Ohio 138
Texas _. 163
Wasliington Territory 129

Davis, F., Virginia Fruit Report _. 133

Describing varieties of Pears by their Flowers, Prof.

W. J. Beal 73
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Engle, H. M., Pennsylvania Fruit Report 130

Eiickson, Aaron, Memorial of 24

Essays. 31, 48, 66, 70, 73, 74, 78

Exhibitions of Fruits, Discussion of 99

Fig, Brown Turkey 160

Celestial 156

Green Ischia 156

Late Smyrna 156

Lemon 156

Magnolia 1 60

Mission 147

While Genoa 147

Figs, Catalogue of xxvii

Culture of, in California 147

In Georgia 153

Mississippi ,156

Texas-- 158, 160, 163

First Day, Morning Session 13

" " Afternoon Session. , 15

Foreign Fruits, Report of Committee 30

Fox, Bernard S., Memorial of 33

Fuller, A. S., New Jersey Fruit Report 131

Furnas, A., Indiana Fruit Report 139

Gibson, Hon. W. K., Speech at Banquet 106

Gold, Hon. T. S., Connecticut Fruit Report 122

Gooseberries, Catalogue of xxii

In Kcniucky 140
New II;impshire 115

Nova Scolia 112
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Texas - - 103

Washington Territory 129

Gooseberry, Downing 138, 166

Houghton's Seedling 115, 138, 154, 166

Mountain Seedling 115, 166

Smith's Improved 138, 166

Granadilla in California.- 14!)

Grape—Adirondac 35, 117, 119

Agawam - 35, 113, 138

AlIen'sHybrid 119

Alvey.- - 35

Amber 149

Bacchus _ 149

Barry (Rogers No. 43). . - 35, 186, 165

• BlackCluster 112

BlackEagle.-- .-.. 40,163

Black Hamburg 109,112

Brighton 35, 115, 131, 136, 138, 158. 163, 168

Catawba 31, 123, 162

Champion 36, 112, 136, 162, 168

Clinton .- 138, 149, 153

Coe.- ---- 143

Concord 36, 117, 119, 121, 123, 128, 138, 140, 153,

154, 155, 157, 158, 162, 168

Continental 66

Corporal 66

Cottage - - 36

Creveling 36, 119

Croton 36, 121

Cynthiana 37, 136, 149, 155, 163

Delaware 31, 33, 37, 117, 119, 121, 128, 138, 153,

155, 157, 158, 163

Diana 31,37, 119, 133, 136, 153

Duchess 45, 131, 163

Dunn 160, 163

Early Amber 131

Early Dawn.. 43

Early Victor 34

El Dorado _. 33

Elsinburgh 38

Elvira 33, 38, 149, 163

Empire State 66

Esse.\ - 38, 136

Etta.-- 33, 149

Eumelan - 38,39,115,117, 119

Florence . - - . . 115

Flowers - -. 155

Goethe - 38, 162

Golden Champion 147

Golden Gem 65

Green's Seedling 149

Grein's Golden -.- 33

Hartford Prolific 34, 117, 119, 123, 136, 138, 153,

154, 158, 163, 168

Harwood 160, 168

Herbemont- 39,149,155,160, 162

Herbert 32,43,121,123, 136

Hermann 155
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Grape, Highland - - -.. 33

Humboldt 155

lona - 39

Isabella 31, 119, 133

Israella 40, 119, 153, 162

Irving - - - - - . . 163

Ives' Seedling 34, 115, 133, 138, 140, 153, 155, 157,
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Jacques - - 149, 153
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Jeflferson-- - - 33,44,131,136, 163

Johnson 40

Lady 40,135.136,143, 162

Lady Dunlap- 65

Lady Washington 33, 46, 131, 136, 163

Laura 66

Lenoir- 153, 160

Lindley, or Rogers No. 9 40, 44, 131, 136, 162, 168

Loja- - 149
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Martha 36, 40, 115, 119, 128, 136, 138, 155, 162

Mas.sasoit --. 40,117,119, 136
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McKee - 160, 162
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Monroe 40, 43
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143, 144, 162, 168

Naomi - -.- 44

Niagara 46, 47

Noah 40,135,136, 163

Norton's Virginia -.. 40,149,153,154, 163

Norwood - - 43

Pearl 149

Perkins 40,42,153,155, 163

Peter Wylie - 40

Pocklington 32,44,45.131,136, 163

Poughkeepsie Red 44

Prentiss 40, 46, 131, 136, 163

Purity - 32, 163

Rebecca 40

Reliance 66

Reniz 36

Rochester - 163

Rosaki 149

Rulander 149

Rutland . . - - 66

Sops of Wine - 160

Salem 40,43,113,131, 138

Scuppernong 40,68,147,153, 155

Sharon 66

Sweetwater 112, 160

Tacmack... .149

Talman - 34, 162

Taylor 44,149, 162

Telegraph 40, 42

Thomas 153, 155
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Triumph - - 34,40, 162

Uhland --- 149

Union Village 40,43

Vergennes 34, 117

Walter --- 40,43, 163

Warren - - 153

Watertown - 66

White Ann Arbor - 44, 65

White Sweetwater - - 117, 119

Wilder 40, 43, 133, 138, 153, 163, 168

Woodruff's Red 44,65

Worden ... 31, 40, 42, 43, 115, 121, 123, 136, 144, 168

Grape, New and Improved Varieties 21

Mildew and Rot (see Insects and diseases of Plants)

Grapes, Catalogue of... .x.xiv

Discussion of 85

Grafting 39, 73, 73

Improvement by Crossing or Hybridization.. 31

Rickett's - - 33

Rommel's 33
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Connecticut 123
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Indian Territory 154

Iowa 143

Kentucky. 140
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Minnesota 128

Mississippi 157

Nebraska 144

New Hampshire 115

New .lersey 133

Nova Scotia 112

Ohio... 135, 138
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Texas.. 158, 160, 163

Utah 146

Vermont 117, 119

Washington Territory 129

Griffith, W., Memorial of 34

Grosvenor, C. E., New Brunswick Fruit Report 113

Guava, Strawberry . 69

Hamilton, Charles C, M. D., Memorial of 23

Hathaway, B., on Bidwell Strawberry 53
" " on Crossing Strawberries 55

Hayes, Hon. Francis B., Address of Welcome 13
" " " " Address at Banquet 101

Hayes, -lames M., New Hampshire Fruit Report 114

Hedges for Shelter, Dr. .1. A. Warder 77

He.xamer, Dr. F. M. on Strawberries 50

Hills, W. II. on Calef Sweet Apple 116

Hollister, U. S., Minnesota Fruit Report 128

Hoskins, T. N., M. D., Vermont Fruit Report 118

Hovey, C. M. , Speech at Banquet 104

Howsley, Dr. W. M., Memorial of 23

Hnggins, W. A., Kentucky Fruit Report 140

Hybridization of Grapes, Hon. G. W. Campbell 31
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.Jackson, R. , Mississippi Fruit Report 157

Japan Medlars 158

Japanese Persimmons 70, 71, 133, 152, 157, 1.58

Japan Plum 148,156

Johnson, J. E., Utah Fruit Report 146

Lawton, C. W., Washington Territory Fruit Report.. 130

Lawton, W., Memorial of 34

Leigbton, G. F. B., Virginia Fruit Report 134

LeiTion Culture in California 150

Lemon Culture in Florida, 67

Lemons, Catalogue of xxviii
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Lit-chee 69

Long, Governor, Speech at the Banquet... 103

Longley, A. , Nova Scotia Fruit Report Ill

Lyon, Hon. T. T., Proposed Pomological Rules 26
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Masters, J. H., Nebraska Fruit Report 144

Matthews, S. J., Arkansas Fruit Report 155

McLaughlin, H., Maine Fruit Report 114
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Memorials of Deceased Members 33

Mespilus 156
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Moody, E. New York Fruit Report 134
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Nectarine, Davis 103

John Green.. 163

Nectarines, in Nova Scotia 113
Texas 162

Nectarines, Catalogue of xxvi

Newton, G. F., Ohio Fruit Report 137

Nova Scotia, Apples of 108

Nova Scotia, Climate of 108

Officers and Standing Committees 7, 8

Old Dominion Fruit Growing Company 133

Onderdonk, G., Texas Fruit Report 159
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Konah 150

Malta Blood 150
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San Marino 150
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Barnard 90
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Beer's Smock 131
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Bonanza 161
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Brandywine 161

Briggs's Red May 90, 136, 147, 158
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Crimson Beauty 161

Crimson Galande 30
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Dr. Hogg 153

Druid Hill-- 161
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Early Alfred 153
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Early Troth- 123
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Family Favorite 161
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Gaylord 153
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